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UBC860XLT
A stylish designer base station scanner which offers 100 memory

channels and a 12 band coverage including 800MHz. Features Uniden's

patented TWIN TURBO scan and search facility. The BC860XLT represents the

best value for money in the home base scanner market - covering all of the most

popular bands including the Amateur VHF and UHF bands, Civilian Airband, Marine &

PMR, plus the high UHF 800MHz band.

Features include manual keyboard entry with auto track tuning and a unique data skip

option for bypassing unwanted data transmissions. It also helps to reduce birdies!

Full frequency LCD display Programmable delay 10 priority channels Automatic squelch

3 -day memory back-up Channel lock -out and priority

Frequency coverage 66-88, 108-174, 406-512, 806-956MHz

Scan/Search speed: Max 100 ch/steps per sec (300 ch with Turbo on)

Power requirements: 12V DC via supplied 240V AC mains adapter PRICE fI 39.00

uniden

UBC
3000XLT

A superior 400 channel

handheld from the Uniden

stable, offering a near

continuous coverage
from 25-55 OMHz and

760-1300MHz. Reception

modes include AM, FM and

Wide FM, user selectable (FM &

WFM only on the upper bands).

Automatic search, priority channel

and selective scan delay. Turbo

scan/search facility offers 300

channels per second in search mode

and 100 channels per second in normal

mode. With a switchable delay
of approximately 2 seconds. Backlight

LCD display and fully functional keypad

for direct frequency entry.

Accessories included:

belt -clip earphone case

flexible antenna together

with 240V AC adapter/charger.

PRICE £249.95

UBC65XLT
The new UBC 65 XLT offers outstanding value for

money with 10 memory channels and wide

frequency coverage. It will prove especially

popular for Amateur radio, Ship to Shore,

Land Mobile and Public Service coverage.

Features 10 channels, 8 band coverage, 2

digit LCD display, memory backup,

keyboard lock switch and channel

lockout and battery low indicator.

Accessories included are charger and

earphone. Frequency coverage: 66 -

88, 137 - 174, 406 - 512 MHz. Scan

speed: 10 channels per second.

Required: 5 x AA Nicads or 12

VDC adaptor

PRICE f95.9S

Available fro

8 9
WPM mom,

4 5 6

vada dealers throughout the UK or direct from:



UBC9000XLT
A new 500 channel base station model covering

25MHz to 1 .3GHz in two continuous bands

(25-550MHz and 760-1300MHz). Featuring

Twin Turbo scan & search modes with 10

user definable priority channels. Easy to

read large LCD display and manual tuner

together with direct frequency keypad make

up a very professional front panel. User

selectable modes covering AM, FM and Wide

FM modes. Selectable receiver attenuator,

delay and data options are available direct

from the keyboard. For unattended operation

the 9000XLT has an automatic tape recorder

ON/OFF and tape output feature! Accessories

included: AC mains power adapter, telescopic antenna and

owners manual

189 London Road,

North End,

Portsmouth,

P02 9AE

PRICE 1325.00

UBC220XLT

ALL UNIDEN MODELS

ARE APPROVED

The UBC 220 XLT is an easy to use scanner with

200 memory channels. Includes 10 band

coverage, automatic search, priority channel

and selective scan delay. Display light,

automatic lockout and direct channel

access. Also includes Belt clip, earphone

case and flexible antenna accessories.

Frequency coverage: 66 - 88, 108 -

174, 406 - 512, 806 - 956 MHz. Scan

speed 100 channels per second

scanning and 25 frequencies per

second in search mode.

PRICE 1189.9S

UBC I 20XLT
Handheld

A new compact designed handheld featuring

Twin Turbo Scan & Search, and a pre-

programmed SVC (service) search facility

which allows you to toggle the aircraft,

marine and other service bands in

search mode.

For maximum convenience in monitoring,

the 120XLT has 100 memories arranged

in 10 banks plus 10 priority channels

enabling you to keep track of your

favourite frequencies. Channel lock -out

and unique dam skip facility are also

included. Full frequency LCD display with

direct frequency entry keyboard.
Complete with NiCad battery and

charger, bek clip, earpiece and rubber duck antenna.

Frequency coverage: 66-88, 108-174, 406-512MHz

PRICE £139.00

Europe's N

 Retail & Mail Order ti

 Trade & Export

 Fax



High Speed FM Communications Nearfield Receiver
sweeps range of 30MHz to 2GHz in less than one
second

Two line character LCD displays Frequency and either
All Mode Decoding (CTCSS, DCS, DTMF), LTR-Trunk-
ing, Relative Signal Strength, Latitude and Longitude, or
FM Deviation with automatic backlight

NMEA-0183 GPS Interface provides tagging data with
location for mapping applications*

CI -V compliant Serial Data Interface with both TTL and
RS232C levels

*Frequency Recording Memory Register logs 500 frequencies
with Time, Date, Latitude, and Longitude information

Real -Time Clock/Calander with battery back-up
*Frequency Lock Out, Manual Skip, and Auto or Manual Hold
capability
Tape Control Output with Tape Recorder Pause control relay
DTMF Encoder for audio data recording

*Rotary Encoder for easy selection of menus for setup
*Internal Speaker, Audio earphone/headphone jack
*Miniature 8 -pin DIN Serial Interface port for PC connection
*Relative ten segment Signal Strength Bargraph Mode
*Numerical Deviation Mode with 1-10kHz and 10-100kHz ranges
*Includes Built-in Rapid Charge NiCad Batteries with 8 hour discharge
time and a Universal Power Supply
*Software for mapping applications is planned by third party Software Design
Companies. Inquire about the availability and specific Companies to contact.

The offers All Mode
Communications Decoding.

461.725 MHZ
CTOSS: 103.5 Hz

CTCSS Mode

451.725 MHz
)c.: 047

DCS Mode

41;1.725 MHz
)TMF: 8003275912

DTMF Mode

Additional Display Modes:
Latitude/Longitude Mode
*Signal Strength Mode
*Deviation Mode
LTR-Trunking Mode

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
FOR A MODERN

PLANET

,110"IwIP1101110411111, MOM*
%AI  ghiff&NA416011iss  11111.1601111 r11%ima

5821 NE 14th Avenue  Ft. Lauderdale, FLA  33334

Haydon Communications
132 High Street  Edgware  Middlesex  HA8 TEL

Tel/Fax: 01819515781/2

Nevada Communications
189 London Street  Portsmouth  Hampshire  P02 9AE

Tel: (01705) 662145 Fax: (01705) 690626

Waters & Stanton Electronics
22 Main Road  Hockley  Essex  SS5 4QS
Tel: (01702) 206835 Fax: (01702) 205843
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offered for sale by advertisers in this magazine.



SWM SERVICES

Subscriptions
Subscriptions are available at £25 per
annum to UK addresses, £30 in Europe
and £32 (Airsaver), £37 (Airmail)

overseas. Subscription copies are
despatched by accelerated Surface
Post outside Europe. Airmail rates for
overseas subscriptions can be quoted
on request. Joint subscriptions to both
Short Wave Magazine and Practical
Wireless are available at £42(UK) £47
(Europe) and £51 (rest of world).

Components for
SWM Projects
In general all components used in

constructing SWM projects are
available from a variety of component
suppliers. Where special, or difficult to
obtain, components are specified, a
supplier will be quoted in the article.

The printed circuit boards for SWM
projects are available from the SWM
PCB Service, Badger Boards, 80
Clarence Road, Erdington, Birmingham
B23 6AR. Tel: 0121 - 384 2473.

Photocopies and
Back Issues
We have a selection of back issues,
covering the past three years of SWM.
If you are looking for an article or
review, or whatever that you missed
first time around, we can help. If we
don't have the whole issue we can
always supply a photocopy of the
article. Back issues are f2.60 each,
photocopies are also f2.60 per article,
plus f1.00 for subsequent parts of
serial articles.

Binders, each taking one volume
are available for £5.50 plus £1 P&P for
one binder, £2 P&P for two or more,
UK or overseas. Please state the year
and volume number for which the
binder is required. Prices include VAT
where appropriate.

Orders for back numbers, binders
and items from our Book Service
should be sent to: PW Publishing Ltd.,
FREEPOST, Post Sales Department,
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone Dorset 81418 8PW, with
details of your credit card or a cheque
or postal order payable to PW
Publishing Ltd. Cheques with overseas
orders must be drawn on a London
Clearing Bank and in Sterling.

Credit card orders (Access,
Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa) are
also welcome by telephone to
Broadstone (01202) 659930. An

answering machine will accept your
order out of office hours and during
busy periods in the office. You can
also FAX an order, giving full details to
Poole (01202) 659950.

Technical Help
We regret that due to Editorial time
scales, replies to technical queries
cannot be given over the telephone. If
you require help with problems
relating to topics covered by SWM,
please write to the Editorial Offices,
we will do our best to help and reply
by mail.

ED frokiAi
AOR Competition
The gremlins certainly got into the act on the final part of the AOR Competition! The
essential corner flash turned into a yellow square. To add to the confusion I gave
instructions in my Editorial that were based on a previous competition using a different
format. For that, my sincere apologies. Well done to those of you who decided that
what was needed was proof that you had bought a copy of the magazine and not just
read it in your local newsagent. To try to compensate for the confusion, I have decided
to extend the closing date by one month to Friday 26th July. The requirements are still
the same - cut off the bottom outside corner of the June front cover, to includea part
of the yellow square.

Distribution
I have been receiving disturbing reports from readers that they have been unable to
obtain their regular copies of Short Wave Magazine from their local branch of WH
Smith. On asking the assistant why they cannot find a copy, they have been told that
the magazine is no longer stocked. If you have this, or any other distribution related
problem, please let me know as soon as possible, so that I can get our distributor working on a solution.

Also, if you find that copies of SWM on the newsagent's shelves are imperfect, please let me know
immediately. Do not just tell the shop staff and leave it at that. Again, armed with the right information I can try
to get something done about it.

Wood Norton Radio Weekend
The planned Wood Norton Radio Weekend, being arranged in conjunction with BBC World Service and Lowe
Electronics offered readers a unique opportunity to immerse themselves in their hobby, along with other like-
minded sours and experts. This was to be nothing like a radio rally - just the opposite, in fact. Unfortunately, not
enough readers responded to make the event anything like viable. Why, I do not know - other hobbies have
similar residential weekends - if any readers would like to offer explainations I will be only too pleased to read
them. Perhaps the weekend was too expensive - although I must point out that the price being charged barely
covered the cost of the facilities. Interestingly, a large percentage of the enquiries came from readers overseas,
for whom the cost would be greatly inflated with travelling expenses.

From this you will have gathered that we have, reluctantly, had to cancel the weekend.

Dick Ganderton G8VFH

IF YOU HAVE ANY POINTS OF VIEW
THAT YOU WANT TO AIR PLEASE
WRITE TO THE EDITOR. IF YOUR LETTER
IS PUBLISHED YOU WILL RECEIVE A £5
VOUCHER TO SPEND ON ANY SWM
SERVICE

More Internet and PCs

Dear Sir
In reply to a letter from Harold
McIntyre G3FCJ on the subject of
the Internet in the February 1996
edition of SW111. This person does

not know what he is talking about
when he says that the Internet has
nothingtto do with short wave
radio.

A wire on the end of a telephone
it might be, but international short
.t ave stations are also connected to
this wire like Radio Netherland,
Radio Japan. etc etc also there are
magazines like this one and
Monitoring Times that are also
connected to this wire. So that we
radio listeners/DXers can get
updated information about their
station/magazine etc and they can

also get speedy feedback from
their listeners/readers.

I have been a DXer for some 25

years and up until this year was
opposed to PCs in the hobby as I
was to digital radios until 1988
when I bought a Sangean ATS-
803A. This radio is still working

well, never needing repairing and I
have been very happy with it. So
much so, that I bought another
one from Haydon Communications
this year - I understand one of the
last in the UK. If only they had

these radios in 1970 at an
affordable price! They make life
easier.

Now back to PCs and radio. As I
have said, I was opposed to PCs in
our radio hobby until this year.
After the news that World Radio
and TV Handbook is to go on the

Internet, again useful to the DXer
and s.w.I., I decided to look into
the possibility of obtaining a PC,
not to play games, but to be the
work horse of the hobby and to be
connected to the Internet and E-
mail. After some attempts in and
around Guildford at prices
between £100043000 - much -to -
much for a first time PC - I bought
a copy of Practical PC magazine
and I have not only found a
package for less than MO but I
also found an article about
language translation, which I have
phoned the A:if Editional offices
about, in the hope that it might be
of use to us DXers and s.w.l.s in
corresponding to South and
Central America and Africa, etc. Yet
again PCs being useful.

So let anyone say that there is no

4 Short Wave Magazine, July 1996
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Dear Sir
Regarding Bob Ashton's missing 1.c.cl. readout
(letters SWM June 1996 edition), I had a similar
problem with the large I.c.d. screen (75 x
75mm) on an excercise bicycle. Battery (two
cells) removed and the equipment was stored
over winter in an outside shed. Next Spring it
wouldn't work - no apparant damage, not wet,
no insect infestation. On the assumption that
it was the cold and damp, I put the computer
box on the worktop over the boiler (21 -
35°C.) for three days and then reinserted the

battery. A faint, uneven glimmer could be
seen, so back over the boiler for another
couple of days. Back in went the battery and
this time the whole screen could be read but
less black than formerly. I popped a small
packet of silica gel in the computer box and
carried on using the equipment every day.
After another couple of weeks of actual,
intended use. the l.c.d. gradually recovered its
full contrast and has worked properly since
that problem some two years ago.

Liquid crystal displays do not like cold,

damp conditions; but neither do they tolerate
direct sunshine for very long either as a friend
of mine with an electrical retailing shop
discovered when an expensive `Rhone on
window display went from ivory white to
yellow and the outer skin of the I.c.d.
sandwich lifted away and wouldn't go back!

I hope the foregoing can help before a
more drastic solution is called for.
D. Ellison
Epsom
Surrey

Dear Sir
Through the SWM letter page I
should like to publicly recognise a
company which has given me
excellent service recently.

I had a brainwave about how I
could best feed my AR3000A and
HF-225 receivers simultaneously
with my existing antennae so that I
could avoid further disruption to
the family garden. At 12.30 p.m.
on Monday I telephoned Shenzi
Communications in North
Yorkshire to discuss my needs and
to order a preselector and two
antenna splitters. I described my
radio set-up and what I hoped to
achieve with Grant Rowley, the
company's owner.

He decided that what I required
could be best achieved by
modifying a standard splitter,
advising me that it would take "a
couple Of days" to do the
necessary calculations and

modifications. He quoted me a
price of approximately £2.00 more
than the standard splitter. I was
delighted at this as I had been
prepared to have to have spent at
least twice as much!

The next day at 7.30 am I
received the antenna splitter just
ordered, labelled and with specific
instructions as to the connections
- and it worked first time!

I have found service such as this
difficult to find these days. I
therefore have no hesitation in
recommending Shenzi to any s.w.l.
or amateur for their antenna
needs.

I hope that you may be able to
publish all or part of my letter so
that this company's service can be
acknowledged.
John Garnett
Truro
Cornwall

room for PCs in this hobby of ours
and I will do my best to change
their minds. As I now think that
PCs can be very useful to the
hobby, my only down comment is
that I had to go to a PC magazine
to get a PC, with a lot of software
that will be of no use, or very little
use, when it would have been
better to see an advert in SWM/PW
for a PC with software more

useable to DXing and short wave
listening.

My other reason for the PC is
that as I am now disabled with
arthritis in my hack and neck I
have a lot of time to fill, so I want
to get the most out of my, number
one hobby, health and doctors
permitting.

Lastly I hope the new column in
SWM called `Shackware' will help

readers with the buying of PCs. the
best ones to buy and the firms to
go to - there are pitfalls, as I have
found.

Personal computers are our
future, E-mail is 21st century letter
sending here today, but I don't
think postmen/women will be out
dated, at least not yet.
R.J.Reynolds
Guildford, Surrey

Dear Sir
John Wilson comments in his 'I
did it my was' article in the June
1996 issue of SW11 that one's
opinions of the virtues and
shortcomings of receivers are
inevitably subjective as well as
objective, although he did not
use those precise words. I think
he is right, but I have to say 'I
think' because my own
experience of handling different
receivers is very limited, despite
my several decades of interest in
radio. I have never had the
opportunity myself of handling
the much -lauded AR88, or the
HRO, or the Racal RA17, so I can
only take it on trust that these
really are good receivers.

However. having seen these
highly praised in print, I wonder
if I would be impressed by their
performance, in perhaps unfair
comparison with modern
receivers. I wonder if those who
give them such glowing reports
are perhaps wearing the rose -
tinted spectacles of nostalgia, or
are comparing them with their
lesser contemporaries, rather
than modern equivalents. I
suspect that there is no ready
answer to this, since subjectivity
enters into the equation.

I am interested in the
performance of amateur radio

receivers of earlier decades, of
other makes in addition to the
`Rolls Royce' varieties such as
Collins and Drake. How good
were the American Hammarlund,
Hallicrafter, and Davco DR30
receivers, and what about the
British Minimitter MR44 marks I
& II, and the Radiovision
Hanicommander (have I got that
name right?) of the 1950s? Did
the eye-catching British
equipments advertised in SWM in
the 1960s under the name of Ray
Cross Electronics live up to their
paper specifications?

At the time when these
various receivers were current
production, the amateur radio
press did not review much
equipment, and certainly not in
the detailed manner which is the
present practice. I didn't ever
come across any examples of
these to try out for myself, and I
don't know anyone who did.

Perhaps one of your
contributers or readers may be
able to enlighten me.
T.G. Lambert
Tyne & Wear

Antennas for Airband
Dear Sir

In the December 1993 Issue of SWM you

published a letter from an airband

enthusiast regarding a dedicated antenna

for that band. I have checked everyPW

and SWM since then and one does not

seem to be forthcoming. I was particularly

interested in this letter as I also find that

scaling is the main 'unknown'.

like many of your readers the home

construction of antennas is a major part of

the hobby but a look through Wires And

Waves andMore Out Of Thin Air plus all

the PW antenna spedals,(induding this

months) one can find various

measurements of a quarterwave at 145

MHz, hence my reluctance to 'chop' at

the centre of the airhand.

I rely on the accuracy of your articles

because I do not have any test equipment

so please can you ask your sister

magazine to design one for us, I would

suggest a 'Slim Jim' for 130MHz.

M.R. Dickinson

Hayle

Cornwall

Keep your eye on this magazine for

news on this subject -KV.

Short Wave Magazine, July 1996 5



CRAS S ROOT S
rallies
July 28: The Rugby ATS Bth Annual Radio Rally will be held at
the BP Truckstop on the A5, three miles east of Rugby and just
2.5 miles North west from junction 18 of the Mt motorway.
Doors open from 10am and admission is £1 per car and
facilities include a good cafeteria and toilets. Talk -in on S22 by
GB8RRR. Further details from Peter on (01455) 552449 or Steve
(for bookings) on (01788) 824214.

*July 21k The Scarborough Amateur Radio Society Amateur
Radio, Electronics and Computer Fair will be held at The Spa,
South Foreshore, Scarborough. More details can be obtained
from Ross Neilson G4ZN2 on (01377) 257074.

*August 4: The RSGB Woburn Rally is being held at Wobum
Abbey, Bedfordshire. Further details from Norman Miller
G3MVV on (01227) 225563.

August 11: The 39th Annual Derby Mobile Rally takes place at
the Littleover Community School, Pastures Hill, Littleover,
Derby. Doors open at 9.30am. The school is located off the
A5250 (Burton Road) south of Derby, one mile south of the
village of Littleover and the A5111 Derby Ring Road. There will
be a large flea market, tables by the hour, wide range of radio
and computer traders, monster radio & computer junk sale run
by the society - with silly prices, famous for many years, starts
at 11 am. There will also be a wide range of refreshments
available. Ample accommodation if wet. Martin G3SZJ, QTHR.
Tel/FAX: (01332) 556875.

*August 11: Flight Refuelling ARS Hamfest 96 will take place at
the Flight Refuelling Sports Ground, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset.
The event will run from 10am to 5pm and will include the usual
mix of traders, Bring & Buy, craft exhibitors, car boot sale and
field events. Talk -in will be on S22. Richard Hogan G4VCII on
(01202) 691021.

August 16: Cockenzie & Port Seton Amateur Radio Club Radio
Junk Night will be held from 1830 to 2130 in the Cockenzie &
Port Seton Community Centre. Bring along your own junk and
sell it yourself. Tables will be provided free of charge on a first
come first served basis. Entry fee £1 and refreshments will be
available. All money raised to go to the British Heart
Foundation. Bob GM4UYZ on (01875)811723.

August 18: The Red Rose Rally is being held at Horwich Leisure
Centre, Victoria Road, Horwich, Hr. Bolton of J6 M61. There will
be a cafe, bar, Bring & Buy, RSGB stand, special interest
groups, parking for 300 cars, free cash draw every hour,
children's activity room up to seven years, supervised by
parent. Doors open at 10.30am and admission is £1, free for
children. Talk -in on S22. Albert G7RZW on (01204) 62980.

August 18: The 7th Great Eastern Rally is to be held at the
Cattle Market, Hardwick Narrows, Kings Lynn. Doors open at
10am (9.45am for disabled visitors). There will be an outdoor
car boot area, a spacious indoor area with national exhibitors,
a Bring & Buy, talk -in on S22, free parking, refreshments on
site, easy access for disabled. It is a good family day out with
Sunday car boot nearby and close to Hunstanton Beach &
Sandringham House. For bookings and information contact
GOBMS on (01553) 765614 or at GB7OPC or E-mail
leo@feline.conquerotco.uk

August 25: The Galashiels and District Amateur Radio Society
Open Day and rally will be held at a new and larger venue, The
Volunteer Hall, St. John's Street, Galashiels from 11am to 4pm.
There will be a Bring & Buy, refreshments and a raffle. Talk -in
on S22. (01896) 850245 or (01896) 755943 evenings only.

August 25: East Coast Amateur Radio & Computer Rally, Clacton
Leisure Centre, Vista Road, Clacton -on -Sea. Sharward
Promotions, Upland Centre, 2 Upland Road, Ipswich, Suffolk
IP4 5BT. Tel: (01473)272002.

August 26: The Huntingdonshire Amateur Radio Society Annual
Bank Holiday Monday Radio Rally is to be held at Ernulf
Community School, St Neots, Cambridgeshire. Doors open at
10am and admission is £1. Refreshments available. Talk -in on
S22. Further details from David Leech G7DIU on (01480) 431333.

*September 1: The Bristol Radio Rally is being held at Brunel
Centre, Temple Meads Stations, Bristol. Doors open at 10.30am
to 4pm (disabled 10.15am). Admission is £1. There is ample
under cover parking, refreshments, large Bring & Buy and talk -
in on S22. 101275) 834282.

September 1: The Telford Radio Rally will be held at the Telford
International Centre. Two large, purpose built exhibition halls
offer a day for the whole family. Main dealers are already
booked along with a Bring & Buy, flea market and many special
interest groups represented. Parking is on site and it is easy to
find, just off the MM motorway. Further details from Tony
2E1DXR or via GB7PMB on (01743)235619.

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be
worth 'phoning the contact number to check all is well,
before setting off. The Editorial staff of SW/If cannot be held
responsible for information on Rallies, as this is supplied by
the organisers and is published in good faith as a service to
readers. If you have any queries about a particular event,
please contact the organisers direct.

Editor

AVON
Bristol International RC: Tuesdays, 8pm.
The Black Horse Public House, West Street,
Old Market, Bristol. All visitors are welcome.
The dub has been formed so that all radio
enthusiasts, whether they be Licensed

Amateurs, s.w.l.s or CBers can get together
and have a good natter and do things that you
do in radio clubs. PO Box 28, Bristol BS99
1GL.

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays, 7.30pm.
Whitchurch Folkhouse Assoc., Bridge Farm
House, East Dundry Rd, Whitchurch. June 30
- Longleat Rally, July 3 - 10m activity evening,
10th - Sales of plants, 17th - Club 'Bullseye'
contest, 24th - Magazine evening, donate or
exchange. For more information ring (01275)
834282 on a Wednesday evening.

BEDFORDSHIRE
Dunstable Downs RC: Fridays 8pm. Chews
House, High Street South, Dunstable,
Bedfordshire. June 28 - Informal meeting.
New members and visitors welcome, just
drop in or call Paul G7TSJ on (01582) 861936.

BUCHINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury Vale RS: Wednesday evenings,
8pm. Hardwick Village Hall, (Hardwick is

situated off the A413 between Aylesbury and
Buckingham). July 3 - Discussion evening and
NFD planning, 17th - DF hunting. Gerry
Somers G7VEV on (01296) 432234.

CORNWALL
St Austell ARC: 1st & 3rd Monday. Skywave,
47 Trevarthian Rd, St Austell or Poltair School,
Trevarthian Rd (in term time). Reg G4TRV.
(01726) 72951.

DERBYSHIRE
Derby & DARS. Wednesdays, 7.30pm. 119
Green Lane, Derby. July 3 - Junk sale, 10th -
Cup of tea and natter evening, 17th - BBQ in
the club room garden and featuring Odd
Fellows BAR, 24th - Direction finding practice
- meet at Markeaton Park car park, talk -in on
433.550MHz (SU22). Martin Shardlow G3SZJ,
19 Portreath Drive, Allestree, Derby DE22 2BJ
on (01332) 556875.

DEVON
Appledore & DARC: 3rd Mondays, 7.30pm.
Appledore Football Clubroom. July 15 - Club
BBQ. Dave Brierley G3YGJ. (01237) 476124.

Plymouth RC: 1st & 3rd Tuesdays, 7.30pm.
The Royal Fleet Club, Devonport, Plymouth.
June 30 - Longleat Rally, July 2 - Packet in
Plymouth by Pete G7DQC, 6th - VHF National
Field Day, details at the dub/RAYNET
lvyhridge Carnival Event, 7th - RAYNET - Lions
Walk, Wallrnampton. John Doherty G7HIK on
(01752) 896501.

FIFE
Dunfermline & DARC: Thursdays, 7.30pm.
The former RAF radio station, Outh Muir,
located by the A823 Dunfermline to Crief
Road, one mile from the Knockhill Racing
Circuit. June 27 - Natter night, July 4 - VHF
operating evening, 11th - Natter night, 18th -
The Radiocommunication Agency - a talk and
demonstration of their work by Alan Fletcher,
Operations Manager, Scotland. Adrian
Donaldson GMOSRD on (01383) 735967.

GREATER LONDON
Edgeware & DRS: Thursdays, 8pm. Wading
Community Centre, 145 Orange Hill Road,
Burnt Oak. June 27 - VHF FD briefing, July 11
- Amateur radio servicing, 25th - CW training.
Stephen Slater on 0181-953 2164.

Club Secretaries:
Send all details of your club's up-and-coming events to:
Lorna Mower, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
Please tell us your County and keep the details as brief
as possible.

Southgate ARC: 2nd & 3rd Thursdays,
7.30pm. The Pavilion, Winchmore Hill Cricket
Club, Firs Lane, Winchmore Hill, London N21
3ER. June 27 - Radio on the air. M. E. Viney
GOANN. (01707) 850146.

HAMPSHIRE
Horndean & DARC: 1st & 4th Tuesdays,
7.30pm. Lovedean Village Hall, Lovedean
Lane, Lovedean, Hants. July 2  Natter night,
23rd - History of Portsmouth Dockyard by
Mike Ross. S. Swain (01705) 472846.

Southampton ARC: Mondays, 7pm. This
club is now up -and -running after some years
of inactivity. New members welcome. Harold
McIntyre on (01703) 737715.

HEREFORD &
WORCESTER

Bromsgrove ARS: 2nd & 4th Tuesdays.
Lickey End Social Club, Alcester Road, Burcot,
Bromsgrove. July 9 - DF hunt (mobile), 23rd -
Discussion on DF hunting. Barry Taylor.
(01527) 542266.

Malvern Hills RAC: 2nd Tuesdays. Red Lion, St
Ames Rd. Jim Davis GOOWS. (01684) 576538.

HERTFORDSHIRE
Harpenden ARC: 1st Thursday of the
month from September to May, at
Aldwickbury School, Harpenden. Further
details from Peter 2E1BDB on (01727) 860631
or John G4JOV on (01582) 765821.

ISLE OF MAN
Isle of Man ARS: 1st Mondays, 8pm
Transport House, Fort St, Douglas. Other
Mondays, 8.30pm, Royal Naval Assoc, Regent
St, Douglas. Every Thursday, The Manx
Legion, Peel, 9pm for an informal get
together. Chris Wood GD6TWF, 2 Lyndale
Avenue, Peel, Isle of Man.

KENT
Bromley & DARS: 3rd Tuesdays, 7.30pm.
The Victory Social Club, Kechill Gardens,
Hayes. July 16 - Crystal set contest by Graham
G4NPD. A. Messenger GOTLK. 0181-777 0420

Medway AR & TS: Fridays, 7.30pm. Tunbury
Hall, Catkin Close, Tunbury Avenue,
Walderslade, Chatham, Kent. July 12 -

Sharpening tools by George G4INO. G3VUN,
40 Linwood Avenue, Strood, Rochester, Kent
ME2 3TR. (01634) 710023.

LANCASHIRE
Wigan Douglas Valley ARS: 1st & 3rd
Thursdays. Wigan Sea Cadet HQ, Training
Ship Sceptre, Brookhouse Terrace, off
Warrington Lane, Wigan. D. Snape G4GWG
on (01942) 211397.

Preston ARS: Thursdays, 8pm. The Lonsdale
Sports & Social Club, Fulwood Hall Lane,
Fulwood, Preston. July 4 - Maplin kit -

construction competition, 18th - General
discussion evening, natter night and G3KUE
on the air. Eric Eastwood G1WCQ. (01772)
686708.

NORFOLK
Norfolk ARC: Wednesdays, 7.30pm. Formal
and informal meetings at The Norman Centre,
Bignold Road, Off Drayton Road between
'Asda' and Three Mile Cross Roundabout,
Norwich. July 3 - Night on the air,
construction QRP and Morse practice, 10th -
'From Boys Own Paper to RadCom' - amateur
radio and reminiscences by Victor G3JNB,
17th - Night on the air, construction QRP and
Morse practice, 24th Inductance
measurement by Arnold G3PTB. Mike G4E0L.
(01603) 789792.

NORTH YORKSHIRE
Hambleton ARS: July 4 - HE operating night,
18th - junk sale. More details from John
GOVXH on (01845) 537547.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Mansfield ARS: 2nd Mondays, 7.30pm. July 8
- Weather satellites - an informal talk by
Malcolm Taylor. Pre-Ashfield Show update.
David Peat GORDP on (01623) 631931.

South Notts ARC: Wednesdays, 7pm.
Meetings held (in term time) at Fairham
Community College, Farnborough Road,
Clifton Estate, Nottingham. Julie Brown
GOSOU. (01509) 672734.

SHROPSHIRE
Salop ARS: Thursdays, 8pm. The Telesports
Club, Abbery Foregate, Shrewsbury. June 27 -
National Field Day preparations, July 4 - NFD -
the final check before the event, 18th - Fox
hunt - G6DQY as a fox. Ian Davies G7SBD,
QTHR. (01743) 463711.

SOMERSET
Yeovil ARC: Thursdays, 7.30pm. The Red
Cross Centre, 72 Grove Avenue, Yeovil. June
27 - Club station on the air and committee
meeting. Cedric White, QTHR. (01258)
473845.

WARWICKSHIRE
Mid Warwickshire ARS: 2nd & 4th
Tuesdays, 8pm. St Johns HQ, Warwick Div.,
61 Emscote Road, Warwick. July 2 - Day visit
to Bracknell, 9th - 2m fox hunt. Don on
(01926) 424465.

Stratford-upon-Avon & DRS: 2nd & 4th
Mondays, 7.30pm. Home Guard Club, Main
Street, Tiddington, Stratford-upon-Avon. July 6 -
Summer social event, 8th - 160m direction finding
contest, 22nd - Construction competition. Martin
Rhodes G3XZO. (01789) 740073.

WEST MIDLANDS
Sandwell ARC: The Broadway, Warley. RAE
class on Monday nights, Morse class on
Wednesday nights and RAE Novice class on
Thursday nights. Three operating shacks,
h.f./v.h.f./u.h.f., Phone, c.w., RTIY, AMTOR,
Packet, all bands. Talks, outings, contest and
demonstrations. For further information
please ring 0121-552 4619/0121-552 4902.

WEST YORKSHIRE
Denby Dale ARS: Wednesdays, 8.30pm. Pie
Hall, Wakefield Road, Denby Dale, West
Yorkshire. Denby Dale ARS also provides RAE,
Morse and Novice RAE classes and is a

registered City & Guilds examinations centre
for both the RAE and Novice RAE exams.
Further details from the examinations
secretary Brenda G40TE on (01484) 424776
or secretary Malcom McKenzie G8RWN, 9
Broomhouse Close, Denby Dale,
Huddersfield,  W. Yorkshire HD8 8UX or
(01484) 861782 for club activities.

Wakefield & DRS: Tuesdays, 8pm. The
Ossett Community Centre, Prospect Road,
Ossett. July 2 - Carrier Waves - GOISJ, 9th - On
the air, 16th  Into the Internet by G4BLT,
23rd - Treasure hunt. Bob 0113-282 5519 or
G3WWF@GB7WRG.

WILTSHIRE
Trowbridge & DARC: 1st & 3rd
Wednesdays, 8pm. The Southwick Village
Hall, Southwick, Trowbridge. June 30 - The
club is providing a talk -in station for the 39th
Longleat Mobile Rally. Operation will be from
8.45am until 12.15pm using the club callsign
GX2BQY on S22 and SU22, July 3- Summer
social/inter club skittles. Ian GOGRI on
(01225) 864698.
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General News
I thought I would start this

month with some general bits of
news. I mentioned the World
DX Club some months back and
now I have a current address for
them, I was reluctant to mention
an address until I was sure who
to contact as sometimes the
committees change from time
to time. Anyway, Arthur Ward
at 17 Motspur Drive,
Northampton NN2 6LY
handles subscriptions. A full
year's subscription to the World
DX Club, that includes 12 issues
of Contact, costs £11. If you
would like to see a sample issue
of Contact then send one or
three IRCs.

Gori Roberto from Italy has
written saying he's been
interested in radio since 1981,
especially the collection of Radio
and TV station stickers. He has
about 40000 different stickers
from about 18500 stations
around the world! Obviously,
he's got some duplicates and
would like to trade some. If you
are interested in collection
stickers too, then put all the
details in a letter, send it to me
and then I'll forward them on to
God.

Finally, I've heard some
interesting news regarding old
radio sets. If your parents or
grandparents have any vintage
radio sets gathering dust in the
loft, hang on to them! They
could be valuable. Back in March
there was an auction in London
when some of the lots fetched
sums like, £680, £430 and even
£740 for a 1934 Ecko AD -65.

Even foreign radios fetched
more than double their
estimated price. Perhaps it's
time to go and dust off those old
radios?.

JUNIOR USTEPIER
Elaine Richards, PO Box 1863, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD.

This Month's
Broadcast Haul

I've had another good month for
information from broadcast
stations, it won't last so I
shall enjoy
whilst I can!
The haul this
month is RCI,

Budapest
International,
DW, China Radio

International (a
first for me), VoA
and Radio
Netherlands. I try and
read through all the
programme guides these stations
send out and depending on how
generous they've been it can take
some time. Radio Netherlands
English Service produce a really
interesting six -page newsletter
that seems to come out fairly
regularly. A documentary that's
coming up in September will
interest many football -mad
listeners - I want to play for Ajax,
Dad! is a behind -the -scenes look
into the Ajax Amsterdam football
club. Keep an ear out between
September 11 and 13 and try
listening at 183OUTC on 6.02,
7.12, 9.86, 9.895, 11.655,

13.7,15.315 or 17.605MHz on the
Friday.

Voice of America have a
programme called
Communications World that
goes out of air on Saturdays at
1030,1230, 1730, 2130 and
003OUTC. The broadcasts at 1730
and 2130 are specifically aimed at

Europe. Try 1.197, 9.7, 9.76 and
15,255MHz at 1730 or 1.260,
6.160, 9.535 and

9.76MHz
at 213OUTC. If you

regularly listen to VoA, do
you know why they don't always
announce the hour when they
give the time "15 past the hour",
for example. Well, apparently it's
because sometimes the
programmes are pre-recorded
and broadcast more than once, so
they can't specify the hour.

How do you fancy learning to
speak Chinese? I think I'll pass as
I had enough trouble with French
at school! But, if you fancy trying,
China radio International run
Learn to speak Chinese that goes
out on Mondays. They broadcast
to Europe at 0400-0500, 2000-
2100 on 6.950 and 9.920MHz,
then again at 0500-0600 and 2100-
2200, or you could try 0500-0530
and 2100-2130 on 3.985MHz,
finally 0600-0700, 2200-2300 on
9.88MHz. If you want to QSL after
hearing a broadcast, then write
to: China radio International,
English Service, Beijing,
China 100866. They also
produce a cooking show on

Saturdays! In the newsletter I was
able to scrounge they put sample
recipes, and for someone who
loves Chinese food then it's time
to start tuning in! I was very
pleased to get a schedule from
Radio Canada International
considering their recent
problems.

They are now starting their 51st
year of broadcasting and I hope
they go on for many more. Their
Mailbag programme is a good
place to start listening, Sundays
between 1330 and 1400 on
11.935, 15.325 and 21.455MHz.
It's worth trying which of the
frequencies to.see which has the
best propagation for your area
and will vary from week to week
too. The programme is also
repeated at 2100 on even more of
RCI's frequencies, so try a bit of
experimentation. With just about
the whole world going Olympics
made this summer, many of the
international broadcasters are no
different.

Radio Budapest International
have been running a series of
programmes on their athletes,
teams and their chances of
success. International
broadcasters will be a good way of
finding out about more than just
the UK athletes if you are really
interested in sport. The action
should be well underway by the
time you get to read,thic,rnoy of
SWM.

Happy listening

clAMMINIMUS

Beginning_of the
End?

'1 he Radio( ommunicanons \gene e said
that some users of p.m.r. (those used on
sae like shopping precincts, exhibitions
and sporting arenas) can now use certain
types of Voice Privacy.This gill make it
more difficult for others to listen to the
transmissions - drat' Although it's not

impossible to understand the signals this
certain will make it harder for the scanner

users.Is this the start of the end? How man'x
more users will go the same way -

understand \ k they need to go for Pm a( \
hut it doesn't help the genuine hobbyist.

New Book

I've received a copy of The
Sound & Vision Yearbook
1996/97 and I think it is one of
the most unusual books I have
ever come across. It is edited by
Andy Emmerson and produced
by Jonathan Hill. Now the hard
bit, how to describe it - its a
guide for all those who collect
or are interested in anything to
do with communications and
associated subjects. For
example, are you interested in
amateur radio, jukeboxes,

radar, offshore and pirate radio
or telephones? Well this book
will tell you which books or
magazines will interest you,
who are the specialist dealers
and whether there are any
societies you could contact.
Now the information isn't
perfect, I couldn't find an entry
for Practical Wireless magazine
(the amateur radio sister
magazine to SWM) under the
amateur radio heading. But
then the book doesn't claim to
have all the answers and invites
readers to send them any

additions for future editions. So
Offshore and Pirate Radio has
several magazines listed, plenty
of specialist dealers to help
you, there's even details of a
twice -yearly fair of interest and

some 'must -have' books. For
£3.50 this 96 -page, A5 booklet

is so packed with information,
it almost makes you want to
start collecting or getting
interested in something.
Contact: Sunrise Press,
Bampton, Devon EX16 9LY
for details of the book's
contents.
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OcommuNiQui
Errata

The gremlins have defeated our best efforts to keep them locked -
up and out of harms way! As a result of their meddling in matters
that really are none of their business, the following details were
published incorrectly.

From the May SWM, Fig. 2.1 of the 'Audio Signal Processor' was
missing a connection. The corrected part of the circuit diagram is
shown here.

The 'Inexpensive Passive Preselector'
article - June SWM, featured a simple
formula to enable the calculation of the
inductance required for a tuned circuit
when the frequency and capacitance are
known. The constant was incorrect. The formula should have been.
You will be pleased to know that we have rounded up the last of
the pesky creatures responsible for the above. They are now
languishing in a steel plated cell. We hope that this will keep them
contained...

25330
L -

Cf2

Task Buster from
PDSL

The Public Domain and Shareware
Library announce its new CDROM
Task Buster. This disk contains
some 2323 applications and
utilities for Windows and MSDOS.

Rod Smith, founder of PDSL
said "this CDROM has huge
potential, sooner or later every PC
user finds they need a utility of
some sort, file conversion, virus
clean-up, peripheral set-up, data
recovery, font installation,
configuration management, the

list is endless, we just had to fill
the need in one go".

It's not often that such
programs are needed, but when
they are this CDROM ends the
long search for the correct
application. The built-in search
facility enables the rapid location
of the correct utility.

Zoe Gets Married

Our prized Editorial Assistant Zoe
enjoyed a wonderful day early on in
June, when she and her fiancé Ian tied
the knot and got married. The weather
was kind as they enjoyed a glorious
break in the spell of extended winter.
The happy couple spent their
honeymoon in Turkey. As this was
written we eagerly await the return to
the office of Mrs Crabb.

7nirt and Ism pninv
their special day.

Lake Filter

No, not a solution to increasing
pond algae, but a new, post
receiver, audio stage passive
filter from Lake Electronics.
The NRF2 is a new
'passive' audio filter,
specially designed to
improve audio
selectivity.

Measuring only 70 x 50 x 25mm the
filter is supplied in an ABS case, it is simply
inserted in -line with either the headphones or
loudspeaker.
The NRF2 is supplied ready built and costs £16.50 plus £1.00 P&P.
Contact: Lake Electronics, 7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham
NG16 1BX. Tel: 0115-938 2509.

Global Guide

The Association for International
Broadcasting (MB), have just
published a new, comprehensive
index of international
broadcasting stations, the
Global Radio Guide which
is available priced at £3.95,
gives details of more than
100 broadcasters.
Details include station
address, telephone
and facsimile
numbers, Internet
addresses and
schedule
information,

The MB
is a non-
profit
making
organisation that offers
assistance to views, listeners,
broadcast professionals, executives
and manufactures. For more information
please contact:
The Association for International Broadcasting Limited,
PO Box 990, London SE3 9X1. FAX: +44 (0) 181-852 0853,
E-mail: tomw@cityscape.co.uk
WWW: http://wwwcityscape.co.uk/users/m73/index.html

muTek Muddle

Oops, those gremlins again! This
time they 'got at' the item in last
month's 'Communiqué' about the
muTek WWW site. The correct
URL is

http://ourworld.compuserve.co
m/homepages/mutek we hope
that not too many of our readers

got lost in cyberspace.
If you don't yet have access to the
Internet the good old post will do,
contact: muTek, PO Box 24
Long Eaton, Nottingham NG10
4QN. Tel/FAX: 0115-972 9467.
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Warwickshire
Field Day

The Mid -Warwickshire Amateur

Radio Society is holding a field day
at the Draycote Water Country
Park on Saturday 3 August. A
special event station will be on the
air between 1000 and 1500.

There will be both v.h.f. and
h.f. stations operating. The v.h.f.
station will be using the callsign
GX6WAR on the 144MHz band.
The h.f. set-up is due to use call
GX3UDN on the 3.5, 7 and
14MHz bands.

This is the first field day event
that the club has arranged for
many years. Early indications show
that it will be well supported.

Draycote Water Country Park

CAM U
comprises some 8.4 hectares, it is
situated in the heart of rural
Warwickshire and overlooks the
Severn Trent Reservoir which in
turn covers some 240 hectares,
has a maximum depth of 20m and
a capacity of 22.7GL.

The club event station will be
located on high ground adjacent
to the triangulation pillar at
Hensborough Hill, 112m a.s.l.
There are excellent views of the
Great Midland Plain, as well as
sailing boats and windsurfers
skimming across the water.

The club urges all to listen out
for the stations, they will be most
pleased to QSL. Further details
from the club secretary, Don
G8HRI, Tel: (01926) 424465.

A New National
Radio Society Is
Born

For the first time in eighty years,

licensed radio amateurs, short wave

listeners and those with an interest in

all aspects of amateur radio now have

two national societies to choose from

to represent their interests to the UK's
licensing authorities.

Co-founder, Greg Reilly -Cooper

(GOMAM), said 'This is a milepost in

amateur radio. As we approach the

millennium, more than 61000 UK

licensed radio amateurs and

thousands upon thousands of short
wave listeners now have a much

needed choice of national society to

represent their interests and enhance

their enjoyment of this fascinating

hobby."

The United Kingdom Radio Society

- UKRS for short - was formed in

response to overwhelming demand

from the length and breadth of the UK

and will cater for enthusiasts in all

aspects of the hobby.

Amateur radio attracts people from
all walks of life and, because it places

no physical demands upon its

followers, is particularly suited to the

physically disabled. The UKRS intends

to pay particular attention to the

needs of its disabled members, for

whom special membership terms are
available.

Following the introduction of the

"Novice licence" by the

Radiocommunications Agency, many

young people are being attracted to
the hobby and they too will find a very

warm welcome in UICRS.

Applications are welcome from

anyone with an interest in amateur, i.e.

non-commercial, radio. The UKRS

envisage that the combination of two

national societies working in tandem

for their members' common interests

will have far-reaching effects for our

hobby.

For further details and an

application form, send a stamped, self-

addressed envelope, at least 225 x

Transmitter Directory

For the third year running a very
useful directory has been
published. The TDP SW -96

Transmitter Documentation
Project details the world's
short wave transmitters.

The result of more
than ten years research
by Belgian DXer Ludo

Maes, this year's TDP
has been expanded
by eight pages to
become a 68 -
page booklet.
The short wave
broadcast
transmitters
are listed in
alphabetical order by
country. Each entry gives
name of the station, transmitter
site, and geographical co-ordinates.
Number of transmitters at a specific site along
with details of their power, manufacturer, type
number and year of installation.

This latest issue also includes much historical information including
the first short wave broadcast transmitters, thanks to historical research
and a number of dedicated specialist contributors, for example Sydney
Newman, the pioneer from Australia.

TheTDP also includes a section detailing manufacturers, statistical
analysis of the number of transmitters in use around the globe, grouped
by, power level and country.

This fascinating booklet is available directly from the author, Ludo
Maes, PO Box 1, 2310 Rijkevorsel, Belgium. The price has been
held at last year's level of £5, or six IRCs, including worldwide delivery
(for other currencies please contact Ludo). Unfortunately Ludo can not
accept cheques or credit cards.

125mm, to: Greg Reilly -Cooper

GOMAM, United Kingdom Radio
Society, Box 100 Northwich,
Cheshire, CW8 1FA. Tel: 01606
783270. E-mail: info@ukrs.org
WWW: http://www.ukrs.org
ax25 packet: GOMAM@GB7OAR

SLIMU yuuR
NEWS TO KEVIN

NICE AT THE
EDITORIAL

OFFICES

Magnetic Balun
from Wellbrook

Two new products aimed at the

s.w.l. market have just been

announced by Wellbrook

Communications.

The Universal Magnetic Balun,

UMB130, has a frequency range of

100kHz to 30MHz. Providing both

impedance matching and earth

isolation, the UBM130 allows long

wire, dipole and terminated folded

dipole antennas to be connected to

coaxial feeder. The UMB130 is

weather proof by use of epoxy resin

encapsulation, feeder connection is
via a S0-239 socket.

Also from the same stable comes

model RAC130, receiver antenna

combiner, which allows two

antennas to feed a single receiver to

enable an increase in gain, or reduce

the effects of fading and improve

signal quality.

The RAC130 is a passive

transformer combiner/splitter that

has a frequency range from 100kHz

to 30MHz. A feature of the RAC130 is

a phase inverter that can be switched

to allow the antennas to combine
either in phase or anti -phase to

prevent signal cancellation due to

phase difference between the

antennas. It is possible to also use

the device as an antenna splitter,

thereby allowing two receivers to be

fed by a single antenna with up to

30dB isolation between the

receivers.

Prices for the two products are as

follows, UMB130 £24.95, the RAC130

£29.95 both are subject to P&P at £2.

For further information contact:

Wellbrook Communications,
Wellbrook House, Brookside
Road, Bransgore, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 8NA. Tel: (01425)
674174.
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rilice7 LOWE ELEC
L)C Shortwave, Airband and Scanner Superstore

71MONTIPS SCANNER

SUPERDEALS
MVT7100EX

JUST
£149.00

Now with CE Approval!

Customers will have noticed
that the range of available
scanners has been drying up
over the last few weeks,
basically because various
importers seem to be drag-
ging their heels over this vital
issue.

We are pleased to announce
the MVT7100EX is the ONLY
scanner with SSB to pass the
tests so far!
They are now available from
stock right away but do get in
quick as we expect demand to
be very high!

NEW
Shortwave Eaves-

dropper
CD ROM

Thousands of
frequencies plus

more!
Just £25.00

OPTO SCOUT

JUST

L399.00!

ANOTHER [OWE BARGAIN BOOK!

POOLEY'S FLIGHT GUIDE '95
We've become famous for our "end of year"
Pooley's Flight Guides and we now have the

1995 edition in stock.
It's over 3cm thick and has over 550 pages

crammed full of useful info for the dedicated
airband enthusiast.

Quantities this year are very limited, so don't
hang about - order today!

Just £7.00 to callers or £10.00 by mail order

GARMIN GPS
A

SYSTE
WAYS NMSI

MAIN DEALER
STOCK FROMJUST

£199.00

SRX5 0
LOWE

The SRX 50 is an ideal
receiver for those wishing to
discover the world of short
wave broadcast stations.
Despite its low price, the
styling is elegant and the
performance is equal to many other sets costing two to three
times as much! The major short wave bands are covered
allowing reception of many countries with built-in telescopic
antenna. Local radio is also covered by the inclusion of Long
Wave, Medium Wave and the VHF -FM broadcast band.
Reception of VHF is in stereo through the supplied earphones.
With a 24hr clock display with alarm and sleep timers, the
SRX50 would make a great travelling companion too.

Covers 5.9 to 15.5 MHz short wave
Includes LW, MW and VHF FM
Memory channels Just
24hr digital clock with alarm and sleep facility £39.95
Telescopic whip plus
Ferrite rod antenna for LW and MW
Clear LCD digital frequency display £3.00
UP/DOWN tuning control with search tuning postage

STOP PRESS!
ATTENTION AIRMASTER USERS!

VERSION 3 AVAILABLE NOW!
Much smoother in operation and with enhanced data
capture and filter features, Airmaster 3.0 will keep you up
to date with digital airband communications. Find out who
and what is flying where! Ideal for collecting tail numbers
and flight IDs.

1,4
Still the same price of £89.95
Airmaster 2 owners can upgrade for
just £29.95

fors
Have you seen our bumper information packs? Choose from
Airband, Short Wave, Decoding and GPS Systems. To receive
any of our information packs, send four first class stamps for
each pack requested to:

Lowe Electronics Ltd
Chesterfield Road

Matlock, Derbyshire
DE4 5LE

Telephone 01629 580800
Fax 01629 580020

Email info@lowe.co.uk or check out our site on the World Wide Web -
URL http://www.lowe.co.uk/

tO



TRONICS LTD
Everything for the serious hobby radio enthusiast

NRD535D 142000.1

The NRD535D comes complete with factory fitted CMF78
ECSS board, CFL243W Bandwidth Control Unit and
CFL233 1 kHz narrow filter. Fitted with these options, this
receiver would normally cost over £2700.00. The
bandwidth control unit gives you a continuously variable
IF bandwidth right down to 500Hz and used in
conjunction with the pass band tuning control gives you
an amazingly powerful system for eliminating
interference.
A special purchase of the NRD535D allows us to offer
this advanced performance receiver at a considerable
saving. Pay just £2499.00 AND we will
include our famous IF/AF mod, a saving
of nearly £325.00. J R C

WiNRADIO

Branches at:
Bristol - 0117 931 5263

Leeds - 0113 232 8400

Cambridge 01223 311230

Plymouth 01752 257224

Newcastle 0191 2145424

West Sussex - 01444 400786

HF225
EUROPA

The HF225 Europa drew on the strengths
of the original HF225 and with the low
noise front end and narrower AM filters,
the Europa became the choice of the
serious Broadcast Band DXer. With the
inclusion of the synchronous detector and
keypad, the Europa offers terrific
specification.
Things just keep getting better here at
Lowes and for a limited period, we are
pleased to offer the Europa for just £599 -

a saving of £100 off the normal list price
but you'll need to be very quick to take up
this offer!

NOW JUST 1599.00

Just imagine - the power of your PC behind a
multimode wideband scanning receiver - what a

combination!
WiNRADIO Multimedia is revolutionizing the scanner market.
If you want to be part of the revolution, send eight first class
stamps for our WiNRADIO demo disk and see what you are
missing. This is the future - you can be part of it now!

Just £409.00 plus carriage

Kill that noise!
Bothered by interference? Do you keep
missing those weak DX stations
drowned in noise? If so you need the JPS
ANC4. This is probably one of the best
accessories you will ever buy. Very simplis-
tically, it combines the locally received
interference signal with the main signal
and the two are mixed together out of
phase and the interference nulled out. The
ANC4 works exceedingly well and will
probably be the best £189.00 you spend this year!

It



First Radio Over The Atlantic

First Radio Over
The Allan

David White, G3ZPA takes a look at the first foray in 'Airband' radio. By an intrepid crew of the R34
airship which made a prize winning flight across the Atlantic Ocean in 1 91 9.

After the First
World War had
ended in
Europe, various
people turned

their eyes and minds away
from war to see what
other fields they could
direct their energies
towards. One of these
was in the field of
aviation, to which the war
had given a huge impetus.

In 1909 the Daily Mail
newspaper had offered a
prize of £1000 for the first
powered flight across the
English Channel and this had
been won by Louis Bleriot.
Only ten years were to pass
before the newspaper again
put up an increased prize of
£10000, this time for the first
non-stop powered flight
across the Atlantic Ocean.
The race was on!

May 1919 saw an attempt
to fly from Newfoundland to
Europe by way of the Azores
in three United States flying
boats. Two of these had come
down in mid Atlantic after
engine failure, but
Commander Read in the
remaining plane reached
Plymouth in Devon by way of

A welcoming to
Pulham on the
return flight 13 July
1919.

Portugal, but they did not
qualify for the prize money as
they had stopped en -route for
refuelling.

The next serious attempt
was on May 18 when a single
engined Sopwith Biplane left
Newfoundland and was not
heard from for over a week.
Eventually, a ship reached the
States with the two airmen
aboard and they reported
their engine had failed
1760km from their starting
point, and by sheer luck, had
come down in the Atlantic
close to a ship that did not
have any radio aboard.

Finally, In June 1919, a
Vickers Vimy twin engined
biplane successfully achieved
the first non-stop powered
flight and landed in Ireland
thus winning the £10000
prize. All this was remarkable
as these attempts were done
without any form of radio to
assist in navigation.

The British Government
had decided in March of that
year not only to attempt the
Atlantic crossing, but to do it
in the opposite direction
against the prevailing winds,
and for this they decided to
use a huge rigid airship called

the R34, which was
built by the
Beardmore
Company at
Inchinnan near
Glasgow. It was as
big as a battleship at
195m was fitted with
five Sunbeam Maori
12 -cylinder engines
and was completed
on 20 December
1918.

In the early Spring
of 1919 a bad
landing caused
considerable
damage and when it
was finally repaired
and ready for the
attempt, the prize
had already been
won. Nevertheless, it
was decided to go
ahead for the great
publicity and the fact
that it would be the first east
to west crossing as well as
the first two-way crossing.

The R34 was fitted with the
new electric lighting which
even lit up the instruments.
Banks of accumulators were
installed and it was also fitted
with two-way wireless
telegraphy equipment.

The Admiralty loaned two
warships, HMS Tiger and
HMS Renown to radio
weather forecasts and
another ship was placed
south west of Ireland so that
in the eventuality of the
airship coming down, then
one of the ships might be
able to get to it quickly.

The R34 control ca

Public Chart

The RAF supplied the crew,
which was commanded by
Major G. H. Scott and inside
the Air Ministry building a
room for two-way radio
communication was
commissioned and the
airships position recorded on
a special wallchart. Also
Marconi House erected a
large chart to display to the
public each radio position
plot.

The Wireless Officer for this
historic flight was 2nd
lieutenant R. F. Durrant and
the two Wireless Operators
were H. R. Powell and W. J.
Edwards. Accordingly, at
nearly 0200 on Wednesday
July 2 1919 the R34 set off
from East Fortune near the
Scottish coast on her epic
journey to America.

Within minutes of taking
off, the wireless operators
were busy acknowledging
congratulatory messages,
which were being sent by the
Admiralty, RAF and other
organisations. After three
hours had passed, they saw
the last sight of the land and
now faced 3200km of open
sea.

At 800km distance from
East Fortune, the wireless
operators were still making
good contact with that station
but the position fixing via
radio direction finding was
not very successful as Clifden
wireless station in Ireland
would not transmit long
enough to give the operators
a chance to get an accurate
fix, so the compass and
sextant were relied on when
weather conditions allowed.
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First Radio Over The Atlantic

Fore Gondola
1) Navigation cabin for commander and pilots.
2) Cabin for radio operators.
3) Antenna.
41 Engine morn with engine.
5) Enclosed ladder to keel.
6) Pneumatic bags to absorb landing shocks.

The end -fed long wire was
on a drum with a handle
attached to it and when
needed the handle was
turned so that the antenna
would hang down vertically
for about 91m from the
forward control cabin and
operated on a frequency of
230kHz - now a part of the
long wave band.

On July 3 it was noticed
that faint radio signals were
being received from St.
Johns in Newfoundland,
which was fortunate as
signals were fading out with
East Fortune and Clifden

Cut -away Section of the R34

Hull
Al
B)

C)
D)

E)

F)

G)
H)

I)

J)
K)
LI
MI

Inverted V-shaped keel running almost end -to -end.
Catwalk 300mm wide.
Living spa. - curtained off.
Petrol tanks.
Water ballast bags.
Footway to midship cars
Sea anchor stowed
Meteorological Officer climbing rope ladder in tube

of canvas and lattice to roof station.
Mouth of tunnel to stern station.
Inter-ballonet girder especially strengthened and wired.
Ballonets.
Netting supporting ballonets
Aluminium paint to reflect sun's rays and reduce gas expansion.

Midship Engine Cars
Contains one engine in each.
1) Ladder
2) Radiator
3) Oil and water tanks

Landing at Mineola
airport, New York
6 July 1919.

wireless stations. Also,
another event of note was
the first air to ground radio
contact with the Azores.

No Ships Sighted

Throughout the journey,
radio contact was
maintained with many ships,
but they never once sighted
any of them. At 1630 on the 4
July (Independence Day) the
R34 passed over
Newfoundland and the first
two-way radio contact with
North America was with the
radio station at Glace Bay.

Rear Gondola
Incorporating two engines geared
to one large propeller.

With many other contacts
following sometime later
along with the many coastal
ships which kept the two
wireless operators busy
throughout the journey. The
most important contact was
with New York when they
still had 1440km to go and
despite bad weather and
headwinds, New York was
reached at 1400 on the 6
July, giving great excitement
to the seven men in the
control cabin.

Vast crowds of New
Yorkers greeted the arrival at
Mineola airport and gave the

airship's crew of 30 a heroes'
welcome. Major Pritchard
parachuted down to the
ground to take charge of the
US Navy's landing party and
unwittingly became the only
foreigner ever to arrive in the
United States by parachute!

When the R34 docked, it
had become the holder of
the world's endurance record
after 108hrs in the air. After
four days of wining and
dining and taking on fresh
supplies and fuel, the airship
prepared to take off again for
the return journey.

on
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HAYDO\ COMMUNICATIONS

MAIL ORDER

TELEPHONE

0181.951 578112

OPTOELECTRONICS

THE XPLORER
Think about it! How much would you pay
for a freq counter, R-10 Interc'r freq.,
recorder, decoder, deviation meter and
GPS interface? The Xplorer does it all &

ESTIMATED PRICE £899more in one unit!

/Send A4 stamped addressed envelope for a full colour catalogue).

NEW OPTO SCOUT
3.1-Mk2
Latest mini frequency finder from
Optoelectronics. It will capture and
memorise up to 400 frequencies that
can be recalled directly into the
AR -8000. Supplied with ant, nicads and

fast charger. This month we are giving away a free
case worth £16

RRP £399
BUY THE AR -8000 + OPTO SCOUT

TOGETHER INCLUDING MODIFICATION &

CONNECTING CABLE.

RRP £848.

SPECIAL OFFER £11 9

ilThe Cub is ideal for communication, surveillance
and recreational monitoring applications. From
10MHz-2.8GHz. The Cub has maximised sensitivity
for detecting RF in the nearfield and displaying the

frequency detected. The cub features a digital filter that
reduces false counts and random noise, digital auto capture
that acts like an intelligent hold button allowing any frequency
captured to remain displayed as long as needed.

NEW OPTO CUB

RRP £139

SCANNING RECEIVE ,11-1ft

AR -3000A + SDU-5000
We have two pairs of each as new (fully
guaranteed for 12 months). Ready to go.

AR SDU-5000 RRP Y -1-74f.
AR -3000A+

£1 099.95
Hurry! Two only

AOR AR -5000
New wideband all mode base
receiver. 10kHz-2600MHz. The

Ultimate machine. Why not part -ex your old
receiver and move into the 21st century.

OUR PRICEE1599

-.40.0ANDHELD SCANNERS

1
100kHz-1650MHz. Wideband scanner
with WFM, NFM, AM & SSB.
RRP. 4.5

OUR PRICE £319.95

YUPITERU
MVT-7100EX

MVT-7200 OUR PRICE £349.95

AOR AR -8000
The ultimate h/held scanner covers
everything from 500kHz-1900MHz
without gaps. All mode AM, NFM,
WFM, USB, LSB + CW. RRP £410.

OUR PRICE f349 00

AR -2700 500kHz-1300MHz £269.95

AR -5000 Wide band all mode £1749.95

Case for 8000/2700 £17.95

t-t-it(trtzt-tztztztzttetrt-s" ?-trtT
STAR BUY i

*
.* REALISTIC PRO -25

* Listen to aircraft/ham, marine,
tr public services and much more

OUR PRICE
*** *

* £169.95.......
NETSET PRO -44

WANT TO GET INTO SCANNING?

THEN THIS IS IDEAL FOR YOU

Listen to Aircraft, Ham, Marine and much

more withthis superb scanner. Covers 66-

88/108-174/380-512M Hz. £-14979r

OUR PRICE £119.95
REALISTIC PRO 26 £269.95

UBC-220 XLT .f.1-99" £179.95

NEW 5th EDITION UK
SCAN DIRECTORY

Place your order now!
Over 42,000 spot
frequencies in over 540
pages!
This directory has become
"The UK standard".

ORDER YOURS NOW.

£18.50 FREE P&P

MAIL ORDER - LONDON SHOWROOM

TEL: 0181-951 5781/2
132 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 TEL

Close to Edgware underground station (Northern Line). Close to Ml, M25, A406.

-Fax: 0181-951 5782 MON
* OPENS

10-6PM
,tjAT

10-5PM F3
-" ",

VISA

HF A CCESSOSIES

20,40 EP -300
Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

£9.95, El P&P

MA -339
Mobile holder for H/helds

£9.99
QS -200 Air vent holder £9.99

QS -300 Desk Stand £19.95
P&P £2 on all mounts

SCANMASTER SP -55
Boost reception of your scanner with
this pre -amp. 25-1500MHz, variable
gain, band pass filters.

RRP £69.95 P&P £3.50

ANTENNAS

AIR -44'N' /at/
AIR -44'N' Prof. quality air band antenna
(Base - Civil & Military Air). Thanks to the
huge success of the Air -33 we have now
produced a slighter higher gain version

kwith a low -loss N -type fitting (1.7M long).
(Gain 6.6/9.65dBi).

£69.95 P&P £8

AIR -33 1M long (3/6dB) £44.95 P&P4

DB-770H
Telescopic antenna with wideband RX 25 - 1300MHz

RRP £24.95 P & P E1

TSC-2602
Flexible Wideband Antenna 25 -1300MHz 14" Long

£22.95 P&P £1

NEW DB-32
IA Miniature Wideband Antenna. Receives 30 -

1200MHz. Transmits 2m/70cm, BNC fitting only
1.5" long. It's superb

RRp£29.95 P £1

TSA-6671 New ultra small
BNC magmount. Amazing. Allows you to
use any existing BNC antenna from your

scanner to transceiver on your car without having to
purchase a car antenna. (Supplied with 3m
miniature coax + BNC fitted).

Our price £22.95 P&P £1

NEXT DAY DELIVERY (UK MAINLAND) £10

ff.

111

WHITCHLIFICH
LIGHTS

AS (A406)

CANONS
DRIVE

HIGH STREET M1 JNC 4 (2 Mins A41)

oy

10

WERE 1,2
HERE

/FROM THE NORTH
MI - HEADING TO LONDON TAKE

INEMA JNC4 ON Ml, RIGHT AT 1ST ROUNDABOUT,
LEFT AT 2ND ROUNDABOUT - HALF MILE UP
LEFT HAND SIDE
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E FOCUS O\ PRICES -BECAUSE YOU DO!

ACCESSORIES

NEW SP -1 SPYWIRE
Ideal for any receiver. Receives all short wave
bands. All mode, no ATU required. OUR PRICE
Built in balun. 50239 connection.

£24 9527 FEET
HOOK P&P f3

S023/111111L
9 BALUN\---

NEW
HOWES CT -U9

500kHz-30MHz ATU with built in balun.
Ready built 1E69 00 P&P £5

CTU-8 Our price £49.00 P&P £5
AT -2000 ATU with G selector £99 P&P f5

HF ACCESSORIES ( P&P £1.50)
MLB Watson Wire Balun £19.95
HDCW 50m hard drawn copper wire £10.99
IS Nylon dog bone insulators 99p each
PL -259/1 lm Patch lead (259-259) £4.99

PL -259/5 5m Patch lead (259-259) £7.99

VECTRONICS AT -100
This is a superb self
contained antenna system
for inside the house/flat.
(built in preselector).

RRP £79.95 P&P £4
Sony AN -1 active antenna
complete system £64.95 P&P £6
Sony AN -100 active antenna £49.95 P&P £5

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

AOR AR -7030
Brilliant new all mode short
wave receiver with

synchronous AM + remote control. RRP1,715

OUR PRICE £749.95
YAESU FRG -100
UK's best selling SW
receiver. R R P 1.5 91

OUR PRICE £449.00
NEW DX -394
General coverage receiver.
Frequency coverage:- LW

150-509.9kHz, MW 510-1739kHz,
SW 1.73-29.999MHz.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER £329.95
KENWOOD
R-5000
Top of range

communication receiver. 100kHz-30MHz, SSB,
CW, AM, FM.

OUR PRICE f899.95
AUDIO 01"

TIMEWAVE
DSP-9+ RRP £.23 ' OUR PRICE £179.95
DSP-59+ RRP £295 OUR PRICE £249.95
DSP-599 + RRP pes OUR PRICE £329.95
MFJ-784B RRP 1251 OUR PRICE £229.95

PORTABLE svti RECEIVERS

SANGEAN ATS-803A
UK's best selling SW
Receiver. All Modes Inc SSB
OUR PRICE £129.95

*SONYSW -100E
Award winning miniature
SW receiver. RRP £219.95

OUR PRICE £1 89.95
SW -55 RRP £299 OUR PRICE £259.95

ICF-76000 RRP £199 OUR PRICE £169.95

Sony SW -77
This is the best SW portable
receiver on the market.

R R P £3843'.

OUR PRICE £359.95
SW -100T Now in stock OUR PRICE 079.95

SONY SW -1000T
World band receiver with
built in stereo cassette.

OUR PRICE

£379.95

WE NEED YOUR USED EQUIPMENT. TOP MONEY PAID

SECONDHAND & EX DEMO BOARD
Kenwood
R-5000 Communications

receiver. VGC £599.95

Drake R -8E Communications receiver £699.95

Icom IC-R71E VGC £599.95

AR -3030 As new £549.95

R-2000 As new £399.95

FRG -7700 VGC £299.95

FRG -100 As new £399.95

FRG -7 VGC £189.95

HF-225 As new £399.95

HF-150 Mint condition £299.95

PR -150 Pre selector £219.95

R-600 VGC £249.95

AR -3000A PLUS
Wideband receiver as new

£149.95
FRG -9600 60-950MHz £329.95

PRO -2035 25-1300MHz £269.95

PRO -2006 25-1300MHz £229.95

IC -R7000 25MHz-2GHz £749.95

AR -2500 Scanner with SSB £349.95

AR 2800 Scanner with SSB £329.95

PRO -2021 66-950MHz with gaps £149.95

PRO -2032 Wideband scanner £189.95

SOU -5000 Spectrum display £549.95

SR -001 W/B scan+ remote con £249.95

SONY ICF-2001D
Communication receiver with
airband £219.95

ICF SW -55 SW portable as new £229.95

ICF 7600D As new £99.95

ICF SW -7600 As new £139.95

RF-B65 As new £129.95

Roberts R-808 As new £89.95

AIR -7 Airband receiver £159.95

BF PRO -80 SW handheld £199.95

VT -225 Airband handheld £229.95

PRO -44 Handheld scanner £99.95

PRO -26 25-1300MHz £269.95

BC-200XLT 66-956MHz with gaps £119.95

* WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH NOW OPEN *
UNIT 1, CANAL VIEW INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

BRETTELL LANE, BRIERLEY HILL, W MIDS DY5 3L0

TEL: 01384 481681
Fax: 01384 481330. Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5pm. Sat 9.30-2.m

Stourbridge
M5/M42

A491

New Nissan
Garage
CANAL I I

WE ARE
HERE

H H01 os en

I I

New
Wellington
Public House

Brierley Hill
Dudley

Wolverhampton
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I'SWAN

Should you hear
London ATC
asking a flight to
Squawk do you
expect the

captain to reply with
"quack quack" ? Well no,
he won't but he will set
his transponder to the
code given by the
controller. So in the
example above our flight
SWM 001 will now
respond to any
interrogation by
Secondary Surveillance
Radar (SSR) with our
height and the code 2641.
The real question is, how
do they do that?

On -board Transponder

The transponder on -board
the aircraft does two jobs.
Firstly it has a connection to
the altimeter and therefore
knows how high the aircraft
is flying and secondly the
combination of four numbers
selected on the front panel
are stored together with the
height data. Now the clever
part is that on the ground
mounted on the same tower
as the primary radar is a
second antenna which
revolves exactly the same as
the main antenna but instead
of sending out pulses and
looking at the echoes, SSR
sends out a message saying,
effectively, "Hello, who are
you, please respond".

On the aircraft the
transponder recognises the
SSR request and transmits
the stored data, namely the
height and the four digit
code. The difference between
primary and secondary radar
is that primary radar detects

"SWM 001, Squawk 2641 Mode C"

0 0 1Ar

d A look at Secondary
Surveillance Radar
with Colin Goodall

the echoes from aircraft
whereas secondary radar
causes the transponder to
burst into life and transmit its
data. Instead of a passive
reflection, SSR gets back a
separate, strong
transmission. Thus the
ground equipment can be
much more simple and the
response is always a
powerful transmission not
just a reflection. The SSR
interrogation is sent out on
1.030GHz and the response
from the transponder is on
1.090GHz. This is a vast
improvement on primary
radar and provides virtually
no black spots or poor
reception conditions.

The height data only needs
to be three digits as the
controllers only want the
flight level. Flight level is the
height in feet as shown on an
altimeter when set to the
international standard of
1013.2mB, but with the last
two digits ignored. For
example if we are flying at
17000ft, that is flight level
170. Or if we fly at 33000ft
then that is flight level 330.
So the transponder knows
the flight level that upon
interrogation will be
transmitted to the controller.
This is the Mode C as referred
to above, i.e. the ability to
send flight level when asked.
There are also modes one,
two, and four which we shall
take a look at later.

The selection of the code
on board the aircraft is done
by rotating each of the four
knobs on top of the
transponder. Only the
numbers from zero to seven
are used.

Call Sign or Code

The code number can also be
made to represent the aircraft
call sign. Stored within the
Air Traffic Control computer
is the call sign of all regular
flights and the transponder
codes allocated to those
flights . It is therefore a very
simple task for the computer
to convert the code '2641'
into 'SWM 001'.

Why not just transmit SWM
001 to start with you may ask.
Well the answer is that to be
able to transmit any
combination of letters and
numbers would require a
much greater bandwidth.

The transponder uses
binary numbers to make
transmission and reception
easier particularly should
there be a need for error
checking. Without going into
the awful details of binary
words, cyclic redundancy
checks and how a computer
operates, suffice to say that
by only using the numbers
zero to seven it makes the job
much more simple and the
hard work of converting from
a four -digit code to a real
callsign can be undertaken by
a large computer working
very quickly on the ground.
There are a total of 4096
different codes that can be
set/transmitted.

But why have all this
expensive equipment just to
tell a computer how high we
are and the four -digit code
that was given to us in the
first place by the controller?

Well the computer uses our
transponder information
together with the primary
radar echoes to continually
refresh the radar screen in

front of the controller.
Our controller now has in

front of him on his screen all
the details of all the flights in
his sector. The screen shows
a blip for the position of the
plane and by the side it
shows the height and the call
sign. As we fly along the blip
is updated and we appear to
move across the radar
screen. Obviously the aircraft
must have the transponder
and the ATC computer must
be able to use the data, but in
the major countries of the
world it is now mandatory to
operate with SSR.

The four -digit code is
usually advised to each
aircraft as part of their
departure clearance and is set
on the transponder as part of
the normal start up
procedures. However the
transponder is not switched
from STANDBY to ON until
the plane is actually taxing to
the end of the runway as ATC
do not wish to have their
radar screens cluttered up
with details of planes
stationary at loading gates.

Other Meanings

The four -digit codes have, of
course, been arranged such
that groups of codes are used
only by one ATC unit. The
first two digits denote the
unit or agency allocating the
code and the last two identify
the actual aircraft. The codes
can of course be used to
denote other things besides
just a reporting number. For
instance if the code 7600 is
selected by the aircraft this is
recognised as a radio failure
and ATC are aware
immediately.
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"SWM 001, Squawk 2641 Mode C"

Another code is 7700,
which is the same as
declaring an in-flight
emergency. Other special
codes include 7711 - 7727
used for Search and Rescue
and 7500 used when an
aircraft has been hi -jacked.

There is another button on
the top of the transponder
called !DENT. This is used by
the flight crew, when asked
by ATC, and it sends out an
additional signal that causes
the blip on the controllers
screen to flash thus giving
positive identification of an
aircraft's position. So when
you hear ATC say "Squawk
Ident" you will know what is
happening.

Also on the transponder is
a 'Reply Monitor Light' which
illuminates for test purposes
and when the transponder
replies to the SSR
interrogation. As a flight
progresses the transponder
will be interrogated
continually particularly as
you fly from one ATC area
into the next. The code is
normally retained for the
whole flight thus making
identification by humans and
computers that much easier.

The Civil version of the
system is therefore called
Mode 3 and the other modes
available on certain
transponders are 1, 2, and 4.
These are used by military

aircraft only. The SSR
transponder was developed
from the military "Identity
Friend or Foe" (IFF) so it is
not surprising that the
military have incorporated
their own system.

Mode 1 is for a military ID
code that is interrogated by
AWACS and Ground Control
Intercept (GCI). Modes 2 and
4 are for special ID codes
used by tactical aircraft in
wartime and are NEVER used
in peacetiMe.

So when an aircraft is
asked to "Squawk", you now
know what is going on and
you can be reassured when
flying, that SSR has
improved flight safety

immensely. Also the
widespread use of SSR has
reduced the number of calls
made by aircraft reporting
their position. There is now
just no need for continually
reporting at waypoints, as
the controller knows exactly
where each aircraft is and at
what height. For example a
flight crossing UK airspace
from the Irish Sea to Belgium
now only speaks to London
Control three times. The
initial contact (136.4), when
changing frequency
(127.425) at Woodley and
when saying "good-bye" as
he changes to Maastrich
Control.

111

First Radio Over The Atlantic

At six minutes to midnight
on 9 July the 400 men of the
ground crew let go the
mooring ropes and the R34
rose quickly into the sky for
the return journey to Britain.
As the airship passed over
the skyscrapers of New York
at 2000ft, many searchlights

R34 over St. Paul's Cathedral,
London.

picked out the R34 against
the clear night sky and
thousands of people lined
the streets to watch, even at
that late hour.

Because of a strong
following wind, the airship
averaged 76 knots for two
days and for the first time in

the whole voyage
actually sighted a
ship in mid -Atlantic!
Shortly afterwards,
one of the engines
failed, but the
remaining four could
cope, providing the
winds remained
behind them.

Due to thick cloud,
it was difficult to
judge the actual
height above the sea
so they had to
descend very low to
get under the cloud.
Experience had
shown that when the
airship was
descending it was
prudent to wind in
the trailing vertical
radio antenna as on
the outward journey
the antenna had
touched the sea and
all the static

electricity in the airship was
discharged, with a bang,
through the antenna,
frightening the wireless
operators, but luckily doing
no damage to the vintage
Morse code radios.

Although they were unable
to ascertain their position
because of the thick cloud,
they found they were again
coming within radio range of
Clifden wireless station,
which relayed a message
from the Air Ministry to the
airship stating that it must
head for Pulham in Norfolk
due to bad weather at East
Fortune. Once again the
Wireless Operators on board
were very busy
acknowledging the many
messages of congratulations
on their epic voyage. The
radios had performed
perfectly throughout the two-
way crossing, but it was
noted that the radio range
was only barely adequate
and it was to be another five
years before the short wave
bands were in use for
intercontinental two-way
contacts.

Despite that, the use of
radio had been invaluable to
enable progress to be

followed in both countries
and R34 eventually landed at
Pulham at 0700 on 13 July
with one two of the five
engines now operational.
The radio antenna was
wound in for the last time
and handling ropes lowered
to the 420 men of the ground
crew below and the airship
was docked in its huge
hanger.

Significant Role

The last wireless message
had been from the Prime
Minister Lloyd George and
also Winston Churchill. As
Major Scott stepped out of
the control cabin after the
11200km flight, he was
handed a telegram from the
King which read, "I heartily
congratulate you all on your
safe return home after the
completion of your
memorable and indeed
unique transatlantic air
voyage". Radio had played a
very significant Nile in this
amazing feat and the
importance of it was not lost,
as within a few short years,
the explosion in world-wide
radio communication took
place.
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THIS MONTHS
used Equipment

5 E-1,E-C,T1 N
N .F. RECEIVERS
DRAKE MBE H.F AIR BAND BOXED..L499
ICON R71E NICE EXAMPLE..... ..L595
ICOM R72E INC FM/FILTER INT/BAT PACK..._.......L755
ICOM R7000 _ALWAYS IN DEMAND! L599
JRC-515 + MEM UNIT CLASSIC L499

KENWOOD R-1030 ....GOOD STARTER RX........1325
KENWOOD R-2000.......+ VHF CHOICE FROM L425
KENWOOD R-5000 .......INCNOICE BAND ..L725
LOWE HF225. .SENSITIVE REC G.COND..1349
LOWE HF ISO. VERY SOUGHT AFTER
ROBERTS R 809.. POCKET S/WAVE FtX. .L95

KENWOOD

R-2000
We have a choice of

3 fine examples, 2 with fitted optional VHF! 10 memories,

Built in clock/timer & exceptional receive performance.

Recommended for both beginner & pro!...from £425

SONY SW I - TRULY POCKET SIZED S/WAVE....._..L130
YAESU FRG -7 CHOICE FROM. ..1195
YAESU FRG7700 - PLENTY IN STOCK FROM
YAESU FRG -8800 L. VHF.. L525

SCANNERS
ALINCO DJ -XI .................NICE CONDX BOXED... .L275
AOR AR 1000 ....................BOXED ....................................L 175
AOR I 500EX. GOOD VALUE.. ..L185
AOR AR3000 ....................WIDE COVERAGE.. ..L595
AOR AR2002 MINT CONDX.. ..L195
BEARCAT BC220XLT....NEW MODEL. L159

BEARCAT SEIOXLT ........MOBILE 1125

AOR AR3000A

10*
Very nice example of this sought after

British made scanner. PHONE QUICKLY!!

B EARCAT 890XLT........BASE - AS NEW ..12I5
B EARCAT 50X[........__..10 CH. HANDIE._ .L80
FAIRMATE HP100E.. -L169
FAIRMATE HP2000........GOOD COVERAGE............£185
ICOM 1C -R I HAND1E ACCs.. L275
JAGUAR I I I. WORKS WELL.. ..L135
NEVADA MSI000  BOXED BASE/MOBILE UNIT ....L195
REALISTIC PRO -37.. ..L125
REALISTIC PRO2032 BASE ..1179
YAESU FRG 9600 BASE CHOICE OF 2............£495
YUPITERU VT-I25.........AIR BAND HAND1E .L95
YUPITERU VT225..........SUPER AIR BAND ................L 175
YUPITERU MVT-7000....FULL COVERAGE. ..L2I5
YUPITERU MVT-7100....EX/DEMO.. ..L275

LATE ARRIVALSM
NETSET PRO -2032 - BASE - AS NEW, BOXED.......L175
GLOBAL ATI000 ATU BOXED.. 165

NEVADA will be one of the FIRST to stock the
NEW ICOM IC R8500 'SUPER'

next generation Communication Receiver

ORDER HOTLINE

quality Shortwave Radios at

SPECIAL PRICES!
NOW OUTSTANDING VALUE FOR MONEY!

DRAKE R8A SAVE
f300

A competition grade receiver that comes
ready fitted with a full complement of filters.
DRAKE still have the name for outstanding
performance and ability to hear those really
weak stations amongst the noise and strong
adjacent channel interference.

 10 Y4-lz - 30MHz wide coverage

 PassEand tuning  Bulb in preamp &

selectable AGC  Twin VFO's & Timer

function  Dual noise blanker

 AM, LSB, USB, CW, RTTY & FM

 RS 232 computer control

Price L21.5 £995

DRAKE sws sillfT0if_

A professional desktop & portable
communications receiver that covers:

 5001diz - 30MHz Shortwave  871d-lz -

108MHz FM Broadcast  1181diz 137M -z

VHF Airband  Receives AM/FM/SSB &

CW  70 memories
Price .,5,P.c? £499

F

GARMIN GPS38
Handheld GPS for the hobby radio

enthusiast. Gives position in:  Long

/Lot  National Grid format
 Maidenhead Iccator square

Sunset/Sunrise times
 Direction d travel  Distance
& heading £49 £199

GARMIN GPS45
Deluxe version of the GPS 38 plus external

antenna facility Price £289 £6.00 p&p

I SKY VOICE
e iiv AIRBAND RECEIVER

Pocket sized Airband Receiver
covering 118MHz right through
to 186MHz. Easy -use thumb
wheel frequency selection.

C/w Ni-cads & charger.

Price . E99 + £3.75 p&p

TEL: (01705) 662145
FAX: (01705) 690626

Kc-oivorc
SANGL
Portable SW Receiver

covering:

 150 kHz - 30
MHz + VHF

 Supplied c/w
Mains adaptor

 Receives SSB, CW, AM & FM stereo

Price £ lei. 9 5 £159.95 + £4.75 p&p

ROBERTS R 827
Multi -band Digital Pro -set Steno World Radio

 Receives SSB & ON
 SW, MW, LW, FM
 45 preset stations

 5 tuning methods:
direct frequency keying,

auto -scan, manual scan, memory

recall and rotary

Price £159.95+ £4.75 p&p

STEEPLETONE MBR7
A portable multi featured

radio that covers

MW, LW, Airband,

FM Marine band,

FM broadcast, SW.

Complete with directional aerial.

Price £69.95 + i4.75 p&p

AOR AR5000
A new wide band all
mode receiver
covering 10kHz -
2600MHz.
 1000 memories
 RS232 interface
 Fast search/scan speeds  All mode
operation  Auto memory store too many
features to list - send SAE for brochure.

Price $.17.4(3 E1575 + £6 p&p

Now fv-oro OPTO
The XPLORER
 Ilts a SCANNER
 Its a FREQUENCY COUNTER

High speed FM Nearfield Receiver

sweeps range of 30MHz - 2GHz

in less than 1 second.  A
host of features - too many to

list! Send SAE for details

OPT( SCOUT V3.1

 10. 1.4 GHz  400 memories
 Software for PC inc.  Supplied
c/w antenna, Nicads & charger

Price £399.95

OPTO CUB  10 MHz - 2.8 GHz  9
digit LCD  Supplied c/w Nicads & charger
Price £139

tres:31i

We stock the very BEST digital filter
from TIMEWAVE USA  Simply
connect the unit to your speaker

socket and hear DX signals easily.

DSP-9 PLUS - VER. 3.04

fa cw, 5.513, RT1Y, AMTOR,

PACTOR, HE

PACKET, 0 -TOR.

Price £199
DSF

MI RA TIMEWAVE 11111111

PLUS - VER. 3.04

Deluxe digital

filter, 555

filter combis.

Built in self test and audio generator.

Price £269
DSP- 599 The NEW & most

powerful noise and OEM filter in Amateur Radio.

lllllr TINIFINNVEMIIII

E119.95

We have so

many new

features with

the DSP-599zx advanced hardware platform

and LCD alphanumeric display, you'll need to

call or visit to get all the details.

Price £349

U
SCANNER ANTENNAANTE
CLP 5130-2

20 element
wideband beam

£20.95 covers 105 - 1300
MHz with over 12dB

gain! Transmit &
receive on all
frequencies.

SPECIAL 4
1.

.44

BULK '-t401
PURCHASE

EFW - Shortwave Antenna
20 meter s/w receive end fed wire
antenna. Balun fed, uses high quaky

'Flex Weave' copper wire. 1.30MHZ

Price - £59.95

VDIN - Shortwave Balun
Matches end fed long wires to 500

coax, helps on rec. to reduce noise &

interference. Transmits up to 100W. Fully

moulded for full weather protection.

Price £39.95

SHOWROOMS:- 1A MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9B5

MAIL ORDER:- 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE

le



jLOWEST PRICES - We guarantee to match or beat any genuine advertised price.

j FAST DELIVERY - We ship WORLDWIDE safely, securely and FAST! j SERVICE BACKUP - In-house service department.

ElFRIENDLY ADVICE - We don't just sell radios, we use them ourselves every day. D SAME DAY DESPATCH - With computer controlled order processing.

HERES A SELECTION FROM OUR WAREHOUSE
rivic.rc

8

AOR AR 8000
Still the No.1 Seller

 500 kHz - 1900 MHz

 Computer control

 Data clone  1000 memories

 c/w Nicads & charger

Lowest UK Price Call!

MVT 7100EU
Yupiterus' own NEW EMC version of

this popular radio.

 530 kHz - 1650 MHz

 AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW
 1000 mems  c/w Nicads & chgr
Price £349.00

TRIDENT TR-980
Triple conversion sensitive receiver. 5 -

1300 MHz. 125 ch memory storage.

AM, FM & WFM modes. Direct

keyboard/ rotary control. Supplied

with NiCads & Chrgr, DC Cigar Lead,

Earpiece, Carry Shop...£249.00

TRIDENT TR 2400
One of the most comprehensive scanners

on the market with a superb rx front end.

 100kHz - 2060MHz

 1000 memories

 AM/FM/WFM .

 C/w NiCads & charger £299

WELZ w51000
500 kHz - 1300 MHz.

New small handheld

Price..£349

SPECIAL OFFER
AIRBAND SCANNER

COMMTEL 202
 66 -512 MHz (with gaps)

 50 Channel Memory

 Covers UK Civil Airband

Now only ...£99 ind p&p AND PAY BY
3 POST-DATED CHEQUES

canner A1111-C-Ilna

DIAMOND D707
ACTIVE WIDEBAND ANTENNA

For the serious listener, active antennas

give the ultimate reception.

 Variable pre-omp gives 20dB gain

 Covers 500KHz - 1500MHz

 Japanese high quality

Price £129.95

SCANMASTER
/ DOUBLE DISCONE

Looking for an Antenna
that really works

- THIS IS ITII

A high performance wide -band

antenna offering gain over a

conventional discone.

 25 - 1300 MHz
 Wide TX range

Price £59.95

SW2 Indoor wire antenna
 100 kHz - 1 GHz

 Special VHF/UHF section
Fully adjustable to suit your room,

attic, garden and extends to 45k if

required. C/w BNC plug, support
line and insulator.

Price £19.95

ScANMASTER SP55
Boost reception of your

Base/Handheld scanner with

this state of the art pre -amplifier.

 25 - 1500 MHz
 Variable gain
 Band pass filters
Price £69.95

PSU 101 Stand/Charger
A combined desk stand and PSU/

Charger for handheld scanners, Opto

counters, Scout, Cub and 3300.

Price £34.95

Scanmaster Base Stand
A fully adjustable desktop stand for

use with all handhelds, fitted

ON ANY ITEM OVER £100 IN VALUE
BNC and coaxial fly lead.

Simply divide the price into 3
equal payments. Write 3 Price

cheques dated in consecutive
months starting with

today's date. Write your telephone N°, cheque card

expiry dote on the back of each cheque.

Post them to us, enclosing your name
& address & we

will (subject to status), send your goods immediately.

£19.95

IZeeivers
YAESU FRG 100

Probably the best value for money short

wave radio on the market this month offered

at the very special price of £449. A saving
of £150 on the RRPI £449

AOR AR7030
An excellent,

British made SW
receiver, boasting
more than 10 dB
of dynamic range
in AM model
 Razor sharp selectivity
 Better than 0.30/ sensitivity

Price 9 £729.95
SONY SW1000T
World receiver with built in

stereo cass., FN/MW/VW
& S/Wave bands. Coverage

up to 29.995MHz & FM bands. 3 memories
Price £399.00
SW 7600G WORLD RECENER

153kHz - 30MHz AM/SSB/CW

& 87.6. 108MHz FM

Price £175

SONY SW 100E
Size of a calculator!

 AM/FM/LW, MW/,
SW  Receives SB

 50 memory preset

 Display shows 24
city names + time  lkHz step tuning.

Price el 89 + £6.00 p&p

ulicrtIrs-Z

UK Scanning Directory
Our most popular selling book,

it lists EVERYTHING!

 Over 325 pages

 4th edition
 Includes location listing

 A must for enthusiasts. 1411-
Price £17.50

GLOBAL AT 2000
Shortwave tuner NEW

version with Q selector

to reduce intetference

(100 kHz - 30 MHz)

Price £95

HOWES SHORTWAVE TUNERS
COVERS

500 kHz - 30 MHz

CTU8 - Longwires & coax fed ant. £49.90

CTU9 - As above + bal. ant & bypass £69.90

ASU8 - 3 way antiswitch £49.90

VECTRONICS AT 100
A combined, tuneable pre -amp and

active antenna. Boost

reception of your existing :40_  *ilk
antenna or use as a

stand alone indoor active antenna.

300 kHz - 30 MHz £79.90

ERA Microreader

 Decodes RTTY/AMTOR/CW/SITOR/FEC

 Includes CW tutor mode

 Complete stand alone unit
Price £199 £189

C-ornpvt-or C-ovrt-rol

SYNOP WEATHER PUNTING

Receive and decode RTTY Signals on shortwave

to produce live on screen weather pictures. £149.95

SKYVIEW WX CHART

Same as Synop but uses your external decoder.

Eg PK232/Microreader £49.95

SKYVIEW FAX III

Receive the very latest news & weather Fax's horn

around the globe. PC based package with on

screen help & manuals £139.95

SKYCALL CALLBOOK

Complete UK Amateur call book on disk including

BBS Callsign with full Synop details and QRA.

Runs within Windows £19.95

Europe's Number Suppliel



AIR West Pacific Airband Scene

West Pacifit
Airband Scene

The observations
were made
during April 1996
and whilst I have
tried to portray

what is actually
happening I have also
noted where this is the
exception to the norm. In
places I appear to be a bit
vague, but especially
where Tokyo Radio is
involved this is actually
the case, whilst it would
be nice to lay down hard
and fast frequency
changes, that simply is
not the case. With a
sunspot minimum and the
Northern Hemisphere's
winter these frequencies
are probably the lowest
these stations are ever
likely to employ. Once
again all the information
below has actually been
gleaned from observation,
rather from out of date
reference books and
frequency listings, some
of which perpetuate what
can only be described as
myths. More than one
book lists Guam on h.f.,
whereas operations were
transferred to Honolulu at
least five years ago.

Honolulu North Pacific

The entire Northern Pacific,
South of the
Aleutians, from just
off the West Coast of
North America across
to 165°E North of
Japan and down to
130°E in the
Southwest is
controlled by Oakland
ATC in California, the
actual handling of the
radio traffic being
done by Honolulu and
San Francisco Radios.
Honolulu's area of
responsibility

SON

55N

stretches from 150°W to
165°E for flights transiting the
North Pacific. Tracks vary on
a day to day basis to take
advantage of winds for speed
and economy but generally
aircraft cross 150°W North of
40°N and fly a great circle
route to Asia. If more
Northerly routes are
favourable then aircraft will
cross into Honolulu's FIR at
around 55°N 150°W and then
continue towards the
Aleutians, almost
immediately crossing into
Anchorage's FIR, the aircraft
being told by San Francisco
at 150°W to call both
Honolulu on h.f. and
Anchorage on v.h.f. Aircraft
working Honolulu always
cross to the South and West
of Anchorage no matter
which routing they are taking,
whilst those aircraft routed
up the North American coast
work San Francisco on h.f.
from KYLLE to CANOA and
then Vancouver Control on
135.2MHz before being
passed to Anchorage.

The routes over the
Aleutians vary daily and
depending on which track is
in use aircraft are directed to
125.1MHz (located on Kodiak
Island) crossing 150°W, 118.5
(at Cold Bay) at 160°W when
the route takes them over
Cold Bay or 124.4MHz (at

Shemya
119.1

Adaw

a

Cape Newenham
127.6

St. Paul's Island
119.1 Cold bay

118.5
Dutch
Harbour124.4,

This month we bring you part one
of an update to the Pacific Air
band Scene feature in SWM March
1994, which concentrated on
activity in the East Pacific. The
following describes what is
happening throughout the
aeronautical bands to the west of
the area, monitored by Bob Ball
from a gas carrier running between
Western Australia and Japan.

Dutch Harbor) at 164°W when
flying over Dutch Harbor.
Flights approaching Adak
from the West call on
126.4MHz (on Adak) around
174°W or 150nm out. The
exact hand-off to v.h.f. can
vary slightly depending on
the operator. There are
additionally remote v.h.f.
stations at King Salmon
(124.8MHz), Port Heiden
(132.9MHz) and Cape
Newenham (127.6MHz); these
are very rarely mentioned by
San Francisco or Honolulu
and I would guess that
aircraft are selcalled on h.f.
and told to call on these
frequencies if v.h.f. contact is
lost. Generally aircraft South
of 51°N 180° stay on h.f. all
the way. Honolulu's workload
can vary considerably, as
some days aircraft are within
v.h.f. range of Anchorage
within minutes of crossing
150°W and are not heard
again on h.f. until they reach
the FIR with Tokyo.
Westbound flights once out
of range of Anchorage on
v.h.f. do not normally check
back in on h.f. and just
'appear' when they call Tokyo
at NIPPI or OMOTO.

The FIR boundaries
between Honolulu,
Anchorage and Japan are a
little bit complicated as the
Tokyo FIR boundary stretches

Anchorage ATC remote v.h.f. sites
associated with N. Pacific traffic

;(2r:1"

Port Heiden
132.9

along 165°E from 27°N to
43°N, where it heads
Westwards slightly to 50°N
159°W, up to 46°N the
boundary is with Honolulu.
North of 46°N the boundary
is with Anchorage, however
this is out of their v.h.f. range
and aircraft crossing at
PASRO and AKISU bound for
Anchorage or the East Coast
of the States call Honolulu on
h.f. before calling Anchorage
on 119.1MHz at PLADO if
arriving via PASRO or at
AAMYY (pronounced Amy) if
via AKISU. Aircraft overflying
CUTEE (46° 25'N 162° 19'E)
and bound for Anchorage on
G344 call on 119.1MHz about
100nm West of CHIPT,
whereas those bound for
destinations like Seattle and
Vancouver often track via
CARTO calling on 119.1MHz
when 100nm West of LYLLE if
passing over Adak or 51°N
180°, they then return to h.f.
at 170°W, this time without
the usual selcall checks.
However if the next point
after CARTO is 50°N 180°
they remain on h.f. the entire
way.

As well as passing ATC
traffic, which takes the
highest priority, Honolulu
Radio also passes 'Company
Only' messages from aircraft
other than those it is
controlling. Many of these

are over Russian airspace
or with Anchorage, which
is purely an air traffic
control operation. These
messages are things like
ETAs, fuel quantities
remaining etc. World
flights over Indonesia and
Malaysia, as well as Polar
Air flights over Russia
also frequently pass
company only messages
for relaying. Tokyo does
not have phone patch
facilities, so flights in
Tokyo's FIR requiring to180 170W 160W 150W 140W 1ST91541
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West Pacific Airband Scene

contact their companies
have to use Honolulu,
usually on 17.946, 13.348,
11.342 and 6.640MHz.

From around 2100z the
bulk of Westbound flights
start reaching the San
Francisco/Honolulu
boundary at 150°W and
conditions on the h.f. bands
are now so poor that the use
of 21.925MHz, which had
been used as the primary by
all flights other than Delta
and United, has been
abandoned. During late 1995
this had been used as the
secondary for the non -Delta
and United flights during the
period 2100-
0100z, with
the former
secondary of
17.946MHz
being used
as the
primary. The
frequency of
13.273MHz
replaced
17.946MHz
occasionally
when
conditions
were
particularly
poor and
they have
deteriorated
further and
now
13.273MHz
is used by
these aircraft
daily from
around 2100
until 0500z, or later. During
this period Delta and United
aircraft now use the
relatively new primary of
13.339MHz, which until
about eighteen months ago
had never been used, not
even for phone patches, they
share 17.946MHz as the
secondary with the other
flights.

Around 0100z the
secondary drops to
10.048MHz and then at
around 0400-0500z this
becomes the primary for all
flights, although the vast
majority have passed into
Tokyo's control by now. At
this time the secondary is
5.628MHz and then their

[ST91531

01

Donag

roles can reverse anytime
after 0430z, but usually
around 0630z, though
10.048MHz rarely can be
used right through until
0900z. Last Autumn on the
very rare occasions that
Honolulu wanted to use a
8MHz frequency around this
time they resorted to the
totally new frequency of
8.915MHz, but as this is now
generally used by Tokyo in
this period Honolulu
manages with 10.048 and
5.628MHz. Once Honolulu
was heard using 11.330MHz,
normally the preserve of
Tokyo, around 0600z, but this

Tamar

133.5

Adkak

Ukata

S

Na lac

Oatis 36

5.667/6.655
Northwest, Delta, American,
Canadian, All Nippon,
Military
5.628/10.048
All other companies, i.e.
Singapore, Dynasty, Air
China, China Eastern, Air
Canada, Eva, Thai Inter,
Philippines, Mandarin,
Cathay, Eva, Asiana, Varag,
VASP Evergreen,Malaysian,
World

These splits are very
rigorously applied, however
during late September 1995
there was occasionally
horrendous QRM on
5.667MHz and this was

Pabba
133 6

omf
Score

VagrY

SMO

Fordo

Nogak

133.8

133.8

appears to have been a one
off.

At 0900z (and this is about
the one frequency change
you can set your watch by!)
the three way split is
introduced. Now, for
whatever reason the 'family'
formerly using 6.655MHz
now use 5.628MHz and the
United and Japanair flights
that were on 5.628MHz now
use 6.655MHz instead.
Koreanair, UPS, FedEx and
Nippon Cargo flights have
now been added to this last
group. The families therefore
are: -
6.655/5.667
United, Japanair, Koreanair,
UPS, Zedex, Nippon Cargo

OT513

OTR16

Ve

Mason

replaced by 8.915MHz. The
secondary for 6.655MHz then
varied between 10.048 and
8.915MHz on a nightly basis.
On a solitary evening in April
1996 all the flights normally
using 5.667MHz were
combined with the flights on
6.655MHz until 1230z, there
was no apparent reason for
this, it could not have been
transmitter trouble as
5.667MHz was quoted as the
secondary.

The vast majority of these
flights are Eastbound and
reach the boundary with San
Francisco from around 1230z
onwards, now all North
Pacific flights are transferred
to 5.547/2.869MHz (this used

014P

to only apply to United and
Delta flights with the rest to
5.574/3.413MHz). This latter
pairing is now used by San
Francisco for flights to/from
Honolulu and the South
Pacific. The few Westbound
flights in this period include
SQ1, SQ5 and KAL033.

Tokyo North Pacific

The local early morning
(from 2100z) onwards is
relatively quiet until the first
of the flights from the
Eastern side of the Pacific
start to arrive at the FIR
around 0300z. Until then

most of the flights
handled by Tokyo
are inbound from
the Anchorage area
on R220, passing
into Tokyo's control
at a point called
NIPPI, the majority
of these flights
being cargo/mail,
such as UPS 6.991,
6.995, Fed Ex 11, 15,
and Nippon Cargo
081. These all follow
the same route from
the FIR boundary,

44°N

40°N

NP . CWP

i.e. NIPPI, NUBDA
and then calling
Tokyo Radio at
NODAN on
126.7MHz - this is an
extended range
v.h.f. frequency and
not Tokyo Control,
who they call on
133.6MHz at
NANAC. Until

around 2100z all these flights
are handled on the overnight
channels of 5.628 or
6.655MHz, varying almost
daily. The local morning
primary channel is
introduced around 2100z and
last Autumn normally
10.048MHz primary and
8.951MHz secondary were
utilised, although these were
reversed occasionally,
particularly if propagation is
poor, or on rare occasions
13.273MHz was employed.
As with Honolulu, Tokyo has
decided that conditions are
generally so poor that now
8.951MHz is the primary,
with 10.048MHz as the
secondary, though this latter

CWP

CWP
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channel can be made th.e
primary around 0100z. This
works quite well as Honolulu
generally is still on 13.273
and 13.339MHz at this time.
However, Tokyo can still use
13.273MHz as its main
channel on a very infrequent
basis.

Flights arriving from North
America pass into Tokyo's
airspace at 165°E, crossing
anywhere North of 33°N.
Routes across the Pacific are
flexible and change on a
daily basis, flights can cross
the FIR at 34°N one day and
at 42°N the next. Flights
inbound for Japan and Korea
are then generally routed via
NIPPI as noted above or by a
lesser used route, R580,
which is parallel and slightly
to the South of R220, the
boundary is at OMOTO and
flights then go via ONEMU
and are then directed to call
Tokyo Control on 133.6MHz
at 145°E. South again and
parallel to both R220 and
R580 is A590, and whilst this
is predominately used for
Eastbound flights
occasionally flights to Japan
cross the FIR at PASRO, call
again at PDXED and then call
on 133.6MHz at SABES.
Aircraft inbound via CALMA
(38° 15'N 146° 55'E) and then
ADNIP are told to call Tokyo
Control on 133.6MHz at
146°E. Flights that enter
Tokyo's FIR on more
southerly tracks, around
38°N and bound for Japan
are routed via RIPKI (37°
11'N 150° El and COMFE
report on 133.6MHz at the
latter point or 146°E, about
15nm nearer the mainland.
These arrangements have
been recently introduced as,
apart from flights arriving via
ONEMU, aircraft were
previously told to call on the
extended range channel of
126.7MHz at 146°E.

From around 0300z the
bulk of the flights start
arriving from the Eastern
side of the Pacific and at this
time a second primary
frequency is brought into
use. Unfortunately things
change on a daily basis,
literally. The one constant is

West Pacific Airband Scene

that United, Delta and
Japanair flights use one
frequency and all other
flights use another. For a
while the two channels were
usually 13.273 and the
previously unused
11.330MHz, though any
combination of these two
and/or 10.048 or 8.951MHz
were used. In late October
1995 the two primaries
normally were 8.951 and
8.915MHz, sharing 6.655MHz
as the secondary. There is a
gentleman's agreement
between Tokyo and Honolulu
and they rarely use the same
frequencies. With Honolulu
now using 13.273MHz until
as late as 0500z Tokyo has
been forced to use an
alternative, the usual
combinations are
8.951/8.915MHz and
8.951/10.048, or 11.330MHz
with either 8.951 or
10.048MHz, but there is
pattern as to which
frequency is used by the
UA/DL/JL flights and which
by the rest. The opposite
frequencies can be utilised
as secondaries or a third
channel can be used, e.g.
10.048 or 6.655MHz can be
used if both 8MHz channels
are in use as primaries, and
on a few occasions the two
primaries can have their own
secondaries, meaning a total
of four channels in use. This
split is not as stringently
applied as those used by
Honolulu and often aircraft
will be left where they call in.
Aircraft working Tokyo on
h.f. before 0300z are
normally left where they are
until they reach v.h.f. range
and then after 0500z aircraft
seem to be left where they
make the initial call. The
frequency which will become
the evening primary is
introduced as the secondary
for both channels around
0600z.

By around 0600z most of
the traffic has reached the
FIR and 8951 generally
becomes the main channel,
its secondary being 6.655 or
rarely 5.628MHz, the latter is
not normally used as this is
being used by Honolulu in

this period. Sometimes
aircraft are selcalled and
moved, other times they are
just told to make their next
report on the new channel
when they give their routine
position report or have a
request, though its not
totally unknown for the last
flight to be forgotten!
Occasionally you will get the
situation where 8.951 and
8.915MHz are being used
and the operator on the
"main" channel of 8.951
decides to move what's left
of his traffic down to
6.655MHz, simultaneously
the operator on 8.915 thinks
traffic levels are now low
enough to shut the channel
down and selcalls and
moves his traffic to 8951 MHz
as quickly as the other
operator is moving his traffic
off! By 0800z the vast
majority of flights have
reached v.h.f. range and
8.951 MHz falls into disuse,
the last few flights including
Asiana
Eva 11.

Eastbound flights start
calling Tokyo for ground
radio checks from around
0730z, usually on 6.655MHz,
the secondary being
5.628MHz or very rarely
8.951MHz. Around 0900z
traffic builds up and
warrants a second primary
channel; United, Delta and
Japanair flights being
directed towards either 5.628
or 6.655MHz and the other
companies to the opposite -
this also varies on a nightly
basis, though on one
occasion I heard 5.628 and
5.667MHz being utilised, this
latter channel being quite a
recent introduction and had
normally only used by
Honolulu. Rarely all the
traffic will be worked on one
channel, but the two primary
arrangement is the norm.
The outbound peak is more
pronounced and shorter than
that inbound, a lot of flights
from originating from places
like Singapore or Hong Kong
stop in Japan prior to
transiting the Pacific and
seems to take off
simultaneously. The "second

primary" is generally devoid
of traffic by 1230z, and can
be left to die a natural death
or the last few aircraft can be
selcalled. From as early as
0930z but normally around
1030z the overnight primary
channel of 2.932MHz is
introduced, aircraft already
on 5.628 or 6.655MHz are
generally left where they are,
one of this pair becoming
the secondary. Very
occasionally 2.932MHz will
not be introduced as the
primary until after 1400z. On
one occasion Tokyo tried
sharing 6.655MHz with
Honolulu but the amount of
traffic was horrendous that
Tokyo decided to change
channel, instead of the usual
move to 2.932MHz Tokyo
used 8.951MHz until around
1200z.

Unusually, what occurred
at the end of 1994 was that
the very first outbound
flights used 5.628MHz, then
at 0800z 2.932MHz was

and
as aircraft reached the
extremes of v.h.f. range and
checked in on 2.932MHz they
were then instructed to make
their 160°E report on
5.628MHz again.

Eastbound flights normally
cross on six or seven routes,
the three -Southern most
being the busiest. These
three do not use named
reporting points for the
majority of the flight, but
give reports at every ten
degrees of longitude. United
flights are generally
equipped with satellite
equipment and when
working Honolulu once they
have checked in on 6.655 for
a Selcall check it is unusual
to hear them again. Tokyo is
not so equipped and
therefore handles United
flights normally by voice.

The Southern -most route
is that to Los Angeles, and
usually flights exit Japan via
VEPDX, this is generally also
the busiest route across. The
second track, two degrees
further North, is to San
Francisco and departs via
COMFE, RIPKI and then via
the flexible tracks. This route
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West Pacific Airband Scene

is also very busy.
Two degrees further
North again for most
of the route is the
track for flights
towards Seattle and
Vancouver, aircraft
departing Japan via
ADNIP and CALMA. It
is very rare for flights
to change between
each of these tracks,
but sometimes traffic
is so heavy on one
track that the only
way a flight can get a
higher altitude is to
change route. One
rare occasions flights
will depart via a more
southerly exit, i.e.
L.A. bound flights
leave via MASON,
those to San
Francisco via VEPDX
and the Seattle -
bound flights will
route by way of
RIPKI.

The remaining routes
cross the FIR at CUTEE,
AKISU, PASRO and OMOTO,
flights using these tracks
flying to destinations such as
Anchorage or points in Mid -
West America or the East
Coast. Although these routes
are fixed flights use the most
advantageous one for their
destination. The route via
PASRO is the busiest of
these, only UA 802 on its
way to Newark generally
flies via OMOTO.

West Pacific
- Honolulu - 'Honolulu
Area'

Anchorage
se text)

San Francisco

As stated in my previous
article, Honolulu handles
traffic in two distinct parts;
flights from Asia towards the
Hawaiian Islands, and those
between Northeast Asia and
the Guam area and
destinations further afield in
Australasia. The FIR
boundary between Honolulu
and Japan follows 165°E
down to 27°N, where it then
proceeds Westward to 155°E
and then Southwards to
21°N where it continues to
130°E. There does not seem
to be a rigid point for the few

flights between
Guam/Saipan and Honolulu
to change over, it is
generally done in the vicinity
of Wake Island. In a similar
vein there is a blurred area
around Majuro, though as a
rule flights from Honolulu to
Majuro use the Honolulu
area frequencies and then
tend to use those employed
in the Guam area on
departure for points West.

There are no hard and fast
rules regarding the where
North Pacific frequencies
end and where West Pacific
Frequencies begin, it
depends entirely on a flight's
destination. Flights bound
for Honolulu can cross 165°E
as far North as 36°N (North
Pacific flights can cross
165°E as South as 33°N) and
the most Southerly tracks
from the Hawaiian Islands
may cross 27°N and into
Tokyo's jurisdiction around
158°W. As with the North
Pacific routes these tracks
change on a daily basis and
flights can fly in one
direction at the Northern
extremity and along the
Southern one in the opposite
direction.

The traffic follows very
pronounced peaks and apart

from military flights being
almost entirely Westbound
from around 2100z until the
last flights cross the FIR at
around 0600z. During this
period 13.300MHz is still
used as the primary and
17.904 or 11.384MHz are
used as the secondary, if
17.904MHz is employed then
it is replaced by 11.384MHz
around 0100z. There is
generally next to no traffic
left when 13.300MHz is shut
down, the little there is
generally being military and
will be moved to 11.384MHz.
The last few Westbound
flights include United 825,
Air Micronesia 903C and Eva
21. At the beginning of the
1995 Tokyo quite often used
13.300MHz and it almost
seemed a race as to who
would get there first, and
when this happened
Honolulu would stay on
11.384MHz. This doesn't
seem to happen now, though
Honolulu will rarely stay on
11.384MHz if propagation is
particularly poor.

The few flights in the local
evening will use either
11.384 or 6.532MHz, which is
shared with the Guam Area
traffic before flights are
directed towards 4.666MHz

IST9156

primary and 2.998MHz
secondary as their cross the
FIR with Tokyo any time after
1000z. The use of the former
frequency by Honolulu being
quite a recent innovation.
Prior to the New Year
2.998MHz primary and
6.532MHz secondary had
been used for quite a while.

During the Summer of
1994 6.532MHz was
employed as the primary for
both Guam and Honolulu
area flights, aircraft in the
former area being told to use
11.384 as the secondary and
those in the latter area were
directed to use 2.998MHz as
theirs, flights inbound to
Honolulu were then often
told to change to 2.998MHz
as they reached 180° or
170°W from 1300 onwards.
They are then asked to call
Honolulu Centre on
119.9MHz ten minutes prior
to THOMA, DANNO, HOOPA
or CHOKO. Most flights leave
Japan on the same route
often via MASON or VEPDX,
these two points can
simultaneously carry
outbound traffic for Los
Angeles as well. All flights in
this period are Eastbound.

1-'1/ AD
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Sources of Aeronautical Information

Sources
Aoronautkal (Mon
To the beginner, getting the necessary information to understand what happens on the airbands can
be a bewildering task. Should you, perhaps, go to the expense of receiving those NOTAMs that
you've heard of? This article will show that there is plenty of helpful information easily available to the
public by mail order from official sources. When compared to the prices of books intended for the
hobbyist (such as frequency guides), the official offerings seem quite reasonable.

To start with, let's
pretend we're
planning a flight.
Where do we
begin? The

obvious place is with our
aerodrome of origin.
Pooley's Flight Guide is
published annually. There
are British (including
Ireland) and European
editions. Alternatively,
Bottlang Airfield Manuals
come in different volumes
with wider geographical
coverage, but are far more
expensive. These
publications cover even
the smallest aerodrome
but only show basic
information. Full
instrument navigation
procedures are not
included.

A supplier of these
publications is Airtour
International, Elstree
Aerodrome,
Borehamwood,
Hertfordshire, WD6 3AW,
Tel: 0181-953 4870.
Another is Transair Pilot
Shop, West Entrance,
Fairoaks Airport,
Chobham, Surrey, GU24
8HU, Tel: (01276) 858533.

If you want full details of a
particular aerodrome then
you're better off buying a set
of let -down plates.
Instrument procedures are
illustrated, i.e. Standard
Instrument Departures (SIDs)
and Standard Terminal
Arrival Routes ISTARs).
Where there is i.l.s., a
separate chart is shown for
each runway. Also included
are runway and taxiway
maps, which could be
complex at a large airport like

Heathrow. A complete set of
let -down plates can work out
expensive and they're only
available for selected larger
aerodromes. I'd recommend
these only for an airport of
special interest. I always buy
some to cover my holiday
flight!

A publisher of these is
Aerad Customer Services
(S464), PO Box 10,
London (Heathrow)
Airport, Hounslow,
Middlesex, TING 2JA, Tel:
0181-562 0795/0586. Be
sure to make cheques
payable to 'British Airways
plc.' Another publisher is
Jeppesen, which you can
order from Transair.

Of the two, I prefer the
indigenous Aerad product.
Perhaps it's just familiarity,
but I find the layout easier to
read and they print on a more
substantial grade of paper. If
ordering for the first time
from Aerad, ask for the free
Legend Booklet that explains
the symbols appearing on the
charts - almost a reference
work in its own right!

Radio -Navigation

How do you locate an
aircraft's position after take-
off? If a SID is published, the
flight might follow that. More
likely, the radar operator can
act as the pilot's eyes and
spot a gap in the traffic
pattern, issuing a short-cut
and enabling some of the
tedious SID to be cut out.
There are good reasons for
SID routings, though, and
proximity to high terrain or
noise -sensitive conurbations
might limit the amount of

corner -cutting that's possible.
In any event, an instrument
flight will end up in the
airways system. Generally,
two sorts of chart are
available: lower and upper
airspace, the dividing line
being FL245 in the UK (see
example, Fig. 1). These show
the airways and the beacons
or reporting points that they
interconnect. Aerad, for
example, publishes a series
of low altitude charts such as
EUR/1 + EUR/2 (the EUR
signifying Europe, the two
charts being printed on
opposite sides of the same
sheet). This covers Ireland
and most of Great Britain
plus a slice of north Europe. If
you need the north of
Scotland then you'll have to
order the adjoining EUR/3 +
EUR/4.

Above FL245, the high
altitude radio -navigation
charts (H series) from Aerad
include H201 + H202, again
printed on a single sheet, and
you'll be pleased to hear that
the whole of the British Isles
plus quite a bit of western
Europe will be found there.
Charts are updated frequently
but many of the changes are
minor. Aerad charts are
labelled with the date from
which they become EFFective
(the EFF date appears on the
front of the chart). Jeppesen,
as already mentioned,
produces a rival set of similar
charts.

Certain areas have their
own chart. If you're interested
in oceanic flights, Aerad offer
the North Atlantic as NAT 1 +
NAT 2 on one sheet, plus the
separate Polar chart.
Jeppesen has the North

Atlantic Plotting Chart.
Remember that North
Atlantic tracks change twice a
day and it's up to you to plot
the current ones on the chart.
Congested areas, such as
around busy terminals, also
have a detailed radio -
navigation map such as
Aerad's London Area Chart.

Military buffs can obtain
specialised en -route radio -
navigation charts direct from
the RAF. Contact: 1 AIDU,
RAF Northolt, West End
Road, Ruislip, Middlesex,
HA4 6NG, Tel: 0181-845
2300 ext. 7209. Make
cheques payable to 'MoD
Public Sub Account RAF
Northolt.' For example, chart
510 covers the British Isles
and 512 shows the southern
North Sea (including oil
rigs!).

En -Route Information

Charts alone don't tell the
whole story. They often
include a summary of
communications frequencies
but there's so much more to
be found in the En -Route
Supplements. I keep Aerad
but doubtless there's a
Jeppesen offering. The UK is
covered in Aerad's Europe
and Middle East volume, but
other books cover the
remainder of the world. The
book is endowed with all
sorts of useful information
but four main sections will
help readers of this SWM.
The first lists the frequencies
for aerodromes and area
control centres; then there's
the aerodrome section with
non -communication details
such as location, runway
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Fig. 1. Radio -navigation chart.
Airway Z99 leaves BROAD v.o.r.
beacon on track 030° magnetic
and arrives, after a distance of
50nm, at the STONE n.d.b. It
then passes the KEVIN
compulsory reporting point. The
airway lies between flight levels
45 and 245, but in the cruise,
aircraft are not to
below FL150.

A Kevin
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. . .
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210

IST9155)

direction and elevation.
Then, airways are listed with
their assigned frequencies -
you'll see how complex this
subject is. Finally, ICAO four-
letter aerodrome identifiers
are decoded (e.g. EGLL is
Heathrow).

I would say that the
airways section, although
comprehensive, is by no
means easy to follow. Some
of the 'hobby' listings, as
advertised in SWM are
easier to understand but at
the expense of missing some
fine detail. The civil
supplements don't cover
u.h.f. either, but the RAF

versions do. For
example, the RAF
volume that includes
the UK is the British
Isles and North
Atlantic one,
affectionately
abbreviated to 'BINA.'

The RAF also do a
smaller Flight
Information Handbook
that mainly lists
procedures, but also
includes emergency
frequencies. Worth
buying if you've any
cash to spare after
ordering the
essentials.

Other Charts

If your interest is
more specialised then
you could consider
suitable charts. I'll first
mention two that are

free. RAC 5-0-1 and RAC 5-0-
1.1 show UK danger, air-to-
air refuelling and restricted
areas and give a guide as to
the main military low -flying
routes. Please enclose a pre-
paid reply envelope when
ordering; together they
weigh almost 250g but are
supplied folded to just less
than A4 size. Request from:
Civil Aviation Authority,
Chart Room, Room
T1120, CAA House, 45-59
Kingsway, London, WC2B
6TE, Tel: 0171-379 7311.

Visual flight requires maps
of the countryside that's
being overflown. As an

airline
passenger, you
can orientate
yourself when
over land - if
there are
sufficient gaps
in the clouds!
The charts for
this purpose
are
topographic
ones, the UK
being covered
by three charts
at half -million
scale. There
are also
quarter -million
ones that

CAA
FL
9
ICAO

i.f.r.
i.l.s.
kHz
n.d.b.
nm
NOTAM

u.h.f.
VFR
v.o.r.

Abbreviations

Civil Aviation Authority
flight level
grams
International Civil Aviation
Organisation
instrument flight rules
instrument landing system
kilohertz
non -directional beacon
nautical miles
NOTice to AirMen (includes
AirWomen)
ultra high frequency
Visual Flight Rules
very high frequency omni-
directional radio range

show more terrain detail but
only include low-level
airways and airspace. Both
types have some radio -
navigation on them. The new
low-level half -million series
is a simplified version, again
omitting higher airspace.
Airtour, Transair and CAA
Chart Room should all be
able to help.

Another visual chart
shows helicopter routes
inside the London Control
Zone. These flights
invariably work the Special
VFR facility to be allowed
into the Zone at low level.
Published by the CAA.

Other Sources

From the CAA come two
periodicals. These will
interest the specialist, rather
than general, enthusiast and
I wouldn't regard them as
essential. The Aeronautical
Information Circular is
published every four weeks
and is available on
subscription. Most of the
content is administrative in
nature but it does give
warning of policy changes -
such as phasing out i.l.s. or
the introduction of 8.33kHz
channel spacing. Major
airspace changes are often
described, and the
appropriate frequencies
might be listed. You also get
advance warning of airspace
restrictions - such as the
temporary ones required by
the Red Arrows!

Don't forget the Royal
Flights and Airspace
Restrictions warning, which
is free! Telephone 0500
354802. Living in airspace
approaching Northolt, it's not
unusual for me to see a low -
flying Royal Squadron
aircraft. Who's in it and
where did it come from? By
noting the time and direction
of the flight and comparing
this with the free telephone
recording, you can get a fair
idea. Next, look up the Court
Circular or Diary section of a
quality national newspaper,
and find an engagement that
fits the bill. A little detective
work reveals all!

General Aviation Safety
Information Leaflet (GASIL)
teaches you the technicalities
of good airmanship and is
aimed at light aircraft pilots.
Published every other
month, it includes a list of
frequency changes. I've
never found much help for
the i.f.r. radio enthusiast
here, and I do summarise the
permanent frequency
changes in my own 'Airband'
column. By subscription
from the CAA.

To place a subscription for
either periodical, contact:
CAA Printing and
Publication Services,
Greville House, 37
Gratton Road,
Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire, GL50
2BN, Tel: (01242) 584139.
Ask for the free Publications
Catalogue when ordering.

Choose the Basics

What would I buy? Definitely
the Aerad supplement, plus
local low and high radio -
navigation charts. Preferably,
the RAF supplement for my
region as well. If I live near
(or visit) one large airport
then I would want the let-
down plates too.

There are plenty of other
specialised charts and
publications, but they aren't
necessary for the
enthusiast's usual purposes.
There is also the expense of
buying documents that you
don't really need. For that
reason, I've covered what I
think will be of most help to
you. If you find some official
information source that you
couldn't do without, and that
I've missed, write to my
'Airband' column and tell
me!

If you're a chart etc.
supplier and I've missed you
out, well, sorry, I simply
don't know about you! Why
not send me your catalogue?
I'll mention you in a future
issue. My address will be
found in the 'Airband'
column on page 62 of this
magazine.

Godfrey Mannino
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248/250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W1P 9AD  Tel: 0171-637 0353/0590  Fax: 0171-637 2690

YOUR SONY
SPECIALIST
All products covered by a
total manufacturers guarantee

NEW FROM SONY
CRF-V21 satellite weather fax & HF
receiver with printout. Last few remaining
RRP £2099 ASK price £1250
ICF-SW22 7x SW, M/VV, & FM
RRP £74.95 ASK price £49.95
ICF-SW1000T RRP £449 ASK price £360.00
As reviewed in Short Wave Magazine April issue

ICF-SW77150-29995kHz, usb/Isb cw, 160 mem-
ories & labelling facility, 5 event timer, world timer
RRP £399.95 ASK price £329.00
ICF-SW55 RRP £299.95 ASK price £235.00
ICF-SW100E RRP £219.95 ASK price £159.95
ICF-SW100S KIT inc active antenna
RRP £299.95 ASK price £235.95
ICF-SW7600G RRP £189.95 ASK price £129.95
ICF-SW33 RRP £149.95 ASK price £135.00
AIR 7 PSB - AIR - FM & AM receiver
RRP £299.95 ASK price £199.95
AN1 Active SW antenna
RRP £74.95 ASK price £59.95
AN -71 Wire antenna £4.99
AN -100 Active antenna for
ICF-SW100 or ICF-SW7600G £49.95
AN -101 Active antenna for ICF-SW1E
(without box) £49.95
AN -102 Compact active antenna £59.95

ROBERTS
RC -818 £184.95
R-817 £159.95
R-617 £120.95
R-621 £59.95
R-101 £49.95

AS ADVERTISED IN SWM

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME OA
THE ABOVE PHONE NUMBERS.
FAST -EFFICIENT -CONVENIENT

To YOUR DOOR STEP!!

GRUNDIG AT ASK
Satelit-700 £330.00
Yachtboy-500 £159.95
Yachtboy-400 £120.00
Yachtboy-207 £32.95
Yachtboy-217 £42.95

GARMIN
GPS 38 £185.00
GPS 40 now only £189.95
GPS 45 £245.00

MAGELLAN
GPS 2000 £185.00
GPS 3000 £235.00

SONY
IPS 760 GPS receiver 8 channel ..£640.00

We also have in stock a range of
Frequency Scanning Guides and Books

UK Scanning Directory 4th Edition £17.50
Shortwave International Frequency H/Book £14.95
Ham Tool Kit - CD ROM £9.95
Shortwave Maritime Communications £16.50
QRZ Call Sign Data Base (CD ROM) £9.95
Global Radio Guide £3.95
Passport To World Band Radio £14.95

SW Receivers
LOWE HF-150 £385.00

KEY PAD £39.95
PR -150 £205.00
IF -150 interface £39.95
HF-225 Europa £645.00

HOW TO
INTERPRET

FACSIMILE

WEATHER MAPS

& CHARTS

£8.95

WEATHER

REPORTS

FROM RADIO

SOURCES

£6.00

HANDHELD & BASE SCANNERS YAE SU
YUPITERU

MVT-125I1 air band £169.95
MVT-150 FM marine £169.95
VT -225 civil & military airband £220.00
MVT-7000 100kHz-1300MHz (no gaps) £255.00
MVT-7100 500kHz-1650MHz £290.00
MVT-8000 home base 8MHz-1300MHz £335.00

A0111 SPECIAL
OFFER AOR AR -8000 £365.00

AR -2700 500kHz-1300MHz £260.00

AR -3000A 100kHz-2038M Hz home base £840.00

AR -3030 30kHz-30MHz home base £615.00

SDU-5000 £740.00

AOR SDU-5000 ....E740.00

TAX FREE FOR EXPORT.

MAIL ORDER IMMEDIATE

DESPATCH.

GOVERNMENT & LOCAL

AUTHORITY ORDERS

WELCOME

FRG -100
50Hz-30MHz £509.95
FRG -9600
60MHz-905MHz £525.00

AUNCO
DJ-X1D
200KHz-1300MHz £280.00

ICR-1

O
ICOM

100KHz-1300MHz £380.00
(The smallest hand held scanner)

ICR-7100 homebase £1279.00

All products are subject to a
posting & packaging charge

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AD
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SOUGH MIDLANDS COMENNICAII0

THIS MONTH's SPECIAL
AOR AR -3030 RECEIVER

30kHz-30MHz AM, SAM, SSB, CW, FM
100 memory channels Carr D

HF RECEIVERS

YAESU
FRG -100
50kHz-30MHz AM,
USB, LSB, CW, FM*, 00 memory channels.

OUR PRICE '499
Carr D

AOR AR -7030
0-32MHz. AM(SYC), AM,

USB, LSB, CW, DATA &

NBFM. 100 memory channels. Made in UK.

PHONE FOR PRICE
Carr

itENINOOD
R-5000

100kHz - 30MHz. SSB, CW, AM, FM.
100 memory channels.

OUR PRICE .Z939
SAVE _120

ICOM R-72DC
AM, SSB, CW, FM,
RTTY (optional).
99 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £775
SAVE :120 Carr D

Carr D

LOWE RECEIVERS

HF-15u
AM, AMS, SSB.
30kHz-30MHz 60
memory channels.

OUR PRICE

HF-250
AM, AMS*, SSB,
CW, FM*. 30kHz-
30MHz 225 memory channels.
RS232 port.

OUR PRICE £759

HF-225
AM, CW, SSB,
AMS*, FM*.
30kHz-30MHz 30 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £475
Carr D

Carr D

Carr D

SRX-50
Portable receiver
LW, MW, SW,
VHF/FM stereo.

OUR PRICE £37

* with options fitted

Carr B

SONY SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

ICF-SW100E our price £189.00 save £30

ICF-SW7600G our price L175.00 ....save £25

ICF-SW55 our price £259.00 save £40

ICF-SW77 our price £349.00 save £50

ICF-PRO80 our price f315.00 save f34
AIR 7 our price £269.00 save £30

ICF-SW1E our price £149.00 save £20
Sony Receivers Carr C

SCANNING RECEIVERS
AOR AR -8000
500kHz - 1900MHz.
AM, FM, FM wide, SSB, CW.
1000 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £369
SAVE £41

AOR AR -5000
10kHz-2600MHz.

All mode, AM, FM, USB,
LSB, CW. 100 memory channels.

PHONE FOR PRICE Carr D

AOR AR -2700
500kHz-1300MHz AM, FM
WFM, 500 memory channels.

OUR PRICE £239
SAVE £30 Carr C

OR AR -3000A
100kHz - 2036MHz. SSB,

CW, AM, FM, FM wide.
400 memory channels.

Carr D

OUR PRICE £859 SAVE £90

ICOM
ICR-7100DC

25MHz - 2GHz. AM, FM, WFM, SSB.

900 memory channels. Carr D

OUR PRICE £1249 SAVE £200
All discounts are based on recommended retail prices.

CARR A = £2.75 CARR B = £5.50 CARR C = £9.50 CARR D = £13.50 CARR E = £16.50

Showroom/Mail Order Southampton 9.30-5pm, 9 -fpm Sat Tel: (01703) 251549 Service Dept 9-5 Mon -Fr: Tel: (01703) 255111 Email:smc@tcp.co.uk
SMC Ltd HQ Southampton: s M House, School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Estate, Eastleigh, Hants S05 3BY. Tel: (01703) 255111 Fax: (01703) 263507

SMC Siskin (SMC HQ) Data Communications Hotline Tel: (01703) 254247 9.30cm - 5pm for personal callers. 9.00 - 9pm for telephone enquiries

ARE Communications: 6 Royal Parade Hanger Lone, Ealing, London W5A 1Tel. 0181-997 4476 9.30am - 5.30pm Monday -Friday 9.30am - 1.00pm Saturday

Reg Ward & Co: I Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon EXI3 5NY Tel. (01297) 34918 9.00ctm - 5.15pm Tues-Sat

SMC (Northern): Nowell Lane Ind. Estate, Nowell Lome Leeds. Tel. (0113) 235 0606 9.30am - 5.00pm Monday -Friday 9.00am - 1.00pm Saturday
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0 AOR (UK) LTD, 1996

AOR (UK) LTD
4E EAST MILL, BRIDGEFOOT,
BELPER, DERBYS. DE56 2UA

AOR (UK) LTD

AOR MANUFACTURING LTD

WORLD RADIO CENTRE

e-mail: info@aorco.uk
hitp:/lwww.demon.co.uk/aor

Tel: 01773880788

Fax: 01773 880780

If you are serious about short wave listening, SDU5000 - Spectrum Display Unit
take a long hard look at the AR7030...

AOR AR7030 - High dynamic range short wave receiver

Have you received delivery of your AR7030 yet ???
Many customers have and reports so far are

excellent. Waiting lists have been long and AOR has
been ramping up production here in the UK... thank

you for your patience, there are still a number of
customers waiting but availability has improved.
The overwhelming comment so far has been "its

been well worth the wait". Reviews around the world
are still appearing and independent performance
measurements confirm the high specification and
excellent performance including IP3 of +30dBm.

If you are still not convinced, contact your local dealer
and find out 'first hand' what all the excitement is

about. A colour leaflet is now available along with full
technical specification including filter plots etc.

The set is supplied with a low noise regulated
power supply, infrared hand control, all modes fitted
as standard USB, LSB, CW, AM, Synchronous AM,

NFM and Data, built-in whip amplifier, standard
TCXO, Pass Band Shift, display resolution to 10Hz

with tuning rates down to around 2.7Hz, in-depth
fully illustrated operating manual and much more.

Designed and built in the UK.
All this for an unbelievable RRP of

£799 inc VAT

For many years spectrum display units (SDU) have been used by government
and commercial organisations to aid the location of elusive transmissions.
Due to the high price such equipment has never been within the reach of the
average listener. However times have changed and new technology coupled to
the innovation of AOR has lead to a great reduction in size and price, placing
the SDU5000 within the grasp of many serious listeners.

Usually when tuning, searching or scanning using a traditional receiver only one
frequency is monitored at any instant, however the SDU5000 provides a visual
display of activity not only on the frequency being monitored but up to 5 MHz
above and below as well. This ensures that even a brief nearby transmission
will be "captured" and nothing can escape undetected. The SDU5000 is so
effective at locating brief transmissions that it is in daily use by frequency
management organisations and even in the front line of many military "hot
spots" and exercises.

The SDU5000 remains compact
due to the use of an internal 3.1"
(79mm) HQM simple matrix 16
colour LCD 192 dot x 210 dot.
An external home colour
television with video input may
also been connected (PAL or
NTSC). The SDU5000 may be
used with a number of receivers
(which have a 10.7 MHz I.F.
output) and THE LATEST FIRMWARE will support theAORAR3000Aand ICOM
R7000, R7100 & R9000 and will be later ported for the AOR AR5000. The
receiver's RS232 remote port connects directly to the SDU5000 (ICOM CT17
or Siskin/SMC communication interface is also required if using an ICOM
receiver). A small modification is required to the AR3000A receiver.

An IBM PC compatible WINDOWS package HAWK 5000 is also available
priced at £99.00 + £3.00 P&P. Supplied accessories: 9 - 25 D type RS232
lead suitable for connection to the AR3000A or ICOM CT17, DC lead, BNC-
BNC patch lead, mains power supply & operating manual. Please phone or
write for the colour leaflet... AS REVIEWED IN JANUARY 1995 SHORT

WAVE MAGAZINE.

SDU5000 £799.00 inc VAT

The AR8000 UK receiver is without
doubt the most full featured wide band
hand held receiver on the market today.
Frequency coverage is from 500 kHz -
1900 MHz without gaps. All mode
reception AM, NFM, WFM, USB, LSB
& CW... twin frequency display,
alphanumeric text comments, optional

computer control etc..
AR8000 UK £410 inc VAT

The AR2700 receiver is the
very latest high tech hand
held receiver from AOR.
Frequency coverage is
500 kHz - 1300 MHz with receive modes of
NFM, WFM & AM, Optional voice record
chip available.
AR2700 UK £269 inc VAT



AOR AR5000 - High performance HFNHF/UHF receiver

The AR5000 advances the frontiers of performance
providing excellent strong signal handling, high sensitivity

and wide frequency coverage with microprocessor
facilities to match.

 Very wide frequency coverage 10kHz - 2600MHz

 All mode reception: AM, FM, USB, LSB & CW
 Automatic electronic preselection of the front end
 Excellent strong signal handling
 NCO (Numeric Controlled Oscillator) with tuning

steps down to 1Hz
 TCXO fitted as standard
 Multiple I.F. bandwidths 3kHz, 6kHz, 15kHz,

30kHz, 110kHz & 220kHz

 Auto mode bandplan selection
 Multi -function LCD with 7 character alpha -text

comments
 Extensive search & scan facilities
 "Cyber Scan" fast search & scan speeds up to

45 channels / increments per second

 Analogue S -meter
 1000 memory channels and 20 search banks

with EEPROM storage

 Auto memory store
 Extensive RS232 command list
 Sleep timer / alarm
 SDU ready

RRP £1749 inc VAT

The AR3030 is The New Classic of short wave receivers.
Coverage is from 30 kHz - 30 MHz and all mode receive. The
legendary 6 kHz mechanical AM filter is fitted as standard along
with a 2.4 kHz Murata filter for SSB and an additional filter for
NFM. Stability is excellent due to the standard fitting of a TCXO.
Many options are available including VHF converters, Collins
SSB, CW & AM filters, Concerto PC software etc.
AR3030 £699

The AR3000A has established itself as a high
performance base mobile receiver offering an
extremely wide frequency coverage of 100
kHz - 2036 MHz and all mode receive.
AR3000A £949,

AR3000A PLUS
(customised version) £995

Short wave column - Cabbage Crates in the Briny
There is a classic Monty Python sketch where a bunch of RAF types

are talking ten to the dozen and nobody understands a word of what
was said. "Sorry, Old Boy, just don't understand your banter..."

Air Comms have improved a great deal but what would I know, the
last plane I flew on was so old, I sat next to the rear gunner. "What's
the problem, Chalkie old boy?" "Sorry sir. I didn't see you come in.
He got clean away with it, you know, Sir" "Yes, I know. Heard it on the
Ops Net. War is hell, Chalkie." "But after all these years, they still let
him get away with it, Sir". "Get it out of your system, old thing".
"Thank you, Sir. Damn it all, Sir. In fact I'll have a triple serving of
damn with a damn on the side with roly-poly damn and custard to
follow..." "That's enough I think, Chalkie. More than enough." "Sorry,
Sir. But AOR is getting a reputation for forefront HF technology and
they still let him get away with that old rear gunner gag..."

There will be those who have come to our hobby from the Services.
There will be pilots and ground crew who want to keep in touch.
There will be listeners, fascinated by what they have heard on VHF
via an AOR hand-held receiver. They may have something that is
bothering them. The Tower gives them clearance for take off, sees
them safely into the wild blue yonder then we never hear from them
again... Don't worry, Chalkie old bean. Our aircraft never die, they
simply go trans -oceanic.

As the VHF only provides a local service, they use HF on the long
haul Stateside. Having come under control of its nearest ATC (Air
Traffic Control), the aircraft sets its heading and calls the ACC (Area
Control Centre) before requesting trans -oceanic clearance via the
OACC (Oceanic Area Control Centre) on HF. We shall deal only with
this HF traffic here, but for completeness the full chain of command
on radio follows this pattern;

 Obtain take -off permission from the Tower and local weather
conditions either from the Tower or regional Volmet on VHF.

 Establish flight level and heading on leaving our airspace
on VHF.

 Establish contact with nearest ACC on HF.
 On leaving range of ACC, establish contact with OACC

on HF.
 Request trans -oceanic clearance.
 Establish contact with nearest ACC in your country of

destination, HF circuits at present favouring Atlantic routes.
 Establish contact with recognised air lanes over that country

via local ATC on VHF.
 Establish contact with airport tower on VHF.
 Request landing clearance and put down on allocated runway.

The chosen runway and terminal building are always the farthest
from the car and space did not allow me to document the six hour
delay due to the wrong kind of snow at Kennedy in our idealised
scheme of things. Aircraft don't fly high enough to avoid the effects
of the ionosphere, so provision is made at 3, 5, 8 and 13Mhz to allow
for the daily changes in reception and the longer term seasonal
changes.

Our most audible OACC in the UK is at Shannon in Southern Eire.
Signing as "Shanwick", the 5 and 8Mhz transmissions listed below are
a good starting point during daylight conditions.

"Shannon Volmet" is a weather service. Announced in computerised
speech, regular listening will show a fixed pattern to these broad-
casts. Temperature, dewpoint - the temperature at which water
vapour condenses back to water - wind speed and direction are
followed by CM. This is the ground setting for the altimeter. Cloud
cover at fixed flight levels are given in "octas". Consider, if you will,
the pilots field of vision to be from the centre of a large cake split
into eight slices. Then "three octa" would be three eighths cloud
cover at that height. The CAA would like to hear from any listener
reporting "Hundreds and Thousands at one o'clock".

Stable weather conditions will be reported as "No -Sig" at the end of
the bulletin. This is short for No Significant Change. The catchy
heading of 'Information in Plain Language Concerning Certain
Meteorological Phenomena" or SIGMET is usually given in a single
word, "Snow", "Rain", "Sleet", a plague of boils or what have you.

Some frequencies to try in USB:
5505KHz: Shannon Volmet.
5616KHz: Shannon ATC. Answerback on 8864.
5649KHz: Shannon ATC. Answerback on 8879.
6622KHz: Shannon ATC
5680KHz: Plymouth and Edinburgh Rescue Co-ordination Centres.
©Bob Ellis

For shortwave, VHF or UHF listening, AOR have a range of

equipment also including the AR5000, AR3000A, AR3000A-PLUS,

AR8000, AR2700, AR3030, SDU5000, control software etc...

For full details contact AOR UK, the UK distributor for AOR

01773 880788



I77A Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)

TWO-WAY RADIO  AMATEUR RADIO  AUDIO VISUAL  SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ. Tel: (01908) 610625 FAX: (01908) 216373
E -Mail:- 100304.71@Compuserve.com

AOR AR5000 -
"The new horizon"

New wide band all mode base receiver

New high performance base / mobile wide band receiver
offering great sensitivity and excellent strong signal
handling. The AR5000 is housed in a newly designed solid
metal cabinet and provides a very wide receive frequency
coverage from 10kHz to 2600MHz, all mode reception
FM, AM, USB, LSB & CW and MANY microprocessor
facilities aimed toward professional monitoring and the
dedicated listener.

£1569 inc VAT
The AR8000 UK receiver is
without doubt the most full
featured wide band hand held
receiver on the market today.
Frequency coverage is from
500 kHz - 1900 MHz without
gaps. All mode reception
AM, NFM, WFM, USB, LSB
& CW... twin frequency
display, alphanumeric text
comments, optional computer
control etc..

gli
AR8000 UK
£399

The AOR-2700 receiver is the
very latest high tech hand held
receiver from AOR. Frequency
coverage is 500 kHz - 1300
MHz with receive modes of
NFM, WFM & AM, Optional
voice record chip available.
AR2700 UK £269

YEAR WARRANTY AVAILAB
example

OR -7030 with 1 year manufacturers warranty.

4 temp extra warranty =

AOR AR -7030
HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER

 Wide frequency coverage
 All mode reception
 Advanced IP3 greater than + 30dBM
 Very high dynamic range
 TCXO frequency standard fitted
 Variable band with synchronous detector
 Passband tuning ± 3kHz
 Reconfigurable receiver between favourite setups
 Clock/timer facility
 Supplied with full function infra -red hand control, PSU & manual

£799.00

WORLD'S SMALLEST SCANNER
FM, WFM & AM 500kHz - 1300MHz
* 400 Memories * 58 x 97 x 240mm
* Long battery life (2 x AA)
* Superb strong signal handling

We are proud to offer you the most advanced
scanner yet. True pocket size, designed by one
of the world's larges communications
manufacturers.

Chris Lorek of "Ham Radio Today" says;
This is a superb design - brilliant performance.

£349.00
Secondhand Equipment

Trio R-2000
Icom IC-R71E
Yaesu FRG -9600
Yupiteru MVT-8000
Kenwood R-5000

NRD-525
Yaesu FRG -100

Receiver fitted with VHF converter £475.00
Top quality shortwave receiver £575.00
Wideband receiver 60-905MHz £389.00
Scanner, 8-1300MHz (as new) £289.00
Superb top of the range receiver, fitted with
VC -20 VHF converter £789.00
Luxury shortwave receiver £790.00
Receiver (as new) £399.00

I -
r in a 1, I AVAILA L

SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF

RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, THURSDAY 9.30 - 12.00, SATURDAY 9.30 - 4.30
Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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Review

Welz WS1000E
Wide Band Receiver

Hand-held scanners have been getting smaller by the year, but the latest to arrive from the far
east is so tiny that it amazed even Alan Gardener.

years
ago if
someone
had

shown me a
pocket sized
receiver which
could cover the
frequency range
500kHz to 1.3GHz,
be capable of
resolving a.m.,
n.b.f.m. and
w.b.f.m. signals,
with good r.f.
performance and
operation from a
couple of 1.5V
pencell batteries
I would have
been amazed.
These days with
improvements

in modern electronic
manufacturing
techniques, I tend to be
less surprised. This is
partly due to the
enormous improvements
in design associated with
personal communications
equipment, and the knock -
on effect to other areas of
domestic consumer
electronics.

However, I must say that I
got quite a shock when I first
saw the review model - it is
tiny!

Measuring only 58 (w) x 97
(h) x 24mm it is, genuinely,
about the same size as a
packet of cigarettes, and will
easily slip into a shirt pocket -
and I don't mean the
American sized ones that a
lot of equipment
manufacturers seem to
feature in their glossy sales
ads.

Styling

As you can see from the
photos the unit has very
distinctive styling with
a slightly curved shape
making it a snug fit in

the palm of the hand.
The top panel carries a
BNC antenna connector,
3.5mm earphone socket
and concentric tuning
and volume control
knobs. The left hand side
features a convenient
second function key and
squelch override button
whilst the right hand side
sports a safety lanyard
loop and a knurled, edge
mounted, squelch
adjustment knob. Most of

the front panel is occupied
with the speaker grill, but the

top quarter includes a liquid
crystal display and the left
hand side has two strips of
buttons providing a means of
entering frequencies and
controlling the main receiver
functions. A small flap at the
rear provides access to the
battery compartment, which
accommodates two AA sized
cells, whilst two recessed
studs on the bottom of the
case provide a means of
externally powering the unit.

One of the buttons on the
front panel is marked 'Power'
and on switching it on I was
greeted with a cheery
"HELLO" message on the
I.c.d. screen. Rotating the
tuning knob allowed me to
step between nine pre-
programmed memory
channels, but almost any
attempt at more sophisticated
operation was repelled with a
warning beep from the
speaker - indicating that it
was time to read the
operator's handbook!

Handbook

This proved to be very
enlightening as the receiver
has a normal and expanded
mode of operation. The unit
is shipped in the normal
mode. This gives a very
limited set of commands,
which permit you to become
used to operating the basic
functions before progressing
on to programming your own
search and scan memories.

The method of changing
the configuration is by means
of the 'Set' function. This is
one of the second function
commands present on the
keyboard, which is selected
by pressing the side mounted

second function key whilst at
the same time pressing the
appropriate front panel
button. Once the 'Set' menu
has been opened, it is simply
a matter of scrolling through
the various commands by
means of the rotary tuning
control knob until the
required function is
displayed. Pressing the
second function key whilst in
this condition allows you to
change the selected
parameter which is confirmed
by pressing the 'Enter' key on
the front panel. Typical
functions which can be
changed in this way include
altering the frequency step
size, selecting auto step size,
enabling auto mode
selection, I.c.d. backlight
operation, battery saver and
automatic power down
function, keyboard beep
on/off, expanded mode
on/off, v.f.o. mode, r.f.
squelch level, Attenuator
on/off, 'S' -meter sensitivity
and fast tuning step size. One
nice touch is the ability to
pre -programme one of the
front panel buttons to provide
a quick means of directly
changing one of the
functions, the most obvious
use for this would seem to be
an instant change of tuning
step size or mode.

Expanding

Once the Expanded mode has
been selected all the main
functions become available to
the operator, including access
to the 400 memory channels
and ten search bands. The
receiver can be toggled
between v.f.o. operation
where the top mounted
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rotary control can be used to
manually tune up and down
in frequency at a rate
determined by the preset
step size. This can be set to
be either 1, 5, 6.25, 9, 10,
12.5, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50,
100kHz or Automatic - but
more of this later.

If a frequency has been
entered in the v.f.o. mode it
is a simple matter to store it
in one of the memory
locations. A press of a
second function button
brings up the next free

memory
location
which can be
modified by
rotating the
tuning knob
or by typing
in a new

memory number. Once the
correct memory has been
selected the frequency can
be stored by means of a
second button push, which
makes quick storage of
active frequencies very easy.

Memories

The other main type of
operation is the memory
mode. Once this is selected
the top mounted rotary dial
allows the user to step
through all the pre-
programmed memories. This
includes 20 special memory
locations which are used to
store ten pairs of upper and
lower frequency search
limits. Memories can be
scanned as an entire group

or individually
depending on
the type of
memory
scan
selected. A
few more

button

NANO FU-1:EIVEit

presses during a search or
scan enable the receiver to
stop, pause or delay once an
active frequency has been
found. A nice feature was the
ability to select standard
memory channels to act as
upper and lower limits for
individual frequency
searches, which is very
useful if you wish to perform
a quick check for other
activity between known
channels. In addition
unwanted signals can be
locked out of a search
by storing the
frequency in one of
eighty memories
set aside for the
purpose.

In the search
mode, upper and
lower frequency
limits are stored in
memories 400-419.
To enter new limits it
is necessary to enter
the frequency in the
v.f.o. mode and then
assign it to one of the
correct memory
locations. This
involves
remembering which
of the memory pairs
refer to each search
bank. For example the
lower limit for search
band 3 is stored in
memory 406 and the
upper limit is stored in
memory 407. This
does involve a certain
amount of metal agility
as the memory display
indicates the contents
as being located in
memory 3a or 3b rather
than 406 and 407.

Automatic

Coupled to the search
function is the ability to set
automatic step and mode
selection.

The automatic position
allows the exact step size to
be determined by an built-in
frequency bandplan, so as
you tune across certain
frequency ranges the most
appropriate step size should
be selected automatically.
This also applies to the
automatic mode setting
option which takes its

information
from the same
inbuilt
bandplan.

In theory this
should seem
ideal, but the

review model and a couple
of others I have seen are not
programmed with settings
relevant to the UK. This is
particularly important when
the search function is being
used, as the step size and
mode cannot be stored in the
search memory. If you link a
number of search bands the
step size and mode either
has to be pre-set to a fixed
value or the automatic
function has to be enabled.
This means that for example
it is not possible to use the
receiver to consecutively
search across the 144MHz
amateur band using n.b.f.m.
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with 12.5kHz steps, if it is also
linked to a search of the v.h.f.
air band using a.m. with
25kHz steps. In automatic
mode the v.h.f. air band is
programmed correctly but
the 144MHz amateur band is
programmed to tune in 20kHz
steps for the American
market. You can of course
just search single frequency
bands with the auto function
disabled, but it does limit the
flexibility somewhat. This
problem seems to be a
strange oversight on the part
of the manufacturer, as the
ability to store mode
information in individual
memories has been provided.
Given the fairly constant
changes in bandplans which
are expected over the next
decade as the UK tries to
align its frequency allocations
to the rest of Europe, and the
mixture of a.m. and n.b.f.m.
services found in some
bands, it is unlikely that this
type of operation could ever
be 100% effective.

The other feature I missed
was the ability to
automatically search and
store frequencies. This is very
common on hand-held
scanning receivers, where a
block of memory locations
are set aside to store active
frequencies identified during
a search. I have found this
feature to be very useful
when using a scanner away
from home or at special
events. It permits you to
leave the scanner running
unattended, overnight for
example. You can then
review the most active
channels at your leisure - a
great time saver if you are
not sure of exact frequencies.

RF Performance

In terms of r.f. performance
the model worked remarkably
well considering the severe
constraints which must have
been placed on the designer
in order to produce a very
compact design and low
power consumption. The
measured sensitivity on
n.b.f.m. averaged -120dBm
for 12dB SINAD over most of
the range 30-1000MHz. Below
30MHz the performance

tailed off with a worst case of
-110dBm at 500kHz which
was in line with the
manufacturers figures.
Intermodulation
measurements gave a 3rd
order intercept point
averaging around -40dBm at
100kHz spacing. Both the
sensitivity and
Intermodulation performance
are adequate in comparison
to other current wideband
hand-held scanners, but
would lag some way behind
models specifically designed
for mobile or base station
use.

Antenna

The antenna supplied with
the receiver is a short flexible
wideband design which gave
reasonable performance
above 100MHz, but
substituting it for a slightly
longer type gave improved
results, especially on the
medium and short wave
broadcast bands. Connecting
an external base station
antenna produced good
results on v.h.f. and u.h.f. but
the attenuator had to be
switched in before acceptable
performance could be
obtained on the short wave
bands. Using the WS1000 in a
car with an external mobile
antenna worked well, with
very few unwanted signals
being observed, the only
exception being when I was
less than a couple of miles
away from a very active
p.m.r. site. This is not
particularly surprising as the
model has clearly been
designed for hand-held use.

The only major problem I
noticed during mobile
operation was the maximum
level of audio the internal
speaker could produce, which
barely overcame the engine
and road noise. The 60mW
audio output stage is just
about sufficient to drive an
external loudspeaker, if it is
not mounted too far away
from your head. When I used
the review model at an
outside event, I found that a
pair of cheap personal hi-fi
headphones became a
worthwhile accessory.
However the limited power of

the audio stage does mean
that you get a long period of
operation from a set of
batteries. The dry cells
supplied with the WS1000
almost survived the three
week review period, but
eventually a large 'Batt'
message appeared on the
I.c.d. display warning me that
they needed replacing.

Summary

The WS1000E is a tiny hand-
held scanner with a very wide
frequency coverage, which
makes it convenient enough
to carry around with you at
all times. This should make it
very appealing for example to
air and motor sports
enthusiasts who wish to
monitor the action as it
happens.

The r.f. performance is
adequate for its intended
style of operation and is
comparable to other hand-
held scanners. Unless you
connect a large external
antenna to it or live in a very
active urban area you are
unlikely to encounter too
many problems with
unwanted spurious signals.

I enjoyed using the review
model but found some of the
functions restrictive, mainly
due to the inappropriate use
of factory programmed
bandplans to permit
automatic step size and mode
selection during searches.
This would be less
troublesome if the search
memories were capable of
storing the necessary
information. However if you
mainly intend to use the scan
mode to monitor individual
frequencies stored in
memory it shouldn't be a
significant problem.

My thanks to Waters &
Stanton Electronics, 22
Main Road, Hockley, Essex
SS5 408. Tel: (01702)
206835. FAX: (01702)
205843 for the loan of the
review model. The suggested
retail price of the Welz
WS1000E is £349. A matching
carry case is now available ,
price £14.95. All prices
include VAT.
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ICOM IC -R7000 25-2GHZ
SSB/AM/FM LIKE NEW £625

YAESU FRG9600 VHF/UHF
MULTIMODE RECEIVER
LIKE NEW £325

TRIO R-1000 PORTABLE IN

NEW CONDITION

ONLY £275

MULTICOMM2000
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE0 FULL SHOWROOM - MAIL ORDER - FULL SHOWROOM - MAIL ORDER 8

AOR AR8000
£345.00

AOR AR7030 -

£720.00

AOR AR5000
£1599.00

AOR AR3000+
£875.00

AOR AR3000A
£815.00

AOR AR2700
£245.00 JRC

NRD-535
£1525.00

RECEIVERS

TIMEWAVE
DSP599ZX £345
DSP59 5265
DSP9 +
V3E £195

SONY
SW -77
£359
SW -55 III
£269
SW -100
£199
SW -7600
£169

AERIALS
SHORTWAVE

SWA 30 PORTABLE £40.00
SONY AN1 ACTIVE.. £69.00
G5RV DIPOLE 1/2 £25.00
G5RV DIPOLE FULL £28.00
MILLER COMPACT £65.00
SW2 100IcHz-1GHz £20.00

ATUs
GLOBAL 2000 £95.00
GLOBAL 1000 £79.00
HOWES CTU8 £29.00
HOWES CTU9 £35.00
VECTRONICS £79.00

VHF/UHF
BSS 1300 NEST OF DIPOLES £65.00
DSS 1300 DESK NEST £41.00
MSS 1300 MOBILE NEST £41.00
ROYAL 1300 DELUXE DISK £45.00
ROYAL 1300 MINI DISCONE _141.00
SKYSCAN MOBILE £25.00
SCANMASTER BASE £39.00
SCANMASTER DOUBLE D1SC £59.00
SCANMASTER SBA100 AIR £65.00
WATSON REG GAINER £12.95
WATSON SUPER GAINER £19.95
WATSON TELE GAINER £14.95
DIAMOND D707 AMPLIFIED. £129.00
WATSON BALUN £18.00

YUPITERU-
MVT-7200

£345.00

MVT-8000
£335.00

MVT-7100EX
£289.00

MVT-7000
£255.00

MVT-225
£225.00

WE NEED YOUR

USED EQUIPMENT

HOKA DECODERS
WE ARE NOW THE UK

DISTRIBUTORS
Multicomm 2000 is proud to
announce that we have
negotiated the UK distributorship
of the famous Hoka products
including the new Code 3 Gold.
This amazing decoder
represents truly unbeatable
performance and value for
money unseen before in this type
of product.
Please, send a SAE for full
details.

Multicomm 2000
needs your used

equipment.
Top prices paid
and collection

arranged.

ACCESSORIES
AOR SDU5000 SPECIAL PRICE £575.00
CU8232 £95.00
8000 CASE £17.00
HOWES AA2 S.W. ACTIVE ANT £8.90
HOWES AA4 VHF ACTIVE ANT £19.90
HOWES AB118 AIRBAND ANT £18.80
HOWES ASL5 AUDIO FILTER £29.90
HOWES CTU30 ATU £39.90
ICOM SP3 SPEAKER £69.00
ICOM SP7 SPEAKER £35.00
ICOM SP12 SPEAKER VOA
LOWE PR -150 PRE SELECTOR £225.00
LOWE KEYPAD £49.00

Ail lJ t.1 I 2000 USED
11111111

ICOM IC-R72E SW RECEIVER
1 ONLY EX DEMO £525

ICOM IC-R7IE COMMERCIAL
GRADE SW RECEIVER
PRISTINE CONDITION £645

111111
YAESU FRG7 + VHF A REAL

SW RECEIVER IN EXCELLENT

CONDITION £299

JRC NRD-535 GEN COV RX IN
MINT CONDITION £995

AOR 3000 RECEIVER 100kHz-
2036 BOXED AS NEW FULL
MULTIMODE £565

REALISTIC PR02036 BASE
SCANNER LIKE NEW £225

JRC NRD-525 NEW
CONDITION 2 IN STOCK
FROM 5550

GRUNDIG YB700 NEW IN
BOX EX DEMO £299

411IP

EQUIPMENT

AOR AR2800 MOBILE/BASE

WITH SSB AS NEW £299

KENWOOD R-5000 LIKE NEW
CHOICE OF 2 FROM £525

DRAKE SW8 PORTABLE C/W
AIRBAND BOXED AND

CLEAN ONLY £499

SONY SW55 PORTABLE SW

RX BOXED AS NEW £220

AOR AR -1000 £130 FAIRMATE HP200E £130 ICOM IC -R1 £199 REALISTIC PRO44 £130 YAESU FRC-7700 £50
AOR AR -2002 £179 ICOM IC -R100 £455 JRC NRD-525 £550 ROBERTS RC828 £175 YAESU FRG -8800 £399
AOR AR -2500 £225 ICOM IC-R71E £645 JRC NRD-525 £625 SANGEAN ATS803A £80 YAESU FRG -9600 £299
AOR AR -2800 £199 ICOM 1C-R7IE £675 KENWOOD RZ1 £259 SONY AIR -7 £149 YAESU FT767-GX £799
AOR AR -3000A £625 ICOM IC -R7000 5625 KENWOOD R-1000 £199 SONY IC2001D £175 YUPITERU MVT-225 £190
BEARCAT 200XLT £130 ICOM IC -T7000 £699 KENWOOD R-5000 £599 SONY PRO80 £150 YUPITERU MVT-7100 £195
DRAKE SW -8 £499 ICOM IC -R7100 £1090 LOWE HF+AP150 £399 WAVECOM W4010 £225 4 RACAL RAI7s in

ERA MICROREADER £99 ICOM IC-R100E £459 LOWE HF-225 £269 YAESU FRA-7700 £40 mint condition £150 each
ERA SYNOPTIC DEC £50 ICOM IC-R72E £529 PANASONIC RB65G £90 YAESU FRT-7700 £50

LOWE HF-225 SW RECEIVER
MINT CONDITION
2 FROM £299

EDDYSTONE EC958/12

DIGITAL PRO RX AS NEW
10kHz-30MHz OFFERS

12 MONTHS
WARRANTY

ON OUR USED
EQUIPMENT

100S
OF

DISCOUNTED
BOOKS

Radio House,
37 Cunningham Way,
Eaton Socon,
St. Neots, Huntingdon,
Cambs. PE19 3NJ

PHONE: 01480 406770
ax: 01480 406770 E mail: 100302,2651@compuserve.com E&OE
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The Receiver & the Computer
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Royal Wedding or Messy Compromise'
John Wilson has been taking a ramble down
memory lane, probably with a bottle or two of his
wine to keep him warm. He lets us in on some of
his innermost thoughts on the marriage between
h.f. receiver and computer.

Quite recently I
resurrected an
old Trio R-1000
and had a
twiddle around

the bands with it. It didn't
take me long to remember
why this particular
receiver was such a
runaway success when it
first appeared in 1979,
and even after some 17
years it's perhaps worth
considering the features
which made it so
outstanding then and still
capable of holding its
head up even today. As
Dick Ganderton said in his
Editorial (May 1996),
"Just as in Formula 1,
when one manufacturer
makes a quantum leap in
performance, it is not
long before the rest try to
catch up" - and didn't the
other manufacturers have
a hard task in trying to
match the R-1000? Some
of them never did!

The R-1000 was the classic
'switch on and use it' type of
receiver, with no vices to
speak of. Frequency selection
was by a 30 -position 'MHz'
rotary switch and a real
tuning knob which covered a
1MHz span. The tuning rate
was fixed, and perhaps a mite
swift for today's tastes at
about 45kHz per revolution,
but you could certainly get to
a wanted frequency easily
and quickly - and no thinking
required. Frequency was

shown on a bright green
fluorescent display which
read to 1kHz, and mode
selection was by simple
pushbuttons. Straightforward
and unbelievably easy to use.
The fact that the displayed
frequency was accurate on
a.m. but ±1.5kHz out on s.s.b.
was of no consequence for
the period; the R-1000 was
compact, light but rugged,
performed well in all modes,
ran from 12V d.c. as well as
a.c. mains, had high and low
impedance antenna inputs,
covered everything from v.l.f.
to 30MHz and was a totally
new experience. The fact
remains that the R-1000 was
a landmark then and a
pleasure to use, even now.

Memory Lane

So what is the purpose of this
ramble down memory lane ?
Well, it occurred to me that
all the really great receivers,
which are held in high
esteem by those who know
what's what, are very similar
to the R-1000 in concept - or
maybe it's the other way
around - no matter. Take the
Collins 51-J or the 51-S; the
R-390; the Racal RA -17 et al;
all of these receivers were not
only easy and unambiguous
to use, they also had another
common factor - they were
never connected to a
computer, either internally or
externally.

Lest you think me a

Luddite, let me say that I am
in reverent awe of the
advances made as a result of
the marriage between
receivers and computers. If
Art Collins had had access to
a microprocessor you can be
sure that his receivers would
have incorporated it, because
at one stroke he could have
dispensed with many of the
innovative mechanical
complexities which were
necessary to make his
receivers work. In this sense
the microcomputer would
have been used as just
another radio component,
and this is the way in which
the more accomplished
modern designers have
interposed a computer
between your twitching
fingers and the innards of an
h.f. receiver. The secret is in
making the user unaware that
the computer is there at all,
and allowing the receiver to
appear as though it were a
purely analogue device. In
receivers of this type, the
user need never consider the
fact that a computer is doing
all the work, because to all
intents and purposes the
receiver is simply a receiver.

I'm not sure which receiver
actually qualifies for being
the first to include a built in
microprocessor controller
because I have spent my life
in the hobby and semi-
professional market, and
therefore don't know what
was going on in the depths of

GCHQ or the development
sections of large companies.
No doubt one of my FOUL
correspondents will tell me in
due course. However, most
modern hobby receivers such
as the NRD-535, Drake R -8A,
the receivers from Icom,
Kenwood and Yaesu, the
Lowe range and the AOR
range all incorporate
microprocessor control in
one way or another and have
generally done it in such a
way that there is no obvious
evidence that the computer
exists within the receiver.
There are differing degrees of
control integration in
different receivers and some
have been more successful
than others in making the
marriage work (tell that to
Buckingham Palace). Many
receivers use the
microprocessor to fulfil the
tuning and frequency display
functions, with a common
data bus also driving the
frequency synthesiser, but
keep analogue controls for
things like a.f. and r.f. gain,
mode switching, power
switching and so on.
Obviously any receiver with
fairly comprehensive
memory facilities will
probably be using the
microprocessor(s) to provide
the facility, as well as
providing scanning functions.
As far as I know, and I don't
have a Watkins -Johnson
service manual for the HF-
1000 to check, only the AOR
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AR 7030 has carried internal
computer control to the
extent where every single
front panel function,
including gain control
and power
switching, is
carried out by the
computer with no
direct analogue
connection
between the
front panel and
the actual
receiver.

Would I Lie
to You, Dear?

In the marriage
between the
receiver and computer, just
as in the marriage between
man and woman, there are
occasions when one of the
partners will not be entirely
truthful, and the classic case
in receivers is the matter of
operating frequency. Man
turns tuning knob, computer
thinks "He wants to be on
5.975MHz" and tells the
synthesiser and frequency
display via the data bus.
Display accepts the
information and throws up
5.975MHz on the front panel.
Synthesiser declines to do
what it is told and wanders
off in search of the true
meaning of life. The
unsuspecting user believes
the display and thinks "Why
am I hearing 20 metre
amateur c.w. on 5.975MHz?".
This is not fanciful, it really
happens, and is why

Kenwood incorporated a
system in their receivers and
transceivers which blanks
the frequency display if the
synthesiser loses lock and
wanders off the correct
frequency. As my old Granny
said, "Don't believe
everything you see".

It's worth mentioning here
that receivers like the R-1000,
FRG -7700, or the R-820 are
less likely to be telling you
lies because the frequency
display in these receivers is
based on a true frequency
counter, which measures the
actual local oscillator

frequency whilst adding or
subtracting the i.f. centre
frequency.

Again as in marriage, the
noise made by one partner
often dominates the other,
and there is little doubt who
makes the (electrical) noise
in the receiver/computer
marriage. The amount of
broad band rubbish thrown
out by digital electronic
systems can be quite
astonishing, and you only
have to drive around a town
listening to the car radio pick
up the noise generated by
bank burglar alarms to know
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how far such noise can
radiate. The designers of
computer controlled
receivers have to go to great
lengths to shield and
separate the r.f. sections of
the radio from the digital

system, and
even so there
are occasions
when the
receiver hears
its own
computer. It's
also worth
noting that
even though
the internal
shielding is
good enough

to keep the
receiver quiet, the entire
box is often radiating
quite strong 'hash' and
this has been commented
on by many experts
including Gordon Bennett
and the 'FTS' team in the
USA. The early NRD-535

was prone to radiating noise
from the display panel, and
in certain applications such
as when using a loop
antenna for medium wave
DX listening, it was quite
difficult to keep the display
noise out of the loop. The
fact is, if you have a digital
computer running inside or
close to a sensitive r.f.
detector such as a receiver,
it's almost impossible to hide
its presence, but some
designs at least have tried to
minimise the noises
generated by the digital
systems.

The Lowe receivers and
the AOR AR 7030 all use

digital control systems
that employ a 'static

idle' feature in which
the digital control

NRO-535 HF RECOVER

TONE

section closes down
if nothing is being
twiddled on the
front panel. In other
words, if the
receiver is being
tuned the controller
works as normal,
but when the tuning
knob stops, so does
the digital section,
thus removing the
potential noise
source. A case of
replying only when
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being addressed. Perhaps
this, then, is the closest thing
to a perfect marriage
between receiver and
computer.

Enter the Trouble
Maker
If you have a
receiver
controlled
internally by a
computer, there
is no real reason
why that control
cannot be
exercised by an
external
computer, and
many modern receivers do
have a connector (port) to
allow such external control. It
is at this point that the
receiver ceases to be a stand-
alone device and becomes
part of a 'system' in which
the external computer can
take over many, sometimes
all, of the receiver control
functions. On the face of it
this could greatly extend the
facilities of the receiving set-
up, and there are many
software packages which
incorporate powerful log
keeping and memory
functions as well as the basic
receiver controls. I've had the
pleasure of using the
excellent logging and
frequency information
packages from Tom
Sundstrom in the USA, and
have to admit that for the
dedicated short wave listener
they are very attractive and
easy to use.

It's Virtually a Receiver

One application which I will
never understand is the
desire of some software
writers to include an on
screen picture of a receiver
front panel which the
computer user can drive from
the keyboard or mouse as a
'virtual' receiver. Seems plain
daft when you have the real
receiver sitting close to the
computer. I much prefer the
feel of a real tuning knob to
pointing and clicking with a
mouse, or pressing 'up' or
'down' keys to tune the radio.

I first met this 'virtual'

receiver layout when
someone in the USA
produced software called
Ham Windows to drive the
Kenwood TS -940S
transceiver from a PC. Ham
Windows had a facility
whereby you could rearrange
the front panel layout on the
computer screen as you
wished and have, for
example, the tuning knob off
to one side rather than being
in the middle as in the 'real'
transceiver. Why on earth
anyone would wish to do this
when the designers of the
transceiver had sweated
blood getting the ergonomic
layout right in the first place
beats me. It's perhaps a
tribute to the common sense
of Kenwood that they
declined to distribute Ham
Windows through their sales
network.

However, the biggest
problem with linking a
computer to a receiver is that
neither the designer of the
receiver nor the writer of the
software can possibly know
what make of computer is
going to be used to control
the system, and I have yet to
discover a personal computer
which does not generate high
levels of radiated r.f. Even
with the increased pressure
from the FCC in America and
our own European standards
for EMC limits, the fact
remains that the emissions
from the average PC are
strong enough to cause
problems for the short wave
receiver. In my own case I
cannot listen to a receiver

while the computer on which
I am now producing this text
is switched on, because it
(the computer) generates S-9
noise all over the short wave
spectrum. I was listening to
an 80 metre conversation on
the R-1000 with which I
started this article, and on
3.739MHz at 1800z (7pm clock
time) on the 11th of May, I
heard GOVIX say to GOMFG
that he was sure they had
worked before but his
logbook was kept on a PC
and he didn't want to switch
on the PC to check because
the noise from it wiped out 80
metres QED.

Silence is Golden.

Is there a quiet PC out there??
I suppose there must be,
because one other use for the
external computer is as a
data decoding system and
they seem to work well
enough, although to be fair to
my argument it is usually the
case that the data decoding is
driven from the audio output
of the receiver and often via
an optical isolator. I would be
delighted to hear about
'quiet' PCs from anyone who
has experience in the field,
and the sales potential to the
short wave radio market
could be quite good for such
a machine, but I doubt that
the pressure to produce ever
cheaper computers is likely to
cough up a low cost properly
r.f. engineered unit. From
'hands-on' experience I
would observe that the main
radiation sources from a PC

are likely to be the mains
supply leads and the cabling

from PC to monitor and PC
to printer. Much good can

be done by threading all
external wiring through

large ferrite rings and
physically

separating
the computer
and the
receiver, but
quite
honestly I
don't think
that the
receiver and
stand-alone
computer are
truly r.f.

compatible at the present
state of the art. Can anyone
prove me to be wrong?? The
reason why the receiver with
an internal computer
succeeds is probably because
the links between the
computer and the r.f.
sensitive elements are short,
direct, and properly screened,
whereas the links to an
external computer are
relatively long, probably
unscreened, and radiating
directly into the antenna
system of the station setup.

Unhand Me Sir!

Could there be an even worse
scenario? Frankly there could,
and that is to place the
receiver actually inside a non-
r.f. engineered PC. I cannot
imagine a more hostile r.f.
environment than the inside
of a computer unless it is to
sit in the middle of Rugby
Radio antenna farm. Staying
with the basic analogies of
this article I can only compare
it to placing a high born
young lady in a closed room
with many financial advisers
and cavalry officers - surely
she will be seriously
interfered with

As far as I know there have
been two attempts to build a
receiver which fits into a
computer; the first appearing
in late 1993 and promptly
vanishing from the scene
(does anyone know why?)
and the second recently
announced. Now it has to be
said at the outset that these
'receivers on a card' were
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designed to cover a
frequency range from
medium wave to high u.h.f.
and it's quite an achievement
to design such a thing. When
you consider the price of the
latest offering it's even more
remarkable, but I do have
serious reservations about
putting a sensitive receiver
inside a computer and
expecting it to work properly.
I can see the attraction in
having keyboard access to a
wide range v.h.f./u.h.f.
receiver which operates on a
'Channelised' basis, but for
short wave radio my
personal opinion is that it's
definitely a non starter and
I'll stay with a tuning knob I
can turn with my fingers.

Most Serious
Reservation

My most serious reservation
however will remain the
problem of computer
generated r.f. noise getting
directly into the receiver
card, and I look forward to
getting a hands-on trial of
the latest unit so that I can
report results to you. I'll have
to have the thing on loan,

and will also need another
PC because my own machine
only takes half size cards,
and my laptop will certainly
not have room for the
receiver card. If, therefore, I
actually wanted to buy the
'on card' receiver, I would
also need a new PC to house
it, which would bring the
total cost to at least £1000.
I'd sooner buy a new Drake
R -8A and have real
performance, or spend less
and get a second hand R -8E
or even a Collins 51S-1,
together with a separate
v.h.f./u.h.f. scanner to cover
the frequencies above
30MHz. But that is, as I have
said, a purely personal view
based on the use of these
things on short wave.
Possibly as a v.h.f./u.h.f.
scanner it's of some use, but
I think that the basic idea of
the 'receiver on a card' is
daft, and reduces the
receiver to being just another
computer accessory.

Whatever your views on
the triumph of the latest
technology, there is still a
great deal of satisfaction to
be had from owning and
using a well engineered and

beautifully constructed piece
of equipment. Why else
would people buy a Rolex
mechanical watch, or a
vintage Bentley, or even such
an apparent throwback as a
Morgan car? We as short
wave enthusiasts are
fortunate in that our well
engineered equipment
comes at a much lower price
than either the Rolex or the
cars, but the pleasure is all
there. Just spin the dial of a
Hammarlund SP -600 and tell
me it doesn't feel absolutely
wonderful. Or, if you want
something a little newer and
you never used an R-1000,
just give that a try next time
you have the opportunity,
and I think you will see my
point about it having stood
the test of time very well
indeed.

Thoughts

To summarise my thoughts
on the marriage between the
computer and the short wave
receiver:

Royal wedding?
Probably represented by the
current range of good quality
receivers seen advertised in

the pages of Short Wave
Magazine.

Marriage under a little
strain? Receivers allied to
external computers with
'virtual' front panels
replacing the 'real' panel
which you bought with the
receiver, and noise levels
that in some cases prevent
you hearing weak signals.

Grounds for divorce?
Computer cards which put
the receiver inside the
computer. You can't even
argue about who gets
custody of the front panel,
'cos you haven't got one. I
think that separation on the
grounds of mutual
incompatibility is called for. I

was interested to read in the
June 1996 issue of RadCom
magazine that a radio
amateur reports that he is
unable to work on the 2
metre band because of a
neighbour's brand new
computer which blots out
144.625, 144.7, 144.725,
144.75, 144.775 and
144.8MHz - and that's only in
the amateur band; what else
is it blotting out?? (And you
want to put a receiver
INSIDE the computer??)

And So To Other Things.

It seems to me that recent debate about
"My third order intercept point is better
than your third order intercept point",
whilst worthy of consideration, is actually
leading us away from the simple
enjoyment of a very fine hobby. As I said
in an earlier article, it is quite astonishing
what good results can be obtained from
receivers which do not necessarily have
the ultimate r.f. performance of the latest
offerings, and it brings to mind the
privilege I had of meeting an ex -Cunard

radio officer who had served through
WW2 and into peacetime, and retained
his contacts with marine radio using an
Eddystone EC -10. Now to me, the EC -10
is not what I would choose to listen tc
maritime c.w., but this elderly gentleman
could make it sing and dance, and could
copy signals with the greatest of ease. If I

put an EC -10 through the kind of review
process I adopt for current receivers, I
have no doubt that the r.f. performance
would be well down the scale, but
nevertheless in the right hands it's
capable of giving enormous satisfaction.

I also had a letter this week from a
chap who is contemplating swapping his
ICR-71E for a newer receiver, but my
response is "Why?" The ICR-71 is an
excellent receiver in its own right, and
spending another £400 or £500 to make a
change is not justified, unless there is an
overriding need for the last pinch of
performance or an aesthetic desire to
have a change of appearance - and those
crystal filters in the ICR-71 are really good
- see my 'Filter' articles.
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Keep a 'Golden Eye' on our new and used products. Call FAXBAK on 0181 - 566 0 007

C?1LTIM_X-1-Thr-
lJP.S.11EIC11

In addition to the small selection shown here, we have at least 400 other used items available from stock. All offered with a minimum of 30 day parts & labour,

(most 3 months), and a chance of FIFTEEN months at minimal cost.

Yaesu FRG -100. Superb SW receiver. 4

examples to choose. £399. Only £49
deposit & 12 payments of £32.14. Cost of
loan £35.73

loom IC-R72E. Compact keypad entry SW
receiver. 1 example as brand new. £499

Only f99 deposit & 12 payments of
£35.13. Cost of loan £40.83

Kenwood R-2000. And ec .

SW DX Three to
choose £299 Split the payment into
three credit card transactions)

Universal M-900. Ideal "stand alone" (no
PCI, decoder for weather FAX, Sitar &
CW £399 Only £49 deposit & 12
payments of £3114. Cost of loan £35.73

Kenwood 9-5000. oidiecce

monitor receive'. 3 c es £699. Only
£99 deposit & 12 payments of £55.10.
Cost of loan £61.25

loom IC -R7100. The ultimate scanner

base station. Save a fortune over list.
£1099. Only £199 deposit & 12

a ents of £82.65. Cost of loan f9147

Yaesu FRG -8800. Keypad entry, nice large

speaker & display. Great SW performance.

E399. Only 649 deposit & 12 payments
of f22.14. Cost of loan 535.73

HRO. Latest design from the WAR
Dept. Never seen action and makes an
deal work bench. AR -88's, 640's, R-

i '155's, T -29's. KW Viceiciv & Veso,a's

aMi.;N:S

L
)_)1

v

Isom IC-F110E. Built like a tank and easy to use

SW rece've £399. Only fa deposit & 12
payments of £3114. Cost of loan £35.73

Lowe HF-225. A design classic Seven
used examples of this fine SW receiver.

From £349. Only E49 deposit & 12
payments of £27.55. Cost of loan E30.82

Yaesu FRG4700. They've been around for
15 years now and they still offer superb
SW performance! E299. Split the
payment into three credit card
trarsactionsl

loom IC-R71E. Identca to IC -R70 but
keunec ' '1F. 'e.cF 5499. Only
£99 deposit & 12 payments of £36.73
Cost of loan £40.83

Drake 946. Still the only SW RX with ALL
FILTERS FITTED! And we have two, like

new! E699. Only £99 deposit & 12
payments of E55.10. Cost of. loan 66124

Lowe HF-250. Lowe% latest receiver
already on the SW market. Why pay
£799? Only £849! Only £149 deposit &
12 payments of £45.92. Cost of loan
£51.04

Lowe HF-150. The receiver to reenter
the hobby with! Brilliant SW & some
great exaT.cles. U99 £330. Only
£30 deposit & 12 payments of £27.55.
Cost of loan £30.62

009-3030. Very compact SW receiver.
Rare on the used market. Only one
offered. £399. Only £49 deposit & 12
payments of E32.14. Cost of loan £35.73

Tons 5000E. Cost over Elk when new, this unit is
a self contained FITTY/Arntor/CW decoder and

sender. Easy to use. Only 1 example on offer. £399.
Only En deposit & 12 payments of 23274. Cost
of loan 635.73

ALL ABOUT THE MARTIN LYNCH INTERACTIVE

"FAXBAK" SERVICE

This service is a first for Short Wave Radio. Unlike other ordinary

Fax Back services offered in the past, the system in operation at

the London Showroom actually allows YOU to choose what

information you require. For example, if you want to see the

latest used equipment list, dial the FAXBAK number, hit key 1,

then 11 and a complete listing will be sent. For a brochure on

new items, key 2 then the MODEL NUMBER required, (i.e., for details on the AOR 7030, ke

"7030"), and so on. You can also retrieve our newsletter, (key 5 then "5" again), new

Equipment prices key 3 and so on. Its a first once again, from MARTIN LYNCH!

SEE OUR OTHER ADVERT IN
Practical Wireless for more goodies!

pitytTI N
onLYNcli& S

THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

I= swrrai 11

TEL: 0181 - 565 1120

FAX: 0181 - 556 1207

FAXBAK: 0181 - 566 0 007

CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566

EALING, LONDON W13 9SB

91 81 A- 585 1120
e-mail: sales@martin-lynch.co.uk

HOURS

140-142 NON FIELD AVENUE °MENINGMON SAT
9.30 - 6.00
Late night Thursday by
appointment

Martin Lynch & Son is a
Licensed credit broker. Full

written details are
Web Site: http://www.martin-lyneh.co.uk available upon request.



uniden
It was the Uniden Bearcat Range that
introduced the world to scanners, back in
the seventies. They've been making high
grade scanners ever since, just take a look
at their current product range:

UBC 3000XLT
If all scanners were manufactured
to this level of build quality, life in
our workshops would be a lot
quieter!
O 400 channels
O 25-550MHz + 760-1300MHz
O Modes: AM/NBFM/WBFM (both

FM modes on upper bands only)
0 Auto search
O Priority channel search
O "Turbo" scan - 300 steps per second
O Switcheable delay up to 2 seconds
O Backlit display
O Offered complete with HD carry case,

removable nicad & charger

BC 9000XLT
Recently supplied to a government department,
the new base scanner from Uniden is a
professional tool offering serious performance at
an affordable price.
0 500 memories
0 25-1300MHz 1550-760MHz TV video band

blocked)
0 Keypad entry
0 VFO tuning knob for frequency control
0 "Turbo scan" - 300 steps per second
0 100 channels per second
0 Selectable modes: AM/NBFM/WBFM
0 Line output - ideal for "off air" recording
0 Selectable attenuator
0 Alpha numeric display
0 CTCSS available as option £319.95

UBC 220XLT
An ideal introduction to scanning, the new 22 is
easy to use, covers all the
"interesting bits" and is supplied
with case, nicads, charger and is
very, very LOW in price!
0 66-88, 108-174, 406-512,

806-956MHz
0 Scanning 100 channels per

second ONLY
0 Backlit display £199.95

I

ONLY £245.95

ONLY

uniden aaahrir
QUALITY GOES THE DISTANCE

Noise reduction?

Suffering from power line noise? Got a noisy street
lamp or thermostat clicking away? Slip in line the
ANC -4 and see it disappear. If not send it back and

get a refund! RRP £195 incl. p&p.

Welz WS -1000

This amazing little unit is a full blown scanning

receiver capable of covering everything from 500kHz

to 1300MHz with no gaps. Not only is it the smallest

scanner you've ever seen, it's the lightest too. Closer

in size to a box of matches rather than a pack of

cigarettes, the new WS -1000 from Welz-Diamond is

technology in its extreme. Take a scanner with you

where you wouldn't have bothered before.

specification
 500kHz-1300MHz
 AM/NBFMNVBFM
 1/5/6.25/9/10/12.5/15/20/25/30/50/100kHz steps

 400 memories  Skip search
 Power voltage from only 2.2-3.5V DC
 Dimentions in mm: 58(w) x 97(h) x 24(d)
 16mA power save 1 sec.
 Weight: 200 grams incl. batteries & antenna

Price: £349.95 incl. VAT at FREE postage
Available on FREE FINANCE:
£49.95 deposit & 12 payments of £25.00

1 AR -8000 UK

The best scanner on the
market. Don't argue. My
scanner man Graeme said
so. To find out why, give him
a call. Even if he does spell
his name rather strangely.
RRP: £410.
ML PRICE: £399.
Super low finance
available from only
£27.50 per month!

Yaesu FRG -100

USED EXAMPLES
AVAILABLE FROM

ONLY £399
Call for availability

Retailing at £599, the new receiver from
Yaesu takes some beating. At £499, its an
even better buy!
RRP: £599.
NEW LOWER ML price CASH/SWITCH
£469. Super low cost finance available
from only £36.66 p/m!

Drake R -8A

:1
:1

One of our best
selling shortwave
receivers and one that
you do not have to

spend hundreds of pounds on additional
filters. It has them all fitted!
RRP £1295. Deposit £296, 12
payments of £83.25, ZERO APR.

Global AT -2000

MalA superbly built SWL antenna
tuner for improved receive

performance. Built in Q selector. £95.

The New AOR AR -7030

Probably the best engi-
neered receiver in the
world. Including a FREE
FIVE YEAR WARRANTY,
only available from
MARTIN LYNCH.
RRP: £799.
Deposit: £99.
12 payments of £64.28.
Cost of loan: £71.45

Opto Electronics Scout

The most innovative product for
scanners of 1995? Connectthis
little frequency counter up to
your AR -8000 and see it make the
scanner jump onto a frequency
that its literally just "sniffed" out
of the air! Termed "Reaction Tune", it has many
uses both for the hobbiest and commercial
user.

RRP: £449. ML Price: £369 Super low cost
finance available from only £27.50 phn!

The New AOR AR -5000

For those who take the
entire radio spectrum
very seriously. The AR -
5000 covers 10kHz
through to a staggering
2600MHz! All mode
base receiver, setting new standards in all
band performance.

RRP: £1749. Lynch Price: £1569.

Deposit £269, 12 payments of £119.39.
Cost of loan: £132.70 or
Deposit £269, 24 payments of £65.13.
Cost of loan: £263.12. (APR 19.9%)

MARTIN LYNCH & SON, 140 - 142, NORTHFIELD AVE



Kenwood R-5000

When someone buys an R-5000, they want a
radio to last them a lifetime. Better than this,
the R-5000 holds its value like no other
Shortwave receiver. Take a look at our new
package deal:

RRP: £1059. Lynch Price: £899.95
Deposit £99.95, 12 payments of £73.47. Cost of loan £81.64 or
Deposit £99.95, 24 payments of £40.08. Cost of loan £161.92 (APR 19.9%)

Add an SSB narrow filter for only £81.95!

Lowe PR -150

Matching the HF-
150, a preselector
can greatly enhance
reception of weaker
signals, that would

otherwise be lost in the noise caused by
stronger signals. They really do work.
Suitable for most other receivers. Ask for
details.
NEW LOW PRICE: £199.

Icom ICR-7100HF

The ONLY
company who
can offer you
an ICOM UK
approved HF

modification, enabling the receiver to cover
500kHz to 2GHz, with no gaps!

RRP: £1549.
Deposit £349, 18 payments of £72.22,
ZERO APR.

Timewave & MFJ DSP Filters

NEW LOW PRICES

DSP 9+
DSP 59 *
DSP
599zx
MFJ-
784B

Digital Signal Processing will enhance any
receiver performance by removing one
main ingredient - NOISE! If you haven't
heard a DSP unit work, then call into the
London Showroom for a demo.
Alternatively, order by mail order and if it
doesn't impress you, return it for a full
refund of the purchase price. How's that for
confidence?
MFJ-784B All mode Tunable DSP £229

DSP 9+ All mode DSP at only £189

DSP 59+ As above but more features £249

DSP 599zx NEW! Hyper speed processor, alpha

display and more £349

Lowe HF-150

We sell as many to
commercial users as
we do to
enthusiasts. The
best built, best

performing receiver under £500.

RRP: £419. Deposit £59, 12 payments
of only £30, ZERO APR.
why not add a keypad for fast
frequency access? only £44.95.

AOR AR -2700

A great starter into the
world of scanning. 500kHz-
1300MHz, NBFM,WBFM &
AM, no gaps, supplied
with nicads & charger -
ready to go!

RRP: £269. Deposit
£69. Six payments of
only £33.33. ZERO APR.

AOR AR -3000A

100
Lots of different versions
being offered, but make
sure you are buying one
sourced through the U.K.

distributor. We only sell this model supplied
by AOR U.K. Ask before you buy elsewhere!
RRP: £949. Lynch Price: £849
Deposit £149, twelve payments of only
£64.28. Cost of loan: £71.45 (APR 19.9%)
Also available the "PLUS" version.
Please add £46.

MVT-7200

The alternative to the AR -
8000. If you liked the old
MVT-7100, this new
enhanced version should fit
the bill.

RRP: £449. ML PRICE:
£399 and FREE FINANCE!
deposit £99, 12 payments
of only £25, ZERO APR.

Look-alikes

PM* lOok-ollko Lapel smoker
Suitable for most scanners on
the market.
Only £11.50 incl. delivery.

Police look alike Eagles*
MyDEL P-300
As used by many government
establishments throughout the
world, the new MyDEL P-300 easy to
wear "over the ear' earpiece is
available now, including FREE P&P.
(State which scannerthe P-300 is for
when ordering).
ONLY £9.95 p&p FREE!

Garmin GPS-45 Irk/
Due to an overwhelming

demand, we've decided to
stock this important device. FAtt

Locate your latitude/longitude
national grid to within an

amazing 49ft accuracy! Lots
more besides, only £289.

UE, EALING, LONDON W13 9SB

oRTIINsoLYNcti
THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

TEL: 0181 -566 1120

FAX: 0181 -566 1207

83.S.: 0181 - 565 0000

CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 556

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9.30 - 6.00
Late night Thursday by appointment

Please NOTE prices & monthly payments are based on 17.5% VAT

& no more price increases! E&OE. f10 p&p on all major items.

Designed and built by Rosetta Labs in Germany, the
WinRadio PC card is a
complete scanning receiver
which actually fits inside your
PC!
O Covering 500kHz - 1300MHz
O All -mode including SSB
0 Tuning steps 500Hz - 1Mhz

(fine tune with b.f.o.)
Supplied with Windows software,
with impressive graphics and on-line help

System Requirements: PC with minimum 386 processor,
DOS 3.3 or higher, Windows 3.1, 640k of RAM, (4MB for
Windows).

ONLY £399.00 including VAT & Carriage

MARTIN LYNCH WEB SITE
http://www.martin-lynch.co.uk

E-mail address: sales@martin-lynch.co.uk

-DEL Colima ACARS receiver
Designed exclusively for Martin Lynch, this new
receiver releases your expensive scanner from
monitoring) frequency for reception of AGARS.
All that is required is 12 volts DC input, and an external
antenna. The Optima will then give you audio direct into
either ACARS decoding software, or our Universal M -400/M-
1200 decoder. It's that simple! RRP: £129.95

AEA FAX 111
Why wait for the weather reports?
AEA FAX 111 is a package containing a small demodulator &
DOS computer software that lets you receive grey scale HF
weather FAX images, (which you can later colour). It also
decodes CW, RTTY & NavTex. All you need is an SSB
receiver and an IBM compatible PC. RRP: £119.95.

Datong Active antennas
AD -370/270 The pair of Active Aerials were originally designed
for the Royal Navy several years ago and to date, no other
manufacturer has been able to offer such performance from a
compact design.

If you are stuck for space and need a good high performance
SHORTWAVE ANTENNA then order yours today!
Datong AD -270 (internal) £59.95 AD -370 (external) £79.95
p&p £10.

CASIO QV -10A

LCD DIGITAL CAMERA
A neat palm size digital storage camera which can store over 90 full colour
digital images. Import the picture into your PC with the supplied interface
cable & software for either IBM compatible or MAC machines. Ideal
for reprinting images on the Internet, SSTV via JVFAX and lots
more. Outputs include direct video and serial for PC connection.
Supplied with all accessories including Software & Cables.

RRP £799 Lynch Price £479
Deposit: £99, 12 payments of £36.73.
Cost of loan: £40.83 (APR 19.9%)



UBC Uniden PRO -26

220 XLT 50 XL
200 Channel Scanner with

25MHz continuous
£169.99 £69.99 to 1.3GHz coverage.

AER-1
Portable short wave aerial
A rectractable long wire aerial that can be used
with all short wave receivers. The aerial is
provided with a 3.5mm plug for receivers with
a suitable socket and an adaptor to clip the
aerial to the telescopic rod aerial of sets with no
aerial socket. E1 4.95 + £1 P&P

UBC 9000 XLT UBC 860 XLT
£299.99 £129.95

Grundig Yacht Boy 400
 40 Memory channels
 Signal meter

& carrying case
 1.6 - 30 MHz
 Full s.s.b

INCLUDING :
Free S.W. Antenna worth £14.99, FREE Batteries,

FREE Short Wave Frequency Book & FREE Headphones.

129.95
+f5P&P

NEW! NEW !NEW! NEW! NEW!

5th Edition
Scanning Directory
£18.50 FREE P&P

The UK Scanning
gireC10111

£249.95 £5 P8 P

PRO -44

£99.99
+ £5 P&P

Limited stocks

PRO -60
R R P £2.69799"
Complete with charger
and rechargeable
batteries worth £20

OUR PRICE

£249.99

PRO -2039
Base Scanner

200 channels with Hyperscan system which
lets you scan at 25 or 8 channels per second.
High speed search facility locates new and
unlisted frequencies at a flash. Coverage:
68-88, 108-136.975 (AM), 137-174, 380-512,
806-960MHz. This radio comes fitted with

external aerial socket.

Price £219.99. Save £70.

NOW £149.99 ± £5 P&P

SKY SCAN
Desk Top Antenna DX V1300

Model Desk Discone
1300

£49.00 £49.95
+ £3.00 p&p + £3.00 p&p

Magmount MKII
Scanning
Antenna

£24.95
+ £3.00 p&p

Mail Order: SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works, Forge Lane
Belbroughton,Nr. Stourbridge, Worcs,

Tel: (01562) 730672. Fax: (01562) 731002

Shop: SRP Radio Centre, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednall, Birmingham B45 9TZ.
Tel: 0121-460 1581/0121-457 7788
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Construction

Making Connections
Part

Connecting to the Antenna

In Part 1 of this short
series, Joseph J. Carr
K4IPV looked at ways
of connecting an
antenna feeder to a
receiver. He concludes
by looking at the
antenna end of the
feeder, your personal
safely and how to fit
coaxial connectors.

N
ow that we
know all about
connecting the
feeder to the
receiver, let's

walk up the feed line to
look at the head -end of
the antenna. I have made
the assumption that you
are using some sort of
wire antenna. Fig. 2.1
shows a typical antenna
kit. Although you can
obtain all of the materials
separately, the kits are
usually quite reasonable
compared with the price
of the individual
components. The typical
kit contains 25 to 50m of
stranded copper wire, a
length of coaxial cable
(possibly with the cable
ends already installed),
two end insulators, and
either a centre insulator
or a BALUN transformer
of some sort - a centre
insulator is shown in Fig.
2.1.

If you opt for buying the
components separately, then
you'll find a variety of
materials on the market and

Fig. 2.2:
Examples of
centre insulators.

Fig. 2.1: Typical wire antenna kit.

Fig. 2.2 shows two common
forms of centre insulator.
While these two products are
quite different, they share
some common features: a)
both have a coaxial
connector; b) both have
connection points for a dipole
or other doublet antenna, and
c) both have a centre screw
or hole for strain relief or
mounting at a central point
(as on an Inverted-Vee
antenna). Both of them will
keep the connection to the
antenna from the weather.
Although end insulators can
also be used as centre
insulators (and often are), the
weather protection is lacking.

In Fig. 2.3 we can see a
pair of end insulators. Note
that both are ribbed. This
construction increases the
electrical path, while keeping
the physical length within
reasonable bounds. This is
supposedly a lower r.f. loss
construction method.

The down lead and antenna
wires are connected to each
other as shown in Fig. 2.4.
Regardless of whether an end
or centre insulator is used,

the technique is much the
same. The antenna wire is
passed through the hole in
the insulator (Fig. 2.4a), with
about 120 to 150mm of free
end, and then wrapped
around on itself (Fig. 2.4b).
The normal practice is to
make six to ten wraps, with
seven being the most
common specification. Once
the wire is wrapped properly,
tin it with a coat of solder. If a
single wire downlead is to be
used, it can be wrapped in a
similar manner and then
soldered to the main antenna
wire (Fig. 2.4c).

NOTE: don't use the solder
until you've checked the
antenna for resonance and
know it's right. Also, don't
depend on solder for
mechanical strength, it has
none. The purpose of the
solder is to ensure the
integrity of the electrical
connection, especially in
weathering conditions. The
reason why the wire is
wrapped around itself seven
times is to provide the
mechanical integrity needed,
as well as making a good
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electrical connection. The
solder is needed, but keep in
mind that most of the
electrical connection and all
of the mechanical connection
is provided by a good, tight
wrap, not by solder.

The same sort of
installation for a centre
insulator is shown in Fig.
2.4d. In this case, however,
the wire is passed through
the eye -bolt, wrapped around
itself (soldered), and then
connected to the terminal on
the insulator. Most centre
insulators of this sort have
large spade lugs for the
electrical connections. The
wire is laid onto the space
provided, and then the
connector is crimped over on
the wire. It is then soldered.

The spade lugs on the
centre insulator are almost
invariably a bit corroded, as
indicated by the fact that
there is no lustre to the metal.
It's not a bad idea to take a
wire brush or bit of
sandpaper and scrape away
the surface crud, leaving a
bright shiny surface to which

Making Connections- part 2

Fig. 2.4: Steps in
making connections
to end and centre

insulators.

solder adheres easily. I've
seen a number of bad
antenna installations - and
done some myself - that
failed either right off, or after
only a short period, because
the solder connections
weren't cleaned before heat
was applied for soldering.

Antenng Construction
and Safety

Antenna construction is not a
benign activity, and indeed
can be quite hazardous. Even
relatively small wire antennas
have a large 'sail area' that
becomes dangerous when
the wind kicks up. Antennas
constructed of tubing or pipe
are even more likely to cause
problems. Always use the
'buddy system' to erect
antennas. The buddy system
makes it less likely that an
accident will occur, and has
the added advantage of
having someone handy to
call the emergency services if
an accident does occur. Good
advice is to get a bunch of
friends together and have an

erecting party.
Besides the possibility of

falling off ladders, or falling
off the roof, or out of a tree,
there is also the possibility of
electrical shock. DO NOT
EVEN THINK ABOUT
TOSSING AN ANTENNA
WIRE OVER AN ELECTRICAL
POWER MAINS LINE. That's
always an invitation to
electrocution! Always- there
are no exceptions. Also,
when erecting the antenna,
whether wire or tubing, be
certain that it can't fall over or
off the roof in a manner that
brings it in contact with the
power lines. Think ahead,
plan and be safe. If you see
anything nearby that even
remotely resembles Fig. 2.5,
be very careful! After all,
while your estate may well
re -subscribe to this magazine,
we would rather have you in
person!

Installing Coaxial
Connectors

One of the skills that you
need to develop when

building antennas is installing
PL -259 u.h.f. style coaxial
connectors. Although one is
usually a bit fumble -fingered
on the first one (or three), it's
really quite easy to get the
hang of it.

The PL -259 connector is
shown disassembled in Fig.
2.6a , with the reducer insert.
The threaded outer shell
unscrews from the main
barrel. The reducer is
externally threaded so that it
can mate with the back end of
the main barrel. The PL -259 is
designed for RG-8/U and
RG-11/U coaxial cables, so a
reducer is needed when
RG-58/U or RG-59/U is being
used. There are two sizes of
reducers, one each for '58
and '59 coaxial cable.

Slide the outer shell and
the reducer over the end of
the coaxial cable, as shown in
Fig. 2.6b. Next, use sharp
pen knife, a razor knife,
single -edged razor blade,
scalpel or X-acto knife to slit
the end of the cable's outer
insulation, without damaging
the underlying shield. Cut
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back about 20mm of the
outer insulation.

Next, use a sharp pointed
tool, such as a small
screwdriver, dental pick or
soldering aid, and pick apart
the strands of the shield.

Once the shield is
disassembled, fold it back
onto the reducer insert. Strip
the inner insulation away
from the inner conductor,
about 5-6mm. Insert the
assembly into the main
barrel such that the inner
conductor goes into the
inside end of the centre
conductor of the connector
barrel. Screw the reducer
into the threads provided,
trapping the shield strands in
place. When the reducer is
properly seated, there will be
no space between the collar
on the reducer and the back
of the main barrel Fig.
2.6d). As a further check,
you should be able to see
strands of the shield through
the holes in the narrow
section of the main barrel.

Check for short circuits
between the inner and outer
conductors. Do this before
doing anything else.

Once the integrity of the
electrical connections is
proved, solder the shield to
the main barrel through the
holes in the barrel. Use at
least a 100W soldering iron
or gun for this task - there is
a lot of metal there, and it
won't properly heat up with a
40W pencil iron!

Finally, bring the outer
shell back up on the barrel,
and thread it in place. You
are now finished (Fig. 2.6e).

Making Connections- par 2

Fig. 2.5:
WARNING!
ELECTRICAL
POWER
TRANSFORMER.

Fig. 2.6: Steps in
Hui] installing coaxial

connectors.
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COMMUNICATIONS

0 ENTUM

BRITISH BUILT QUALITY

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
LOWE RRP MOMENTUM PRICE
HF-150 £419 £379.95
H F-225 £499 £469.95
H F-225 EUROPA £699 £649.95
H F-250 £799 £744.95
AOR

AR -7030 £799 £739.00

DISCOUNTED PRICES

COMPLETE ANTENNA STARTER
1, ,_ KITS FOR 1

1*
1

INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST BANS

il
r "." * AMATEUR BANDS * g

FREE: t M
5yarlulvparrorrutcyison 10 * SWL DX'ING * a

sold K
* AIRBAND * n

* SCANNING *

l 0 DATA DECODER
FOR THE SERIOUS UTILITY

LISTENER WITHOUT A COMPUTER

From £255
m.

I,
1wM...

Optional Monitor

STANDARD FEATURES:

 SMARTLOCK system for easy tuning.
 Full screen of readable text with on -screen tuning indication.
 Automatic decoding of RTTY, CW, EEC (NAVTEX) and ARQ.
 Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds.
 Extremely rapid lock onto signal.
 Connection for a parallel type printer.

Now available for MCL-1100 and DM -1000's
* SYNOPTIC UPGRADE *

Inc. SYNOP - TEMP - PILOT - AIREP

PHONE HOT LINE =
FOR DETAILS

tzr 01384 896879
6 & 7 Clarkson Place, Dudley Road,

Lye, West Midlands DY9 8EL

Amateur ARC
Radio

Communications
ARC Ltd TUE TO SAT

10AM-5PM

We have been trading for over 13 years and pride ourselves on our "before
and after" sales service. That is why we are still in business and

customers come back time and again. Why compromise on quality, service
and advice for the sake of saving a few pounds. Come to the experts - you

know it makes sense!

TEL: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

World's Smallest Scanner.
ErEaWS -1000E
* 400 memories * Long
battery life (2xAA)
* Superb strong signal
handling * 97 (h) x 58 (d)
x 24 (w)mm

AR -8000
A new breed of receiver
which combines full
computer compatability
with advanced wideband
technology. The ONLY
scanner to cover 500kHz-
1.9GHz. Our best selling
scanner to date.
RRP £410 ARC Price £PHONE

BEARCAT UBC-220XLT
Easy to use scanner with 200
memory channels. Includes
10 band coverage, automatic
search, priority channel &
selective scan delay.

AR 3000A
100MHz-2036MHz
with lots of extra
features including
an RS -232 interface for
computer control. Remember the
saying "all good things come in small
packages" well the AOR-3000 proves
it's true.
Deposit £97, 12 x £71
Total £949 ZERO APR

UBC-9000XLT
New 500 channel
base station
covering 25MHz-
1.3GHz in 1000 continuous bands
(25-550MHz and 760-1300MHz).
Lots of features - phone for details.
Special ARC price £315.00

AR -5000
AOR have kept the
price of this new high
performer

base/mobile wide band receiver to
below £1800. We have received our
second delivery & it's very impressive.
Why not come & see for yourself.
Deposit £177, 12 x £131
£1749 ZERO APR

AR -7030
WSIf you are serious
about shortwave
listening, then this is
the radio for you.

Just read the reviews!
RAP .£7 -99 -
PHONE FOR SPECIAL PRICE

DRAKE R8A
New improved version incorporates
more memory, better ergonomics,
improved AGC & more. Plus all
filters fitted
Deposit £299, 12 x £83
Total £1295 ZERO APR

Skycan desktop WEP 300 Scanmaster Scanmaster
discone Police Style QS -200 Base £39.95

£49.955 Earpiece
£9.95

Mobile Holder
£9.95

Discone
£49.95

SFAMINDHAND BARGAIENS
IC -R9000 Top quality receiver . £2800

IC -R7000 + HE converter,remote control . .£Tel

AR -3000A Boxed . .£699

Sony SW -77 Boxed . .£275

Sony SW -55 ....£199

Trio R-1000 VGC ...£275
Yupiteru MVT-7100 + access . .£225

from £275

.£Tel

...from £350

2 x AR -2500

2 x NRD-525
2 x HF-225
FRG -8800

Regency MX -7000
AOR AR -3030

Drake R -8E

2 x 1C-R71E

AR -3030

ICF-2001D
IC -RI

Loire SRX-30D

+ FRT-7700
Boxed .
+ VHF air convener.

+ Collins filter
boxed .

Immaculate

£599
...£650

.£Tel

£Tel

INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE at low APR rates

ACCESS * VISA * SWITCH - ALWAYS WELCOME
FREE PARKING AVAILABLE

38 Bridge Street, Earlestown,
Newton -le -Willows,

Merseyside WA12 9BA
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LAKE ELECTRONICS
THE KITS WITH ALL THE BITS!

0 TU3-LF
ANTENNA TUNING UNIT

Similar in many respects to the TU3, the new "LE version has been

designed to satisfy many requests for an ATU to handle frequencies

below 500kHz. Coupled to a reasonable 'end fed wire it can tune down

to 200kHz as well as the usual SW coverage! FEATURES: * A quality

all -aluminium case, finished in man black, featuring "brushed aluminium" front and rear fascias * S0239

connectors plus standard 4mm terminal sockets * Overall size - 175 x 170 x 57mm. Weight 470g * ALL
parts are supplied * ALL hardware is ready -punched * FULL clear instructions.

KIT £52.00 FULLY ASSEMBLED £64.00 Postage £4.00

CT400 ANTENNA COUPLING TRANSFORMER
The CT400 is a broadband transformer, providing inductive - i.e. magnetic - coupling

between a long-wire antenna and a low impedance feeder. It works on all the HF bands

with wire antennas of virtually any length and is suitable for reception of all modes.

Entirely weather-proof, the CT400 can be easily fitted into any convenient

enclosure of your choice. Full instructions and suggested mounting arrangements t
are, of course, included. Price? A mere £6.75 for one or £13.00 fur two. Please add 's

£1.00 P&P.

NRF2 NOISE REDUCTION FILTER
The NRF2 is a new "passive" Audio Filter, specially designed to improve audio selectivity. Its main use is

to clean up the hash, whistles and splatter often experienced when trying to

resolve SSB, FAX etc. with a receiver intended mainly for AM reception.

Selectivity is about 2.21cHz at 6dB with negligible insertion loss.

Mounted in a neat tittle ABS case, measuring 7 x 5 x 2.5cms, it simply sits in

line with your headphones or 'speaker. Input and output impedance is 8

ohms, although it will be found to work quite well with other impedance
values. Connections - in and out - are by 3.5mm jacks but plug-in adaptors

are included to permit use with the standard V," type. No battery is necessary.

READY BUILT! ONLY £16.50 plus £ 1 postage

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 MIDDLETON CLOSE, NUTHALL, NOTTINGHAM NGI6 IBX

TEL: 01 15-938 2509n E -Mail: I 00775,730©compuserve.com. wta

ANEW

AVIATION VIDEO

'FIVE DAYS

IN MAY'
BIRMINGHAM

INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT

THE AVIATION HOBBY CENTRE

THE VISITORS CENTRE, MAIN TERMINAL,

BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT B26 30J

TEL: 0121-782 2112 FAX: 0121-782 6423

A video 'diary' including the
Aircraft that visited BHX for the
Western European Conference.
Aircraft such as German Airforce
VFW614 & A310 Airbus - Polish AF
YAK40 Slovak & Czech TU154's
plus various Military & Private
Exec Jets. Also features BHX's
regular 'traffic'. The best of the 5
days compressed into a 2 hour
action video complete with ATC.

ORDER THIS TWO HOUR
VIDEO NOW FOR

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH.

PRICE £14.99
+ £1 P&P.

We accept Visa, Access, Switch,
Amex, Diners, Cheques, Postal
Orders AND we are open 7 days a
week 8am till 7pm.

Always available for immediate
despatch: -

UK Pocket Airband Frequency
Guide VHF/UHF

£3.95 + 50p P&P

The Airband Jargon Book
£6.95 Post Free

On The Flightdeck Volume
One - Video £15.95 Post Paid

Why not phone or send for our FREE
Mail Order Catalogue which features
all the above and lots more Books,
Videos, Receivers, Charts etc.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO
HEARING FROM YOU.

Listen to Your World.
Subscribe to Monitoring Times
and Satellite Times Magazines otto

100
seot,..eo.

Do you own a radio, a
shortwave receiver, a scanning
receiver, or a ham radio? Then
Monitoring Times is your
magazine! Each monthly issue
of MT offers 20 pages of
worldwide, English language,
shortwave broadcast schedules;
departments on aero, military,
government, public safety
communications; broadcast
band, satellite television, long -
wave coverage; reviews of new
products and radio -related
software; technical articles and
projects for the hobbyist; feature
articles, and much, much more.

If it's on the radio, it's
in Monitoring Times!

Satellite Times is the world's
first and only full -spectrum
satellite monitoring magazine,
exploring all aspects of satellite
communications, including
commercial, military,
broadcasting, scientific,
governmental and personal
communications as well as
private satellite systems. The
satellite industry's most
respected experts contribute to
every bi-monthly issue of
Satellite Times, addressing both
amateurs and experts alike.

If it's in orbit, Satellite
Times covers it!

PLEASE VISIT OUR NEW SITE ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB:
www.grove.net

_-
MAIL THIS SUBSCRIPTION FORM TO: PW PUBLISHING LTD.,
FREEPOST, ARROWSM ITH CT. STATION APPROACH,

BROADSTONE, DORSET BM 8PW.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES INCLUDE SPEEDY AIR MAIL SERVICE!

 I YEAR MONITORING TIMES- £38 (12 ISSUES)

0 I YEAR SATELLITE TIMES - £32 (6 ISSUES)

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TELEPHONE

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO (PAYABLETo PW PUBLISHING LTD.) £

OR CHARGE TO MY ACCESS/VISA CARD THE AMOUNT OF £

CARD#

VALID FROM TH RU

SIGNATURE TEL

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 65995o
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re E HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES FOR SCANNING, MONITOR

RECEIVERS, PMR, AMATEUR, MARINE, CB ETC. DESIGNED

AND MANUFACTURED IN THE UK BY RADIO USERS FOR
Solid State Electronics (UK) OTHER RADIO USERS.

1. Jim PSU-101A Mk5. UK manufactured regulated 230V AC power supply NOW
with ADJUSTABLE radio base holder, combined. For use with most pocket
scanners. (Please state radio type). Ideal for handheld frequency counters from
Optoelectronics, etc. 2 DC output sockets, one for radio the other for accessories.
12 volt DC output. A 9 volt output version for Tandy, Comte!,
Netset etc available. (PSU - 101ATA). PRICE £34.95. CE approved

2. JIM PSU-101AC Mk5. As above but includes 12" fitted 50ohm coaxial cable
assembly with BNC plug and socket for base antenna connection. PRICE £36.95.

3. JIM BH-A3A. Universal base holder. Now with ADJUSTABLE radio base holder,
combined. Convenient, safe support of radio. Adjustable front stop. Heavy duty
chromed base. TWO models "If you don't need the cable why pay for it". PRICE
ONLY £12.95.

4. JIM BH-A3AC. As above includes 12" fitted 50ohm coaxial cable assembly with
professional BNC plugs and sockets for base antenna connection TNC type plug
available on request. Ideal Rx and Tx up to 4GHz. PRICE ONLY £16.95.

5. JIM CH -A4. Car mounting holder for hand-held scanners -transceivers with belt
clip support. Safe and convenient use of scanner etc, in car, truck or boat.
PRICE £8.95.

6. JIM SM-Al. High quality "S" meter for mobile/base scanners, CB etc, much
copied but still Not. PRICE £25.00.

7. JIM NF:943-2. Professional quality RF notch filter, helps to remove, paging tones,
music etc. from your scanner. Notch range adjustable approx 85-170MHz.
Minimum loss up to 1GHz. Rugged design in metal box. PRICE £24.75.

8. "FLEX!" Antenna EC -A0608. Professionally designed and manufactured antenna
for pocket scanners-tranceivers, hand-held frequency counters, surveillance
equipment etc. 7.5" long. Main frequency bands: 350-500MHz and 800-970MHz.
PRICE £7.50.

9. JIM WIA. AB-SW2. Unique wire antenna for pocket scanners etc. HF, VHF, UHF.
PRICE £16.95. (Info available on request)

Payment by postal order or cheque. Price includes postage (UK). For further
information on SSE products, send A4 SAE to:

Base Holder Power Supply
BH-A3A PSU-101A Mk5

Solid State Electronics (UK)
6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village, Southampton S016 3NA
Tel: (01703) 769598

The ®J logo is a registered trade mark of [SSE) (UK)

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

SSB/CW Receiver
The DXR20 covers 20, 40 &
80M bands with optional extra
band modules for 160M, 30M,
15M or 10M amateurs or
5.45MHz or 11.175MHz HF air.
Many high performance features!

DXR20 Kit £39.90
DCS2 "S meter" Kit: £10.90
HA2OR h/ware pack: £28.90

Antenna Selector
Switch between up to three SW
receiving antennas and gain extra
control over signal levels with the
0, 5, 10, 15 , 20 & 25dB step RF
attenuator. Matches CTU8 &CTU9
styling. Kit comes complete with
case and all hardware.

ASU8 Kit £27.90

ASU8 Factory Built: £49.50

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NNI 1 3PT

01327 260178
VISA

5 Y 9 57` 1-4

MOVES

Digital Read-out
Add digital read-out and update
your analogue radio (FRG7, RA17
etc.). Give us a call to discuss
fitting one to your receiver!

DFD4 Kit: £49.90

CA4M hardware: £24.90

Dual Bandwidth Audio Filter - £29.801
Clean up your reception!

 Reduce noise and interference!  Sharp SSB/Speech filter with faster
roll -off than IF crystal filters!  300Hz bandwidth CW filter  Printed and
punched front panel  All aluminium case  Simply connects between
radio and external 'speaker or 'phones  Suits all general coverage
receivers & transceivers  ASL5 Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80

Improve your station with great projects from HOWES KITS!

AA4

AA2 150kHz to 30MHz Active Antenna
The neat compact answer for those with limited space, holiday use, mobile operation

etc. Two selectable gain settings, local or coax powering (12 to 14V). Good strong
signal performance, IP3 +38dBm. Easy to build, and much liked by customers!
AA2 Kit: £8.90 Assembled PCB Module: £14.90

AA4 Active Antenna for scanners
Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat, compact package. Just
410mm (16") long. Excellent performance in a small space!
AA4 Kit: £19.90 Assembled PCB Modules: £28.90

AB118 Air -band Active Antenna
Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz air -band. Tuned antenna
with pre -amp & band-pass filter. Hear ground stations you've never heard before!

AB118 Kit: £18.80 Assembled PCB modules: £27.90

MB156 Marine Band Active Antenna
156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system. "Pulls in" those distant signals!

MB156 Kit: £18.50 Assembled PCB modules: £27.60

Top Value Receiving ATU
CTU8. Covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Matches
antenna impedance and helps reduce
spurious signals and interference in the
receiver. S0239 sockets.

Kit (inc. hardware): £29.90
Factory Built: £49.90

Receiving ATU with balun
CTU9. All the features of the CTU8 plus a
balun for balanced feeders, bypass switch
for VLF etc. Additional terminals for balanced
inputs, single wire and earth.

Kit (inc. hardware): £39.90
Factory Built: £69.90

Please add £4.00 P&P, or £1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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Dick Ganderton, c/o SWM Editorial Offices, Broadstone

Propa9ation Extra

Ibelieve that it is still essential
that those readers who have an
ongoing interest in propagation

still have access to the various
pieces of information collated by
Ron Ham. I have asked Ron to
continue to provide his monthly
barometric pressure charts in the
same format as before. In the
meantime I am trying to arrange
for a regular supply of sunspot
charts and other similar
information. If there are any
readers who would be prepared
to provide such information on a
regular basis, please get in
touch with me at the Editorial
Offices, Broadstone.

Ron has provided two
barometric pressure charts for
this issue, Fig. 1 covers the
month of April 1996, Fig. 2
covers May 1996.

Fig. 2: Barometric pressure
chart for May 1996 taken by
Ron Ham at Storrington, E.
Sussex.
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Fig. 1: Barometric pressure chart for April 1996
taken by Ron Ham at Storrington, E. Sussex.

April 1996
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

NMNMNMNMN M NMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNM NMNM in nth

307 1038
30 6 1035
30.5 1032
30 4 1029
30.3 1026
30.2 1022
30.1 1019
300 1015
29.9 1012
29.8 1009
29 7 1005
29 6 1002

N
29 5
29.4
29 3
29 2
29.1
29.0
28.9
28.8
28.7
28.6
28.5
28.4

998
995
991
988
984
981
978
975
972
968
965
961

May 1996
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

NMNMNMNMN M NMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNMNM in mb
30.7 1038
30.6 1035
30.5 1032
30.4 1029
30.3 1026
30.2 1022
30.1 1019
30.0 1015
29.9 1012
29.8 1009
29 7 1005
29.6 1002
29.5 998
29.4 995
29.3 991
29.2 988
29.1 984
29.0 981
28.9 978
28.8 975
28.7 972
28.6 968
28.5 965
28.4 961

SWM AIR
Airband
listening
is one of

the more popular
listening
activities covered
by Short Wave
Magazine. If you
are not already
an Airband
listener then our
Special Offer
this month will
get you up and
running. All the
basic essentials
are supplied -
receiver, antenna,

- cable and a copy
of Pooley's Flight
Guide United
Kingdom 1995.

B

The receiver we have selected is
the Yupiteru VT -225 v.h.f./u.h.f.
airband scanning receiver. This
user-friendly, 100 memory
scanner has been especially
designed for listening to
v.h.f./u.h.f. airband
signals. frequency
coverage is in three bands
- 108.0 - 142.1MHz,
149.5 - 160.0MHz and

222.0 - 391.0MHz.
Both a.m. and f.m.
modes are catered
for and the
scanner has 100
channel
memories, 10 band
memories, one priority
channel memory and 100
search pass memories. The
receiver is suplied with a
flexible antenna, 12V car
adaptor, earphone, hand
strap, belt clip and four

rechargeble NiCad cells. Normal

KIT
retail price for this
receiver is £269.

To enable you
to use the VT -225 at

home our Starter
Pack comes with a
LSA700 discone wide

band antenna. This
covers 70 - 700MHz and
has brackets for mounting
it onto a 50mm dia pole.

An 'N -Type' socket, well
protected from the weather,
is used for connection to
50Q coaxial feeder. Normal

retail price is £39.95. To
connect the discone to the
scanner we supply 10m of

UR43 coaxial cable with the
correct connectors.

A copy of Pooley's Flight
Guide United Kingdom 1995
provides a wealth of information
on airfields and other related
matters. Although this is the 1995
edition, it is still a very useful book.

ONLY

f290 VAT

NORMALLY £324.45

The normal retail price for this
package would be £324.45 inc

VAT. Our Special Offer price for
readers of Short Wave Magazine
is £290.00 inc VAT - a saving of

more than £34.
Carriage is an extra £10.00

To order please use the
Order Form on page 83.
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How to use the success below this frequency probability of success for the determined by the values of
Propagation Charts. are very slim. path and time. the intersections of the plots

The middle line indicates
the optimum working frequency

To make use of the charts
you must select the chart most

against frequency.

The charts contain three plots. (OWF) with a 90% probability closely located to the region Good luck and happy listening.
The lower dashed line of success for the particular containing the station that you
represents the lowest usable path and time. wish to hear. By selecting the
frequency (LUF), or ALF Lastly, the upper dashed time chosen for listening on the
(Absorption Limiting line, represents the maximum horizontal axis, the best
Frequency). The chances of usable frequency (MUF) a 50% frequencies for listening can be
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Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street, Romsey, Hants 5051 8F8

Sc to
1-eavei y Sig Ings

your friendly local corner BBC
TV centres are now equipping
for SNG (satellite news

gathering) activities and a good
place to check them out is in
Telecom band (12.5-12.75GHz) on
Orion Atlantic 37°W or Telecom 2C
at 3°E. They also can access
transponders 3,11 on Eutelsat II F4
at 7°E though no reported sightings
have been seen on this bird.

Plymouth, Southampton, Wales
and Belfast have units based at
respective regional centres - the
BBC early evening magazine
programme 1830-1900 hours is an
easy catch for the inserting
downlink into the local programme,
reverse audio/presenter cues being
uplinked (from the studio) to the
remote truck via a 64kB/s data
carrier on the same transponder as
the downlink.

Each truck is based around an
Iveco Turbo Daily with an equipped
weight of nearly 7 tonnes, the r.f.
uplink modulators running a 700W
TWT into a 1.5m square offset dish
giving around 71dBW, sufficient to
saturate for 1/2 transponder
working - though eventually going
compressed. The Plymouth studio
was the first up and running with
regional SNG uses a 3.7m dish and
is normally seen - as on May 16
with 'BBC Plymouth UKI-231' ident.
May 16 also saw 'UKI-120 UN'
from N.I. with showground reports
around 1845 on Telecom 2C.

May 2 and local elections, in
Welwyn Garden City Ken Suddes

European Virtual Classroom

Certificate In Safety and Health at Woe

Eutelsat II F4 at 7°E, a sound
in syncs (SIS) transmission
via a sync stabiliser/audio
decoder.

rS Br SATE1

The BBC Spotlight, Live News
by Satellite SNG vehicle on
location in the West Country
feeding into the Plymouth
studio via Orion, the reporter
checks out his script.

to TV \
. 

was crouched over his controls and
logged election results on Intelsat K
21°W and Eutelsats 10, 16 and 25°E,
he saw the rival Exeter results at
11.636GHz horizontal on 16°E
without the problems experienced
elsewhere!

John Locker (Wirral) advises
that Intelsat 707 has now taken over
from 702 at 1°W offering more Ku
downlinking capacity though much
in D -MAC. Early morning May 17
and 2 analogue OB feeds on 707

vertical with maritime
views of sailing ships (using a
Telenor OB truck) and 11.534GHz
vertical with harbour views - a
nearby fishing boat has 'SVOLVAER'
by way of home port, rugged
mountains covered in snow as a
backdrop and almost vertical prime
focus satellite dishes on a large
building behind suggesting a far
North location.

May 21 again carried an
analoague OB circuit at 10.969GHz
horizontal with an ident 'NOR -
9/1 -0S-6' - it's worth checking out
this bird. Other recent activity was
the succesful launch of Astra 1F that
early May had been moved to about
20°E and testing prior to slotting at
19.2°E for eventual digital
transmissions.

Mark Radulovic (Burton -on -
Trent) advises that the unknown
Yugoslav picture in the May SWM
satellite column originates from the
Serbian Community TV (Bosnian -
Serb TV), also seen is the sponsor
(bottom) and the word under the
clock means 'NEWS'. Thanks, Mark.
Ross Lockley writes from
Galashiels, Selkirkshire - and is a
'Sky' viewer though hopeful that
parents will upgrade to Hot -Bird
soon! Ross includes a newspaper
cutting - apparently Mexico's
Televisa TV programmes are being
viewed on Torte', Chile - a very
remote island 1500 miles South of
Santiago from the Solidarity
satellite far outside of the predicted
footprint coverage. It's similar to
parts of Central/South Africa where
Astra is received, probably due to
anomolies in the satellite transmit
platform producing odd sidelobes.

News In Orbit

Several of our film enthusiast
readers followed the media events
at the mid -May 49th Cannes Film
Festival thanks to the special 'TV
Festival' film channel that Eutelsat
transmitted over the 13°E Hot Bird
(11.638GHz horizonal) in the clear.
This aired from UK breakfast time
round to late evening with news,
happenings and the glitz with

(pictures by John Locker, Wirral)

ews
additional offerings courtesy Canal
Plus, Telepiu 1 and other TV
channels.

As I hammer at the keyboard we
are all awaiting the launch via
Ariane 44L of the Israel AMOS-1
satellite that will slot at 4° early
summer and offer three spot
beams, one into the Middle East
and others on Eastern and Central
Europe. Signal levels of 50dBW are
quoted that should provide
reception on dishes around 800mm.
The Central European beam covers
most of the UK and Wales and
should provide Israeli programming
(hopefully) for the many Jewish folk
resident in the UK. Downlinks are
quoted at 10.95-11.20 and 11.45-
11.70GHz. I'm awaiting a reply from
Kol Israel over programme plans....

With digital TV moves always in
the media news, BSKYB have
partenered with American Sky
Broadcasting (ASKYB) for the
latter's digital service across North
America in Autumn 1997 to rival the
now on -air DirecTV digital service.
This will give BSKYB experience in
digital operation prior to her own
UK service start up in 1998, having
put immediate digital plans on hold
- other than test transmissions.

The delay to UK digital Sky
transmissions will also give chip
makers time to design low cost
chip sets in digital decoders, current
decoder prices are far too high to
attract a high subscription take-up
for any new Sky digital service. The
technijcal press reports that Hyundi
Digital Video Systems have
designed a single chip containing
an MPEG video/audio decoder and
16Mbit DRAM frame buffer
(whatever that is!) though mass
production decoders will initially be
two -chip.

When Star/AsiaSat dropped the
BBC World Service TV service,
many viewers were deprived of
BBC programming, including Alan
Smith in Thailand. Alternatives
suggested at very short notice were
via PAS -4 68°E at 4.1550GHz that is
co -frequency to India's JAIN-TV and
needs a 3-4m dish for a spot beam
centred on India, or on PAS -2 that is
an horizon level signal to Alan -
another big dish and MPEG digital
as well, no joy there. Most AsiaSat
viewers have optimised on 1.8m
fixed dishes and so the BBC World
Service has no takers in SE Asia.
Alan (and I) await a reply from the
BBC over this unfortunate situation.
The BBC signal was dropped from
AsiaSat - April 1st!

The BBC World TV service has
also been dropped from the Rome -
based Orbit digital subscriber
service Rome that covers the

Open wide! Gum opration
from the North Carolina
University Dental School via
Orion Atlantic.

I 1 'Ii

11911151

Jerusalem Capitol Studios
(JCS) and a 16°E Eutelsat
news feed.

Intelsat K relays a test card
from an unknown American
mobile truck.

Middle East. Orbit is Saudi financed
and after the BBC screened a
dubbed Panorama programme
about the Saudi Arabian penal
system the plug was pulled on the
BBC Arabic TV service. Orbit report
increased subscription income after
prices have been again dropped
from what is the world's most
expensive subscription TV service.

More TV channels will be on
offer from the Spanish commercial
channel Antena 3 TV who have
promised a 20 channel package
from Autumn 1996 increasing from
the existing five satellite channels.
The PAY -TV operation will
unfortunately be digitally
compressed and encrypted.

The Chinese Long March 3B
rocket that flew sideways and
exploded when launching the
Intelsat 708 satellite crashed onto a
village killing many residents
though the Chinese press reports
only six deaths. The area was
sealed to prevent the press
accessing the crash scene. All Long
March launches are now on hold
pending investigations into the
crash. Meanwhile Intelsat has
cancelled further Long March
launches opting instead for Ariane
capacity.

Changes at RTL-5, part owned
by CLT and Veronica that now will
become a Dutch 24 hour version of
CNNI, this follows an ownership
legality dispute in which the EC
instructed CLT to sell the channel.

And finally reports of an
impending Iranian satellite launch
still filter through media circles. The
'Zohreh' bird is claimed to be
complete and ready for launch, only
awaiting the go-ahead from Tehran
officialdom.
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Keith Hamer & Garry Smith, 17 Collingham Gardens, Derby DE22 4FS.

DX e
Three sustained Sporadic -E
openings occurred towards
the end of April, signalling

the start of the 1996 DX -TV
season. Reception came mainly
from central and south-eastern
Europe that is unusual for early
openings; very often, Spanish
signals are the first to emerge. All
in all, an encouraging start to the
new season.

Reception Reports
Stephen Michie (Bristol) noted
an opening on April 21 that
brought in Band I signals from
Slovenia (SLO-1 on Channel E3),
Germany (ARD-1 E2) and
Switzerland (DRS E2). The latter
station was transmitting a film in
Cinemascope.

Janet Bridgman (Derby) saw
clear Spanish NE -1 pictures
during the morning of April 27.
Reception included a light -
entertainment programme
featuring a female singer. Italian
signals were also present on
Channel IA for a short while.
Sporadic -E reception continued
well into the afternoon and a
strong steady signal on Channel
R2 was identified as Moldova -
the RM logo could be clearly seen
in the top -left corner of the
picture. Several Eastern European
FM radio stations were also heard
between 58 and 65MHz. Ukraine
N, identified by its YT -1 logo,
made an appearance on Channels
R1 and R2 for a time towards the
end of the opening.

The Sporadic -E opening
appeared to be widespread
throughout the UK. Ian Winton
(Fife) also witnessed the opening
but during the afternoon,
receiving signals from NE -1
(Channel E2) and RAI UNO (IA)
plus unidentified broadcasts on
E3 and E4.

Peter Barber (Coventry)
logged NE -1 on Channel E3
during the morning, followed by
Ukraine N and an unidentified
station on Channel R1 displaying
an 'NTHS' logo in the lower left of
the picture.
The following day, Slovenia (SLO-
1 Channel E3) was identified at
1148UTC. The opening continued
well into the afternoon with Italian
broadcasts from RAI UNO on
Channel IA plus unidentified
signals on R1. Chris Howles
(Erdington) resolved broadcasts
from Slovenia (SLO-1 Channel E3)
and Germany (ARD-1 E2) during
the same opening.

Paul Logan (Co. Fermanagh)

ev
I

lo
also noted the previos stations
from 1300UTC. In addition,
Austria (ORF-1) was present on
Channels E2a and E4 with Grand
Prix coverage. At 1354, SECAM
colour signals appeared from
Hungary (MN -1) on Channels R1
and R2 with a movie and 'MN -1'
identification on the hour. TV
Nova (Czech Republic) appeared
on R2 followed by STV-1
(Slovakia). At 1430 the only signal
remaining was TV Nova on
Channel R1 with an old Czech film
and a music show at 1450.

Mike Gaskin (Launceston)
reports that the f.m. band was
open to Sporadic -E on the 28th.
Mike received a German -language
station on 87.9MHz, possibly
MDR -III from Inselsberg.

Finally, tropospheric reception
was reported by Andrew
Burfield (Braintree) on April 14
and 15. Reception included
several British, Dutch, Belgian and
French transmitters. Although
France uses positive -going video
(the picture looks like an
unsynchronised negative image
on a normal TV set), Andrew
discovered that by carefully
detuning his receiver a critical
point was reached where the
video would invert thus giving a
normal image.

Watch Out
For These...
Regional broadcasts via the
Nederland -2 network....New NRK-
1 logo and test card
identifications from Norwegian
transmitters, also local opt-
outs....Spanish test card around
0430-0500UTC via the NE -2
network on Channel E2 (NE -1 no
longer transmits a test
card)....Various new Russian
private stations in Bands I and
II....Ukraine N (VT -1) being
relayed via the former ORT
(Russian Public TV) channels in
Moldova.

Equipment Round -Up
To give newcomers to DX -N
some idea of the equipment used
by enthusiasts mentioned in this
column, here is a brief run-down
of typical gear currently being
used.

Stephen Michie and Janet
Bridgman both use a D-100
receiver with indoor Band I
dipoles.

Ian Winton and Chris
Howles use a D-100 receiver with
outdoor Yagis. Paul Logan uses

a Grundig colour
portable N with a 3 -
element Band I Yagi.

Paul Barber uses a
portable monochrome
TV in conjunction with
a tuneable indoor loop
antenna for Band I.
Andrew Burfield uses
a domestic colour TV
connected to a
wideband u.h.f. Yagi
fed via an amplifier.

FM Set-up
Mike Gaskin
(Launceston) is using
stacked crossed -dipoles
for f.m. DXing,
vertically -spaced at 51/8.
Fortunately the f.m.
band is fairly
uncluttered at his
country location. Mike
comments that the
system is highly
effective for Meteor
Shower work and it out-
performs a three -
element Yagi beam. A
Technics GT550
receiver is used that
has selectable i.f.
bandwidth. Mike's
antenna system is
shown in Fig. 2.
(Watch SWM for details
of how to build this
one. Ed)

German TV
Graphics
Wanted
Aleks
Radulovic
(Burton -upon -
Trent) is
interested in N
graphics, mainly
the German ones.
He is currently
working on a
project about
German
television and
welcomes any
off -screen
photographs of
identification
captions and
clocks, etc, used
mainly by ARD,
ZDF and N3.
Please write in if
you have any
pictures you can
loan Aleks.

Fig. 1: BBC -2 identification caption
from the Seventies. This was the first
computergenerated Identification
Symbol; previously they had been
mechanical models placed in front of a
camera.

Fig. 2: Mike Gaskin's stacked crossed
dipoles for f.m. DX-ing.

Fig. 3: Libyan FuBK test card received
on Channel E6 from the 20 kW Tripoli
transmitter via Sporadic -E.

Fig. 4: An elusive 'exotic'  the Greek PM5534
test pattern on Channel E3 from the 1.5kW
transmitter at Akarnaika.
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Channel Five

Martin Dale (Stockport) has sent
details of the controversial
channel plan for Channel 5
Broadcasting Ltd (Cavendish
House, 128-134 Cleveland
Street, London W1P 5DN). The
original channel plan for the
United Kingdom was drawn up in
the Sixties creating four channels
per transmitter; these were
carefully allocated in such a way
as to avoid co -channel
interference problems when the
same channel groups appeared
elsewhere in the country.

The provision of a fifth
terrestrial channel means that
only a small number of
previously unused channels can
be used for the whole network. In
order to prevent interference
some transmitters will radiate
only a fraction of the power of
their BBC -1, BBC -2, ITV and
Channel 4 counterparts. For
example, Channel 5
transmissions from the
Tacolneston transmitter will
radiate at only 4kW, whereas the
other four transmissions are
250kW! Basically it is a pig's ear
approach and many video
recorder installations will have to
be retuned from their usual
Channel 36 slot in many areas.

Fig. 5:
French fifth -
network
caption.

Interference Problem

A problem that affects many
DXers (TV and radio) is
interference radiated from
computer terminals or certain
types of domestic TV receiving
equipment, particularly those
featuring Teletext, NICAM stereo,
etc. Paul Logan (Co. Fermanagh)
is desperately seeking a cure for
Band I interference that his
newly -acquired JVC colour TV
emits. The set is being used for
domestic reception.

l Unfortunately, the radiation is
likely to be emitted directly via
the unscreened receiver circuitry
and not via the mains lead or
antenna; a braid -breaker filter in
the u.h.f. antenna feed has been
tried but to no avail. Can anyone
offer any advice on whether a
mains lead filter may reduce the
radiation?

Keep On Writing!
We're always very pleased to
hear from SWM readers. Please
send DX -TV reception reports,
equipment news, off -screen
photographs, examples of TV
graphics and general information
as soon as possible to: Garry
Smith, 17 Collingham Gardens,
Derby DE22 4FS, England.

Fig. 6: Identification caption as used by Doordarshan
TV (India).

ha e
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ELI; 1VW

Reviewed this month, the Weltz WS1000E is claimed to be the
world's smallest scanner. Waters & Stanton Electronics
have kindly donated one as a prize for our competition.
Try your luck at winning this compact scanner by entering our
three-part competition.

This month simply highlight the five differences
between the two cartoons on the second cartoon. Cut out
and save the answer form, keep it in a safe place, answer
and collect the reply forms from both the August and
September issues of SWM.
When you have completed all three parts of the
competition, send the three parts to the address that will
be given in the September issue.
The closing date for this competition 26 October 1996.
The winner will be announce in the December 1996 issue
of Short Wave Magazine.

Only fully completed entries can be accepted.
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Listen to 7 3kHz with a VLF Converter from Datong Electronics.

The new Amateur Radio frequency allocation covering 71.6 to 74.4kHz is going to be a challenge to all those people who enjoy building their own equipment.

However, if you don't want to reinvent the wheel, why not take a look at Datong's VLF Converter.

With a frequency coverage of 0 to 500kHz the VLF Converter will not only allow you to listen to the new Amateur Band, but everything else that happens at these low

frequencies. The VLF signal is converted up to 28MHz so that you can listen on any Short Wave Receiver. Its high sensitivity means you only require a short antenna

(thank goodness).

Built into a diecast aluminium box with two S0239 connectors. The VLF Converter fits between the antenna and the receiver input. The converter can be powered by an
internal 9 Volt battery or an external 5 to 16 Volt supply. The On/Off switch not only saves power, but switches the antenna directly to the receiver so that you don't
have to remove the converter when it is turned off.

At a cost of 139.95 (inc. VAT & Postage) the VLF Converter is such good value for money that it will probably cost more tobuild a unit of the same quality.

Datong Electronics Ltd. Clayton Wood Close, West Park, Leeds. L516 6QE Tel: 0113-274 4822

For Converters, Filters and Active Antennas call now for a Catalogue.

Simba 3
Matches high impedance long
wire antenna to receiver input

* Improved reception.

* Reduced interference from
local wiring etc.

* Frequency range 100kHz-40MHz.

Long
Wire from

Balun Shenzt

Passive Preselector £26.95
Complete Antenna Kits £32.95
Antenna Isolator £23.95
Antenna Splitter £27.95

Shenzi

£19.95
P&P £1.50

SAE for details
of Shenzi range

vats

Tel & Fax 01325 374229 PO Box 35, Richmond, N. Yorks DLI1 7YX
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UNIVERSAL MAGNETIC BALUN
Longwire, Dipole. Integral Earth Isolator reduces noise

100kHz -30MHz £24.95 £2 P&P

RECEIVING ANTENNA COMBINER/SPLITTER
Phase Reversal Switch: prevents signal cancellation

100kHz -30MHz £29.95 £2 P&P

ANTENNA FEEDER ISOLATOR
Reduces mains -borne noise from the antenna/feeder

100kHz -30MHz £18.95 £2 P&P

WELLBROOK COMMUNICATIONS Fr
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Large S.A.E. (1st class stamp) for Data Sheets
00.1

Wellbrook House, Brookside Road, Bransgore,
Christchurch BH23 8NA. Phone 01425 674174 as
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CDM-800 MULTISYSTEM DIGITAL
CONVERTER

 Professional quality, full diode! processing
 Accommodates input systems of NTSC 3.58,

PAL and SECAM (optional 4.43 available)

 Output systems NTSC 3.58, NTSC 4.43 and
PAL

 4M bit field memory, Static resolution 500

lines, dynamic resolution 300 lines
 Accommodates two inputs and two outputs
 Built-in time Base correction (T.B.C.)
 Line conversion: 525 to 625 lines, 625 to 525

lines

 Field conversion: 60 to 50 and 50 to 60 fields
 AC mains powered

£449.00 inclusive of VAT.

I=1 000000 (J)
RR -50 MANUALLY TUNED SATELLITE

RECEIVER

Full communications facilities such as
variable I.F. bandwidth from 26MHz down to a

very narrow 12MHZ. Variable audio

bandwidth 150-350kHz, Pos/Neg video

switching for C/Ku band, 14/18v LNB options,

5.5/6MHz modulator.

£199.00 inclusive of VAT.

DELUXE MODEL fitted with Threshold

Assistance Device (TAD), lowers threshold to

between 3-4dB, swachable and adjustable, a

must for very weak signal work.
E329.00 inclusive of VAT (Delivery by courier on all above is£9.00)

NEW PRODUCT 'PROVISION V Satellite Receiver/Positioner (4dB Threshold,
adjustable under £300, complete details by return with Catalogue.

Worldwide covers 10 Standards'

AKAI VS X480 EGN MULTI -SYSTEM VCR
Covers PAL 1; PAL B/G; PAL I); SECAM B/G;
SECAM 0/K; SECAM L (for FRANCE); NTSC

3.58MHz and NTSC 4.43MHz. VHF/UHF

Hyperband Tuner. DX4 head with Long play.

NTSC playback on a PAL TV. 8 Event, 1 year

timer. Auto voltage selector for use
worldwide. Complete with infra -red remote

control.

£499.00 inclusive of VAT

PORTABLE COLOUR TELEVISION
CTV-5512 Multi -System

AC/DC 230V/12 -24V

5.5" Screen
5.5 inch (14cm) colour Television/Monitor.

Multi -system PAL 1 (for UK); PAL B/G (for

Europe); PAL D (for China); SECAM L for

France); SECAM D/K (Eastern Bloc); SECAM

B/G (Middle East etc). 40 preset memories. On

screen display. Hyperband tuner, tut function
remote control. In -Out AN sockets (RCA).
75ohm antenna input AC/DC 230V/12 -24V

operation.

£299.00 inclusive of VAT.

NEW 1996 UPDATED CATALOGUE
Features all the usual popular specialist

products, together with many new items,
Satellite, Multi -system TV's & VCR's,

Converters, Decoders, Amplifiers and Aerials.

AVAILABLE BY RETURN OF POST FOR ONLY El,
or ring with your credit card.

11 Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH12 2EH
Tel: 01202-738232 Fax: 01202-716951

*NEW* "AIRWAVES 96" *NEW*
THE THIRD EDITION OF THE UK'S MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND UP TO

DATE HF/VHF/UHF AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY

Zclt3viAV Airwaves 96 has been expanded in size and for the first time is wire
spiral bound -fully updated, it includes all the latest civil & military

airband frequency information - AVAILABLE NOW.

Tower, approach, radar, ground, volmet, ATIS, air to air, squadron ops, ranges,
clearances, air refuelling, studs, airline operations, UKADGE/air defence radar
(fully updated!), ground operation, aerobatic teams, SSR squawk codes, AFIS
UK and European civil & military area radar, search and rescue. PLUS - UK
runway designators -UK &worldwide airfield 4 letter location indicators. MAPS
OF - UK transmitter sites and frequencies, military tacan routes, air refuelling

areas, UK area radar sectors and frequencies, UK airways and reporting points, UK oceanic routes
and entry points. Extensive worldwide HF frequencies for civil and military aviation (including
many discrete frequencies), major world air routes, company OPS/LDOC, domestic HF, RAF NATO,
US military global, U$N, USCG, volmet, search and rescue, space shuffle etc.

UK price £8.95. Eire & EEC £9.95 including P&P

CALLSIGN 96
The second edition of our civil & military aviation callsign directory. Over 2000
additions and amendments - now wire spiral bound. Expanded by over 30%,
representing 34 extra pages of aviation callsign information, call sign
information is now presented in two new formats. Over 5000 tactical military
callsigns. Information includes:- Callsign, aircraft type/code/command, unit,
squadron/base plus general remarks. The military section is listed in two
formats, alphabetical callsign order and for the first time by Airarm/Squadron
order. The civil section lists alphabetically almost 2000 callsigns in use with
airlines and operators from over 180 countries. The information includes
callsign, 3 letter ATC prefix, airline or operator, country of origin, registration prefix. For the first
time this information is now also listed by ATC 3 letter prefix, A5 size, 144 pages of callsigns.

UK price £8.50. Eire & EEC £9.50 including P&P

AIRWAVES EUROPE

A

5

We believe this is the first European airband directory to be available for enthusiasts. A5 format
and wire spiral bound. Airwaves Europe lists well over 5000 VHF/UHF civil and military aviation
frequencies from 38 countries in both East and West Europe. Albania, Austria, Belgium,
Belorussia, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, Yugoslavia (plus the civil and military area radar
frequencies of the UK)

UK price £9.50. Eire & EEC £10.50 including P&P

Cheques/Eurocheques/Postal Orders payable to: !Sorry,. credit cards/

PHOTAVIA PRESS, -SUNRISE BREAK", CHISELDON FARM
SOUTHDOWN HILL, BRIXHAM, DEVON TQ5 OAE - UK

Tel: 01803 855599
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Peter Shore c/o SWM Editorial Offices, Broadstone.

3anc
Europe

SCC
What do you do if you
own a radio station,
make programmes,

want to reach listeners, but do
not own your own
transmitters? Not a problem,
you might think, if you have
had an agreement with one of
the world's major international
broadcasters to use one of their
transmitters just a few
kilometres down the road. And
then, all of a sudden, the rug is
pulled from underneath you
when the international station
closes down its operation from
which your broadcasts are sent
out.

For Richard Vella Laurenti,
Managing Director of the Voice
of the Mediterranean, and his
staff, it's not a nightmare
waiting to happen. It became a
reality in January this year. The
Malta -based station used
Deutsche Welle's relay station
on the Mediterranean island to
send programmes to listeners
throughout Europe in English,
French, German and Arabic.
But DW ended its contract at
the end of 1995, saying that,
because of spare capacity on
short wave transmitters
elsewhere in Europe, it was
less expensive to hire time
from other broadcasters than to
maintain its own ageing plant
on Malta.

Leader writers in the
Maltese press expressed
outrage: Its three-hour Sunday
programme, Valletta Calling, is
an excellent vehicle, thundered
the Sunday Times, of views,
news and features intended to
project Maltas image overseas.
Hundreds of listeners write in
to the station every month from
the four corners of the globe,
commenting favourably on
VOM's programmes. The
station is thus Maltas only
international voice which, for
obvious reasons, should not be
stilled.

Listeners were also
outraged, as this extract from a
letter sent by Audrey McNeill in
England shows: The silence
from VOM is really terrible and
I miss you so very, very much.
More or less everyone who
worked there seemed to know
me...and before long I hope to
hear your wonderful little
station on the air once again.

Richard Laurenti tells me
that he is working as hard as he
can to secure new
arrangements for the relaying
of VOM via transmitters in

another part of Europe, to
maintain short wave
broadcasts to the continent and
medium wave to North Africa.
Keep an ear on 9.88 and
11.925MHz that the station
plans to use when it resumes
transmissions. And if you want
to get in touch with the station,
write to: PO Box 143,
Valletta, or FAX +356
241501.

Sweden Goes Digital

Radio Sweden's production
went digital in May when the
station commissioned the
RadioMan system produced by
a company in neighbouring
Finland. The system allows
desktop production on a
personal computer, including
dubbing material, editing and
playout, and
will reduce
staff costs in
the longer
term as less
technicians
and engineers
will be needed
to make
programmes.
Programme
playout is also
automated in
the new system,
which means
that material
from a variety of
sources can be
cued automatically and played
to air at precisely the right time
and in the right order.

France Goes For News

Radio France International will
be concentrating on news and
current affairs for its 24 hour -a -
day French network from this
autumn. Jean -Paul Cluzel, the
new head of RFI, unveiled his
plans for RFI's output at the
Challenges for International
Broadcasting conference
organised by Radio Canada
International in May.

RFI would seek to provide a
radio alternative to Anglo-
Saxon news stations like CNN,
and would present in a well-
balanced way French news,
essential news and current
affairs about each major region
in the world and report on
diplomatic and international
relations. Music would
continue to play an important

role in the stations output, and
he cited the success of the
World Music programme
sponsored by the French soft
drink, Orangina, as an example
of what listeners want from the
station.

RFI can be heard in English
to Europe at 1200-1300 on
9.805, 15.155 and 15.195MHz
and at 1600-1700 on 6.175MHz.

Long Life for Long Wave

Unknown in some parts of the
world as a broadcast band,
long wave continues to have
life in it here in Europe. The
Media Network programme
from Radio Netherlands
reported on the intention of
Delta Radio to build a new

station to transmit on the
channel of 171kHz, which is
assigned to Holland but has
never been used.

The station seems to be a
modern-day version of Radio
Luxembourg, with some British
funding committed to the
project. Delta's format will be
hit music presented by multi-
lingual DJs. This brings direct
competition to Atlantic 252
operating from Ireland for UK -
originated advertising. No time
scale has been announced, and
it will be interesting to see if
planning permission is granted
for the transmitting antennas in
a country as small and densely
populated as Holland.

Web to Italy

Radio Roma, from RAI-
International, has announced
an English language World
Wide Web site address. It is
http://www.planetitaly.com

RAI's Italian language site is at
http://www.ralitiraiint/

Bad News from Further
South

Straying away from Europe for
my final item, I thought you
should know that Channel
Africa is under threat from the
South African government. A
new Minister of
Telecommunications, which
includes the broadcasting
portfolio, has asked for an
investigation into launching an
international service of radio
and television for the country,
apparently not realising that an
African -wide radio service is
already on the air. This comes
hard on the heels of the

suspension of
Lebona Mosia,
the Executive
Editor of the
station, for
alleged misuse
of an SABC
credit card.

I spoke to
Noeleen
Vorster,
Manager of
Communic-
ations at
Channel
Africa just
before we

went to press,
and she told me that the station
had to produce a paper
justifying its continuing
survival for the cabinet meeting
on May 22. The staff, she said,
felt very unsettled, but that the
station should not be written
off just yet. More news about
this in forthcoming editions of
SWM.

And that is all for this time
around from our scan of the
broadcast bands in Europe
(with an excursion into Africa).
Until my next column, good
listening!

Next Month
Bandscan
Australia
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Graham Tanner, 64 Attlee Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB4 9JE. Internet: gmt@delphi.com

SSB
Afew months back I wrote

about Michael Powell
who wanted to compile

a listing of United States DSN
numbers. If you remember,
these are phone numbers in a
private US military network,
and are useful to those who
are interested in listening to
US military flights; if you hear
an aircraft (or ship, or
submarine) placing a phone -
call to a DSN number, knowing
exactly which installation the
call is going to can help to
provide more information
about the users. A common
logging is something like
'Shortwave 1, phone -patch to
DSN 226-xxxx, to report their
ETA as 16.00z'. If you know
where DSN 226 is located, you
know where the aircraft is
going.

David Turner from
Staffordshire wrote in with a
sample copy of the list that he
has compiled, and has agreed
to allow me to pass it on to
readers of SWM. David's list
simply contains the numbers
from '226' up to '999', which
represents the DSN prefix
(much like the UK dialing
code). The list also contains a
space for you to enter brief
details of the US military
installation when you hear a
call in progress. As David
points out, this is not a perfect
solution, as the list only has
space for one entry per DSN
prefix, but many DSN prefixes
are shared between different
places. The list is six pages
long, but only contains about
25% of the entries completed -
there is plenty of scope for
SWM readers to 'fill-in the
blanks'!

So, how can you get a copy
of David's list; as usual, they
are only available from the
address at the top of this page,
and you must send a large
stamped SAE.

In the past, some people
have got a bit confused over
the idea of a 'large envelope' -
one that I received last year
was big enough to use as a
tent on a Field Day! The copies
of the list that I'll be sending
are the same size as this page,
so if you can find an envelope
that will hold a copy of SWM,
then that's the size to send -in.
While you're at it, you can also
send me a copy of your own
logs, as my supply is
beginning to dwindle. I'm

II

Listening
particularly interested in
seeing some logs of maritime
stations. Still on the subject of
Autovon/DSN numbers, John
McNaughton writes to say
that he has a copy of a book
which would go a long way to
helping Michael (and others) in
their quest for DSN numbers.
The book is The Illustrated
Directory of the United States
Air Force by M. Roberts,
published by Guild Publishing;
John got his copy through the
Military & Aviation Book Club.
The book lists almost all the
public phone number for each
USAF base, and it lists all the
DSN numbers. The book is a
few years old now, and
although there have been a
number of base closures, there
have been only a few that have
opened since publication. One
drawback of this book is that it
only covers the USAF, but
DSNs are used by both the US
Navy and US Army as well.

Addresses

Charles
Weston has
written to
ask for
details of a
book (or any
other
publication)
which lists
addresses of
the numerous
utility stations.
I imagine that
Charles wants
to try to QSL
some of the
stations he
hears. The only
suggestion that
I have, is the
Klingenfuss
Guide to Utility
Stations -
available from the SWM Book
Store. As well as a long list of
frequencies and callsigns,
there is also a section devoted
to addresses of utility stations.
The data is broken down by
country and then by type (such
as AIR - airline, MAR -
maritime, etc.).

The latest revision also
contains many Internet
addresses, if you have access
to that kind of technology. As
good as the Klingenfuss books
are, they are never 100%
perfect, as there are many

Klingenfuss

1996 GUIDE TO

UTILITY RADIO STATIONS

Fourteenth Edition

S01
 OMMLNt {10.
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more stations heard than the
addresses listed. Also, stations
change location from time to
time, but keep the same
address, one address may be
used for several locations,
stations change address, and
in some instances you have to
write to an entirely different
country (the military are
notorious for this last one!).
Just like Charles, I would like
to know of a book which lists
as many addresses as possible
of 'utility stations'. If anyone
has any suggestions or
recommendations, please
write in with the details.

VOLMET

Bob Birnie in Aberdeen writes
to say that he has just
discovered what the s.s.b.
button on his receiver is for,
and has 'found' his first
VOLMET station after reading
about them in a recent Short
Wave Magazine. Well Bob, it's

always nice to
hear from
somebody
who manages
to find this
column
useful. As a
result of his
success with
VOLMETs.
Bob has
now put up
a long wire
antenna,
and is
itching to
find some
more
signals to
listen to.
I've been
saying it
for years,
and will

stand by my comments of a
few months back - VOLMETs
are the easiest signals to find
in the h.f. bands, they are
almost always the first signals
that you should try to hear
when you start out in listening
to 'Utilities'. They are either
continuous broadcasts, or they
appear at fixed times during
the day. They are transmitted
from all over the world, and
almost all of them can be
heard at the opposite end of
the world.

As such, they make
excellent indicators of

propagation, and also prove to
be extremely useful in
checking that your equipment
is working correctly. The
downside of this argument is
that VOLMETs are too easy,
and casual listeners think that
they can pluck other stations
out of the ether with the same
ease. As most of us know, it's a
bit more difficult than that!

After the VOLMETs, I
suspect that the next easiest
group of frequencies is
probably the North Atlantic
Track frequencies within the
Aeronautical bands. These are
also very busy, especially
during the day (with
westbound flights) and very
early morning (with eastbound
flights). Bob wants to know
what else he can do to
improve his reception. He says
that he has put up a long wire,
so perhaps a very large dose
of patience would be useful for
listening to stations that only
transmit occasionally. Once
you have a receiver and a
good antenna, all you need is
patience and a log -book.

Next Month

The latest edition of the
Airwaves 96 frequency guide
appeared during May, so I'll be
taking a look at that. I only got
my copy the day before the
deadline for this issue, so I was
not able to complete a review
in time.

AIRWAVES
96

THE COMPLETE
HE / VHF UHFAVIATION FREQUENCY

DIRECTORY
PHOTA1/1/1 PRESS
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Paul Essery GW3KFE, PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY16 1ZZ
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Again a bumper crop of
letters. From Woodford
near Kettering Karl

Drage noted 17 countries on
3.5MHz, 6 on 7MHz c.w., 64 on
7MHz sideband, 14 on 14MHz
c.w, 108 on 14MHz sideband, 18
on 18MHz sideband and 7 on
21MHz sideband. To deal with
the question of M callsigns, the
RA decreed that rather than let
the current G series run out
completely, they would start
both A and B licences with the
M prefix on April 1. There
weren't all that many left -over
G calls though! It'll be a long
while yet before the problem
comes up with novice calls, so
there is no change there. The
regional identifiers remain the
same, so an MW comes from
Wales and MC is a Welsh club
prefix.

Karl's second question is
about an American station
signing KF4HXZ/AG. I would
guess that this station had just
taken the upgrade exam;
between passing the higher -
grade exam and receiving the
appropriate call the old call
plus suffix accepts them into
the segments of band available
to the higher -grade licence.

I used some loose words in
May, says Dennis Miller of
Dawlish. I said that early
prefixes were of the form GW3.
I then changed from past to the
present tense and said the 3
(i.e. in GW3) had no
significance geographically. I
should maybe have added the
words 'in UK' at the end, but
even so the change of tense
seems to make it clear enough.

On a different tack, Dennis
had some memories of the
1947 sunspot peak, and
receiving stations with an
R1155 receiver and 28MHz
converter - those were the
days!

I've come back after seven
years, says Andy Bright from
Watford, but the original logs
containing those lovely South
Pacific islands are lost,
requiring a clean new start. Bit
of a difference too, between
near the peak and right in the
trough! Andy likes to locate his
loggings as closely as he can,
and mentions for example the
common OH2 and the rare
OH9. Two sources for this
detail: the latest edition of
RSGB Amateur Radio
Operating Manual and DARC's -
a bit more detailed - by DK5JI;
The Call Sign Directory. Mine is

no S
(IN

C
e i 5 Let's have all your news and comments, sent as usual for the start of the month.

a fourth edition dated 1989
when the address was DARC
Verlag, Postfach 11 55, D-
3507, Baunatal 1. I'm told it
is still published. There is
enough detail in good English
for you to 'drive' the book to
good effect; I don't speak
German but I've not had
trouble with interpretation. On
a different tack Andy is angry at
those who ask a pile-up 'Who is
the DX?' That particular
problem would go away if the
DX operated in accordance
with their licences, but in
practice they often only give
their own call every half-hour
or so!

Historic Scotland
Weekend
This is over the weekend of
August 24/25. Between
0800UTC on the Saturday until
1700UTC on the Sunday, eleven
stations will be operational
from historic sites around
Scotland, from Shetland down
to the Borders, mainly on
3.5/7/14MHz. The calls are all of
the form GB2HSx where the x
represents the last letter of the
call from a particular site. There
is an Award to be had for
hearing/working seven of the
eleven, plus a Merit Award for
ten of the eleven. Overseas
stations need four or seven.
Log Copy plus £3, $5, or
10IRCs, to Ayr Amateur
Radio Group, PO Box 36,
Prestwick KA9 1AL. More
details from Mike GM4SUC on
(01292) 443127. If I might add a
rider, please pin your ears back
specially for GB2HSZ up in
Shetland, and GB2HSO at Maes
Howe in Orkney; it is quite
frustrating to the operators up
there not to raise stations that
are perfectly audible.

More Letters

Two letters from Geoff Wallis,
one from Wiltshire and t'other
from Leicestershire. Geoff
listened awhile to ZD7Z and
reckons he is one fine operator
- but the pile-up: yeuch! At
home Geoff has settled on a
FRG-7700/FRV-7700/FRT-7700
set-up, buckled to a G5RV
folded to sit in the loft! At
Kirkby Mallory there was a
Sony ICF-6500W to about 8
metres of thin wire at ceiling
level.

The favoured mode is c.w.
on 7MHz. 3V8BB was to be
heard from, on occasion, as
early as 0500UTC, but peaking
a bit later. Still with the Sony,
Geoff notes that Western Africa
has been coming through in
the late night/early morning
period with occasional
openings from the Western
Pacific and New Zealand. On
the other hand, Geoff says, he
must have missed a lot
because of his poor bit of wire
in Leicestershire. It is hoped
that a G5RV will be up in time
for next month.

A query was the one signing
EU10C around 7.008MHz most
evenings around 2100...anyone
out there who knows?

On the subject of pile-ups, it
is well to remember that most
DX operators facing this
problem will tend to work split
frequencies. Hence to work
him, you have first to find out
his listening pattern: he may
listen up or down a few kHz or
even alternate while holding to
a fixed transmit frequency. So -
the savvy op wanders round
the pile-up until he has the
pattern sussed, while the dope
operator just calls the DX on
the transmit frequency where
he won't be heard!

HAC Receiver
Now a note from Bob Clapp
G3HCN of Bristol; he recalls
training as a wireless op in the
RAF, coming out in 1945, and
listening to mainly BC stations
on the domestic radio; it must
have been around 1948 when
he first saw an ad for the HAC
receiver in the old Short Wave
News. He got one, built it up,
and found the amateur bands,
which in turn led to a 'ticket' in
1950. A crystal -controlled
transmitter, and the HAC for
receiving formed the first rig. In
those days commercial or even
war -surplus gear was far
beyond reach. Happy days!

Makes me recall buying a
BC348 from the G2AK shop in
Birmingham, and everyone else
having to wait while G2AK
taught me to 'drive' it. Then I
just had the tiny problem of
lugging it home; six miles on
the 'bus and a half -mile walk!
But, like Bob, it led me to my
licence. Just to crown it, I must
have been one of the last few
entries in G2AK's log when we
had a contact via GB3PW

during a lift.
My somewhat 'advanced

age' is a barrier to taking the
RAE, says John Mathews in
London SE25. The only answer
I can offer to that is that in my
own classes, over the years I
had many students of
'advanced age'. Every one
managed an RAE pass though
to be sure some took more
than one bite at the cherry.
Take a look at the Silent Keys
column in say RadCom, and
you'll find that a large
proportion have recent calls.
The motto is 'Go to it!'

Stupendous

Next come a couple of letters
from John Collins in
Birmingham. One morning at
0426 John noted JY1 on 7MHz
sideband with a stupendous
pile-up, but comfortably
readable. Earlier, around 0100,
John picked up OD5OD, C6AFV,
CP6ND, TI2SW. Around 2300,
8P91J was giving VE3VET as his
QSL address, VA3DX at RST
589, VE2ZH and the Sand Box
net, ZB2FX was G3RFX to
whom the cards should go and
CP6DA was YL Maria. Finally,
YI1MH, Majid, PO Box 5864
Baghdad with a clean 599
signal. John's Eddystone
receiver is connected to about
18m of wire running roughly
north - south.

In Barnsley, Colin Dean
seems to have stuck with
14MHz sideband, that netted
him A61AH, ASIAN, A71DX,
A92GD, AP2JZB, FR5ZN,
HH2PK, HS8FZ, JY5IN, JX9ZP,
R1FJZ, SOZR, SU7SK, TA2II,
TJ1GB, VQ9LV, V51130, V85BG,
YB9/GOSMC, YI1AU, ZA1AJ,
Z21KK, 3V8BB, 4F41X - a DU
prefix - N3CBW/4L1, 4S7GF,
5A1A, 6W6/K3IPK, 9K5MR,
9M2RS and 9N1RHM.

Wrap-up

That's it for another one. Sorry
to have been so fierce with the
axe this time on your lists, but
space is the problem. For next
time of course, the deadline is,
as always, to arrive at Box 4,
Newtown SY16 1ZZ by the
beginning of the month.
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The UK Scanning
DirectoryThe UK Scanning

Directory
5th Edina.
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New 5th Edition
This lastest edition of Britain's
largest and best selling scanning
directory has been thoroughly
revised and has been expanded to
list over 42,500 Spot Frequencies
in over 540 pages. It remains the
undisputed leader in the field
covering everything from the secret

government frequencies to the local delivery service. It
has the largest and most comprehensive list of Police
frequencies ever published. Covering from 25MHz to
1.8GHz its comprehensive coverage and detail will
continue to amaze readers with its explicit listings of
Civil and Military Aviation, Maritime, Army, Navy, DSS
Snoopers, Police and their helicopters, Eye -in -Sky -

Links, Bailiffs, Prisons, Motor Racing, Outside
Broadcasting, courier services and a vast amount more.

We promise you won't be disappointed!
Price: £18.50 plus £1 UK postage. Overseas post

add £3.25 for Europe (airmail) and sea mail
worldwide, airmail outside Europe add £7.50.

Ask for NEW Free catalogue.
Allow 14 days delivery 4111110

INTERPRODUCTS (SW796)
8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland

Tel. & Fax: 01738 441199

GAREX ELECTRONICS
WIDEBAND SCANNERS

All major brands available, with the all-important service back-up from a Company who pioneered the
UK scanner market; we are completely independent so contact us for impartial advice.

WIDEBAND SCANNER AERIALS
"REVCONE" premium quality British VHF/UHF Discone 16 element for all-round coverage, S0239
connector £38.95 or N -Type connector for improved UHF performance £39.95. "REVCONE
PLUS" with improved low frequency coverage £48.95. "REVCONE EXTRA" ready to go package;
discone, 10m co -ax fitted PL259, mast clamps, BNC plug £49.95.

"RADAC" NEST OF DIPOLES
Imitated but not equalled. Receive 25-1300MHz, outperforms discones with guaranteed Tx
performance on 2m and either 4m or 6m: £74.95.
Special VHF/UHF Airband RADAC: 108.136MHz and 220-400MHz £74.95.

"NOMAD" PORTABLE SCANNER AERIAL
Lightweight design using ribbon cable elements: rolls into a small bundle for ease of transport, hang
from any convenient point, ideal for travelling, with 4m co -ax and BNC plug. £113.95.

NEW ACTIVE "NOMAD"
With built-in wideband preamp complete with supply/splitter box internal battery or external 9-15v
supply) £29.95.

SCANNER AERIAL FILTER
Is your scanner useless due to breakthrough? Then this product could solve your problem: a specially
designed tunable filter to be fitted in -line with the aerial feeder, reduces breakthrough from strong VHF
signals, (e.g. Band II, pagers, police) also includes HPF to reduce SW & MW interference, BNC
connectors £27.95.

VHF PREAMPLIFIERS
Miniature (only 34x9x15mm), any frequency in the range 40-300MHz, up to 25dB gain. Assembled,
but unboxed pcb. Stock versions: 6m, 4m, 2m, 137MHz (W -Sat) £12.95. Airband (118-136MHz)
(reduced gain due to frequency spread) £12.95. Other frequencies in the range 40-300MHz to order:
£14.95.

VHF AIRBAND PREAMP 118-137MHz
16dB gain, boxed ready for use, powered by internal battery or external 9-15 volts DC, BNC
connectors, £29.95.

VHF MARINE BAND PREAMP 156-162MHz
20dB gain (other details as Airband model) £29.95.

PYE AERIAL RELAYS
12v operation, handles 50 watts up to 200MHz £2.00 5- £1.60 each.

FLEXIBLE 'A WAVE AERIALS
Discover a whole new world of signals: full-length IA waves are several dB better than "rubber ducks".
BNC plug. Available for VHF Airband, UHF Airband, 2m, 70cms also other VHF & UHF bands to order.
VHF models: £11.95, UHF: £9.95.

Write, phone or fax for lists. Callers by appointment only, please.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS
Unit 8, Sandpiper Court, Harrington Lane, Exeter EX4 8NS

Phone: (01392)466899 Fax: (01392) 488887

Go ahead,

make my day!

Advertise in

Short Wave

Magazine NOW!

Mono 01101 HMO

Many people have witnessed the spectacular Aurora Borealis but did you know that
it made a beautiful sound?
Stephen P. McGreevy, Inventor and Radio Ham, has recorded the incredible sound
of the Earths magnetic signature, with the aid of his purpose built VLF receiver. This
receiver picks up audio frequency radio waves generated by the Aurora Borealis (the
Alaskan 'Northern Lights') and the interaction of millions of bolts of lightning with
the earths magnetic field, creating strange and compelling 'Whistlers', 'Growlers'
and the amazing 'Auroral Chorus'. This is the first time that recordings of this type
have been released to the public. Available now.

Electric Enigma: The VLF Recordings of Stephen P. McGreevy

Label: Irdial-Discs
Cat No. 62ird tcp2: Double CD

irdial@irdialsys.win-uk.net
http://www.ibmpcug.co.ukrirdial/v1f.htm

Distributed by RTM
t: 44+171+284+1155

Mail Order:
THESE Records
112 Brook Drive
London SE11 4TQ
UK
t: 44+171+587+5349
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Godfrey Manning G4GLM, c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum, 63 The Drive, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 8PS

Airbc
Do you visit aerodromes (or
displays) by car? I've come
across a problem that could

affect motorists at many
aerodromes. Current car
insurance is invalid for all third -
party claims if driving on a part of
an aerodrome where aircraft have
access. At Elstree, my local
airfield, one car -park is also
crossed by aircraft moving from
hangar to apron. When North
Weald has an event on the west
side, you need to drive past the
threshold. See what I mean?

Note that the lack of insurance
isn't just restricted to collisions
with aircraft. It's all third party
incidents! If a pedestrian ran out
in front of you, collided with your
car and tried to blame you, then
you would find that you are not
insured! May I ask all readers to
examine your car insurance and
write in with what you find? Does
anyone know of insurance that
does allow driving on these parts
of aerodromes? I suspect that I've
found a loophole that most people
haven't noticed. One day,
someone will be very sorry when
they find out the hard way.

Notice Board

Do I have a namesake? Can you
help trace Dr. Manning who once
served on 615 Squadron RAF,
including at Biggin Hill, and would
now be aged in his 70s? If so,
please ask him to ring George
Sharp (Tel: 0181-874 8208) so
that he can be invited to the
Squadron reunion this August.

Fancy a pleasure flight over
North London? An excellent
photographic opportunity!
Organiser is Jim (Tel: 0181-906
2266) and the idea is for himself
and two others to share the cost
of a light aircraft, probably
departing Denham. Let me know
what it was like if you go.

You Are Clear To
Display
The Red Arrows expect to appear
at the following venues in July
(date in parenthesis) according to
AIC 46/1996 from the CAA: Brize
Norton & Yeovilton (13),
Silverstone 114), Valley (171,
Fairford & Spike Island (201,
Fairford (21), Peterhead (22),
Perranporth (23), Culdrose 124),
Lyme Regis & Shawbury (251,
Blackpool (26), Manston (28) and
St. Mawgan (31). In August:

Robin DR220.
Christine Mlynek.

Bournemouth (1) and Cranwell (2).
Shows can be cancelled at short
notice for various weather and
operational reasons, so check
before making a long journey.

My advance warning of the
Reds' dates isn't always sufficient
to meet the deadline for this
column. There's an easier way!
Dial (0500) 354802, it's free of
charge and is a recording telling
you about Royal Flights and
Temporary Airspace Restrictions
(including the Reds). I believe that
information for the next day is put
up at 6pm.

I think displays are sometimes
held at Kleine Brogel, Belgium, in
which case Ivo Swinnen might
be going. He tells me that the
name implies a small enclosed
area (see March and May issues).
The base was established by the
Allies in 1944 (presumably as they
advanced after D -Day) and
received its first jets in 1948. Now
it's the home of 10th Tactical
Fighter -Bomber Wing, Belgian Air
Force, equipped with the F16.

Let's Fly

Chris (who took the photographs
this month) and I had a try at the
Victor K2 tanker simulator near
Grantham, Lincolnshire. It's a
realistic representation of the two
pilots' positions in the aircraft,
with a simple dusk horizon visual
system but no motion. It looks like
an airliner with ejector seats and
you do need to adjust to the
idiosyncratic Smiths (Mk 2?) flight
instruments. It's also heavy,
especially in pitch, this axis also
being fussy to trim. It's slippery,
difficult to stop it from climbing
and almost as hard to persuade it
to descend!

They can even dress you to
look the part - great for photos! If
you'd like to try, the cost is £48 +

VAT per hour and you can arrange
an appointment with Gerard
Bauer by 'phoning (01522) 810053
(evenings). Location is obscure, so
do check before you set out; take a
two gallon 'Jerry can' to flush the
loo and your own refreshments as
there's no running water. A highly
recommended experience.

Would you like to fly a
transport aircraft simulator?
Unfortunately it's expensive, but
the suggestion is for three readers
to share the cost. It works out at
£98 for each person to have 20
minutes in control. You get me as
your first officer, the other two
non -handling 'pilots' would then
observe. The simulator is at Luton
Airport. Since its owner needs to
be paid, it'll be money in advance
with no refund. If you can't make it
on the day, you could send
somebody else in your place. Any
takers? Note that this is cost price
and there's no money in it for me.

Follow -Ups

Military helicopter routes over the
Aylesbury area came up in April.
From the Isle of Man, Mrs. B tells
me that 71 Squadron at Odiham
fly Chinooks while 33 Squadron
fly the Puma, both with Rafair
callsigns. Then, 27 Squadron fly
both and are really the
Operational Conversion Unit
(although the nomenclature has
changed). They often refuel at
Ronaldsway on the way over to
Ireland, so Mrs. B gets to see
them. I'm not sure that the ones
over Aylesbury are going in that
direction, though.

What heading is quoted for
the direction from which the wind
blows? In May I said it was true
heading and AlCs 122/1991 and
110/95 confirm this. Bob Biggart
(Newmilns) says that Tower and
a.t.i.s. give magnetic headings. I

Not the nine Red Arrows - but Chipmunks.
Christine Mlynek.

suppose we have to go by the
Manual of Air Traffic Services for
the official answer. I haven't got
one, so would any reader with
access to a copy please look it up
and write in? Bob warns that
some countries (like Canada) are
so close to the magnetic poles
that ordinary compasses vary
between unreliable and useless!
Charts are published with a grid
system that's unique to the high
latitudes. Inertial navigation can
be set to follow these, but leads to
the confusion in the southern
hemisphere that flights toward the
pole head to grid north!

A reader from Cheltenham
confirms that full ACARS
decoding is going to be difficult
(see April and June 'Airband').
The relevant specifications are
ARINC 429 and 724B but I'm none
the wiser as to how to obtain
these. Our informant points out
that airlines each operate their
own codes and a vast quantity of
data is sent. One example is Oleo
strut switch position that detects
whether the telescopic
undercarriage shock absorber is
compressed under the aircraft's
weight. If it is, then this informs
the system that the aircraft is on
the ground rather than airborne.

Radio Procedure

Thanks to that same reader for
contributing some historic
documents to my Museum. We're
all familiar with the current
phonetic alphabet. At the end of
the War, it was different: Able,
Baker, Dog, Easy, Fox, George,
How, Item, Jig, King, Love, Nan,
Oboe, Peter, Queen, Roger, Sugar,
Tare, Uncle, William, Yoke, Zebra.
Note that Charlie, Mike, Victor and
Xray haven't changed but some
people abbreviate the modern
Foxtrot to Fox. Roger now mear
'Information received'.

Frequency and
Operational News
What's the future of navigation. I

won't join the debate that says t's
satellites or nothing (opposed I y
those who object to the world' -
navigation system being unde
the control of the one country 'iat
launched the satellites). Howe 3r,
AIC 37/1996 suggests that our ;Id
friend the v.o.r. beacon could be
phased out from 2005 leaving ust
d.m.e.

A current trend is the remt val
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Godfrey flying the Victor
Tanker. Christine Mlynek.

of n.d.b.s on approaches. This
strikes me as a false economy, it
removes one of the cross-checks
that's helpful when relying on
instruments. I see on page 6 of
The Log (April 1996) that I'm not
the only one to recognise that this
could be a problem.

Anticipated by John Barker
is the opening of Sheffield Airport

at the end of this year. I can't
find any official reference to
its frequencies yet, John, but
I'll publish them here when I
do. However, could the
airport be known by a
different local name? It
would help if you let me
know.

Duxford's airshows
attract many visiting aircraft,
all the more complicated for
the presence of Fowlmere to
the west. The CAA announce
arrangements for display
days in AIC 25/1996. Arrivals
should obtain a landing slot
by telephone but might
succeed in doing this once
airborne on 122.675MHz
(Duxford Ops). Display
aircraft park on the spectator
side of the runway. On
departure, four visual points
have been chosen and are
called Gate A, B, C and Gate

D. Pilots will call 122.075MHz prior
to departure and might state to
which gate they will be flying. The
gates are shown on a map in the
AIC.

A new upper airway is UN502
between Jersey v.o.r. beacon and
the RATKA reporting point. AIC
34/1996 explains that this is to
provide another access route to
the North Atlantic entry points.
Interestingly, the AIC depicts a
chart showing the origins of some
supersonic (SL) routes.

Information Sources

If you'd like a copy of any
individual AIC mentioned here,
send a stamped, addressed
envelope (A4 capacity) with your
request to: Deputy Manager
AIS, Aeronautical Information
Services (NATS), Room 163,
Control Tower Building,
London (Heathrow) Airport,
Hounslow, Middlesex TW6
1JJ. All /1996 AICs mentioned this
month weigh less than 5g each.

In May, Roy Dent (Harrow)
explained how local aerodrome
weather reports helped him make
accurate forecasts. He
recommends the 'Temeraire,' a
solidly -made 72mm diameter
plastics disc on which you enter
wind direction, barometer,
whether rising or falling, and
season. From this you can read off
a guide as to the day's likely
weather trend. Of the two versions
(inches of mercury or millibar
barometer scale) we aviation
types prefer the latter. Order from:
Great Western Antiques, Torre
Station, Newton Road,
Torquay, TQ2 5DD, Tel:
(01803) 200551. Price (including
UK postage and VAT) is £10
payable to Temeraire. Availability
while stocks last. Mention SWM
when ordering. Not necessarily
accurate outside Britain. They also
make a pocket barometer (£245,
carrying case £20 extra, plus £4.50

UK postage, includes VAT) but
apparently this is not accurate
enough for aeronautical purposes.

The occasional 'In the Cockpit'
feature will appear in months
when there's less news to report.
In this feature, I show you a photo
of real cockpit radio equipment
and describe its operation.

The next two deadlines (for
topical information) are July 12
and August 16. Replies always
appear in this column and it is
regretted that no direct
correspondence is possible.
Genuinely urgent
information/enquiries: 0181-958
5113 (before 2130 local please).

Abbreviations

ACARS Aircraft
Communications
Addressing And
Reporting System
Aeronautical
Information Circular
Aeronautical Radio
Incorporated
automatic terminal
information service
Civil Aviation Authority
distance measuring
equipment
megahertz
non -directional beacon
very high frequency
omni-directional radio
range

AIC

ARINC

a.t.i.s.

CAA

d.m.e.

MHz

n.d.b.
v.o.r.
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THE NORTH's LEADING
SUPPLIER TO ENTHUSIASTS

AIR SUPPLY
YEADON

AIR SUPPLY is on the move, we will be in
our new larger showroom from 12 June at:

97 HIGH STREET, YEADON
LEEDS LS19 7TA

Consult the Airband Experts for
Personal and friendly service

OPENING HOURS 10AM TO 5PM
TUESDAY TO SATURDAY,

CLOSED SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Call in or Phone:
Ken Cothliff on 0113-250 9581

Facsimile: 0113-250 0119
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John Griffiths, c/o 22 Ffordd Beibio, Holyhead, Gwynedd, North Wales LL65 2EH.

Scc
is

Amixed bag this month - as
usual - but also one letter
that raised questions for

me. It also brought some insight
into how the column is viewed by
many of the readers out there,
which I feel needs to be
addressed. I'll open with that this
month.

First, I've been asked why is
the column called 'Scanning'
when it contains about 70%
military airband information? The
short and simple answer is that is
the way you want it as a
readership. All I do is collate and
then facilitate the column, the
actual writers are those who send
in information - that's your lot. So,
why is it filled with airband stuff
when there is an airband column
in the magazine? Again,
explanation time. Godfrey
Manning is - as his column
content clearly shows - an expert
at aviation communications. Civil
in the main, Godfrey is well
qualified in answering queries
concerned with radio matters and
in aviation in general. I don't
promise that. What I do is
maintain military movements and
follow-up on the frequencies that
are picked up by scanner and
aviation enthusiasts with a
penchant for military movements.
I don't stray into civil matters and
Godfrey, in the main, doesn't stray
into the military. Oh, he may do
now and again but that's in
response to a query he will have
had from a reader. The jargon
word - buzz word - for this is
'inter -relating'....

Massive Hobby
Scanning is a massive hobby.
However, we here in the UK are a
bit limited with what we can put
in. While a general comment like
'airband activity heard on....' is
okay, putting in something like
'Bucksfordshire Police on....' is
most certainly not! As a
consequence, the column is
written based on the information I
get in from readers. It could be
that one month it will be marine
band listeners, the next, general
queries. That's the way it works,
people! So to A. Howlett, there
is your answer! Andrew also
sends in the following for 'PC' of
Manchester:

Piccadilly Eye in the Sky is on
468.1375MHz. Red Rose/Rock FM
Flying Eye on 469.2125MHz and
Radio City's helio is on
469.4625MHz. There - that's
airband too, isn't it....?!! Andrew
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also says that scanners fitted with
s.s.b. can tune to 427.8125MHz
(tune 15.6kHz off main carrier on
u.s.b.) to get BBC studio links in
the Manchester area.

Information requested for
David Birch as to the following:
Heard on 243.0MHz 'French Air
Force 7220, French Air Force 7230.
This is London Centre. Caution. A
temporary danger area has been
established-' and followed by the
co-ordinates. What is it? Well, first,
the frequency given is a military
emergency channel. The message
was a nay. warning and would
have alerted the two aircraft to the
area. Actual details would be hard
to trace, but it would be standard
practice to ensure all aircraft were
clear. Perhaps it was a firing range
or some air-to-air refuelling? Any
ideas?

Help in the Glasgow area for
scanning frequencies is being
offered by a reader who wishes to
remain anonymous. Anyone
interested in contacting him
should write to me, enclosing a
stamped - unaddressed
with their details and I'll forward
them on.

The reader also asks for
assistance on the following
subjects. He has a Yupiteru MVT-
7100 and cannot seem to be able
to find how to do a limit
scan. Any

ideas? He also asks for a
challenge, and wishes to hunt for
frequencies. In the time honoured
response of scanner owners
everywhere I would say: Choose a
band, say 600-700MHz and hunt it
down daily, recording all you hear
on it. That way you build up a
picture of activity in a particular
area. I would do it weekdays (if I

had the time!) and concentrate on
weekdays only to start with and
then move to the weekend. That's
how it's done!

Clippings
From Southern Eire comes a letter
with newspaper clippings
regarding problems faced by the
Gardia - Irish Police - and their
new radio equipment. It is a
Trunked Digital Encryption System
installed by Motorola. Officers
have complained that the system
is 'deaf', that reception is poor to
non-existent and is also muffled
when it is transmitted. This
system will shortly be used by the

the
Irish paper.

Again, no new system is
without its setbacks, but this
particular one is not popular with
the Gardia - indeed, one of the
clippings sent tells of lives being
put at risk, following this with a
statement that officers from one
area are not patched to officers in
another - leaving yawning gaps in
the ability to cross -respond if need
be. The leader seems to suggest
that this is due to channelling -
that is, each division having a
different frequency - and that the
officers are thus compromised as
a result. The Gardia, surprisingly,
refused to comment....

Will we see this sort of
problem in the UK? Who knows. If
we do, then it pushes the police
further into the front line and at a
time when more and more
criminals are armed. I would hope
the UK Police authorities would
learn from this. The Cork
Examiner states that a distress call
would have to be routed through
Control, who would then have to
alert a nearby patrol. Apparently,
the older system was better in that
response was quicker because all
officers had access to an
emergency channel. It will be
interesting to see how these
problems are resolved - but I
hope, for the sake of the officers
on the beat, that they will be
before installation is completed.
My thank's to my Irish
correspondent for that.

Car Boot Sales
Car boot sales are - as many of
you know - a haunt of mine. Last
month I picked up an aged valved
radio - made by Pye of Cambridge
(Receiver Type P75A) and
complete with its little Bakelite
'A7 -s' notice on the rear case. It's
here I'd like to ask for help. Yes,
yes, I know it isn't scanning but it
is radio! If you look at Fig. 1 you
will see a plan of the tuning
arrangements. I have the spring,
but the cord snapped. How do I
get this to work so that I can tune
the set?

It was poorly presented,
costing me £8, and looked tired.
However, some WD40 and a
vaccum clean on the inside, a new
plug and a wiring check and then
the addition of a new speaker had
me listening to BBC Radio 4 on
long wave for hours! Beautiful
sound, beautiful. I have since
rubbed the cabinet down and
given it a coat of varnish, cleaned

chassis - lights up an electricians
screwdriver nicely! The result is a
bit of kit that looks aged and
sounds fine. A bit deaf - it has 1.w.,
m.w. and s.w. - the next plan is for
an outside antenna on it - or at
least a long wire - but, again, help
is needed here. The rear panel
says 'Aerial' and under that 'Earth'
- so it was a two -core
arrangement. Can anyone shed
some light on how this works and
how should it be installed?

Moral? Keep your eyes open at
the boot sales! I've seen a short
wave radio at one in High
Wycombe that looked typically Far
Eastern - masses of dials, switches
and stuff. Digital and analogue
tuning scales and a whip antenna
on sale for £15. However, in the
crush for the stall I lost out to
another eagle-eyed enthusiast
who snapped it up. I reckon some
attention was needed - and a good
clean - but as a budget set it
would have been ideal for a
beginner or as a shack stand-by
set. It had s.s.b. and a b.f.o. too - a
bargain at double that price? If
you can't get to the rallies, then
get to the boots. It may take ages
to find something exotic but what
is rubbish to someone is a gem to
someone like me! If you find any
interesting bits of kit at boots, flea
markets or jumbles - let us know!

My amateur exam never
happened. I just could not get the
time to do the May exam - far too
much work with being assessed
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for my student placement - but
it is still a possibility. Thanks to
all those who wrote in to wish
me well and pass on hints.

Letter from a Scottish
correspondent - who wishes
to remain anonymous. Using
an MVT-7100 and an AR8000,
he listens easily to places like
Spadeadam and Otterburn
Ranges and aircraft out of
Leuchars. Also, he keeps a
Sony ICF-2001D (a brilliant

set! and runs the lot through a
half-size G5RV and an Air 33. Aged
66, he says listening is something
he enjoys tremendously! Being so
close to the ranges means he
often sees some pretty good stuff
and last year was in place to see -
and hear - 16 Hercules aircraft
coming in from Otterburn at about
250 feet! What I'd give to see that!
Thanks, by the way, for the
comments about the column -
much appreciated.

The Realistic Jetstream
airband pocket radio is
a cheap way of listening
to transmissions from
aircraft and control
towers.

As well as covering
108 - 135MHz it also
tunes over the 530

a.m. broadcast
band.

Measuring 130 x 76 x
39mm and weighing
260g without the PP3
battery, the Jetstream
costs £14.95 from Lowe
Electronics, Chesterfield
Road, Matlock,
Derbyshire DYE4 5LE.

TADs

Before ending, just a note on
TADs. News from a good source
informs me that a certain UK
publishing group are attempting
to publish all UK TADs in their
latest publication. As an avid
listener I would implore them to
think seriously about this. Once
they are presented in 'clear' then it
will be a matter of days before
they are changed. Okay, so it
makes you money as a publisher
to have the latest TAD list but it
will also backfire as the
information will be out of date
once MoD see them in print.

That's tantamount to ripping
off all the scanner owners out
here who buy publications in
good faith. Better to leave them
listed as belonging to a base or a
certain aircraft rather than publish
them in the open. It often grieves
me when 'big business' gets a
grip on the hobby and spoil it for
the many who listen faithfully and
keep it to themselves. So, a word
to the wise. If the TADs are printed
- and then advertised as being 'up
to date' by this publisher - it's as
well for scanner owners to note
that they will be out of date. The
equation here is simple and goes
like this: Publish TADs, advertise

the publication as being 'up to
date' and MoD (RAF) will simply
change the lot. Equals a book
costing around a tenner or more
to be put to use as
wallpaper because it will be
hopelessly out of date.

UFO Info
Lastly, the UFO bit. Keep them
coming! I've had a brilliant
response to this and will possibly
draft an article for the magazine
on the connections between radio
listeners and 'the unusual'. Watch
out for things that tie in with stuff
that many of you may well have
heard but chosen to ignore. You
don't know the half of it!

The towns list went down like
the proverbial lead balloon, for
those interested!

Another Month!
That's it again for another month!
If you are air -show mad, check up
on the latest venues. There are
many bases cancelling due to
inability to maintain security now
they have gone civvy contractor
mad at MoDI

Be careful - be good - and keep
the news coming in on anything
you hear!

FREE: The Practical Wireless
Morse Reference Data Chart.
REVIEWED:
,-)The MFJ-1780 Loop Antenna in a

Box!
Yaesu FT -50R Dual -Band Hand -Held

Transceiver

BUILD:
0 A Trolleymast Antenna.

The Hairpin Match Antenna.

NEW SERIES:
0 Carrying On the Practical Way

with G3RJV.

FEATURES:
0 Trials & Tribulations of Taking the RAE.
0 The Electromagnetic Enviroment.

CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT? - ON
SALE II AUGUST 1996 - PLACE YOUR
ORDER TODAY!

Plus all your regular favourites!
NOVICE NATTER CLUB

SPOTLIGHT ANTENNA WORKSHOP
BITS & BYTES - Computing In Radio
VALVE & VINTAGE 5 REGULAR
REPORTS ON ALL BANDS NEWS &

FEATURES iz COMPETITIONS AND LOTS
MORE

PRACTICAL WIRELESS -
THE VITAL COMPONENT

SCANNER, EXCHANGE
111* nil, 11,111,1111111/1111*1111,111111k

*-7ReILIST7a. SCANNER SPECIALISTS *
LIST PRICE OUR PRICE LIST PRICE OUR PRICE

PRO -25 £219.99 £149 PRO -60 £269.99 £239

PRO -26 £299.99 £259 PRO -62 £229.99 £175

PRO -28 £99.99 £89 PRO -2037 £249.99 £229

PRO -44 £169.99 £110 PRO -2039 £219.99 £179

PRO -50 £109.99 £89 UBC-9000XLT £319
Plus E5 post and packing.

WE ARE NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD
11 III III III 1111 III 1111 III' 1111 III

Link Electronics G6,1 GOCVZ
216 Lincoln Road, Millfield, Peterborough PE1 2NE

OSA Tel (01733) 345731 Fax (01733) 346770

WEATHER
MONITORING AT A GLANCE

* * Computer Datalogger Available * *

Prices from
only £199 -

WIND SPEED
& DIRECTION

only

Features (dependent on model)
WIND SPEED & DIRECTION

'ELEGANT MAHOGANY CABINET (choice of light or dark)
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE * OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE
HUMIDITY & DEW POINT with MIN & MAX - C & F
RAINFALL * COMPUTER INTERFACE
SUNSHINE Hrs.
12-24V or MAINS

Send for colour
brochure now to:

R&D
ELECTRONICS
Tel (01843) 866662
Fax (01843) 866663

Beaufort House, Percy Ave, Kingsgate, Broadstairs, Kent CTIO 3LB
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THERES 1111

MN TIN TO
JOIN TN BNB

rThe Radio Society of Great Britain prides itself
in representing ALL radio amateurs and short

wave listeners for the last 81 years, and 1996 is no

exception!

For all those short wave listeners who join the
RSGB during the next calendar month by Direct
Debit, we will give you a FREE Receiving Log
Book. You will also get a FREE RSGB Amateur

Radio & SWL Diary sent to you each year that
you remain a member paying by this method.

Why Should IJoie
The RSGB offers you, as a short wave listener, the
following facilities:

 RadCom - a 100 page monthly magazine
delivered to your door, containing a detailed
propagation forecast, HF and VHF operating
news, an SWL column, construction articles,
reviews, and much, much more . . .

 15% OFF a large range of amateur radio books
and software

 QSL cards sent FREE via the RSGB QSL
Bureau

 Technical Advice

July Dawn
The July 1996 issue of RadCom is aimed specifi-

cally at the short wave listener and includes special

technical projects and reviews just for you.

loin MN ensure that you get
your copy of RadCom a your FREE gifts!

YES PLEASE - I want to join the RSGB now,
please send me Membership details
Name

Address

Post Code

Completed forms should be sent to:

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN (SWM06)
RSGB

717 Lambda House. Cranborne Road. Potters Bar. Herts EN6 3JE
\7/

JAVIATIOAI
CARLTON WORKS, CARLTON STREET, BRADFORD BP 1DA

01274 732146
Frequency & Callsign List - Together

Our most successful publication ever - updated December '95.
Not only have we updated the contents but we have included an
Index and improved the Ring Binding. The frequency section is
up to our usual high standards and the military callsign section
has nearly 7,000 entries which all add up to over 230 pages.

I. 2.50 including postage

VHF/UHF List
Our VHF/UHF list has been updated.
This is essentially exactly the same as
the book above but without the
extensive callsign section.
The price remains at £7.50 including
postage.

Air Traffic Control Simulation

Tower!
"Real time" Tower Controller
simulation - high quality graphics and
sound. Requires 486. Windows 3.1 &
CD ROM. £49.95

Uniden 9000XLT
Looking for something for the home? Interested in searching out
those elusive UHF Air to Airs you can never find? The new 9000XLT
has full 25-550 & 760-1300MHz coverage, 500 memory channels of
which 250 can have "alpha tags" but will scan/search 100 channels
per second. Searching 350.00-400.00MHz in 25kHz steps takes 20
seconds, searching the entire UHF airband in one go takes a little
over 60 seconds!! Use 50kHz steps and that time is halved. Good
sensitivity and good looks. We also have the handheld equivalent
UBC3000XLT which has all the same scan/search features as the
desktop model but with 400 memory channels.

If you have Internet WWW access then surf along to our Web Site at:-
http://www.demon.co.uk/javiation/

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

PCB
SERVICE

Printed circuit boards for SWM constructional
projects are available from the SWM PCB Service.
The boards are made in 1.5mm glass -fibre and are
fully tinned and drilled. For a list of boards see May
'95 issue of Short Wave Magazine (p.48).

Orders and remittances should be sent to: Badger
Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton
Coldfield B74 4JF. Tel: 0956 374918 (Mon -Fri
9am-5.30pm) marking your envelope SWM PCB
Service. Cheques should be crossed and made
payable to Badger Boards. When ordering please
state the Article Title as well as the Board Number.
Please print your name and address clearly in
block capitals and do not enclose any other
correspondence with your order.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.
Only the P.C.B.s listed are available.

BADGER BOARDS, 87 BLACKBERRY LANE,
FOUR OAKS, SUTTON COLDFIELD B74 4JF

Telephone 0956 374918
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Lawrence Harris, 5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3 5QB E-mail: lawrenceh@enterprise.net

Although most of the mail for
this column relates to the
WXSAT field, I am pleased

to receive a considerable amount
of correspondence on satellites in
general, and the Shuttle and MIR
in particular. I am therefore
proposing to allocate a little space
each month to provide a few
notes on these projects and also
on the International Space Station.
If it transpires that some of these
topics are not of interest then I can
quietly drop them! It's in your
hands! Please let me know what
you want.

NOAA-9 Fails
We have been able to receive
beacon telemetry from NOAA-9
on 137.77MHz for many years,
even after cessation of its a.p.t.
signal. On May 22 the System
Support Group announced the
following:

"No radio frequency
transmissions were received from
NOAA-9 after rev. 58987 late on
May 21. The spacecraft is nearly
eleven and one half years old, has
an extremely marginal power
system since the loss of one of its
three battery charge regulators
last August and is in a hostile orbit
environment with long periods
requiring the use of its remaining
batteries on each orbit. Last
August NOAA-9's on -board
software was modified to
terminate all r.f. transmissions in
the event a power related problem
initiated a spacecraft 'safe state' in
order to assure NOAA-9 was
deactivated with all
communications systems off.
Although the cause is still being
assessed, continued tracking by
our cdas and the search and
rescue community confirm the
absence of all transmissions. No
further effort will be made to re-
activate NOAA-9".

Current WXSATs
With a hefty number of
examination papers to mark
recently, I worked with the
scanner on, and found myself
hearing every operational WXSAT
pass over during the long hours.
METEOR 3-5 (137.85MHz) came
over during the mornings,
dutifully followed by NOAA-14
(137.62MHz) , then by the time I
heard NOAA-12 (137.50MHz) I
realised it was time for the
evening meal! The advance
notification of the change -over
from METEOR 3-5 to 2-21
scheduled for May 14 occurred on

Or oil
time. The signal from METEOR 2-
21 is so poor during sections of
the orbit that one can identify it by
just listening.

When operating, METEOR 3-5
produces some spectacular
images, and Les Hamilton of
Aberdeen recorded Fig. 1 on April
11. From Les' location in
Aberdeen he can monitor the
northern areas covered by the
METEORs considerably better
than those seen from here in
Devon. Large ice -sheets in the
upper area of the Gulf of Bothnia
are seen, as is Kolguyev Island to
the north-east of the Kola
Peninsula. Lakes Onega and
Ladoga were still frozen over at
the time of this image.

GOES Schedule
Changes
Apart from monitoring the polar
WXSATs' v.h.f. transmissions
(those in the 137MHz band), many
enthusiasts have set up
METEOSAT receiving stations to
monitor WEFAX transmissions
from the geostationary WXSATs.
These all transmit on 1691.0MHz
with similar formats, though
differing picture content.
METEOSAT-5 is located at 0°
longitude, so a suitable receiving
system can
quickly find its
carrier signal. The
American GOES
WXSATs are
positioned across
continental US,
with GOES -8 on
the eastern side
and GOES -9 on
the western side.
Some
transmissions of certain GOES -8
formats are disseminated on
METEOSAT's Channel 2
(1694.5MHz), including North and
South America in infra -red, and a
visible format of North America.
Here on the western side of
Britain, those with suitably clear
horizons can receive the GOES -8

transmissions directly, albeit from
a low elevation. I use a long Yagi
for monitoring GOES -8
(1691.0MHz), which, from Devon,
'hovers' just a few degrees above
the water!

Plans currently being
implemented by NOAA call for re-
transmissions by GOES -8 of some
GOES -9 images. GOES -8 image
scans are not currently
synchronised with GOES -9, but
there are plans to adjust scanning
times to rectify this - the aim
being to eventually incorporate
GOES -9 WEFAX synoptic hour
imagery into the GOES -8 schedule
and vice -versa, as well as adding
the new Full Disk Water Vapour
imagery. My thanks to Sam
Patterson of NESDIS for this
information. I hope to do a feature
on GOES images soon.
Meanwhile, some GOES -8 images
may be subject to increasing
delays before actual transmission.

Letters and Pictures
Andrew Batters of Ilkley in West
Yorkshire visited the RIG
conference and AGM this year and
bought a special offer of Timestep
a.p.t. 'bits' and "threw them
together with the antenna
cellotaped to the garage wall" to
get his first pictures. This was
apparently Andrew's first efforts
and his description captures the
elation often felt when everything
works with a newly assembled
collection of hardware. Andrew is
collecting all the images that his
receiver will pick up, and sent in
Fig. 2, a NOAA-14 image
obtained at 1400UTC on May 10.

Peter Schoen of Germany is
a user of JVFAX. Peter lives in the
northern part of Bayern and
decided to concentrate on
collecting images from the

OKEAN-4/SICH-
1 satellites and
subsequently
produced a
series of radar
images, from
which I
selected the
one in Fig. 3.
Peter notes that
these two
satellites are

usually activated for just a few
minutes when passing over
Russian territory (see also my
notes in last month's 'Info'). For
Peter, these passes are often at an
elevation of about 25° and cover
the Black Sea and Turkey.

Mr A. Painter of Bilston
(sorry about the formality but no

first name was given), sent in Fig.
4, an infra -red image taken on
April 25 from NOAA-14. The detail
seen on close examination of this
image is very clear. He uses the
new Martelec 'virtual' receiver and
interface to feed the JVFAX
decoding program. The coastline
over northern France shows the
cloud -line clearly hugging the
land, and several
different cloud
structures can
be seen.

GOMS
Images
The
Geostationary
Operational
Meteorological
Satellite (GOMS)
was launched on 31
October 1994 and is
located in orbit at the
stationary point over 76°
50'E. It forms part of the
Planeta-C Meteorological Space
System. During recent months the
staff there have been working
towards providing regular images
from GOMS and Fig. 5 shows one
of the images made available by
Planeta-C. It shows the infra -red
band image obtained at 2100UTC
on April 8, and is one of a
sequence of images from that day.
My thanks to Dr Alexander
Uspensky, the Director General of
RPA PLANETA, for permission to
publish their images.

Because of local obstructions
(neighbours' houses!) I cannot
look further east than about 30°E
so cannot monitor GOMS
transmissions. I would be most
interested to know whether those
who are more favourably located
can monitor any WEFAX from the
satellite. All indications are that it
is transmitting at least on some
occasions.

Shuttle News
As at late -May STS -78 (Columbia)
remains on schedule for a 16 day
mission, with a launch on June 20.
Its orbit has a planned inclination
of 39°.

STS -79 (Atlantis) is scheduled
for launch on July 31 for the 4th
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MIR linkup.
Because of the
need to match the
orbit of MIR,
launch windows
are only open for
about 7 to 10
minutes. The
mission duration is
nearly 9 days and
being a MIR linkup,
its orbital
inclination is about
51°.

Shuttle
Downlink
Frequencies

The frequencies shown in the
table at the top of the previous
page may be of interest to those
trying to monitor direct
transmissions from the Shuttle .

S -Band transmissions include:
2217.500, 2250.000, 2287.500MHz
(all data).

A complete list of all future
Shuttle missions (my Shuttle
Pack) can be obtained from me by
sending £1 and a stamped, self-
addressed envelope - preferably
of A4 width. This information
includes a considerable amount of
additional Shuttle -related material
- such as operational and re-
broadcast frequencies - and is
updated immediately I receive
new releases from NASA. The
high cost of individual printing is
reflected in the requested charge.

MIR Monitoring
Monitoring daytime and evening
passes of MIR (the large orbiting
Russian space station) is fairly
common amongst the radio ham
community. If you use a satellite
tracking program (such as STS -
Plus, PC -Track, Winorb-28
amongst several) you can identify
the best times to listen out for the
cosmonauts. US astronaut
Shannon Lucid is on board MIR
until late July, and amateur radio
operators report
hearing the Russians
and American on
MIR talking in
English (using
145.550MHz for
making contact). The
usual voice
frequency for
monitoring MIR is
143.625MHz. I
believe that they
work to a 0500 to
2000UTC schedule
so there may be rare
voice activity outside
these hours. When MIR passes
over after sunset or before sunrise
you can expect to see the satellite
cross the sky looking very bright.

International Space
Station - An Overview
We are surprisingly close to the
start of the construction of
International Space Station (ISS) -
Alpha. Assembly begins next year
- 1997. In 1998, US and Russian

hardware will be
assembled in
orbit to create an
advanced
research facility
with early,
human -tended
capability.
Research will be
conducted while
the Space
Shuttle is docked
at the station, or
through remote
operations from
the ground when
the Shuttle and
crew are not
present.

Construction will continue as
pressurised modules and attached
payload platforms from Japan and
Europe are added.

The ISS is a multi -national
project that will be built by a team
comprising Europe, Japan,
Canada, Russia and the United
States. Europe and Japan are
providing facilities for pressurised
and external research payloads.
ISS will advance the use of the
unique space environment by
providing a permanent
multipurpose, earth -orbiting
laboratory. Pressurised laboratory
accommodations will enable
experimenters to use the
microgravity environment of
space to expand knowledge,
develop new technologies and
produce new products and
processes. External payloads,
mounted on Space Station
support structures, will be used to
study the effect of the space
environment on materials and
provide an observation point to
view the earth and the heavens,
and to carry out a range of
scientific and technical
experiments.

The Japanese module will
include an external robot arm for
payload servicing. Canada will
provide a remote manipulator arm
similar to the arm on the Space
Shuttle to support station
assembly and servicing. Russia

will provide
systems to
support
station
reboost,
navigation
and power
generation,
an
emergency
crew rescue
vehicle, and
laboratory
modules.
The US will
provide

primary station support
structures, major subsystems
including power, data,
communications and thermal
control, and habitation and
laboratory modules.

At its completion in 2001, the
Space Station will support a
permanent human presence in
space. A glance at my Shuttle
Pack shows that many of the
missions are for ISS materials
transport and construction.

Non-a.p.t. Satellites
Near the 137MHz Band
Although most WXSAT monitors
use specially designed receivers
for picture production, I suspect
that many also have a
conventional general-purpose
scanning receiver covering a
much wider band. Many years ago
I was testing a basic antenna and
scanning several bands when the
receiver locked on 150.00MHz.
After some enquiries and satellite
prediction checks, I was able to
confirm that it was a NADEZJ-IDA
satellite. I then went on to
regularly monitor the series of
COSMOS satellites transmitting
on frequencies close -by.

There are often several
satellites transmitting on each
frequency, so do allow for this
when comparing your timings
with data from a predictions

program! From time to time, a
COSMOS is switched off and
replaced by another from the
same group. The signals from
these satellites are quite
recognisable, but not identical.
The phrase 'fast RTTY' seems to
best describe them. Some are
classed as navigation satellites.
NADEZHDA 2, 3 and 4 on 150.00
MHz
COSMOS 2123, 2191, 2315 on
150.00MHz
COSMOS 2310 on 149.91MHz
COSMOS 2180, 2218, 2279 on
149.94MHz
COSMOS 2173, 2327 on
149.97MHz
COSMOS 2233 on 150.03MHz

If you leave a scanner
searching these frequencies, you
should hear one within about 20
minutes, so they form a good test
for the reception characteristics of
your antenna system.

Amiga and Atari
Software
Several readers asked me about
obtaining software for the Amiga
and Atari computers. After some
searching around the Internet I
have collected satellite tracking
software for both machines. I have
no way of determining the
effectiveness of the software, or
whether it requires special
facilities on these machines.
Anyone wanting to receive a copy
please send a stamped, self-
addressed envelope together with
a standard PC -formatted disk and
50p (secured) towards the cost of
collection, etc. I believe that these
machines can read PC disks. If

yours does not then you may be
unable to use the program.

The Book
I waited with bated breath for the
first responses from 'Info' readers
to the publication of Satellite
Projects Handbook by
Butterworth -Heinemann, my first
book on weather satellites.
(Available from the SWM Book
Store). First off the mark was
Brian Dudman, rapidly followed
by Andrew Batters (whose first
experiences of WXSAT monitoring
are included earlier). Both readers
commented helpfully on the
general coverage of the book and I
agreed with their observations
that a number of the pictures are
not too clear. I am not quite sure
of the reason for the darker -than -
expected reproduction of some of
the images. It seems likely that a

second edition may
appear in about two
years or so.

Kepler Elements -
MIR and Shuttle
Different options are
available:
1: For a print-out of the
latest WXSAT elements,
MIR, and the Shuttle,
send a stamped
addressed envelope
and secured 20p coin or

separate, extra stamp.
Transmission frequencies are
given for operating satellites. This
data originates from NASA.
During Shuttle operations I send
Kepler elements by return -of -post
to those requesting them, and I
can forward the first active set
available. In all cases please
enclose a secure 20p coin.
2: I also send monthly Kepler
print-outs to many people. To join
the list please send a
'subscription' of £1 (secured, plus
four self-addressed, stamped
envelopes) for four editions.
3: You can have the data as a
computer disk file containing
recent elements for the WXSATs,
and a large file holding elements
for thousands of satellites. A print-
out is included, identifying NASA
catalogue numbers (for the
WXSATs, Amateur Radio
satellites, and others of general
interest, ideal for automatic
updating of your tracking
software. Please enclose £1 with
your PC -formatted disk and
stamped envelope.

Frequencies

NOAA-14 transmits a.p.t. 'on
137.62MHz; NOAA-12 transmits
a.p.t. on 137.50MHz; NOAAs
transmit beacon data on 137.77 or
136.77MHz; METEOR 3-5 (or 2-21)
use 137.85MHz; OKEAN and SICH
use 137.40MHz; METEOSAT-5
(geostationary) uses 1691 and
1694.5MHz for WEFAX; GOES -8
(western horizon) uses 1691MHz
for WEFAX and MIR 145.55 and
143.625MHz.
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PROsat II is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
They have come to rely on the
vastly superior features of PROsat
II. Features such as 1,000 frame
full screen full colour animate, 3D,
direct temperature readout,
latitude -longitude overlays and
country outlines from NOAA, and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most serious
users. All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
GMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported. NOAA
images contain full resolution
visible and infrared data in a
stunning 2.4Mb file!

If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for a colour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use and
recommend our equipment.

Timestep

Timestep

PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA
Tel: 01440 820040 Fax: 01440 820281

Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our

new TRACK II prediction
software. Full screen colour
graphics and 6 simultaneous
satellites are just some of the

amazing features. For the ultimate
in detail we offer HRPT digital
systems with five 1.1km ground

sensors, towns and rivers are
clearly visible. For everyday use

we also have the PDUS digital
Meteosat system that takes 2.5km

data every 30 minutes. Timestep
PDUS colour animate is used
several times a day by Anglia

Television because of its very high
resolution combined with

spectacular colour. Forecasters will
appreciate temperature calibrated

30 minute interval images.

A full range of separate Antennas,
Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers
and accessories are held in stock.

England

'THE' Airband Shop
1:11 GHNID cK

When it comes to Airband -
We're professional, not amateurs!

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE £1 .00 FROM

Flightdeck, Dept ABS, 192 Wilmslow Rd,
Heald Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3BH

Open Monday - Saturday 9.30am to 5.30pm.
Note: Closed Wednesdays

Tel: 0161-499 9350 Fax: 0161-499 9349
E -Mail: 101543,661@Compuserye

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Published regularly containing 100s of out of print old and collectable wireless and amateur radio books and magazines and
now incorporating "The Vintage Hardware List" that contains for sale -vintage communications receivers, domestic radios,

valves, vintage components etc. Send six first class stamps for current catalogue or E3.75 for nest four issues.

ESSENTIAL NEW BOOKS

Janes Military Communications 12th edition 1991-1992. JUST ARRIVED!
A vast volume of 81app. Large format Wraps. Contains descriptions, photographs and basic details of the world's military
communications equipment Brand new. Published at over E100. SPECIAL PRICE E35 postage ES. Overseas postage extra.

Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 1950-1970

A facsimile reprint of the circuit diagrams, general description and some service notes for sets from 1955-1970.50 pages. EI50 incl post

Principles and Practice of Multi -frequency Telegraphy by J. O. Ralphs. This book presents a study in detail of mufti -frequency

shift keying which since the early 19600 has formed the main means of HF communication between the UK Foreign Office and
its embassies. Invaluable to anyone concerned with telegraphy and data communications. 206pp, brand new, illus. Published
by the IEE at 55. our price (250 P&P E2.50.

Wireless Components
2 gang .0035 Tuning Capacitor- standard size. Made by Jac kso ns. 095 P&P £1.20. Hunts Electrolytic Capacitors 32+ 3211F0.

At 350V can type.M each incl P&P. 2 for E7 post free. 0.05MRI 600V WKG Tubular Caps. 5 for 1250 incl postage.

Wanted for Cash
Valve communication receivers, working or not Items of Govt. Surplus Wireless Equipment Pre 1975 wireless and TV books and
magazines.

(Dept SW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

Tel: (012531 751858. Fax: 01253) 302979. Telephone orders accepted.
Immo

JVFAX HAMCOMM PKTMON12 DL4SAW
SSTV & POCSAG

See Mike Richards' review in Short Wave Magazine March 1994
Use our Demodulator for these popular programs - connect it to your
audio output, plug the 25 way connector into your PC and monitor

Fax RTTY Morse Packet and SSTV at a REALISTIC price.
UK/Eire price £16.99 inc VAT and P&P - Overseas EU £19.99.

25 way to 9 way Adaptor. UK/Eire £3.00 inc. - Overseas EU £5.00
For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT from above prices.
All products carry a full money back guarantee.

JVFAX7 + HAMCOMM + PKTMON12 on 3.5" HD £2.50 inc P&P.
DL4SAW SSTV £2.50 (This program requires 386 or better with
VESA compatible graphics) Minimum Credit Card order £15.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5DR
Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236

CE)

AFFORDABLE PACKET
COMMODORE 64/128...ATARI ST...IBM COMPATIBLE PC...SPECTRUM
It is now possible to use the above computers to run Packet Radio with an
outlay of much less than f100)!
Commodore, PC and Spectrum systems allow HF and VHF working, while the
Atari system only offers VHF. PMS facilities are available on the Commodore,
and the Spectrum if a microdrive is fitted. Digipeating facilities are offered on all
versions. The Spectrum modem can also be supplied with a centronics printer
port. We supply a fully tested modem, with a free copy of suitable software.
Commodore 64, Atari ST and PC Modems £55.00

Baycom Agency
Spectrum Modem £75.00
Spectrum Modem with printer port £85.00
S.A.E. for details. £4.50 Post & Packing

ELEETFICEICS LTD.
Unit 45. Meadowmill Estate, Dixon Street,

Kidderminster DY10 1HH Tel: (01562) 753893 ee]
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Mike Richards G4WNC, PO Box 1863, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3XD. Internet: mike.richards@dial.pipex.com

Decode
All the Data Modes

I've finally decided that running
two E-mail accounts just doesn't
cost -in and so have made a

choice. Although my preference a
year ago would have been to stick
with CompuServe, this is no
longer the case. Whilst
Compuserve is very easy to use,
especially with the integrated
WinCim package, the network
improvement has not kept pace
with other suppliers. In my area
there is still no local call rate
access at 14.4kbaud or faster.
Most of the main Internet service
suppliers now offer 28.8kbaud
access at local call rate from
anywhere in the UK.

Another deciding factor has
been the development of good
quality WEB browsers such as
Netscape Navigator. These
programs provide an easy to use
interface to the Internet and most
have integrated mail and news
clients. And then there is the cost.
Whereas many Internet suppliers
just charge a flat monthly charge,
Compuserve has an incremental
pricing structure that can quickly
ramp -up the charges.

You've probably guessed by
now that I've abandoned my
Compuserve account and all
future E-mail should be sent to my
Pipex DIAL address which is:
mike.richards@dial.pipex.com

I'm also busy putting together
my own WEB page so I can
provide up-to-date links to all the
best software sites and the latest
news on my Readers' Offers. I'm
hoping to complete the page by
next month, so watch this space.

Health Warning!
One of the common problems in
my mailbag arises from listeners
who start the hobby with
sophisticated decoding
equipment. Whereas the vast
majority start with relatively low
budget kit such as Hamcomm and
JVFAX, if you have the funds
available, it's very tempting to
start with some up-market
equipment. This has the potential
to give you much better results
without the hassle of constantly
upgrading as you attempt to get
better results. Whilst this all
sounds very sensible (funds
permitting) there are one or two
disadvantages with this approach.

If you start with expensive kit,
but then decide the hobby's not
for you, you stand to lose more
money on the second-hand sale.

The second problem is the level of
expertise required to successfully
operate the more complex
decoders. Because these units are
aimed at the more
experienced/commercial operator,
the instruction manuals usually
assume a fair degree of basic
decoding expertise. It's this aspect
that causes the problem for the
new listener, as there's rarely a
gentle introduction to the art of
utility decoding! The end result is
the new listener that's not really
sure what the various signals even
sound like end's up in a pickle very
quickly.

A classic decoder that falls into
this category is the Hoka Code 3.
Whilst this features an excellent
range of receive modes and very
good analysis tools it's strictly not
for the beginner. This can be
likened to a learner driver starting
with a Formula One racer!

If you happen to be one of
those who have fallen into this
trap, all is not lost. The golden
rule is to keep it very simple and
stick to the basic receive modes.
Probably the easiest mode to start
with is RTTY and there are a
number of stations that can be
relied upon to deliver good
signals. The Day Watson
Beginners Frequency List (see
Readers' Offers) has been
specifically compiled to give the
new listener access to reliable
data signals. Before you attempt
to decode one of these signals
you should first locate it by ear.

Set your receiver to u.s.b. and
tune to the listed frequency ±2kHz
and you should hear a rapid
warbling sound. If you just hear a
steady whistle that means the
station is at standby and you need
to find another frequency from the
list. Once you've found what you
believe to be a RTTY signal, tune
the receiver to give a fairly high
pitched warble. Now connect your
decoder and set it to the
speed/baud rate as shown in the
list. Next you need to set the shift
setting of your decoder to that
shown in the list. You will see that
the most common setting is 400
or 425Hz for commercial stations.
If you don't have the exact shift on
your decoder, don't worry, just
pick the nearest you have
available.

With the speed and shift set,
the only other adjustment you
may have to make is the polarity.
This is just a matter of trial and
error, though once set, it should
remain the same for the vast

Russian weather FAX received by George Newport.

majority of data signals.
Once you've cracked RTTY,

you can move on to try SITOR or
ARQ. These modes are a form of
enhanced RTTY that use a special
technique to reduce the number of
errors. In very simple outline, the
SITOR transmitter breaks the
message into groups of three
letters. As each of these groups
are transmitted, the station pauses
for an acknowledgement signal
from the other end before
continuing. If there's no response
in the set time, the three
characters are sent again. This
very simple system is very
effective and gives SITOR signals
their characteristic chirp -chirp
sound.

Another variant of SITOR is
FEC (forward error correction).
Whereas SITOR can only operate
between two stations that are
effectively locked together, FEC is
a broadcast mode that is often
used to send maritime traffic lists,
etc. It uses the same principle of
splitting the message into groups
of three characters but just sends
each group twice with a time gap

between the two. This gives the
receiving station two chances to
receive an error free message. For
the listener, an important feature
of FEC is that the signal is
continuous with a warble that
alternates between the two tones
twice as quickly as a RTTY signal.

When it comes to receiving the
more complex ARQ and multi-
channel modes, you need to
appreciate that many of these
stations spend long periods just
idling, whilst others send only
encrypted messages. Keeping an
eye on stations that spend long
periods idling can be very time
consuming unless your decoder
has the ability to save received
data to a file. If it has, you can turn
this on and leave the decoder
running on its own. When you
return, you will find all the
transmitted information neatly
stored in the data file.

When it comes to encrypted
signals - you don't really stand a
chance. Modern encryption
systems are so advanced that the
amateur operator stands no
chance at all of decoding the

Frequency List
This months contribution of recently logged signals comes from Colin
Fallaize, Day Watson and other un-named contributors.

Freq Mode Speed Shift ID Time Location
5.083 RTTY 100 400 DHJ51 1759 Grengel Met

6.3404 FAX 120 576 NMF 2151 USCG Boston

6.821 Rou-FEC 218 400 1355 MFA Bucharest?

8.083 FAX 90 576 RIJ75 1807 #TASHKENT MET

8.453 RTTY 75 850 HWN 1300 FN PARIS

10.162 RTTY 50 400 YIL71 1020 INA Baghdad

11.080 RTTY 50 400 1450 SANA Damascus

11.133 RTTY 50 400 BZG41 1450 Xinhua Bejing

11.432 RTTY 50 850 IMB3 1250 Rome Met

13.440 RTTY 50 400 YZI235 1030 Tanjug Belgrade

14.836 RTTY 75 500 0900 Polish Text

14.966 FEC-A 100 170 1405 Moscow?

15.770 RTTY 100 300 0800 DEUTSCHE WELLE

16.014 RTTY 150 500 #- 0840 Bulgarian text
16.127 RTTY 75 340 M4W 0830 Mossad

16.971 FAX 60 576 JJC 1415 Tokyo Met

18.220 FAX 120 576 JMH5 1302 Tokyo Met

18.242 RTTY 75 400 ZRO4 0650 PRETORIA MET

18.7042 FEC-A 96 400 DGS70H5 0914 PIAB BONN
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Norfolk (NAM) FAX Schedule

message - this is the whole point
of encryption in the first place! You
may well ask why so many people
want to buy advanced decoding
equipment when there's such a
poor chance of receiving any
interesting data. The answer lies in
the identification of transmissions
and networks. Most of the
experienced listeners I've talked to
get the real buzz from being able to
tune into an unknown signal and
use the decoder's analysis tools to
determine the nature of the signal.
Having done this, the next stage is
to try and work out where the
signal comes from. And finally to
see if its part of a much bigger
network.

Determining the location of the
transmitter is usually a question of
comparing the signal quality and
fading characteristics with other
known signals. If you can find a
known signal that suffers similar
propagation effects then there's a
good chance that both signals
originate from the same general
area. Working -out whether a
transmission forms part of a larger
network can generally be
determined from the engineering
messages sent over the link.
Regardless of whether the links are
encrypted or not you will usually
find engineering messages sent in
plain text. These messages can be
compared with those emanating
from known networks to see if the
new signal is also part of the same
network.

hope this very quick overview
gives you a few tips to more
successful monitoring. If you have
any other problem areas please
drop me a line and I will do my
best to answer them through the
column.

Satellite Update
My very limited coverage of
satellite utilities last month caused
John Locker to drop me an E-
mail with some interesting facts.
John has specialised in satellite
communication for many years
and is a regular contributor to
Roger Bunny's 'Satellite TV News'
column. John reports that there
are some signals to be heard in the
UK though you do need rather
more than a basic Astra (Sky TV)
set-up. For his monitoring John
uses an Echostar 8700 receiver
with full threshold applied. This is
fed from a 1.2m steerable dish.

To monitor for analogue
frequency division multiplex
(f.d.m.) signals you would then
need to connect a short wave
receiver to the unfiltered video
baseband output of the satellite
receiver. The short wave receiver
needs to be set to s.s.b mode and
be able to tune between 100kHz
and 450kHz. When tuning below
300kHz select I.s.b. and conversely
u.s.b. above 300kHz. The
transmissions accessible via this
system are primarily telephony
traffic from third world countries
though there may also be some

data. If you have access to C -
band satellite receiving
equipment you may well find
some more active satellites.

For more up-to-date
information you could take a
look at John's Web site that
can be found at:
http://www.cybase.co.
uk/satcom/

If you have any further
information on satellite utility
reception, please drop me a
line.

Where's
WeatherMan?
Having recently mentioned the
Soundblaster based FAX
decoding program
WeatherMan (WXMAN), I've
received a number of queries
from people who can't locate a
copy of the program. I've
double checked the Internet
and suggest you try the
following location. Although I
thought the latest release was
2.2, the latest I can find is 2.0.
A good starting point is
ftp.funet.fi/pub/ham/
fax_sstv/wxman20.zip If you
want to use your Archie client
to search the program is
always called wxmanxx.zip,
where xx is the version
number. Please let me know if
you find a later version.

Worldwide Utility
News Club
If you have Internet access and
enjoy utility monitoring this
club is an absolute must. As
the name implies membership
is worldwide and by
subscribing (free) to the
electronic mailing list you will
receive daily, if not hourly
updates on what's happening
on the air. Although there is a
strong US bias, there's lots of
useful information and help
available to all. To find out full
details just log -on to their Web
site at http://www.leonardo.
net.berri/wun

Readers' Special
Offers

Les Crossan of Wallsend has just sent me the latest
popular US Navy FAX station.

full FAX schedule for this

Time Chart
0800 SAT IMAGE The station transmits from
0820 NOGAPS 850MB 12HR PROG two stations located in
0830
0840

NOGAPS 500MB 12HR PROG
NOGAPS SFC PRES 24HR PROG Cutler, ME and Keflavik in

0850 NOGAPS 850MB 24HR PROG Iceland using the following
0900 NOGAPS 700MB 2411R PROG frequencies:
0910 NOGAPS 500MB 24HR FROG Cutler 3.357, 8.080,
0930
0945
1000

SAT IMAGE
OPEN PERIOD
SAT IMAGE

10.865, 15.959 and
20.015MHz. 3.357MHz is

1015 NLMOC HIGH WIND / SEAS WARNING operational from 0000-
1030 NOGAPS 300MB 24HR PROG 1200 and 10.865MHz takes
1040
1050
1100

NOGAPS 200MB 24HR PROG
NOGAPS SFC PRES 48HR PROG
SAT IMAGE

over from 1200-0000UTC.
The remaining frequencies

1120 NOGAPS 850MB 48HR PROG are known as Commspot
1130 NOGAPS 700MB 48HR PROG channels and provide FAX
1140 NOGAPS 500MB 48HR PROG data on demand for Naval
1150
1200

NOGAPS 300MB 48HR PROG
SAT IMAGE

vessles. The Iclandic

1215 NFAX SCHEDULE (0000Z -0800Z) transmissions provide the
1240 NOGAPS SFC PRES 72HR PROG best source for UK
1250 NOGAPS 500MB 72HR PROG listeners and the
1300
1320
1340

SAT IMAGE
NOGAPS SFC PRES 96HR PROG
NOGAPS SFC PRES 120HR PROG

frequencies used are
9.318MHz 24hr and 3.8205

1350 NOGAPS 500MB 120HR PROG Commspot. The following
1400 SAT IMAGE abbreviations are used in
1420
1430
1440

NORAPS SFC PRES ANAL
OPEN PERIOD
NORAPS 500MB ANAL

the FAX schedules and
charts:

1450 NORAPS SFC PRES 12HR FROG SFC = Surface
1500 NORAPS 500MB 12HR PROG PRES = Pressure
1515 FNMOC SST ANAL NOGAPS = Naval
1530
1540

NFAX SCHEDULE (0800Z -1700Z)
NFAX SCHEDULE 11700Z -0000Z)

Operational Global
1600 SAT IMAGE Atmospheric
1630 NORAPS 500MB 24HR PROG NORAPS = Naval
1640 NORAPS SFC PRES 36HR PROG Operational Regional
1650
1700
1715

NORAPS 500MB 36HR PROG
SAT IMAGE
NLMOC 48HR BLEND

Atmospheric
700MB = 700HPA

1730 OPEN PERIOD PROG = Prognosis
1800 SAT IMAGE NLMOC = Naval Atlantic
1815 NLMOC SEA HT ANAL Meteorology and
1830
1840

NOGAPS SFC PRES ANAL
NOGAPS 850MB ANAL Oceanography Centre

1850 NOGAPS 700MB ANAL BLEND = Combination
1900 SAT IMAGE Chart Showing Optimal
1920 NOGAPS 500MB ANAL Track Ship Routings
1930
1940

NOGAPS 300MB ANAL
NOGAPS 200MB ANAL (OTSR) Pressure Centres

1950 NOGAPS SFC PRES 12HR PROG and other data.
2000 SAT IMAGE IMAGE = Grey
2020 NOGAPS 850MB 12HR PROG
2030
2040
2050

NOGAPS 500MB 12HR PROG
NOGAPS SFC PRES 24HR PROG
NOGAPS 850MB 24HR PROG

If you want to QSL, the
latest address I have is

2110 NOGAPS 500MB 24HR PROG Naval Atlantic
2120 OPEN PERIOD Meteorology and
2130 SAT IMAGE Oceanography Centre,
2145
2200

NLMOC 84HR PROG BLEND
SAT IMAGE Operations Officer, 9141

2215 NLMOC HIGH WINDS/SEAS WARNING Third Avenue Norfolk VA
2230 NOGAPS 300MB 24HR PROG 23511-2394.
2240 NOGAPS 200MB 24HR PROG
2250 NOGAPS SFC PRES 24HR PROG
2300 SAT IMAGE
2320 NOGAPS 850MB 48HR PROG
2330 NOGAPS 700MB 48HR PROG
2340 NOGAPS 500MB 48HR PROG
2350 NOGAPS 300MB 48HR PROG
0000 SAT IMAGE

Here's the latest list of reader' special offers. Whilst I do my best to return orders
three weeks for delivery.
IBM PC Software(1.44Mb disks):
Disk A (Order Code DKA) - JVFAX 7.0, HAMCOMM 3.0 and WXFAX 3.2
Disk B (Order Code DKB) - DSP Starter plus Texas device selection software.
Disk C (Order Code DKC) - NuMorse 1.3
Disk D (Order Code DKD) - UltraPak 4.0
Disk E (Order Code DKE) - Mscan 1.3 and 2.0
Printed Literature:
Beginners Utility Frequency List (Order Code BL)
Complex Signals Utility Frequency List (Order Code AL)
Decode Utility Frequency List (Order Code DL)
FactPack 1 Solving Computer Interference Problems (Order Code FPI)
FactPack 2 Decoding Accessories (Order Code FP2)
FactPack 3 Starting Utility Decoding (Order Code FP3).
FactPack 4 JVFAX and HAMCOMM Primer (Order Code FP4).
FactPack 5 On the Air with JVFAX and HAMCOMM (Order Code FP5).

promptly, please allow up to

For the printed literature
just send a self-

addressed sticky label
plus 50p per item (£1.50
for four, £2.50 for 7 and

£3.00 for 91. For software
send £1.00 per disk

(£1.75 for 2, £2.50 for 3,
£3.00 for 4 or £3.75 for

all 5) and a self-
addressed sticky label -

don't forget I provide the
disk!
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INTERNET RADIO GUIDE
the first and only manual on this subject worldwide!
356 pages £ 25 or DM 50 (including airmail)
Fed up with boring lists of strange expressions such as htip:
//www.arrrghhhh/! Our alternative is concrete information
in black and white! The result of hundreds of hours of work,
thousands of sheets of paper and an astronomical phone bill,
our new INTERNET RADIO GUIDE shows you the varied
features of the Internet for radio amateurs and worldwide
listeners. Now you can see what the so-called cyberspace
really has in store for you!

If you do not feel like copying - error -free, of course! -
such stupid terms like hap://www.arrrgithhhi, have a look at
our homepage. Thousands of fascinating Internet sites are
only a mouse -click away from your forefinger, since we pro-
vide hyperlinks to all essential locations: Equipment manu-
facturers from Alden to Wavecom. Organizations and pub-
lishers from the CIA over the ITU to the WMO. (No less than two sites for the NSA!)
Radio clubs from Australia to the United States. Latest schedules of radio stations from
Alaska to Vatican. The hottest utility station frequencies anyway!

And, of course, the book for it :-)

Noe
INTERNET RADIO GUIDE

{OM Few.

1996/1997 WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX GUIDE
Includes latest schedules and Internet addresses!

e436 pages E 29 or DM 60 (including airmail)
The international reference book on radiofax stations and telefax
services from all over the world. Technique and equipment for
direct reception of weatherfax stations and meted satelhtes. Includes
hundreds of new weather charts and great satellite images!

EllepenNes

111118111/1/T

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE

WEATHERFA% SERVICES

Sur. Edam

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL
comprehensive + unique: the 16,6 edition already!
604 pages E 34 or DM 70 (including airmail)
Latest codes and message formats for aviation and meteorology.
Internet addresses for solar data and radio propagation. All ICAO
airport and WMO station designators worldwide. All modem data
transmission protocols and teleprinter systems used on shortwave!

Plus: 1996 Super Frequency List on CD-ROM for Windows (broadcast and utility) = 29.
1996 Guide to Utility Radio Stations (604 pages!) - £ 38. Double CD Recording of Modulation
Types = E 48 (cassette 29). Payment can be made by cheque or credit card - we accept
American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa. Dealer discount rates on request. We have
published our international radio books for 27 years. Please ask for our free catalogue with
recommendations from all over the world!

Klingenfuss Publications  Hagenloher Str. 14  D-72070 Tuebingen  Germany
Fax 0049 7071 600849  Phone 0049 7071 62830  E -Mail 101550.5140comnusarva.com

Internet http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Klingenfuss/

TL Loop Active Receiving Antenna
10kHz - 30MHz Untuned

Untuned? How can it be? Well, tuned loops are the best attempt
most makers can manage. Professionals use broadband loops. This
new design is a technical breakthrough in the art. It is highly
versatile and can be the real answer to avoiding local interference
and noise. Place it in the garden at ground level away from the
house and solve all your antenna problems.

Available at £79 in the UK & EU. Write for full details

P.O. Box 2356
Reading
RG6 7FQ Tel/Fax: 01734 261972 Radio Technologies

FORSTER

511011TWAVESesof
KENWOOD

COMMUNICATIONS
CENTRE

0
/C044

The Shortwave Shop is the Kenwood main dealer for the
South Coast. We are also authorised dealers for Yaesu & Icom

equipment, and we supply all major brands of new & used
communications equipment.

Novice - Amateur - SWL -A irband -CB - Marine

18 FAIRMILE ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH, DORSET BH23 2LJ
PHONE/FAX 01202 490099  MOBILE 0836-246955

G3XAS GOLOW G6DUN 2EICCB

Inc. Southern Scanning & Shortwave and South Coast CB Supplies

2 MILES FROM BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. JUNCTION ON A338

FORECOURT PARKING FOR DISABLED

SCANCAT GOLD IMPROVED

SINCE I989, THE RECOGNIZED LEADER IN COMPUTER CONTROL

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio, you'll
NEVER use your radio again WITHOUT SCANCAT!

SCANCAT supports most radios by:

AOR, DRAKE, KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU and JRC (NRD)
INCLUDING AR -8000

Plus PRO -2005,6 & 2035/0S456, Lowe HF-150, and Watkins -Johnson 1 -IF -1000
NewLowe HF-250, Drake R8 -A

SCANCAT 6.0 FEATURES
 Search between any 2 frequencies.  Log found frequencies
 Search by ANY increment. to files while scanning.
 Create Disk files.  Scan Disk Files Frequencies.
 Import from most text formats  Spectrum Analysis to
to a working SCANCAT file. Screen OR Printer.

SCANCAT - GOLD FEATURES
 Link up to 15 frequency disk files.  Link up to 15 search banks.
 D -BASE IMPORT w/DUPLICATE filters.  IMPORT virtually any database.
 Scan HF & VHF Icom's simultaneously.  Search by CTCSS & DCS TONES with
 PRINT to ANY printer, or Disk File. PR02005,6/2035 (& ICOM/DC440).
 Automatic BIRDIE LOCKOUT.  MULTIPLE search filters.

PLUS - POWERFUL COMMERCIAL FEATURES SUCH AS:
 Demographic search for frequency co-ordination and 2 -way 'Usage Analysis.
 Detailed logging to ASCII type files with DATE, TIME, Sig Str, Air Time.
 UNLIMITED file sizes with our exclusive SCANCAT filing method.
 Exclusive "MACRO" control by frequency of Dwell, Hang, Resume.
 Sig. Threshhold and even 6 separate programmable, audible alarms.
 Command line options for TIMED ON/OFF (Unattended) logging/searches.

** SCANCAT is not copy protected - use on as many computers as you need **
Plus, the included SCANPORT allows you to convert your favourite BBS, D Base or text files to a running
SCANCAT file: 100+ page manual included. Requires a 640K MS-DOS computer
w/RS-232C serial port -hard disk recommended. Manufacturer's Interface not included.

SCANCAT GOLD $94.95
SCANCAT 6.0 $69.95
SQUELCH DETECT CABLES $24.95

OPTOScan 456 kit $299.00 + s/h)
UPGRADE TO GOLD $24.95

from any version
PLUS $5.00 SHIPPING & HANDLING 5750 FOREIGN

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. Box 18285, Shreveport, LA 71138

Phone. 318.6361234.(24 hrs) or FAX 318-686 0449(24 hours)

1E3
Also available in the UK from your favourite dealer

inc. LOWE ELECTRONICS & JAVIATION

72

THE INTERNATIONAL GROUP FOR
WEATHER SATELLITE ENTHUSIASTS
RIG - THE REMOTE IMAGING GROUP

RIG publishes a quarterly journal containing: Many
images from space, some in colour. Orbital elements
and satellite predictions. Articles about the
interpretation of weather images, equipment
construction and software. Helplines to advise
beginners. All the news about weather satellites.
RIG supplies (to members only): receivers and
hardware at a discount shareware of relevant
programs, images on disk and CD-ROM.

Send for free information pack (UK readers SAE please) to: -

RIG -S3, 34 Ellerton Road, SURBITON, Surrey KT6 7TX, UK

dvertisements are expected to conform to rules and standardsA
laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.

The few that don't we'd like you to write in about.
And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and

cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put it right.V

ASA Ltd., Dept. Y, Brook House, Torrington Place, London WC I E
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Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

.M&S
Lon,c, Medium and Short Waves

At

present the lower frequency
short wave bands are very
overcrowded and many

listeners have difficulty in receiving
a wanted broadcast due to the
sideband 'splatter' from a station on
an adjacent channel.

Owners of relatively simple a.m.
receivers could try tuning to a
parallel transmission in another
band but those with more advanced
receivers may be able to improve
reception by selecting either the
upper or lower sideband of the
wanted transmission.

Long Wave Reports
Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz;
s.w. in MHz; Time in UTC (=GMT).
Unless otherwise stated, all logs
were compiled during April.

A broadcast in Italian from
Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI) via
their 10kW outlet at Caltanisseta,
Italy on 189kHz was received at
2102UTC on April 7 by Fred Pallant
in Storrington. The transmission
rated SINPO 12341. By 2115 it had
improved to 22341.

Up in Edinburgh, Kenneth
Buck searched the band during
daylight and noticed that the ground
waves from DLF Munich (500kW) on
207 and Taldom, Russia (2500kW) on
261 were weaker than usual, whilst
those from other stations appeared
to be unchanged. It suggested a
reduction in the output power of
those transmitters, but that has yet
to be confirmed.

Medium Wave Reports
The broadcasts from some of the
m.w. stations in E.Canada, E.USA
and S.America reached our shores
at night during April - see chart.
Tony Stickells (Thornton Heath)
found the conditions favourable on
April 1 from 0200UTC and from
around midnight on April 3. Up in
Shetland John Slater (Scalloway)
searched the band from 0400 during
the nights of April 1 to 12. He picked
up the 50kW transmission from
CJYQ in St.Johns, NF on 930kHz,
which is often used by DXers as a
pointer to conditions, every night!
An extensive log was compiled by
Paul Crankshaw in Troon. At 0015
on the 9th he heard for the first time
CFBC in St.John, NB on 930. The
highlight for Paul was logging
R.Monte Carlo, Montevideo,
Uruguay on 930 at 2305 on April 27 -
this is seldom reported and is
subject to confirmation by QSL.

The sky waves from some of the
stations in the Middle East and
N.Africa also reached the UK after
dark. Two BSKSA outlets in Saudi

Arabia were logged by Eddie
McKeown in Newry - Jeddah
(1000kW) on 1512 rated 21321 at
1940 and Dammam (1600kW) on
1440 was 25422 at 2333. Their
2000kW outlet at Duba on 1521 was
heard by Tom Smyth in
Co.Fermanagh.

Good reception of R.Nederlands
broadcasts via the RTL 1200kW
transmitter at Marnach, Luxembourg
on 1440 is being reported from
many areas of the UK. Ross
Lockley (Galashiels) says, "An
excellent signal here in southern
Scotland, with less propagation
disturbance than I remember for 'the
great 208'. Ah, those were the days".

The sky waves from some of the
UK local radio stations have been
received late at night in Hono,
Sweden by Kristjan Saag - see
chart. On April 14 he logged ILR
County Sound via Guildford on 1476
(1kW) as SI0444 at 0130.

A newly licensed m.w. local radio
station in N.Ireland named 'AM
Radio' or 'Radio 1521' began
broadcasting on 1521kHz on April 8.
The transmitter at Craigavon has an
e.m.r.p. of 0.5kW and is intended to
serve the local area but it is being
received in some other areas too!
Over in Troon it was rated 45444 by
Paul Crankshaw. Whilst in Invergarry
Brian Keyte (Bookham) logged it as
34323 at 1245. It has also been
received in Largs by John Stevens
and in Shrewsbury by Martin
Price.

Short Wave Reports

Owing to the sunspot minimum
period the 25MHz (11m) band is
unlikely to be used for broadcasting
in 1996.

Propagation in the 21MHz
(13m) band varies daily. Sometimes
it may be possible to receive
R.Australia's broadcast to Asia via
Darwin on 21.725 (Eng 0630-1100) in
the UK. It was rated 14332 at 0903 by
Tim Allison in Middlesbrough;
15333 at 0924 in Thornton Heath;
25322 at 1000 by Norman
Thompson in Oadby; 25321 at 1030
by Eric Shaw in Chester.

Other broadcasters using this
band include UAER, Dubai 21.605
(Ar to Eu 0615-1030) rated 22222 at
0826 by Tez Burke in Bradford; RCI
via Sines, Portugal 21.455 (Eng to
Eu, M.East, Africa 1330-1400) 44444
at 1325 by Stan Watkins in
NW.London; UAER, Dubai 21.605
(Eng to Eu 1330-1355) 44444 at 1333
in Newry; DW via Julich 21.560 (Ger
to Asia 1000-1355) 32332 at 1325 by
Robert Connolly in Kilkeel; RFI via
Allouis? 21.580 (Fr to Africa? 1100-
1550) 45544 at 1356 by Darren

Long Wave Chart
Freq Station Country Power Liana
(kHz) NW)

153 Bechar Algeria 1000 Fl*

153 Donebach DLF Germany 500

153 Bod Romania 1200 B,G*

162 Allouis France 2000

171 Nador Medi-1 Morocco 2000

171 Ershakovo etc Russia 1200 B,E) ,F ,G,FI ,I,J,K

177 Oranienburg Germany 750

183 Saarlouis Germany 2000 A,B,C,E,F*,G,H,I,J,K

189 Caltanissetta Italy 10 H*

198 Droitwich BBC UK 500 C,E,EG,I,J,K

198 WesterglenBBC UK 50

207 Munich DLF Germany 500

207 Azilal Morocco 800 H',J'
216 Roumoules RMC S.France 1400 A',B,C,E,G',I,J,K
225 Raszyn Resv Poland

234 Beidweiler Luxembourg 2000 B,C,E,F,G,J,K

234 Arligekk etc Russia 500

243 Kalundborg Denmark 300 AB,C,E,F,G,J,K

252 Tipaza Algeria 1500 F".1*

252 Atlantic 252 S.Ireland 500 B,C,E,F*,G,t,J,K

261 Burg(R.Ropa) Germany 200 B,E,J,K

261 Taldom Moscow Russia 2500 Er.EG',J*
270 Jopolna Czech Rep 1500 A,B,P,G*,J
279 Minsk Belarus 500 B,r,G*,J

Note: Entries marked  were logged during

darkness. All other entries were logged during

daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Listeners:

(A) Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa.

(El) Kenneth Buck, Edinburgh.

(C) Noel Carrington, Sutton in
Ashfield.

101 John Eaton, Woking.

(E) Ted Harris, Manchester.

(F) Sheila Hughes, Morden.

(GI Eddie McKeown, Newry.

(H) Fred Pallant, Storrington.

Beasley in Bridgwater; BBC via
Ascension Is 21.490 (Eng to E.Africa
1400-1430) 44343 at 1414 by John
Eaton in Woking; BBC via Ascension
Is 21.660 (Eng to W/E/S.Africa 1100-
1700) SI0322 at 1425 by Philip
Rambaut in Macclesfield and 25532
at 1610 by David Edwardson in
Wallsend; BBC via Limassol, Cyprus
21.470 (Eng to E.Africa 1300-1700)
35444 at 1626 by Tony Hall in
Freshwater Bay, loW.

Daily variations in propagation
also occur in the 17MHz (16m)
band. Before noon the occupants
include UAER Dubai 17.830 (Eng to
Far East 0530-0600), rated 25522 at
0538 in Wallsend; China Nat.Radio
17.605 (Chin [CNR-1] 0000-1230)
15331 at 0700 in Chester; R.Pakistan
via Karachi 17.895 (Eng to Eu 0800-
0845) SI0433 at 0821 by Francis
Hearne in N.Bristol; R.Australia via
Carnarvon 17.715 (Eng to Asia,
Pacific 0200-0900) 33433 at 0835 by
Stan Evans in Herstmonceux;
R.Slovakia Int 17.550 (Eng to
Australia 0830-0857) 34444 at 0850 in
Bridgwater; DW via Rwanda 17.800
(Eng to W.Africa 0900-0950) 43333 at
0900 by Thomas Williams in Truro;
BBC via Ascension Is 17.830 (Eng to
W/C.Africa 0730-2100) SI0222 in
Co.Fermanagh; BBC via Cyprus
17.705 (Eng to Eu 0900-12001) 22222
at 1000 by Martin Dale in
Stockport; Africa No.1, Gabon 17.630
(Fr to W.Africa 0700-1600) 44444 at
1110 in Galashiels; Israel R,
Jerusalem 17.545 (Heb [Home Sce
rly] to W.Eur, N.America 0300-1900)
SI0444 at 1115 in Macclesfield; Voice
of Russia 17.775 (Eng [WS] 1056-?)
44334 at 1115 in Oadby.

After mid -day R.Jordan via Al
Karanah 17.800 (Ar [Home Sce relay]
1300-1600) was 33222 at 1358 in
Bradford; BBC via Cyprus 17.885
(Eng to E.Africa? 1400-1430) 45444 at
1405 by Vera Brindley in Woodhall
Spa; RFI via Moyabi, Gabon 17.560
(Eng to M.East 1400-1500) 33333 at
1443 by Chris Shorten in Norwich;
DW via Antigua, W.Indies 17.765

(I) Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.

(J) Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath.

(K) Tony Stickells, while in Hassocks.

(Ger to S.America 1200-1700)
SI0323 at 1535 in Woking; BBC via
Antigua, W.Indies 17.840 (Eng to
N/C.America 1400-1700) 54233 at
1621 in Thornton Heath; RFI via
Allouis? 17.620 (Fr to Africa 1700-
1900) was 43433 at 1820 in Kilkeel;
VOA via Greenville 17.640 (Fr to
Africa 1830-2030) 35444 at 1837 in
Storrington; BBC via Ascension Is
17.830 (Eng to W/C.Africa 0730-2100)
33333 at 1920 by Bernard Curtis in
Stalbridge; R.Nederlands via Bonaire
17.605 (Eng, Du to S/E/W.Africa
1830-2025) 45243 at 1951 in Newry;
WYFR via Okeechobee, USA 17.555
(Eng to Eu 1800-2200?) 34333 at
2045 in Scalloway, Shetland; VOFC
Taiwan via WYFR 17.750 (Sp, Ger,
Eng to Eur, [Eng 2200-2300]) 34222
at 2200 by Sheila Hughes in
Morden.

Reception in the 15MHz (19m)
band is often good despite varying
conditions. During the morning
R.Japan via Moyabi, Gabon 15.165
(Eng 0700-0800) was rated 24333 at
0753 in Middlesbrough; Monitor
R.Int via KHBI Agingan Pt, N.Mariana
Is 15.665 (Eng to E.Eu? 0800-0900)
SI0333 at 0811 in N.Bristol;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 15.470 (Eng to
Eu 0800-0848) 33333 at 0800 by
Julian Wood in Elgin; BBC via Hong
Kong 15.280 (Eng to Far East 0300-
0900) 33222 at 0830 in Scalloway;
R.Australia via Carnarvon 15.530
(Eng to Asia, Pacific 0600-0900)
22222 at 0840 in Truro; Voice of
Malaysia, Kajang 15.295 (Eng,
Bahasa, Chin to S.Asia 0555? -1230?)
22332 at 0900 in Bridgwater; BBC via
Masirah Is, Oman 15.310 (Eng to
S.Asia 0300-0915, 1000-1500) 25333
at 1005 in Newry; BBC via Limassol,
Cyprus 15.575 (Eng to E.Eur, M.East,
W.Asia 0730-1500) 45454 at 1056 in
Woking; BBC via Antigua, W.Indies
15.220 (Eng to S/C.America 1100-
1400) 24332 at 1100 in Galashiels;
R.Australia via Darwin 15.530 (Eng to
Asia, Pacific 1100-1300) SI0333 at
1100 in Co.Fermanagh.

In the afternoon R.Bras, Brazil
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Medium Wave Chart
Freq Station
(kHz)

520

531

531

531

531

531

540

540

540

540

549

549

558

558

558

567

567

567

576

576

585

585

585
594

Hof-Saale (BR)

Beida

Torshavn

Leipzig

RNES via ?

Beromunster
Wavre

Solt

Sidi Bennour

Vitoria(Ell

Les Trembles

Thumau IDLE)

Es1)00

RostociaNDR)

RNES via?

Berlin

Tullamore(RTE1)

RNE5 via ?

Muhlacker(SDR)

Barcelona(RNE5)

Paris(HP)

Madrid(RNE1)

Dumfries)BBCScot)

Frankfurt(HR)

Oujda -1

Muge

Lyon

Berlin (Lux)

Sevilla(RNE5)

Newcastle(BBC)

Athlone)RTE2)

Sebaa Aioun

RNE1 via?

Wavre
RNE1 via?

Barcelona(OCR)

DannenbergINDR)

Vigra

Tunis-Djedeida

Praha)Liblice)

RNE1 via?

RNE1 via?

OrfordnessiBBC)

Neubrandenburg(NDR)

Napoli

Madrid(RNE5)

Wrexham(BBCWales)

MesskirchRohrd(SWF1

Sakunai(R.Vilnius)

Lisboa

Barcelona(COPE)

Marseille
Lopiclfil 0 Gold)

Sevilla(RNE1)

Avala(Beograd-1)

Tortosa(RNE1)

DroitwichIBBC51

FlensburgINDR)

TWR via Monte Cads

Slovensko 1 via ?

Zamora(RNE1)

Rennes 1

Heidelberg

Murcia(COPE)

Lisnagarvey(BBC4)

Norte

Lots Rd,Ldn(BBC4)

Putbus/BergenINDRI

CorkIRTE1)

RNE1 via?

Pads

Pons
Barcelona(RNE1)

Flevo(Hilv21

Cadiz(RNE5)

BraunschweigIDLF)

Bilbao(EI)

Redruth(BBC)

Softens

Enniskillen(BBC)

RNE1 via?

Burg

Mirarnar(R.Portol

Zagreb-Buje

Limoges

LingenINDRI

SevillaISER)

Munchen-Ismaning

RNE1 via?

Madrid(SER)

Westerglen(BBCScot)

Batra

Toulouse

Trieste

Rabat

Warsaw
Hannover(NDR)

Rotterdam

Barcelona(SER)

Nancy

COPE via ?

Rome

Berlin

RNE1 via?

Santah

Paris

SocuellamosIRNEll
Frankfurt(AFN)

Zaragoza(SER)

COPE via?

Washford(BBCWales)

Alders

Country Power
(kW)

Listener Freq

(kHz)

Station Country Power listener
MAL_

Freq Station
(kHz)

Country Power
(kW)

Listener

Germany 0.2 A',Cr an Huisberg Netherlands 20 H',N,O 1386 Bolshakovo Russia 2500 HA
Algeria 600 1-1*.N" 900 Bmo(CF1o2) Czech Rep 25 H' 1395 Lushnje(firanal Albania 1000 C'
Faeroe Is. 100 D,F 900 Milan Italy 600 D',H',N* 1395 TWA via Lustinje Albania 500 E,F1

Germany 100 C.F.r,H,N 900 COPE via? Spain N' 1395 topic? Netherlands
Spain ? I-1`,111' sos B'mans PlaBBC5) UK 140 L',N,O,P* 1404 Brest France 20 Fr,0
Switzerland 500 D.N.O 909 M'side Edge(BBC5) UK 200 B4O,J 1404 Komotini Greece 100 N'
Belgium 150/50 C,D,H*),N,O,P 918 Plesivec(Sloven'nR) Slovenia 600/100 C*,F1',N 1413 RNES via ? Spain D

Hungary 2000 N' 918 Madrid)R.lnt) Spain 20 N',P' 1422 HeusweileaDLF) Germany 1200/600 B,D,H,N,0
Morocco 600 C',111' 927 Wolvertem Belgium 300 AB,C*,011,J,M*,11.0,P* 1422 Valmiera Latvia 50 H'
Spain 10 Fr,fil* 927 Evora(RflE) Portugal 1 1431 Kopani Ukraine
Algeria 600 N' 936 Bremen Germany 100 1-1',M,N* 1440 fiotarnachIRTLI Luxembourg 1200
Germany 200 C,D.H,J.N.0 936 RNES via? Spain ? N' 1440 Damman Saudi Arabia 1600 H'
Finland 100 1-1",P 945 Toulouse France 300 H',N 1449 Souinzano Italy 50 tr.N.
Germany 20 H' 954 Bmo (CRo2) Czech Rep. 200 N 1449 Redmoss(BBC) UK 2 B`,1",N.
Spain ? B,Fr,M" 954 Madden Spain 20 H',N' 1467 Esfahan Iran 200 N'
Germany 100 H',Nr,P 963 Pori Finland 600 0.,Fr,r 1467 Monte Carlo(TWR) Monaco 1000/400 1.1*,H,N
Ireland (S) 500 A',B,C.D.J,L.M.N.O.P 963 lit Chonaill Ireland IS) 10 Kr 1485 ARV via ? Germany 1 N'
Spain ? N" 963 Tunis-Djedeida Tunisia 200 H' 1485 SER via ? Spain 7 N'
Germany 500 13*.H*,N`.0 972 Flamburg)NDR) Germany 300 D",1-1,N*,0 1485 Carlisle(BBC) UK 1 F

Spain 50 I-1' N' 972 RNE1 via? Spain 7 N' 1494 Clermont-Ferrand France 20 N,0
France 8 N,0 981 Alger Algeria 600/300 hir,N*,0 1494 St. Petersburg Russia 1000 C*,E*,H,M.,N*
Spain MO B,H',N 981 Varna Bulgaria 150 N' 1503 Stargard Poland 300 N'
UK 2 D,J,L!",N* 981 Megara Greece 200 N' 1503 RNE5 via ? Spain ?

Germany 1000/400 C,D",hr,M,N,0 981 Trieste Italy 10 N' 1512 Wolvertem Belgium 600 C',E*,H*,1,N,0,0*
Morocco 100 H',N' 990 Berlin Germany 300 D'.1 -',N' 1512 Tallin Estonia 30 Cr
Portugal 100 13,11,N' 990 R.Bilbao(SER) Spain 10 H',N' 1512 Jeddah Saudi Arabia 1000 H

France 300 M,N.P 990 Redmoss(BBC) UK 1 H'.N 1521 KosicelCizatice) Slovakia 600 H

Germany 10 D 999 Schwerin (RIAS) Germany 20 H' 1521 Duba Saudi Arabia 2000 M'
Spain 50 1-1',N* 999 Torino Italy 20 N 1530 Vatican R Italy 150/450 C',E,H,N
UK 2 999 Madrid)COPE) Spain 50 H',N' 1539 Mainflingen? Germany 700 D,N,0
Ireland IS) 100 B,D,J,L*,M,N,O,P 006 SER via ? Canaries/Sp ? N' 1539 SER via? Spain N'
Morocco 300 C',N" 068 Hevo(Hilv-5) Holland 400 A,B,D,H,N,0 1557 Nice France 300 N
Spain 10 H',N' 017 Rheinsender(SWEI Germany 600 1.1*,1-1',N*.f 1566 Sfax Tunisia 1200 H'
Belgium 80 017 RNE5 via? Spain ? H'.,N 1575 Genova Italy 50 N"
Spain 10 N' 026 KR via ? Spain 1575 SER via? Spain 5 C',N'
Spain 50 1-1',P 035 Lisbon(Pro93) Portugal 120 H' 1584 SER via ? Spain 2 C'',N*
Germany 100 D',P 044 Oresdert(MDR) Germany 250 A,D,1-1`,fir 1593 Holzkirchen(V0A) Germany 150 FEN'
Norway 100 044 Sebaa-Aioun Morocco 300 H' 1602 SER via ? Spain ? N'
Tunisia 600 H',N' 044 SER via ? Spain IV 1602 VitorialE1) Spain 10 E'

Czech 1500 1-1',N,0 053 Zarogoza(COPE) Spain 10 fr,hr 1611 Vatican R Italy 15 N

Spain ? tr,F1',N 053 Talk R.UK via? UK ? B.D.r.M.N.0
Spain 10 WA' 062 Kalundborg Denmark 250 FIN
UK 500 8,1r,L,N,O,P 062 R.Uno via ? Italy ? N

Germany 250 1:1",1-1*,N* 071 R.France via ? France ?

Italy 120 C,N 071 Riga Latvia 50 H'
Spain

UK

Germany

Lithuania

Portugal

Spain

France

Holland
Spain

Yugoslavia

Spain

UK

20

2

300/180
500

135

10

600

120

500

2000

2

150

H',N'
B,D,J,M,N,P

D,1 -1',N'

H'
Fr,fr
N'
WV
B.D,E,F1*,J,N,O,P

D,H',N
H',N
N

BDJLNOP

071

071

080

oso

089

089

098

098

107

107

107

116

Bilbao(511

Talk Radio UK via ?

Katowice

SER via ?

Krasnodar

Talk Radio UK via?

Nitra(Jarok)

RNE5 via ?

AFN via ?

RNE5 via ?

Talk R.UK via ?

Bad

Spain

UK

Poland

Spain

Russia

UK

Slovakia

Spain

Germany

Spain

UK

Italy

5

?

1500

?

300

?

1500

?

10

?

?

150

N'

NN
11`,14`

H

A,D',W,NE)
H',N'
FEN*

H',N'
D,N,O

N

Note: Entries marked ' were logged (G) Ross Lockley, Galashiels.

during darkness. All other entries were (H) Eddie McKeown, Newry.
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk. (I) Clare Pinder, while in Appleby.

)J) Philip Rambaut, Macclesfield.
Listeners: (K) Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber.

IA) Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa. (L) Kristjan Saag, Hono, Sweden.
(13) Noel Carrington, Sutton-in-Ashfield. (M) Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh

IC) John Eaton, Woking. IN) Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath,
(0) Ted Harris, Manchester. 101 Tony Stickells, while in Hassocks.

(E) Sheila Hughes, Morden. (P) Norman Thompson, Oadby.

(F) Brian Keyte, while in Invergarry. 10) Thomas Williams, Truro.

Germany 5 116 Pontevedra(GER) Spain 5

Monaco 300 N' 125 La Louviere Belgium 20 WA'
Slovak Rep. ? 125 Deanovec Croatia 100 N' 15.445 (Eng to N.America 1200-1320) was 34223 at
Spain

France

!Germany

10

300

5

B,H',J,M,N,O
D.N'

125

125

134

RNES via?

Llandrindod Wells

COPE via?

Spain

UK

Spain 2

1-1*,1,1*

614N

1314 in Thornton Heath; VOA via Philippines?
15.160 (Eng to Asia, Pacific 1100-1500) 43333 at

Spain 5 N 134 ZadaaCroatian R) Yugoslavia 600/1200 H.fir 1325 by George Tebbitts in Penmaenmawr; RCI
Ireland (N)

Portugal

10

100

B.J,L'
Fr

143

143

Stuttgart1AFNI

COPE via?

Germany

Spain

10

2

WA'
H',N' via Sines, Portugal 15.325 (Eng, Fr to Eur, M.East,

UK 0.5 D,M,N,0 161 Strasbourg(FInt) France 200 H,N',1' Africa 1330? -1500) 54444 at 1330 in NW.London;
Germany

Ireland (S)

Spain

10

10

0'
0,F1',W,N',O,P-
C Fr N

179

179

1

SER via ?

Solvesborg

Kuume

Spain

Sweden

Belgium

?

600
5

N' Israel R, Jerusalem 15.615 (Eng to ? 1400-1430)
A,H,N*
H,N,0 33233 at 1400 by Clare Pinder in Appleby; WWCR

France 4 0 Reichenbach(MDR) Germany 5 VA' Nashville, USA 15.685 (Eng to Eu 1100-0000) was
Poland

Spain

300

500

1-1',N,0

D'',1 -1',N

1

197

Szolnok

Munich(VOA)

Hungary

Germany

135

300

H'
H,N' 34323 at 1553 in Freshwater Bay; WEWN

Holland 400 B,C,D,F1',J,N,O,P" 197 Virgin via? UK ? Birmingham, USA 15.665 (Eng to Eu 1400-1700)
Spain

Germany

Spain

- 10

800/200
5

H',N
C,D,F1',N.,0
H'

206

206

215

Bordeaux

Wroclaw

Virgin.via ?

France

Poland

UK

100

200

?

H,N 44344 at 1555 in Stockport; Africa No.1, Gabon
15.475 (Fr to W.Africa 1600-1900) 44334 at 1607 in

E`,1 -1`,N'

UK 2 Tr,r,N 224 Lelystad Holland 25 A,D',H,N,O Bradford; VOA via Ascension? 15.255 (Eng to Eu,
Switzedand

Ireland IN)

500

1

D,1 -1',N`,0

1-1',M,N*.P
233

233

Liege

Virgin via ?

Belgium

UK

5

?

H'
C.Asia 1600-1800?) 43433 at 1630 in

Spain ? C N 242 Marseille France 150 H,N Herstmonceux; UAER, Dubai 15.395 (Eng to Eu
Germany

Portugal

Yugoslavia

1000

100

10

C,D,1-1*,fir,0

I -I"

C'

242

251

251

Virgin via?

Matcali
Huisberg

UK

Hungary

Netherlands

?

500

10

13,D,L*,fir 1600-1640) 45554 at 1638 in Wallsend; WYFR via
E`,H,N
Cr,E,H Okeechobee 15.695 (Eng to Eu, Africa 1600-1900?)

France 300 1-1*,M,N,O,P* 251 R.Renascenca via? Portugal 10 N 34333 at 1706 in Woodhall Spa; R.Bras, Brazil (Port
Germany

Spain

5

20

1-1',N.

WA'
260

260

SER via ?

Guildford M
Spain

UK

?

0.5

Ft

1_*.N.0 to Eu 1630-1750) S10444 at 1712 in Macclesfield.
Germany 300 Er,F1',M.,N" 269 Neumunster(OLF) Germany 600 Ar,H,N Later, Monitor R.Int via WSHB Cypress Creek,
Spain ? Fr.N 269 COPE via? Spain ? fir USA 15.665 (Eng to Eu 1800-2000) was 43333 at
Spain

UK .

20

100

hr,fir
B,D,E,J,L,M,N*

278

278

Strasbourg

Dublin/Cork(RTE2)

Fiance

Ireland IS)

300

10

N,0
B,D,ET,M,N*,0 1810 in Stalbridge; R.Bras, Brazil 15.265 (Eng, Ger

Egypt 450 N 287 RFE via ? Czech Rep. 400 H,N to Eu 1800-2050) 44444 at 1815 in Morden; Voice of
France

Italy
50

25

H'
N

287

296

Lerida(SER)

Valencia(COPE)

Spain

Spain

10

10

H',N'
H',N* Vietnam, Hanoi 15.010 (Eng, Fr, Sp to Eu 1800-

Morocco 25 N' 296 OrfordnessiBBC1 UK 500 B,M.N 2130) 54444 at 1817 in Norwich; R.Kuwait via Kabd
Poland ale 1-1',P* 305 Rzeszow Poland 100 H' 15.505 (Ar to Eu, N.America 1745-2300) 44444 at
Germany

Holland

100/5

5

)1',N*
B,1 -1",N,0

305

314

RNE5 via?

Kvitsoy

Spain

Norway

?

1200

H',N*
D,H,111* 1825 in Kilkeel; HCJB Quito, Ecuador 15.540 (Eng

Spain 50 C 314 RNE5 via ? Spain ? to Eu 1900-2158) 43333 at 1900 by Tom Winzor in
France

Spain

200

?

H",M,N,0
C,11",fir

323

323

Zyyi(BBC)

Wbrunn (Vflussia)
Cyprus

Germany

200

1000/150
N'
0,E,H,N Plymouth; R.Nederlands via Bonaire 15.315 (Eng to

Italy 540 H',N' 332 Rome Italy 300 FIN' S/E/W.Africa 1830-2025) 35454 at 2019 in
Germany

Spain

Egypt

100

?

500

fr.Fritr
C,Fr.fir
N

341

341

341

Lakihegy

Lisnagarvey(BBC)

TarrasaISER)

Hungary

Ireland (NI

Spain

300

100

2

H' Storrington; RCI via Sackville 15.325 (Eng to Eur,
8,1),E',F*,L',N,0
N' M.East, Africa 2000-2129) 43333 at 2030 in Chester;

France 300 D,H,J,N,0 350 Nancy/Nice France 100 0,r,H,N*,0 VOA via Greenville 15.580 (Eng to Africa 1800-
Spain

Germany

' 2

150

N

11,1-1",N`,P*

350

359

Cesvaine/Kuldiga

Arganda )RNE-FS(

Latvia

Spain

50

600

Ft'

RN' 2200) 44333 at 2120 by Harry Richards in Barton -
Spain 20 1-1,N 368 Foxdale(Manx 10M 20 0,E',F,M,N' Upon -Humber.
Spain ? E`,1 -1",N' 377 Lille France 300 B,D,E,H`,N,0 Good reception from some areas has also been
UK

Algeria

100

600/300

13,13,E',Jr,M,N,O,P'
C 1-,N

377

386

Ukraine

Luxor

Ukraine

Egypt

50

10

N'
Er noted in the 13MHz (22m) band. Before noon SRI
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Local Radio Chart
Freq Station ILR e.m.rp Listener
(kHz) BBC (kW)

Freq Station HA emr.p
i(kilo) .BBC (kW)

Listener via Softens? 13.685 (It, Eng, Fr, Ger, Port to Australia,
S.Pacific 0830-1100) was 44444 at 0832 in Truro; R.Austria
Int via Moosbrunn 13.730 (Ger, Eng, Fr, Sp to Eur 0400-

558 Spectrum, London I 0.80 A,C,K,L,M,N,Q,R

585 R.Solway B 2.60 D,I*,L,N
1161

1161

Southern Counties R

Tay AM, Dundee

B T00-
1.40

A.MAIF
1,J,0*

603 Boss 603,Cheitenham I 0.10 D,F,L,N 1170 Amber SGR, Ipswich 0.28 A,J*,0* 1800) 45544 at 0832 by Ted Harris in Manchester; R.Korea
603 InvictaSG,Litt'brne I 0.10 A,C,D,M,LI,R

630 R Bedfordshire13CRI B 0.20 A,C,F,L,M,N,Q,R,S.

1170

1170

GNR, Stockton

SCR, Portsmouth

0.32

. 0.12
Fl*,1,J*

R
via Kimjae 13.670 (Eng to Eu 0800-0900) 22222 at 0835 in

630 R.Cornwall B 2.00 or 1170 Signal G,Stoke-on-T '0.20 C,F,I,J,L Appleby; R.Australia via Darwin 13.605 (Eng, Chin to Asia
657 R.Clwyd B 2.00 C,D,1*1,N,P*,0 1170 Swansea Snd,Swansea 0.58 D 0900-1200?) 35323 at 0900 in Newry; UAER, Dubai 13.675
657 R.Cornwall B 0.50 0 1170
666 Gemini AM, Exeter I 0.34 01,0,R 1242

1170AM,High Wycombe

InvictaSG,Maidstone

0.25

0.32

M,Q

A,M,0,R,S*
(Ar [Eng 1030] to Eu) 43223 at 1120 in Oadby.

666 R.York 8 0.80 C,D,L,N 1242 loW Radio, Wootton 0.50 R During the afternoon Israel R, Jerusalem 13.750 (Heb
729 BBC Essex B 0.20 A,C,M,N,Q,R,S 1251 Amber SGR.Bury StEd 0.76 A,C,H2O.,CLR [Home Sce relay] to W.Eur, N.America 0300-1900) was
738 Hereford/Worcester B 0.037 C,D,F,L.N,O,S* 1260
756 R.Cumbria B 1.00 D,I,J 1260

Brunel CG, Bristol

Marcher G, Wrexham

1.60

0.64

1,0*

F,I,L
34443 at 1201 in Bradford; ISBS Reykjavik 13.860 (Ic

756 R.Maldwyn, Powys I 0.63 C,F,I,L,N,Q 1260 SabrasSndleicester 0.29 C,S* Eu.s.b.+ p.c] to Eu 1215-1300) 55445 at 1230 by Peter
765 BBC Essex B 0.50 A,C,F,L,M,N,O,R,S*

774 R.Kent B 0.70 A,M,Q,R,S*
774 R.Leeds B 0.50 C,D,F,I,L,N

1260

1278

1296

R.York

Gt.Yks 5, Bradford

Radio XL,I3irmingham

B 0.50

0.43

5.00

1:1,0*

C,L

A,C,F,G*,1,r,L,0*,0,R,S*

Pollard in Rugby; WYFR via Okeechobee 13.695 (Eng to
N.America 1300-1400) 33222 at 1358 in Thornton Heath;

774 3 Counties SG. Glos I 0.14 D.L 1305 Gt.Yks G, Barnsley 0.15 C,D,F,1,..1*,L R.Kuwait via Kabd 13.620 (Ar to Eu, N.America 0930-1605)
792 Chiltern SG,Bedford I 0.27 A,C,F,L,M,N,0*,Q,R,S*
792 R.Foyle B 1.00 I

801 R.Devon & Dorset B 2.00 D,F,L,M,N,R

1305

1305

1323

Premier via?

Touch AM. Newport

S.Coast R, Brighton

0.50

020
0.50

A,I,J*L0*,CLR
J''
A,L,M.0*,OR

45554 at 1516 in Woking; R.Pyongyang, Korea 13.785 (Eng
to Eur, M.East, Africa 1500-1550) 43343 at 1518 in Norwich;

828 Chiltern SG, Luton I 0.20 MO* 1323 SomersetSnd,Bristol 0.63 D,I,0* WWCR Nashville, USA 13.845 (Eng to E.USA 1400-0100)
828 Magic 828, Leeds I 0.12 C,F.1

828 R.WM 13 0.20 L,N

B28 2CR CG, Bournemouth I 0.27 R

1332

1332

1332

Premier, Battersea 1.00

VVGMS CG, Peterboro' 0.60
Wiltshire Sound 0.30

A,1,r,M,0*,C1,R,S*

A,C,D,I.J*,L,0*
0*

25332 at 1545 in Barton -upon -Humber; UAER, Dubai
13.675 (Eng to Eu 1600-1640) 45433 at 1600 in

837 R.Cumbria/Furness B 1.50 D,F,I,L,N 1359 BreezeAM,Cheirnsford 0.28 A,C,J*,M,0*,Q,R Middlesbrough; R.Denmark via RNI 13.800 (Da [Eng Sun]
637 R.Leicester B 0.45 A,C,H,I,L,N,Q,S* 1359

655 R.Devon & Dorset B 1.00 0,11 1359

Mercia CG, Coventry 0.27

R.Solent 085
G*,L,S*

R
to Eu? 1630-1700) 55555 at 1630 by Bill Griffith while in

855 R.Lancashire B 1.50 0,01,0 1368 R.Lincolnshire 2.00 A,C,O,S* Skopje, Macedonia; AWR via Slovakia 13.590 (Eng to Africa
655 R.Norfolk B 1.50 A,C,H,Q,R 1368 Southern Counties6 0.50 A,H',M,Q,R 1600-1700) 44444 at 1645 in Scalloway.
855 Sunshine 855,Ludlow

873 R.Norfolk

0.15 C,1,L,Q

B 0.30 A.C,H,K,L,M,N,Q,R

1413

1431

Premier via? 0.50

Breeze AM, Southend 035
AJ,J*,L,M,0*,Q,R
A,J*,K*,M,0*,0,R Later R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 13.645 (Eng to Africa?

936 Brunel CG, W.Wilts 0.18 D,L,M,N,Q,R 1431 M CG, Reading 0.14 .0,8 1800-1830) was 24232 at 1819 in Woodhall Spa; WHRI
945 Derby (Gem AM) 0.20 A,C,D,F,H,I,L,N,P,S* 1449 R.Peterboro/Cambs 015 A,C,D,L,M,0`,LI South Bend, USA 13.760 (Eng to E.USA, Eu 1500-2157)
954 Gemini AM. Torquay

954 Wyvern, Hereford

0.32 0*,C1.R

0.16 1,14,0*

t458

1458

R.Cumbria 0.50

R.Devon & Dorset 2.00

D,I.J

D
44333 at 1835 in Kilkeel; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe, Botswana

963 Viva, Southall 1.00 A,L,M,N,Q,R 1458 Fortune, Manchester 5.00 FIJI 13.710 (Eng to Africa 1630-?) 15331 at 1840 in Chester; RCI
990 R.Aberdeen B 1.00 I,P

990 R.Devon & Dorset B 1.00 D,M,Q*,R

990 Gt.Yks G, Doncaster I 0.25 AC

1458

1458

1458

R.Newcastle 260
Sunrise, London 50.00

Radio WM 5.00

LJ

A,J*,M,0*,P,Q,R,S*

C,L

via Sackville 13.650 (Eng 2000-2130, Fr 2130-? to Eu) 54444
at 2030 in NW.London; WEWN Birmingham, USA 13.695

990 WABC, Wolverhampton I 0.09 L,N,S* 1476 CounrySnd,Guildford 0.50 A,I,J*,L,M,0*,Q,R (Eng to Eu 2000-2157) 34232 at 2039 in Bridgwater;
999 Gem AM. Nottingham I am A,C.1,03*
999 Red Rose G, Preston I 0.80 D,F,J*,0*
999 R.Solent B 1.00 A,M,0,R

1485

1485

1485

R.Humberside (Hull) 1.00

R.Merseyside 1.20

Southern Counties R 1.00

A.H',I
RELL,P,C1

A,M,Q,R

Monitor R.Int via WSHB 13.770 (Eng to Eu 2000-2157?)
43333 at 2155 in Stalbridge.

1017 WABC, Shrewsbury I 0.70 C.D.F,0`,Q,S* 1503 R.Stoke-on-Trent 1.00 C.D,F,H.,1,11,0*,0 The 11MHz (25m) band has much to offer the listener.
1026 R.Cambridgeshire B 0.50 A,C,M,Q,R 1521

1026 Downtown, Belfast I 1.70 0,F,I,0*,P 1521

R.1521 Craigavon,NI ?

Mercurykra,Reigate 0.64

D,E,I,L

A,1-1',1X,L,M,0`,0,R
Noted before noon were HCJB Quito 11.615 (Eng to Eu

1026 RJersey B 1.00 R 1530 FLEssex 0,15 A,M,Q,R 0700-0830), rated SI0333 at 0817 in N.Bristol; R.Finland via
1035 Country 1035,London I 1.00 A,F*,I,J*,L,M,0*,CLR 1530 Gt.Yks G,Huddersf'd 0.74 CO,F,I,J*,1,0* Pori 11.755 (Fin, Sw, Russ, Fr, Ger to Eu 0700-2030?) 44444
1035 R.Sheffield B 1.00 C,D,F* 1530

1035 N.Sound, Aberdeen I 0.78 I,J,0* 1548

VVyvern, Worcester 0.52

R.Bristol 5.60

I,L,Cr,Q

T
at 0830 in Truro; Slovak R.Int, via Velke Kostolany 11.990

1035 W.Sound, Ayr I 032 I 1548 Capital G, London 97.50 Alr,C,M,0*,0,R,S* (Eng to Australia 0830-0857) 45544 at 0830 in Galashiels;
1107 Moray Fth,Inverness I 1.50 I,P 1548 City G, Liverpool 4.40 D,F,I,L R.Korea Int via Sackville, Canada 11.715 (Eng to S.America
1116 R.Derby B 1.20 A,C,D,F,1,1,0*.0

1116 R.Guemsey B 0.50 0,0,8
1548

1548

Gt.Yks G, Sheffield 0.74

Max AM. Edinburgh 2.20

C,L

I.J
1030-1100) 42233 at 1030 in Appleby; REE via Noblejas

1152 Amber, Norwich 0.83 A,J*,0* i 1557 R.Lancashire 0.25 C,D.1,1,0* 12.035 (Sp to Eu 0900-1900) 45545 at 1100 in Oadby.
1152 Clyde 2. Glasgow 3.06 1...J 1557 Mellow, Clacton 0.125 A.I.,M,Q,R,S` During the afternoon Polish R, Warsaw 11.815 (Eng to
1152 GNR, Newcastle
1152 Lon.Newstalk,London

1.80 I

23.50 A,H11,M,Q,R,S*

:1557
1557

Northants SG 076
Sth Coast R, So'ton 0.50

G*,I,J*,0*
B*,M,Q,R Eu 1200-1255) was 34433 at 1223 in Manchester;

1152 Piely G,Manchester 1.50 0,1,1 i 1584 London Turkish R ? A,M,O,R R.Romania Int, Bucharest 11.940 (Eng to Eu 1300-1400)
1152 Xtra-AM, Birmingham 3.00 13*,C,G*,L 1584 R.Nottingham 1.00 C,F,1-1*,1,R,S* 54444 at 1336 in Norwich; WYFR via VOFC Taipei, Taiwan
1161 R.Bedfordshire(3CRI

1161 Brunel CG, Swindon

B 0.10 A,M,Q

0.16 D,L

1584

1584

R.Shropshire 0.50

Tay, Perth 021

0,1

1,J,L,0* 11.550 Eng to India 1302-1502) SI0322 at 1355 in
1161 Gt.Yks, Hull 0.35 C,L 1602 R.Kent 0.25 A,B*,L,M,0*,OR Macclesfield; R.Australia via Carnarvon 11.660 (Eng to

S.Asia 1430-2057?) 43333 at 1439 in Woodhall Spa;
Note: Entries marked were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk. R.Pakistan, Islamabad 11.570 (Eng to M.East, E.Africa 1600-
Listeners: 1630) 32223 at 1611 in Stockport; R.Pakistan, Islamabad
(Al Paul Bowery, Bumham-on-Crouch. Transatlantic DX Chart
(B) Tez Burke, Bradford.

11.570 (Eng to Eu 1700-1730) 42222 at 1700 in Plymouth.
Later, R.Kuwait via Kabd 11.990 (Eng to Eu, N.America

(Cl Noel Carrington, Sutton-in-Ashfield.
Freq Station Location Time DXer 1800-2057) was 54544 at 1901 in Middlesbrough;

101 Robert Connolly, Kilkeel. (kHz) (UTC) R.Nederlands via Flevo 11.655 (Eng to Africa 1730-2125)
(E) Paul Crankshaw, Croon.

USA 32441 at 2000 in Chester; R.Damascus via Adra 12.085 (Eng
IF) Ted Harris, Manchester. 850 WEEI Boston, MA 0034 to Eu 2005-2105) S10433 at 2005 in Co.Fermanagh;
101 Francis Hearne; while in Leamington Spa. 880

1010
(HI Sheila Hughes, Morden.

1130

WCBS New York, NY 0019

WINS New York, NY 0005
WBBR New York, NY 2337

A,B

Ei,0

R.Globo, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 11.805 (Port 0900-0330)
22222 at 2015 in Scalloway; BBC via Woofferton, UK 12.095

III Brian Keyte, while in Invergany. 1500

(J) Ross Lockley, Galashiels. 1510

1520
(K) Roy Patrick, Derby.

1540

WTOP Washington, DC 2345

WNRB Boston, MA 0219

WWKB Buffalo, NY 0547

MCI) Albany, NY 0047

B,D

B,C,D

B.0

(Eng to Eu, N/W.Africa 1000-2230) 55555 at 2110 in Skopje,
Macedonia; WWCR Nashville, USA 12.160 (Eng to Eu?
1500-2300) 54334 at 2115 in Rugby; AIR via Bangalore

ILI Martin Price, Shrewsbury. 1560 WOEW New York, NY 0242 0,0 11.620 (Hi, Eng to Eu 1745-2230) 43333 at 2105 in
(MI Martin Price, while in Orpington. Stalbridge; RCI via Sackville 11.690 (Eng 2000-2130, FrCANADA
(NI Philip Rambaut, Macclesfield.

580 CJFX Antigonish, NS 0440 C 2130-? to Eu, M.East, Africa) 54544 at 2140 in
101 Kristjan Saag, Hono, Sweden. 590 VOCM St.John's, NF 2249 C Herstmonceux; BBC via Ascension Is 11.750 (Eng to
(P1 Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh. 640

700

CBN St.John's, NF 0640

CHSJ St.John, NB 0539 S.America 2000-0200) 43434 at 2227 in Penmaenmawr.
101 Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath.

710 CKVO Clarenville, NF 0400 Radio Australia's broadcasts in the 9MHz (31m) band
(RI Tony Stickells, while in Hassocks. 740

(S) Norman Thompson, Oadby. 780

820

CHCM Marystown, NF 2328

CFDR Dartmouth, NS 2324

CHAM Hamilton, ON 0140

often reach the UK well although they are intended for
other areas. Two come from their Shepparton station:

In Thomas Williams, Truro.
920 CJCH Halifax, NS 2235 C,D 9.860 (Eng to Pacific, Asia 0600-1200), noted as 44533 at
930

930

950

CFBC St.John, NB 0015

CJYQ St.John's, NF 0155

CHER Sydney, NS 2221

B,C,D
0700 in Herstmonceux; 9.710 (Eng to Pacific areas 0730-
0900), 35533 at 0820 in Wallsend. Also received well in this

1000 CKBW Bridgewater, NS 0120 band during the morning are R.Nederlands via Bonaire,
1070

1140

CBA Moncton, NB 2335

CBI Sydney, NS 2340
Ned.Antilles 9.720 (Eng to Pacific 0730-1025), rated 44444

1375 RFO St.Pierre/Miquelon 2240 C at 0820 in Appleby; SRI via Fr.Guiana 9.885 (It, Eng, Fr, Ger,
1400 CBG GandechIF 0400 Port to Australia. S.Pacific 0830-1100) 33223 at 0927 in

DXers:

(Al Robert Connally, Kilkeel.

(BI Paul Crankshaw, Croon.

(CI John Slater, Scalloway.

101 Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath.

930

1470

1500

SOUTH AMERICA

R Monte Carla Montevideo, Uruguay 2305

RVibracion Carupano, Venezuela 0011

6.Dos Mil (20001 Curnana, Venezuela 2256

Stockport; R.Prague via Litomysl 9.505 (Eng to Eu 1030-
1057) 44444 at 1030 in Morden; R.Nederlands via Nauen
9.650 (Eng to Eu 1030-1225) 55545 at 1130 in Newry.

After mid -day China R.Int, Beijing 9.785 (Eng to S.Asia
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Tropical Bands Chart
Freq Station Country WrC DXer Freq Station Country MC DXer

(MHz) (MHz)

2.310 ABC Alice Springs Australia 1814 G 4.820 AIR Calcutta India 1720 G,0

2.325 ABC Tennant Creek Australia 1815 4.820 Xizang, Lhasa Tibet 2311 C,E

2.485 ABC Katherine Australia 1851 4.825 R.Cancao Nova Brazil 0005 0
3200 TWR Manzini Swaziland 1853 G 4.828 ZBC 0-4 Zimbabwe 2034 G.14,0

3.220 CPBS 1, Beijing China 2020 G,K 4330 R.Botswana, Gaborone Botswana 2040 A,G,K,0

3.220 Channel Africa S.Africa 0255 J,0 4.830 R.Tachira Venezuela 2314 A,B,C,E,F,0

3.220 R.Kara. Lame Togo 2042 K.0 4.832 R.Reloj Costa Rica 0504 1,0

3.223 AIR Simla India 1643 4.835 RIM Bamako Mali 2044 A,B,C,E,I,J,K,L,0

3.230 R.Sol de Los Andes Peru 2153 4.840 Heilongjiang, Harbin China 2211

3.230 SABC Meyerton S.Africa 1900 A,C,G,J 4.840 AIR Bombay India 1609 B,G.K

3.240 TWR Shona Swaziland 2042 C,G,K 4.840 frAndahuaylas Peru 2355

3245 AIR Lucknow India 1646 4.845 RTM Kuala Lumpur Malaysia 1634

3.250 R.Pyongyang N.Korea 1815 4.845 ORTM Nouakchott Mauritania 2115 A,B,C,J,K0

3255 BBC via Maseru Lesotho 2043 A,EG,K,0 4 850 R.Yaounde Cameroon 2118 !ICJ
3.270 SWABC 1, Namibia &WAfrica 2018 A,C,E.EG.J.K 4.850 AIR Kohima India 1520

3.290 Namibian BC.Windhoek S.W.Africa 2130 A,C.E.F,G,J 4.860 AIR Kingsway(Feeder) India 1812

3.300 R.Cultural Guatemala 0121 F,J 4.865 PBS Lanzhou China 2205 A,B,C,F,G,I,0

3.306 ZBC Prog 2 Zimbabwe 2044 A,C,F,G,K,0 4.865 L.V. del Cinaruco Colombia 0131

3315 AIR Bhopal India 1649 4.870 R.Cotonou Benin 2034 A,B,J,K,0

3.316 SLBS Goderich Sierra Leone 2017 A,C,F,G,K,0 4.875 R.Roraima, Boa Vista Brazil 2340

3320 Pyongyang N.Korea 1801 4 879 R.Bangladesh Bangladesh 1604

3320 R.S.Afeka S.Africa 2044 4.880 AIR Lucknow India 0109

3.320 SABC Meyerton S.Africa 1910 B.C,G 4.885 R.Clube do Para Brazil 2328 A,C,F,J.L

1325 FRCN Lagos Nigeria 2050 AIJKO 4.885 R.Difusora Acreana Brazil 2350

3.335 TWR Swaziland 1925 4.:e5 KBC East Sce Nairobi Kenya 1901 A,G,K

3335 CBS Taipei Taiwan 2020 6,14,0 4.890 R.Port Moresby New Guinea 2026

3.338 R.Maputo Mozambique 1915 4.895 Voz del Rio Arauca Colombia 0030 A,C,0

3340 R,Uganda, Kampala Uganda 2052 A,G,J,K,0 4.895 AIR Kurseeng India 1655

3.345 AIR Jaipur India 0029 4.895 Pakistan BC Pakistan 1812

3.345 AIR Jammu India 1655 4.900 SLBC Colombo Sri Lanka 1812 G.K

3345 Channel Africa S.Africa 1937 4.905 R.Nat.N'djamena Chad 2055 A,B.C,J.K,0

3.356 R.Botswana Gaborone 2046 G,K.0 4.905 R. La Oroya Peru 0055

3.365 GBC R-2 Ghana 2046 A,B,C.E,I,J.K.0 4.915 GBC-1, Accra Ghana 2037

3.365 AIR Delhi India 1702 4.925 R.S.Miguel,Riberalta Bolivia 0040 A,C

3375 &Nacional S.Gabriel Brazil 0400 C,0 4.931 R.Internacional Honduras 2355

3.377 R.Nacional, Mulenvos Angola 2046 G,K 4.935 KBC Gen Sce Nairobi Kenya 1908 G,K,0

3380 NBC Blantyre Malawi 2047 A,C,G,K,0 4.9413 AIR Guwahati India 1650

3190 BBC via Meyerton S.Africa 2031 4.940 R.Abidjan Ivory Coast 2215 B,E

3.915 BBC via Kranji Singapore 2058 C,E,G,J 4.945 R.Progresso Brazil 0010

3.950 Qinghai PBS, Xining China 2234 E,F,I 4.950 R.Nacional, Mulenvos Angola 1909 6,0
1950 R.France Int France 2105 4.950 AIR Jammu India 1724

3.955 BBC via Skelton England 1830 D,F,J,M 4.950 R.Madre de Dios Peru 0025

3.955 R.Budapest Hungary 2025 B,C,J 4.955 R.Marajoara, Belem Brazil 0128

3.960 Xinjiang PBS, Urumqi China 1638 4.955 R.Nac. de Colombia Colombia 0030 A,B,C,0

3.965 RR Paris France 2010 B,C,E,I,J,P 4.965 R.Aivorada Brazil 0025

3.975 R.Budapest Hungary 2015 C,E,H,I,J,M 4.965 Christian Voice Zambia 1914 0,0,0
3.980 Nexus, Milan Italy 2080 PBS Xinjiang China 1617 C,G

1985 Nexus, Milan Italy

.4.970

1958 B.I J '4.980 PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi China 1612

3985 China R via SRI Switzerland 2105 4.980 Ecos del Tortes Venezuela 2301 A,C,I,J,L,0

3.985 SRI Beromunster Switzerland 1915 C,D 4.985 R.Brazil Central Brazil 0010 A,C,0

1990 Xinjiang BS. Urumqi China 1643 4990 Hunan 1, Changsha China 2130

3.995 DW via Julich Germany 2100 4.990 AIR Ext.Service India 0004 J,0
4.905 Vatican R. Kaki 2030 B,G,H,N 4.990 FRCN Lagos Nigeria 2105 A.B,C,J,0

4.330 Xinjiang BS, Urumqi China 1640 4.990 R.Ancash, Huaraz Peru 0117

4.460 CPBS 1, Beijing China 2217 E,G 5.005 R.Nacional, Bata Eq.Guinea 2030 B,G

4,500 Xinjiang BS, Urumqi China 1635 5.005 R.Nepal, Kathmandu Nepal 1703 C,G

4.735 Xinjiang, Urumqi China 1612 A,C,G,J,0 5.009 R.TV Malagasy Madagascar 1725

4.750 Xizang BS. Lhasa Tibet 2233 C,E 5.010 R.Garoua Cameroon 1855 A.B.G.K.0

4.755 R.Educ CP Grande Brazil 0033 J,K 5.010 Guangxi 2, Nanning China 2310

4.760 Yunnan PBS,Kunming China 2345 E,I,K,0 5.010 AIR Thiru'puram India 0030 B4O

4.760 AIR Port Blair India 1647 B,G 5.020 PBS -Jiangxi Nanchang China 2210 C,G,I

4.760 ELWA Monrovia Liberia 2022 B,C,G,J,K,M,0 5.020 Voz del Upano, Macas Ecuador 0139

4.765 R.Integracao Brazil 0204 5.020 La V du Sahel,Niamey Niger 1856 A,B,C,F,G,K,0

4.770 Centinela del Sur Ecuador 2335 5.025 R.Parakou Benin 1945 49,1,14.0

4.770 FRCN Kaduna Nigeria 2037 A.C,J,K.L,0 5.025 R.Rebelde, Habana Cuba 2218

4.775 AIR Guwahati India 1654 5.025 R.Uganda, Kampala Uganda 1945 B,C,G,K

4.783 RTM Bamako Mali 2035 A.B,C,K,0 5.030 AWR Latin America Costa Rica 0035 B,C,0

4.785 R.Super, Ibague Colombia 2350 5035 R.Aparecida Brazil 0020

4.790 Azad Kashmir R. Pakistan 1713 5.035 R.Bangui C.Africa 2046 A,C,G,J,K,0

4.790 frAtlantida Peru 2250 C,0 5.040 L.V. de Yopal Colombia 0355 0

4.800 CPBS 2 Beijing China 2308 C,E 5.045 R.Cultura do Para Brazil 0045

4.800 R.Popular Cuenca Ecuador 0150 5.047 R.Togo, Lome Togo 2050 AC,K,L
4.800 Rthenas Nuevas Guatemala 0258 5.050 frTanzania Tanzania 1907 K,0

4.800 AIR Hyderabad India 1731 G.0 5.055 TWR Manzini Swaziland 1921 G.0

4800 LNBS Lesotho Maseru 1911 A,G,J,K,0 5.060 PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi China 2334 C,E,G,J,0

4.805 R.Nac.Arnazonas Brazil 2331 A.C.0 5.060 Sist d'Em Progreso Ecuador 0146

4.815 R.diff TV Burkina Ouagadougou 2036 A.B,C.J.0,0 5.065 R.Candip, Bunia Zaire 1713

4.820 La Voz Evangel ica Honduras 0116 A9,0 5.075 Caracol Bogata Colombia 2330

DXers'

A) Darren Beasley, Bridgwater. (GI P.Gordon Smith, Kingston, Moray. (M) Clare Pinder, while in Appleby.

RI Tez Burke, Bradford. (H) Bill Griffith, while in Skopje, Macedonia. (N) Peter Pollard, Rugby.

CI Robert Connolly, Kilkeel. (I) Sheila Hughes, Morden. (0) John Slater, Scalloway,

Dl Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge. (J) Eddie McKeown, Newry. (P) Ted Walden -Vincent, Gt.Yarmouth.

El John Eaton, Woking. (K) Fred Pallant, Storrington. Val Stan Watkins, N.W.London.

F) David Edwardson. Wallsend (L) Roy Patrick. Derby. (R) Thomas Williams, Truro.

-=gihoin IEWO nag
..The August issue is our
Broadcast Special ...

()Broadcast Stations to Listen to
a The Radiocommunications Agency

saA Familiar Voice from Africa
...and Much More!

On sale
nth July.
Make sure

you get your
oopy.

1400-1557) was 32332 at 1505 in Kilkeel;
R.Pyongyang, N.Korea 9.345 (Eng to Eu 1500-
1550) 44333 at 1531 by Paul Bowery in
Burnham -on -Crouch; Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi
9.840 (Eng to Eu 1600-1630) 43443 at 1609 in
Woking; BBC via Skelton, UK 9.410 (Eng to Eu,
N/C.Africa 0300-2300) 55555 at 1700 in Skopje;
Voice of Turkey 9.535 (Eng to Eur 1830-1920)
43444 at 1910 in NW.London; VOA via Gloria,
Portugal 9.760 (Eng to M.East 1700? -2200?)
43333 at 1913 in Woodhall Spa; VOIRI Tehran,
Iran 9.022 (Eng to Eu 1930-2027) 44333 at 1940 in
Rugby; DW via Portugal 9.615 (Eng to Eu 2000-
2045) 44344 at 2000 in Bradford; Voice of Russia
9.480 (Eng [WS]) 55544 at 2011 in Freshwater
Bay; China R.Int, Beijing 9.920 (Eng to Eur 2000-
2157) 45544 at 2018 in Middlesbrough; VVVHA
via Scotts Corner, USA 9.930 (Eng to Eu, Africa
1800-2200) 54433 at 2034 in Plymouth;
R.Pyongyang, N.Korea 9.345 (Eng to Eu 2000-
2050) 34332 at 2039 in Bridgwater; R.Bulgaria,
Sofia 9.700 (Eng to Eu 2100-2200) SI0222 at 2115
in N.Bristol; UAER, Abu Dhabi 9.605 (Eng to
N.America 2200-0000) SI0333 at 2201 by Ted
Walden -Vincent in Gt,Yarmouth.

The occupants of the congested 7MHz
(41m) band include Monitor R.Int via WSHB
7.535 (Eng [Various Sat/Sun] to Eu 0400-0955),
noted as 54444 at 0610 in NW.London; TWR
Monte Carlo, Monaco 7.115 (Eng to Eu 0640-
0820) SI0444 at 0700 in Co.Fermanagh; Polish R,
Warsaw 7.145 (Eng to Eu 1200-1255) heard at
1218 in Elgin; R.T.Malaysia via Kajang 7.295 (Eng
[R-4 Sce] 24hrs) 32332 at 1630 in Scalloway; VOA
via Udorn, Thailand 7.215 (Eng to S.Asia 1400-
1800) was 44333 at 1755 in Barton -Upon -
Humber; VOIRI via Mashhad, Iran 7.190 (Ar to
M.East, Africa 1700-2130) 54434 at 1830 in
Chester; R.Thailand via Udon Thani 7.210 (Eng to
Eu? 1900-2000) 43333 at 1900 by Roy Patrick in
Derby; VOIRI Tehran 7.260 (Eng to Europe,
M.East 1930-2027) 32232 at 1930 in Rugby;
R.Australia via ? 7.330 (Eng to S.Asia 7-2100)
44444 at 1930 in Truro; R.Nederlands via Talata
Volon, Madagascar 7.120 (Eng to S/E/W.Africa
1730-2025),53343 at 1956 by Martin Cowin in
Kirkby Stephen; R.Budapest, Hungary 7.250 (Eng
to Eu 2100-2130) SI0333 at 2109 in N.Bristol;
R.Romania Int, Bucharest 7.195 (Eng to Eu 2100-
2156) 44444 at 2120 in Morden; VOA via Selebi-
Phikwe, Botswana 7.415 (Eng to Africa 1900-
2230) 32233 at 2140 in Stalbridge; BBC via Kranji,
Singapore 7.110 (Eng to Far East 2200-0045)
43434 at 2225 in Penmaenmawr; AIR via Aligarh?
7.412 (Hi, Eng to Eu 1745-2230) SI0333 at 2229 in
Gt.Yarmouth; Sudwestfunk via Rohrdorf 7.265
(Ger to Eu 24hrs) 55555 at 2315 in Oadby.

In the 6MHz (49m) band WEWN
Birmingham, USA 5.825 (Eng to Eu 2100-1000)
was 55433 at 0750 in Herstmonceux;
R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 6.035 (Eng to Eu 0900-
0925 Mon -Sat) 33333 at 0900 in Morden;
R.Austria Int, via Moosbrunn 6.155 (Ger, Eng, Fr,
Sp to Eu 0400-2300) 45444 at 0948 in Bridgwater;
R.Nederlands via Julich 6.045 (Eng to Eu 1030-
1225) SI0444 at 1052 in N.Bristol; R.Australia via
Shepparton 6.090 (Eng to Asia 1430-1900?)
22432 at 1623 in Burnham -on -Crouch;
R.Yugoslavia 6.100 (Eng to Eu 1830-1900) 53343
at 1836 in Kirkby Stephen; R.Slovakia Int 5.915
(Eng to Eu 1830-1900) 44344 at 1855 in Woodhall
Spa; Voice of Hope, Lebanon 6.280 (Ar, Eng to
M.East 24hrs) 23332 at 1910 in Galashiels;
R.Prague, Czech Rep 5.930 (Eng to Eu 2000-2027)
54444 at 2005 in Rugby; China R.Int, Beijing 6.950
(Eng to Eu 2000-2157) 33333 at 2027 in
Plymouth; R.Ukraine Int 6.010 (Eng to Eu 2100-
2200) 33333 at 2100 in Appleby; R.Austria Int via
Moosbrunn 5.945 (Fr, Sp, Eng, Ger to Eur 1800-
2300) 43444 at 2230 in NW.London; R.Nac da

Amazonia, Brazil 6.180 (Port 0900-0200) 44343
at 2313 in Bradford; CHNX Halifax, Canada
6.130 (Eng [relays CHNS] 24hrs) SI0223 at
0351 in Gt.Yarmouth.
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Andy Cadier, 28 Romney Avenue, Golden Valley, Folkestone, Kent CT20 30J.

Off I eNe

Short Wave Switzerland was
founded in December 1993 by
DXer Peter Galliker, who had

experienced considerable difficulty
in receiving satisfactory reception
to Free Radio stations. He was
struck with the idea of finding a
station within Europe that would
relay these stations at high power,
at a reasonable cost. Many stations
showed no interest whatever, but
after months of letter writing,
hoping and waiting a positive
response came from the Italian
Radio Relay Service based in
Milan.

The first programme to be
aired by SWR Switzerland was
over the 10kW transmitters of The
Italian Radio Relay Service (IRRS).
This was produced by DJ Yves of
International Music Radio and took
place on 5 February 1994, DJ
Stevie of Radio Sparks joined SWR
Switzerland. Over 40 (ex?) -pirates
now use the relay facilities
including several stations from
Britain, Germany, Holland and
Norway. The frequencies are
usually 3.985MHz at night and
7.125MHz during daylight. You can
confirm any changes with Brian
Oddy's 'LM&S' column where they
are normally listed under the
transmitter site operator's
identification of IRRS.

Anoraks Corner
Eddie Austin from Dover, Kent,
sent me a recent press cutting
concerning the sad fate of Tongue
Tower, a former naval wartime fort
located about 5km off Margate in
the Thames Estuary. Several of
these forts were used for offshore
pirate broadcasting during the
middle 60s. They were sunk in
position during 1942 to help
defend London against air attacks.
Tongue Tower had been listing
quite badly in recent years and on
the evening of 22 February 1996,
during a Force 11 gale, it finally
collapsed. This tower was once
considered by Radio Essex boss
Roy Bates for a proposed Radio
Kent, however navigation charts
showed the structure to be within
territorial waters.

Three very interesting books
called The Maunsell Sea Forts and
a video showing the construction
and deployment of these wartime
towers has been written and
produced by Frank Turner of
Gravesend, Kent. He has some
model and photographic
exhibitions planned, plus boat trips
around the forts during the
summer months. You can contact

Record
Frank on (014741321534 or Fax:
(014741812850. He tells me that the
MOD had to specially unclassify
much of this material so that he
could publish it.

From South Humberside
Harry Richards says he has just
received his copy of Pop Went The
Pirates but disputes a comment
about the suggested illegality of
the English Service of Radio
Luxembourg. Looking back at the
scenario of 1967 when the offshore
pirates were being legislated
against I think it was more a moral
comment than a legal one. British
broadcasters were being prevented
from transmitting from in or
around the UK, while foreign
transmissions from neighbouring
countries, at very high power,
could continue with impunity.

The question of pirate
frequencies and QTHs has been
raised by Tom Winzor of
Plymouth. The Broadcasting Act of
1990 does make it illegal for British
publications to print details of
unauthorised radio stations. This
apparent inhibition of free speech
adds fuel to the determination of
those actually involved in pirate
broadcasting and ironically serves
as an inducement for them to
broadcast pirate DX news, which is
the mainstay of some stations
programming. Martin Cowin of
Kirkby Stephen, remembers
hearing Radiofax, and Radio
Seagull and requests further
details of present pirate stations. A
list should have reached you by
now Martin.

Pirate radio memories are the
subject of Dave Allen's letter from
Cheltenham. Dave recalls bunking
off school on 14 August 1967 so he
could hear the close down of Radio
London, affectionately known as
'Big L'. He would like to see some
pictures of some of the old

Monitors' Diary

Ra ac

offshore pirates and a brief report
on their equipment. I wonder if
other readers of 'Off the Record'
would like to go back in time to the
60s? Also would you take a day off
school/work if your current music
station were to announce its
closure?

Did You Know?
Pirate Chat Magazine is making a
comeback this summer, sample
copies are £1.50 and can be
ordered from - Ostra Porten 29,
44254 Ytterby, Sweden. Turning
The Tide is the title of the latest
Radio Caroline video (Caroline TV?)
showing their vessel, the Ross
Revenge, in dry dock. At the time
of writing the ship is being
prepared for another RSL
broadcast at Sun Pier at Chatham.
The Ross is moored about 50m
offshore to the rear of the Radio
Kent studios. There is a vague
possibility (no more than that!) of
the Radio Caroline SW service
recommencing via IRRS. Offshore
Echo/ France Radio Club are to
have their annual meeting on
Saturday 6 July 1996, in France, at
the Calais ferry terminal restaurant
including a dinner and disco. I
intend to be there...why not you?
Details are available from Chris
Edwards, PO Box 1514, London
W7 2LL.

On April 4, BBC1 and BBC
Radio South East broadcast a
programme about f.m. radio
piracy. The TV series First Sight
Forum gave the basic details
relating to f.m. pirates in the inner
cities. An hour long phone-in
discussion on BBC local radio
followed that included comments
from Peter Baldwin, former Chief
Executive of the Radio Authority,
Howard Rose, Editor of The Radio
Magazine, and a spokesperson

U

from pirate Cool FM. Briefly the RA
man thought that jungle and other
new wave music was just a fad, to
which the Cool FM guy said, "Oh
yes like rock 'n roll". Former
offshore pirate Howard Rose
concluded that if legal stations
were unable to provide air time
and opportunities for new music
and its artists there would always
be pirates. The area of the f.m.
band where many of these stations
could have been accommodated is
currently being sold off to mainly
established radio conglomerates
with licence fees of around £80000
per annum.

UK Radio
This station commenced
broadcasting on 24 January 1978
with a 1W medium wave
transmitter based at Willenhall in
the West Midlands. Other activities
involved an a.m. station at
Wolverhampton during the 1980s.
Short wave transmissions involve
the use of a 30W transmitter
feeding a long wire antenna 10m
from the ground. Their studio has a
nine channel mixer, two turntables,
two CD players, cassette machines
and a reel-to-reel tape recorder.

Radio Zodiac
The presenters here actually sent
me a cassette recording, how
different they sound in hi-fi stereo.
On air they use between 80 and
150W and have the ability to vary
their operating frequency so as to
help avoid transmission clashes
with other stations or utilities.
Power is supplied by a discreetly
silenced and fairly portable 700W
Honda generator. They have a
selection of QSL cards and regular
presenters include Steve Kent and
Ian Page.

On Easter Sunday, April 7, Bob Marsh of Bexleyheath, logged two m.w. pirates broadcasting to the London
Area, Radio Argus and Radio Experimental. He says Experimental had a good signal strength but had low
modulation, was difficult to understand and that an American religious programme was repeated twice. On
s.w. he found the 48 metre area quite busy with several pirates splattering each other. Stations logged include
Radio Caroline (French), Weekend Music, Britain, Pandora, Blue Star and UK Radio.

On Easter Monday Bob reported variable conditions with deep fading on all stations including Radio Free
London. A monotonous Dutch station called Doctor Tom (as opposed to Dr.rim) kept repeating this name
over the top of music. I heard this and can only presume it was some sort of test broadcast.

Bruno Pecolatto of Pont Canavese, Italy, sent me an impressive list of stations including the relays of
the IRRS, he has also received RFL, Crazy Wave, Transatlantic, Brigitte, International Music, Pamela, Britain,
Laguna, and Radio Wonderful.

Jack Diamond lives not far from myself here in Folkestone, his selection is similar and includes Laser,
being splattered by Radio Monte Carlo, Blue Sky, London Weekend, Dr. Tom, Pandora, Britain, RFL and
Weekend Music Radio. The 3.9MHz band includes Radio Moonlight, LWR and IRRS relays.

In October's 'OTR' we will be taking a look at Radio Blackbeard and more of your favourite pirate stations.
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For Sale
934 home/base transceiver, 20 channel,
plus pre -amp, collinear, ant. coax, pole
brackets, £250 or will swap for all -mode
v.h.f. u.h.f., no gaps, home/base scanner.
Tel: Derbyshire 0115-930 1882.

Alinco 510E dual -band transceiver, 45W,
extended receive, mobile mount, good
condition, £175 or exchange for Signal
R535 v.h.f./u.h.f. airband scanner. GOIFS,
Kent. Tel: (010227) 792867.

AR3000A communications receiver, mint
condition, original box and manual, 500kHz
to 2036MHz, £595 o.n.o. Tel: Bangor (012471
461946.

AR3000A scanner, mint condition, boxed
and manual, £600. Kenwood R-5000 h.f.
receiver, 100kHz to 30MHz, superb
condition, boxed and manual with SP23
speaker, £550. Tel: Lincs (01507) 588449
evenings.

AR3030 receiver, (h.f.) excellent condition
but without box, worth, £700, selling for,
£450 with batteries and a.c./d.c. adapter
and manual. Tel: Cheshire 0151-424 0101.

Complete s.w.l. station, Kenwood R-2000
receiver, a.n.c. noise canceller, ERA BP34
filter, Datong AR370 active antenna, Lowes
I.w. balun, all mint condition, £420, s.a.e. for
list. Blanchard, 5 Lunesdale St., Hetton-Le-
Hole, Tyne & Wear. Tel: 0191-526 7902.

Drake ROE, excellent, bought new July '95,
price, £650, cash plus postage, also
AT1000, £35. Also Contax 35m camera, 139
quartz 1.7 planar, £225. Hirons, London.
Phone/FAX: 0181-488 0609.

Drake ROE, £600. ICR-7000, £600. Buyer
collects. John Tolworth, Surrey. Tel: 0181-
390 4042 or FAX: 0181-390 6649.

Eddystone 1650 professional h.f. RX,
memories, built-in preselector, six filters,
bargain at, £950. Collins 390A, v.g.c., £300.
Lowe HF-125, £160. Collins 75 -S -3B SP,
manual, v.g.c., £300. NRD-535 Lowe
modification, b.w.c., ECSS, boxed,
excellent performance, £950. Sony CRF320,
best of Sony, £350. Tel: Middlesex 0181-813
9193.

Europa HF-225, manual, box, keypad, (as
new), f535. LCR 9341 Racal Dana
Databridge, £150. ATU, £55. Phillips CM8833
monitor, f95. RTTY terminal 5TMC 1984,
£50. Terry, Wiltshire. Tel: (01249) 653735.

Icom R-7000 with remote controller, CI -V
computer interface, cables and ScanStar
professional software, full scanning,
spectrum display and logging features, all
in very good condition or new, f800. Chris,
Bucks. Tel:(01494) 677773.

Icom R-70 short wave receiver, good
condition, super first receiver, £325. Buyer
to collect. Robin, Northants. Tel: (01832)
735518 evenings.

loom R -71E, manual, packing, good
condition, realistically priced for quick
sale, £450. Can deliver 100 miles. G3SQV,
QTHR. Tel: (01509) 814762.

Icom R -71E, mint, fitted f.m., 455kHz filter,
voice synthesiser, remote control, £600.
M8000 decoder, all modes inc ACARS,
boxed with manuals, £750. Tel: Hull (01482)
813439.

Kenwood R-2000, Timewave DSP-9 filter,
Howes CTU30 a.t.u., Saishio radio
cassette, Kent Morse Trainer, G-C1RP
Morse tapes, extension speaker,
headphones, manuals, leads, one lot, no
offers and buyer collects, £350. John,
Bognor Regis. Tel:(01243) 582723.

Kenwood R-5000 with s.s.b. filter, mint
condition and boxed with manual, £500.
PR -150 pm -selector, £125. Simon, Bristol.
Tel: 0117-963 7108.

Kenwood R-5000 with VC -20 v.h.f. unit, mint
condition, boxed with manual, £600. F.
Renals, Cornwall. Tel: (012081863134.

Lowe HF-150, as new, £260. Realistic PRO -
2005, 400 memories, as new, £140. Philips
D-2935 world receiver, as new, £60.
Gillman, Surrey. Tel: 0181-643 5063.

Lowe HF-225 receiver, excellent condition,
boxed with power supply and f.m. remote
control, sell for, £300. Arthur, Lanarkshire.
Tel: (01558) 70413 Mon - Thur 1900-2200.

MBR-8 7 -band radio, airband, marine,
police, short wave, 2.2.-22MHz and 108-
174MHz, mains battery, tuning meter, a.f.c.,
squelch, fine tune, unused, accept, £35
includes post. Tel: Nr. Warwick (01295)
670749.

Momentum MCL1100 easyreader decoder,
new with 12in monitor, £200. Wanted
Kenwood a.m. filter or VC -20 converter
unit. Tel: Swindon (017931820139.

NRD-535 Lowe mode b.w.c. + 1.8kHz, ECSS,
boxed, bargain, £999. Drake R7, five filters,
excellent condition, £450. CR Sony CRF320,
best CF Sony, £350. Racal 1217, v.g.c., £250.
Eddystone 1650 current model, built-in pre -
selector, aut/man, tuning sweep scan, six
filters, direct entry, cost, £5000, bargain at,
£1150. Swap RX. Tel: Middlesex 0181-813
9193.
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NRD-535, unmarked, as new, quick cash
sale, £950 o.n.o. Buyer to inspect and
collect, as no box S/W58585. Stuart
0400K, QTHR. Tel: 101642) 211685 anytime.

Philips DC777 s.w. car radio plus cassette,
f.m., 45 memories and more excellent
condition, £150. Also radio mobile s.w. car
radio, £60. Steve, Essex. Tel: (01702) 522929.

Racal RA1792 professional h.f. receiver,
late model, BITE backlit, all filters fitted,
excellent condition, with manual, £1450.
Cash only please. Buyer to inspect and
collect. Tel: Glos (01242) 519281.

Racal rack with RA17 diversity set with
I.s.b. unit, also RA17L with panadaptor v.l.f.
unit and sideband unit. Eddystone 880
receiver, £300. Marconi spectrum analyser
100MHz, £500, HP analyser, £500. Tel:
101344) 27869.

Sony 2001D receiver, superb condition,
boxed with manual and accessories, £165.
Tel: N. Ireland (01232) 483391 evenings.

Sony SVV7600G world band receiver with
s.s.b. and synchronous detector, excellent
performer, £130 o.n.o.. Also Sony ICF-SW20
f.m./m.w./s.w., excellent pocket analogue
receiver, £30 o.n.o. Both six months old and
as new. Tel: St Albans (01727) 859377.

Tono Theta -550 decoder, c.w. and RTTY,
excellent condition with manual, £80 COD
plus carriage. Tel: Swansea (01792) 830962
weekends only.

Two Spectrum 48K + interlace, joystick,
printer, JEP, RTTY, Morse, TX/RX software,
hardware, manuals, g.w.o., £75 post paid.
Two Amstrad 1640DD PCs mono monitor,
keyboard, mouse, £80. Exchange Airband
scanner, w.h.y.? Offers. John, Hants. Tel:
(01256) 465126 evenings or 1012561706341
daytime.

Yaesu FRG -7 communications receiver, in
perfect condition with manual, £200. Tel:
Weston Super Mare (01934) 641301.

Yaesu FT -102, boxed with manual, all h.f.
bands, superb radio, offers or swap
receiver or scanner to same value, cash
either way. Tel: Derby (01332) 739440.

Yupiteru MVT-7100 scanner with leather
case and NiCads, £175. Realistic PRO -2006
scanner, 400 channel with hyperscan, £140.
ERA Microreader, £80. All items little used
(manuals included) and in excellent
condition. James, Strathclyde. Tel: (01698)
459030 evenings, E-mail:
james.muir@zetnet.co.uk

Yupiteru MVT-7100, all -mode, boxed, mint

condition c/w desktop antenna, three
aerials, leather case, NiCads, car and
mains adapter/charger, several books,
£290. Sam, Cheltenham. Tel: (012421 526119
after 5pm.

Yaesu FT-900AT, under one year old,
narrow filter, remote kit, used for receive
only, £700. Tel: Essex 0181-508 9703 1day) or
(012771821827 (evenings).

Yupiteru MVT-7200 scanner, as new,
complete with shoulder holster, £310. Tel:
Edinburgh 0131-664 8455.

Yupiteru VT -125 MkII hand-held airband
receiver scanner, memories, NiCads,
charger, backlight, delay search, mains
12V, £100 includes post. Tel: Hilton (012831
734320.

Yupiteru VT -12511 civil airband hand-held
receiver and p.s.u. 101K mains power unit
with scanner support, as new, NiCad
batteries or mains adapter, £100. Tel:
Lancing 101903) 753011.

Wanted

4 FET transistors SP115033 828, 1
mechanical 455kHz BB filter, 1000Hz, 1
crystal 455kHz BP filter, 4000Hz, 1 RS232
interface card for Racal RA6790/GM
receiver. A. Tosetti, via Pomba 24, 10123
Torino, Italy. Tel: 00 39 11 517 4404.

Eddystone 770R MkI or 770R MkII, also
Cossor changing oscillator or similar,
w.h.y.? E. F. C. Owen, 28 Chartfield Road,
Reigate, Surrey RH2 7JZ.

Eddystone EC10, EB35, EB36, EB37, 960,
930, 890, 870A, Mimco cabin feeder EC958,
etc. Also scrap sets for spares, a few
doubles for sale inc. wartime utility
receiver. Lepino, Surrey. Tel: (0374) 128170
anytime.

Eddystone receivers EC10, EB35, cabin
feeders, 960, 830, 930, 890, etc., plus
diecast speaker, £10 each plus P&P
offered for scrap sets, please try and help.
Peter Lepino, Surrey. Tel: (0374) 128170
anytime.

Ferrite rod aerials, must be half inch in
diameter, no more or less, must be six
inches long or more. Peter Tankard,
Sheffield. Tel: 0114-266 8037 anytime.

Signal R535 v.h.f./u.h.f. airband receiver.
Tel: Warwicks 1019261 854556.

Racal RA1790, immaculate with five filters
in new RS cabinet, £890. Tel: Cheshire
0161-283 1689.
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LISTENING GUIDES

Airband
AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 5th Edition
David J. Smith

Air band radio listening enables you to listen -in on the conversations between
aircraft and those on the ground who control them, and is an increasingly popular
and fascinating hobby. A new chapter on military air band has been added. The
author, an air traffic controller, explains more about this listening hobby.
t92 pages. £8.99

AIR & METED CODE MANUAL 14th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
Detailed descriptions of the World Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating FAX and RTTY meted stations, and its
message format with decoding examples. Also detailed description of the

Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network amongst others.
358 pages. £20.00

AIRWAVES 96
The Complete FIFA/HE/UHF Aviation Frequency Directory

Much of the more obscure (especially military) intonation is made accessible in
this volume. Not only are facilities/activities listed, giving their frequencies, but also
there are reverse lists - when the frequency is known, the allocated user can be
found.

Airways sectors are listed so much more clearly than in the Supplements. The main
transponder code groups are included. In fact, the book covers all the way from h.f.
up to u.h.f.
100 pages. £8.95

AIRWAVES EUROPE
This spirally bound book is published in a similar format to Airwaves 95 and
contains over 5000 aviation frequencies. There are v.h.f./u.h.f. civil and military

airband frequencies given for 38 countries and then dependencies in east and west
Europe. A must for airband enthusiasts both in the UK and Europe. 124 pages.
£9.50.

CALLSIGN 96
The Civil & Military Aviation Callsign Directory

Intended for the aircraft and radio enthusiast to use as a stand alone reference. or as
a partner to Airwaves 95. Over 5300 military and 3000 civil callsigns are covered in
detail.

144 pages. £8.50

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1996
Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams

This guide was produced with the sole aim of assisting airband listeners to quickly
find details of a flight, once they have identified an aircraft's callsign. Identifies
the flights of airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and mail, to and from the
UK and Eire and overflights between Europe and America.
140 pages. £6.60

HIGH IN THE SKY
Davis Barker & McKenzie
This new edition comprises ten sections. The first seven sections are an
introduction of radios, antenna and radio communications, information about
airways, sections covering v.h.f. and h.f. aeronautical communications, and a brief
look at ACARS. The majority of the book is taken -up by section eight, which lists all
known Selcalls in three different sequences (by airline/operator, by Selcall and by
registration). The 9th section is devoted to Selcalls used by executive jets; these are
separate, since these Selcalls are not always fixed. Mostly re -written this volume
contains the all-important frequency listings for the aeronautical networks, airlines,
the military and the commercial networks.
166 pages. £6.95

INTERNATIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK
David J. Smith

Described as the guide to world-wide air traffic control this companion volume to
theAir Band Radio Handbook explains how air traffic is regulated internationally
giving details of each country's system together with major airport radio
frequencies. Related subjects include navigational aids, radio phraseology , flight
plans and emergency procedures to name a few. This comprehensive book provides
a insight into the complex world of air traffic control.
192 pages. £9.99

THE AIRBAND JARGON BOOK
Ron Swinburne

Designed to give the newcomer some guidance on what to expect from Airband and
how to extract the most from listening to it.
This guide is essential reading for those not involved in the aviation industry. It
gives a valuable insight to many aspects of aviation. Explained are the principles of
Airband reception, aircraft instrumentation, radio services, weather navigation, etc.
and air traffic control. to list but a few. Read this book and you could well be
hooked.

72 pages. £6.95

UNDERSTANDING AGARS 3rd Edition
Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System
Ed Flynn

Here is the information you need to understand and decode the Aircraft
Communications Addressing and Reporting System, otherwise known as AGARS.
Deals with the equipment needed as well as message format and type.
80 pages. £9.95

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
FREQUENCY DIRECTORY 2nd Edition
Robert E. Evans

This book covers aeronautical radio communications, voice and digital, within the
range of hi. and vh.f./u.h.f. frequency bands. Commercial, military and para-

military operations are included. Divided into logical sections. it provides useful
intonation and frequencies on almost anything and everything airband.
260 pages. £19.95

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL HF RADIO HANDBOOK
Marlyn R. Cooke

This book lists high frequencies used by aircraft and aeronautical ground stations.

Its divided into sections, Military, Civil, etc. and is designed for use by those who
have previous little knowledge of h.f. communications as well as those who are
already 'hooked'. 124 pages. £6.95.

Broadcast

A GUIDE TO THE WORLD'S RADIO STATIONS BP355
Peter Shore

As in 'Broadcast Round -up', his column in PIN, Peter Shore has laid this book out
in world areas, providing the listener with a reference work designed to guide
around the ever -more complex radio bands. Them are sections covering English
language transmissions, programmes for DXers and s.w.l.s. Along with sections on
European medium wave and UK f.m. stations. 266 pages. £5.95

POP WENT THE PIRATES
Keith Skues

A very comprensensive history of Pirate Radio. Thanks to Pop Went The Pirates
the whole era of people seeking to provide a popular alternative radio service,
under quite considerable opposition, will be remembered. I don't suppose we will
ever see or hear the like of it again. 915.95

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1996
Clive Woodyear

This is the eighth edition of this radio listener's guide. Simple -to -use maps and
charts show the frequencies for radio stations in the UK. Organised so that the
various station types are listed separately, the maps are useful for the travelling
listener. Articles included in the guide discuss v.h.f. aerials, RDS, the Radio
Authority and developments from Blaupunkt. 81 pages. £3.95

Datamodes

GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS
15th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss

The new edition of this super reference book covers the world's facsimile stations,
their frequencies and methods of working. There is a section covering the
equipment needed to receive FAX over the radio. To give you an idea of what is
available there are many pages of off -air received FAX pictures.
392 pages. £20.00

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS
14th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss

This book covers the complete short wave range from 3 to 30MHz together with the
adjacent frequency bands from 0 to 150kHz and from 1.6 to 3MHz. It includes
details on all types of utility stations including FAX and RM. There are 19549
entries in the frequency list and 3590 in the alphabetical callsign list plus press
services and meteorological stations. Included are RTTY & FAX press and meted
schedules. There are 11800 changes since the 10th edition. 604 pages. £35.00

POCKET GUIDE TO RTTY AND FAX STATIONS
Bill Laver

A handy reference book listing RTTY and FAX stations, together with modes and
other essential information. The listing is in ascending frequency order, from 1.6 to
26.8MHz. 57 pages. £3.95

RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL 13th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This book gives detailed descriptions of the characteristics of telegraph
transmission on short waves, with all commercial modulation types including voice
frequency telegraphy and comprehensive information on all RTTY systems and c.w.
alphabets. 96 pages. £14.00

Freauencv Guide'

1996 Super Frequency List
Joerg Kingenfuss
This new CD-ROM has been designed for use with IBM PCs or clones running
Windows 3.1. The CD-ROM comes complete With its own viewing software and
includes 14000 frequencies that have been extracted from the Klingenfuss Guide to
Utility Stations. This frequency listing is supplemented by 1000 abbreviations and
1200 formerly active frequencies. As this list was last updated in January '95 it's
well up -to- date. £25.00

FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST
9th Edition
Compiled by Geoff Halligey

Spirally bound, this easy -to -use reference book covers 1.6 - 28MHz in great
depth, all modes and utility services, with new reverse frequency listing showing
every known frequency against each callsign, who's using what frequency and
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mode, what's that callsign?
544 pages. £17.95

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1996
This book gives you the intonation to explore and enjoy the world of broadcast
band listening. It includes features on different international radio stations, receiver
reviews and advice as well as the hours and language ral broadcast stations by
frequency. The 'blue pages' provide a channel -to -channel guide to world band
schedules. 528 pages. £14.50

SHORT WAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY HANDBOOK
This book contains a comprehensive frequency listing covering 400kHz - 30MHz
and is packed with everything from the basics of short wave listening to explaining
FAX and ATTY. In this updated version there are many new broadcast and utility
stations listed. 188 pages. £12.95

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 5th Edition
This spiral bound book lists over 42500 UK spot frequencies from 25MHz to
1.661-1z. Articles on scanning in the UK.
540 pages. £18.50

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1996 r5Oth Anniversary Issue)
Country -by -country listing of l.w., rn.w. & s.w. broadcast and TV stations. Receiver
test reports, English language broadcasts. The s.w.l.'s 'bible'. 608 pages. £17.95

General

EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY
Michael Cannon

For the very first time a book has been published showing how to monitor British
Military communications. All you needle a short wave receiver, lots of time and
patience, and this secret world will open up to you, providing many hours of
enjoyment. Also included is the largest British military callsign list ever to be
published. 166 pages. £17.50

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK
4th Edition
Hank Bennett. Harry Helms & David Hardy
This book is a comprehensive guide to the basics of short wave listening.
Everything you need to get started as an s.w.l. is explained in a clear and easily
understood manner. Receivers, antennas, frequencies, propagation, 0 -codes, etc.
are all covered. 321 pages. £18.95

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS
Peter Rouse GU1DKD

Covers a very wide area and so provides an Ideal Introduction to the hobby of radio
comms. International frequency listings for aviation, marine, military, space
launches, search and rescue, etc. Chapters on basic radio propagation, how to work
your radio and what the controls do, antennas and band plans. 187 pages. £4.50

Marine

MARINE SSB OPERATION
J. Michael Gale

How do you stay in touch when you sail off over the horizon and into the blue?
What you need is a single sideband radio, a marine s.s.b. This book explains how
the system works, how to choose and install your set and how to get the best out of
it. There is also a chapter on amateur radio with the emphasis on the increasingly
important maritime mobile nets 96 pages. £11.95

MARINE VHF OPERATION
J. Michael Gale

A v.h.f. radiotelephone is essential equipment for any sea -going boat, but what can
you do with it? Who can you call, and how do you make contact? Which channel do
you use, and why? What Is the procedure for calling another boat, calling the family
through the telephone system, or making a distress call? This book will tell you.
48 pages. £7.95

SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS
B. E. Richardson

Laid out with both the beginner and well -seasoned maritime radio enthusiast in
mind this book provides the most accurate and detailed information in an easy -to -
use format. In addition to the two substantial frequency lists provided there is
information on all the various communication modes used by ships today.
195 pages. £16.50.

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES
Ken Davies

This A5 pocket -sized book provides all those with a sailing interest witha detailed
listing of all the radio frequencies which they are likely to come across when
sailing around Britain's shores. It is designed to be quick and'easy-to-use and is
therefore divided geographically into 10 sectors resulting in a clear concise
format 95 pages. £5.99

Satellite

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITES
BP290. A. Pickard

This book describes several currently available systems, their connection to an
appropriate computer and how they can be operated with suitable software. The
results of decoding signals containing such information as telemetry data and
weather pictures are demonstrated.

102 pages. £3.95
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AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
BP326
F. A. Wilson

A simple, (with the minimum of mathematics) beginner's book covering satellite
communications in a practical way. It provides a handy basic reference source on
this complex subject and is aimed at up -dating someone who is familiar with radio
communications. 230 pages. £5.95

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV
Derek Stephenson

This book, the 3rd edition, is a hard bound volume, printed on high quality paper.
The author is a satellite repair and installation engineer and the book covers all
information needed by the installation engineer, the hobbyist and the service
engineer to understand the theoretical and practical aspects of satellite reception
with dish installation and how to trouble -shoot when picture quality is not up to
anticipated reception. Mathematics has been kept to a minimum
371 pages. £18.95

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to Satellite TV
Theory and Practice
John Breeds
This book deals almost exclusively with television broadcast satellites and is a
comprehensive collection of chapters on topics, each written by a expert in that
field. It appears to be aimed at the professional satellite system installer, for whom it
is invaluable, but it will be appreciated by a much wider audience - anyone
interested in satellite technology. 280 pages. £32

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition
Martin Davidoff K2UBC
The book is divided into four main sections - History, Getting Started, Technical
Topics and Appendices. It provides information on spacecraft built by, and for, radio
amateurs. In addition, it discusses weather, TV -broadcast and other satellites of
interest to amateurs. 313 pages 214.50

SATELLITE TELEVISION
A layman's guide

Peter Pearson
Pictures from space, that's what satellite television is all about. Orbiting satellites.
35000km high, receive TV signals from stations on the earth and re -transmit them
back again. This book explains all you need to know to set up your own satellite TV
terminal at home, dish and accessories, cable and tuner. 73 pages. £1.00

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE
5th Edition

John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite television. Detailed guide -lines on installing
and aligning dishes based on practical experience. 76 pages. £15.00

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK
5th Edition
Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT
This book explains all about weather satellites, how they work and how you can
receive and decode their signals to provide the fascinating pictures of the world's
weather. Plenty of circuit diagrams and satellite predicting programs.

192 pages. £15.50

WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE
1996 Edition. Bart Kuperus
This brand new publication, written by one of the experts from the respected World
Radio TV Handbook, will be a great help to everyone interested in the world of
satellite radio and television. Featuring over 3D) pictures and graphics. All the
information you need to know about installing your own satellite system.

366 pages. £17.95

Scanning

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING
BP311
I. D. Poole
This book is ideal for anyone wanting to know what scanning is, and how it works.
Them are also chapters on radio in general, covering antennas, radio waves and
how they travel, types of transmissions, broadcasting and amateur radio. All in all a
superb starter book.

152 pages. £4.95

SCANNER BUSTERS
D.C. Poole

This guide to the methodology of beating the electronic ban on Scanning, deals
with the subject of scrambling and encryption systems. The author explains in
simple terms how p.m.r. works, the new digital cellular radio telephone systems,
spread spectrum, frequency hopping and emergency services communication. How
to get more from your scanner and a list of frequencies to listen to are also covered.
It is a great reference for both new scanner owners and veterans alike.

64 pages. £4.95

SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL
Peter Rouse GUI DKD
The companion book to the best selling Scanners provides even more information
on the use of v.h.f. and u.h.f. communications bands It gives details on how to
construct accessories to improve the performance of scanning equipment. The book

is international in its scope and contains frequency allocations for all three ITU
regiona including country -by -country variations 261 cages. £995

SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE. New
Edition 4th Revision
Peter Rouse
This is the fourth revised and completely updated edition of Scanners, the complete
v.h.f./u.h.f. radio listeners' guide and contains everything you need to know to put
your scanner to better use. There is vastly more information than ever before on
frequency listing; in particular actual frequencies used by coastal stations, airfields
and emergency services. Also for the first time h.f. (short wave) bands, as many
scanners now cover these frequencies.

271 pages. £9.95

SCANNING SECRETS
Mark Francis
The mysteries of monitoring explained. Advice on buying and operating your
scanner. Where to listen and how to gather obscure frequencies. The myths and
folklore exposed. All the information need to unlock the potential of your scanner.

280 pages £15.95

AMATEUR RADIO
Antennas & Transmission Lines

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125
E. M. Noll

63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136
E. M. Noll
50 pages. £1.75
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25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS
BP132
E. M. Noll
63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145.
E. M. Noll
54 pages. £1.75

ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS
W I Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Covers the theory, design and construction operation of vertical antennas. How to
use your tower as a vertical antenna and compact vertical designs for restricted
locations. All about loading coils and ales. 192 pages. £8.50

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL)
Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an antenna to a transmission line is of concern to
antenna engineers and to every radio amateur. A properly matched antenna as the
termination for a line minimises feed -line losses. Power can be led to such a line
without the need for a matching network at the line input. There is no mystique
involved in designing even the most complex multi -element networks for

broadband coverage. 195 pages. £14.50

ANTENNAS AND TECHNIQUES FOR LOW -BAND DXING
(ARRL)
John Devoldere ON4UN

This unusual book will be of particular interest to 1.8, 3.5 and 7MHz operators as
its packed with information on antennas and operating tips for 'Top Band to Forty'

fans. There are chapters on low band propagation, operating techniques, equipment
and for the computer minded there's a chapter on newly -available low band
software. 393 pages. £14.50

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301
I. D. Poole
Antennas are a very important part of any receiver or transmitter and in this book the

author gives a general' background to antenna operation as well as describing
antennas that are suitable for v.h.f. and u.h.f. operation. Chapters include Basic
Concepts, Feeders, The Dipole, Aerial Measurements and Practical Aspects. There
is something of use for everyone with an interest in antennas in this book.

104 pages. £4.95

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 17th Edition
This volume now in its 17th edition contains essential information regarding
propagation and constructional details of just about every type of antenna known to
man. Included is a as diskette contain in PC programs for Yagi analysis,
propagation forecasting, transmission line analysis and other A definite must.

732 pages. £21.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One
Fascinating and hitherto unpublished material. Among the topics discussed are
quads and loops, log periodic arrays, beam and multi -band antennas, verticals and
reduced size antennas. 175 pages. £10.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two
Because antennas are a topic of great interest among radio amateurs, ARRL HQ
continues to receive many more papers on the subject than can possibly be
published in DST. Those papers are collected in this volume. 208 pages. £10.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three
Edited by Jerry Hall K1TD
As the title suggests, this book is the third in the continuing series on practical
antennas, theory and accessories produced by the ARRL. The book reflects the
tremendous interest and activity in antenna work, and provides a further selection of

antennas and related projects you can build. 236 pages. £12.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four
The fourth volume in the ever popular series contains 38 previously unpublished
articles, covering a wide range of antenna related topics - all the way from the maths

intensive, heavyweight discussions to fun antennas for specific purpOseS, such as a
balloon supported Field Day loop.
For the first time in the series there is a disk included with the book, which contains
source data used to model many of the antennas. In short, there's something for
virtually every antenna enthusiast. 204 pages. £15.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Design, construction, adjustment and installation of h.f. beam antennas. The
information this book contains has been complied from the data obtained in
experiments conducted by the authors, and from information provided by scientists
and engineers working on commercial and military antenna ranges.

268 pages. £8.50

BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition
Andrew Yoder
This practical handbook puts at your fingertips the information you need to build
your own short wave antennas. Clear diagrams and photographs show how to
construct a variety of inexpensive antennas and masts. 208 pages. £15.95

CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition
William Orr W6SAI and Stuart Cowan W2LX

Sub -titled 'How To Build And Adjust Quads' this book has been rewritten and
brought up to date again. The theory of how quad antennas work in easy digestable
form. See how to make quad antennas for bands between 10 and 50MHz. £11.50

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278
H. C. Wright

Experimenting with antennas is a great way to learn. With this author's approach itfi
also informative and enjoyable. 70 pages. £3.50

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL & T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNQ.

This book is a collection of antenna and related circuits taken from Sprat, the G-
QRP Club's journal. Although most of the circuits are aimed at the low -power
fraternity, many of the interesting projects are also useful for general use. Not
intended as a text book, but offers practical and proven circuits.
155 pages. £6.99

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB)
Edited by Erwin David G4LQI
This book contains a collection of useful, and interesting h.f. antenna articles. first
published in the RSGB's Radio Communication magazine, between 1968 and 1989,
along with other useful information on ancillary topics such as feeders, tuners,
baluns, testing and mechanics for the antenna builder. 233 pages. £10.99

HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB)
Les Moxon G6XN

This book provides a reference source for all h.f. antenna work, whether it be for
fixed, mobile or using test equipment. In effect it is a manual on antenna work, with

useful tips, projects and ideas.
322 pages. £13.99

MORE OUT OF THIN AIR (PWP)
More Out of Thin Air has been revised, rewritten and
updated from the original Out of Thin Air. This new
edition is a compendium of antenna theory, design
and construction and contains plenty for the antenna
enthusiast to enjoy. Articles included are: Slim Jim
Vertical Antenna for 144MHz, A five -element Beam
Antenna for 70MHz, Antenna Ideas for the Novice
and G2BCX 16 -element Beam Antenna to name a
few. 112 pages. £6.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR
NOVICES
John Heys G3BD0
In this guide, written especially for newly qualified holders of the UK novice
Licence. John Heys describes in detail how to build simple but efficient antennas
for each of the Novice bands up to 434MHz, as well as useful ancillary equipment to
ensure that they are working correctly. A complete chapter is devoted to the safety
and common-sense aspects of installing and using a transmitting antenna.
This book will be invaluable not only to Novices. but also to any beginning amateur
looking for easy -to -build antenna systems that really work.

52 pages. £5.99

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition
Joseph J. Carr
As the name suggests, this book offers a practical guide at everything to do with
antennas, from h.f. to microwaves. It also has sections on propagation,

transmission lines, antenna fundamentals and a helpful introduction to radio

broadcasting and comm-unication. The book neatly balances a practical approach
with the minimum of mathematics. good diagrams and a lively led.
437 pages. £25.95

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB
John Heys G3BDO
Many radio enthusiasts have to be content with wire antennas. John Heys' practical
approach to wire antennas provides plenty of ideas and projects to help get the best

out of a simple system. A helpful book, and good reference source.

100 pages. £8.50

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Yogi. Quad, Quagi and LPY beam antennas as well as vertical, horizontal and stoner
antennas are covered in this useful book. How to judge the best location, DX
antenna height, ground loss and radials.
188 pages. £8.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Joe Carr
Your receiver is only as good as your antenna. This book is a complete guide to
high performance receiving antennas. It is a comprehensive examination of

antennas intended specifically for receiving purposes. An essential addition to your
technical library, the listeners' antenna bible.
189 Pages. £17.50

SIMPLE LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO
AMATEURS
W. I. Of f W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m, including 'invisible' antennas for difficult
station locations. Clear explanations of resonance, radiation resistance, impedance,

s.w.r., balanced and unbalanced antennas are also included.
188 pages. £8.50

WIFB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL)
Doug DeMaw W1FB
This book provides lots of designs, in simple and easy to read terms, for simple
wire and tubing antennas. All drawings are large and clear making construction
much easier. There is no high-level mathematics in this book, just simple equations
only when necessary to calculate the length of an antenna element or its matching
section.

123 pages. £7.50

Out of Thin Air

Beginners (inc RAE)

AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB)
Victor Brand G3JNB
An ideal book for the absolute beginner to the amateur radio hobby. Well illustrated

and an Interesting read. 65 Pages. £3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257
I. D. Poole
This book gives the newcomer a comprehensive and easy to understand guide
through amateur radio. Topics include operating procedures, jargon, propagation
and setting -up a station.
150 pages. £350

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
BP315
F. A. Wilson
This little book deals effectively with a difficult abstract subject - the invisible
electromagnetic wave. Aimed at the beginner, the book with its basic approach to
electromagnetics, antennas, waves, propagation and constraints is a good starting
point, complete very simple but clear diagrams and the minimum of mathematics.

122 pages. £4.95.

THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR RADIO
3rd Edition
Clay Laster W5ZPV

This book is a good practical introduction to amateur radio. A variety of

constructional projects are included to give the beginner experience in designing
and building an amateur radio station. Even includes valves.

398 pages. £15.95

ETI BOOK OF ELECTRONICS
Dave Bradshaw

Published in association with Electronics Today International magazine, this book is

both a theoretical and practical introduction to electronics. It clearly explains the
theory and principals of electronics and each chapter includes a project for the
beginer to make. The projects a loudspeaker divider, continuity tester, 'brown -out'
alarm, freezing alarm, mini -amplifier and burglar alarm. 208 pages. £10.95
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HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION
(RSGB)
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB

The background to multiple choice exams and how to study for them with sample
RAE paper for practice plus maths revision and how to study for the exam. The
majority of this book is given to sample examination papers so that candidates Can
familiarise themselves with the examination and assess their ability.
88 pages £7.99

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS
EXAMINATION HANDBOOK (BP375)
Ian Poole G3YWX

Respected author Ian Poole G3YWX nas written this
book for the new Novice licensees. However, Novices
are not the only ones that will benefit from reading it,
as the 16 sections of the book deal with all aspects of
running a radio station.
150 pages £4.95

THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION
& ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Filth Edition
Ray Petri GOOAT

This book has proved itself over four editions and now appears with many up-
dates and innovations in its long awaited fifth edition. Ideal for the class or
independent RAE student, it has over 1240 examples of the multiple choice
examination questions, an excellent data reference section and an important and
useful guide on using electronic calculators. £13.95

RAE MANUAL (RSGB)
G.L.Benbow G3HB
The latest edition of the standard aid to studying for the Radio Amateurs'
Examination. Updated to cover the latest revisions to the syllabus. Takes the
candidate step-by-step through the course. 127 pages. £7.99

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB)
G.L.Benbow G3HB

If you're studying for the Radio Amateur's Examination, this book could be useful.
It's a summary of the salient points of the Radio Amateurs' Examination Manual, the

standard textbook for the exam. It's A5 size, and therefore can be carried with you
wherever you go. Easy -to -read, its divided into 13 chapters with topics like
receivers, power supplies, measurements, operating procedures. licence conditions
and a summary of the formulae all dealt with 92 pages £4.99

REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB)
Esde Tyler GOAEC

In effect Esde Tyler's book could be considered as being a training manual for the
NRAE. Answers are supplied and the book provides a useful reference source.
60 pages. £5.00

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK
John Case GW4HWR

This is the recommended course book for anyone taking the Novice Licence.
Covering all aspects of amateur radio and electronics it would be useful to anyone
eluding out in amateur radio. Every left hand page is for your own notes of
explanation. 124 pages. £5.99

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS
Anita Louise McCormick KA8KGI

This book provides all the hands-on information you need to gel off to a quick start
in shod wave listening. An excellent introductory guide, it describes in easy -to -
understand non -technical terms how shod wave radio works, available equipment
and where to find it, what stations can be heard and how to become a licensed radio
amateur. 176 pages. £9.95

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR
THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)
John Case GW4HWR

Aimed at the Novice licence instructor this manual provides the syllabus and an
excellent framework textbook to help novice, instructor and beginner alike. An
excellent basic reference work. 101 pages. £6.50

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL)
Doug DeMaw W1FB

This book covers everything from getting accuainted with new equipment to
constructing antennas, station layout, interference and operating problems to on -
the -air conduct and procedures. 155 pages. £8.95

Callbooks

AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK AND INFORMATION
DIRECTORY (RSGB)
1996 Edition
This year's Call Book covers callsigns up to GOWJF, GNOT and 2EOAMO and
2E1EIZ. Following the introduction in the 1995 Call Book of a surname and town
index the RSGB have continued to widen its appeal by introducing a WAB square
listing and IARU locator for most entries. As well as this you can expect to find all
the usual information on Band plans. Contests, Licensing, Morse, Propagation.
RAYNET and much more 529 pages. £11.23

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK
INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS 1996
74th Edition

The only publication listing licensed radio amateurs throughout
the world. Also includes DXCC Countries list, standard time
chart, beacon lists and much more.

Over 1400 pages. £20.95

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK
NORTH AMERICAN LISTINGS 1996
74th Edition
Listings of US amateurs (including Hawaii). Also contains
standard time chart, census of amateur licences of the world.
world-wide OSL bureau, etc.
Over 1400 pages. £20.95

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK
INTERNATIONAL & NORTH AMERICAN
LISTINGS 1996 - CD-ROM
Both volumes of these already popular books are now available as a
combined volume on one CD-ROM. £35

Computing

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS
BP177
R. A. Penfold

Details of various types of modem and their applications, plus how to interconnect
computers, modems and the telephone system. Also networking systems and RTTY.
72 pages. £2.95

HOW TO EXPAND13 MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND
COMPATIBLES B271.
R A Penfold

Recently revised, this book has seven chapters dealing with IBM PC/ATs or 'clones'.
Starting with an overview of PCs and hardware. before describing upgrading disks,
video and memory. Three chapters cover repairs, building a PC from bits, and
recent developments. A good grounding in PCs. 166 pages £ 5.95.

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272
R. A. Penfold 86 pages. £3.95

MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME (BP402)
MS -OFFICE is a suit of programs that looks so vast it is intimidating. This book
lakes you gently through Word processing, spreadsheet and database manipulation
before showing you how to make a presentation in Powerpoint.
177 pages. £5.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
Third Edition
Michael Tooley
An invaluable compendium of bets, figures, circuits and data which is
indispensible to the designer, student, service engineer and all those interested in
computer and microcomputer systems. This enlarged third edition covers a vast
range of subjects at a practical level, with the appropriate explanatory text.
256 pages £12.95

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition
James L. Turley

A friendly, comprehensive introduction to every personal computer - including Macs!
This book is packed with valuable tips on every aspect of computer technology
available today and will hole you to get comfortable with your computer - fast. 438
pages. £15.95

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400)
New operating system, new problems. your new PC has Windows 95 pre -loaded,
but with inadequate documentation. This book takes you through all the stages of
using the new system, from beginner to 'old hand'.
175 pages. £5.95

EMC

INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK
William R. Nelson WA6FOG

How to locate & cure di. for radio amateurs, CBers, N & stereo owners. Types of
interference covered are spark discharge, electrostatic, power line many 'cures' are
suggested. 250 pages. £9.50

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB)
Robin Page -Jones G3JWI

This paperback book provides essential information ana reaping for anyone who
has an EMC (interference) problem. With the help of the well -illustrated text and
techniques, much of the mystery from the troublesome world of electromagnetic
compatibility is removed. 117 pages £7.99

Historical

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
Edited by Hugo Gernsback

A fascinating reprint from a bygone age with a directory of all the 1934 s.w.
receivers, servicing information, constructional projects, circuits and ideas on
building vintage radio sets with modern parts. 260 pages. £11.85

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB)
This book comprehensively covers the fascinating history, techniques, equipment
used and personalities behind amateur radio from the very beginnings of the hobby
to the late 1960s. John Clarricoats G6CL. 307 pages. £6.00

Maps and Log Books

AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB)
This standard spirally bound amateur radio log book has 100 pages and is marked
out with the format mulled in the UK. There are columns for date, time (UTC),
frequency. power (in dBW), station worked/called, reports, OSL information and
remarks. £300

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART
This is a five -colour chart designed for the ATC in monitoring transatlantic flights.
Supplied folded. 740 x 520mm. £7.50

0TH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE
This comprehensive map of the European cellsign area has now been updated and
enhanced. This well thought out, coloured map covers from N. Africa to Iceland and
from Portugal in the west to Iran in the east. Folds to fit into the 1451 240mm clear
envelope.1080 a 680mm. £5.95

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD
This a brightly coloured map clearly showing callsign prefixes for the world and is
up-to-date with recent European boundary changes. Supplied folded in a clear
plastic wallet.

980 x 680mm. £5.95

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB)
£3 F

Microwaves

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP312)
A. Wilson

Microwaves is a subject that many do not understand. This pocket sized book goes
a long way to removing the mystique that surrounds the subject. Seven chapters
deal with generating, guiding and explaining what you can do with microwaves.
134 pages. £3.95

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL
Various Authors

A truly excellent manual for the keen microwave enthusiast and for the budding
'microwaves'. With contributions from over 20 specialist authors. Chapters covering
techniques, theory, projects, methods and mathematics.
446 pages. £14.50

Morse

INTRODUCING MORSE
Collected Articles from PW 1982-1985.

48 pages. £1.25

Operating and Handbooks

AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB)
Ray Eckersley G4FTJ

This book is now in its fourth edition and is designed to cover the essential
Operating techniques required for most aspects of amateur radio. It takes the reader
through procedures such as setting -up a station, DXing, contests, data
communications and special event stations to name a few. Both newly licensed and
experience operators should lind this book invaluable
249 pages. £11.65.

AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES RSGB
Pat Hawker G3VA

Anyone who enjoys Pal Hawker's 'Technical Topics' in Radio Communications will
enjoy this book. An amateur radio manual itself, this paperback book, the 7th
edition. can only be bettered by a new edition. A truly excellent reference source
with a practical bias 368 pages £9.50

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1996 (ARRL)
Now in its 73r0 Edition this 1200 page book is packed with information on
everything from What Is Amateur Radio? through Practical Design to Construction
Techniques and Operating Practices.

For the first time the ARRL Handbook includes a disk of software which should
prove useful and practical to all amateurs. The disk contains a Windows database,

TISFIND which is a list of parts suppliers and addresses Also included on the disk
are software applications for Pi Network Design, SSTV, active filter design and a
shortened dipole design, etc. 1200 pages. £25

THE ATV COMPENDIUM
Mike Wooding G610M

Amateur television (ATV) has a small but dedicated following within amateur radio.
This makes information about AN hard to come by. Mike Woodingh book will help
show you that AN can be cheaper and easier than you thought.
104 pages £3&0

COMPLETE DX'ER
Bob Locher

This book covers equipment and operating techniques for the DX chaser, from
beginner to advanced. Every significant aspect of DXing is covered, from learning
how to really listen, how to snatch the rare ones out of the pile-ups and how to
secure that elusive OSL card. 204 pages. £8.95

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L. Hutchinson and David Newkirk

A collection of practical ideas gleaned from the pages of OST magazine. Plenty of
projects to build, hints and tips on interference, cm. and operating and snippets of
information from amateurs who've Vied and tested the idea. 129 pages. £9.50

RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB)
6th Edition
Dick Biddulph G8PDS

This long awaited new edition has been extensively up -dated and is full of diagrams
and photographs. This book is a complete handbook/reference work and project
book all rolled into one. The final innovation is that the necessary p.c.b. templates

for the leatured projects are provided at the end of the book making them much
easier to work from when making your own p.c.b.s. 750 pages. £20.00.

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300
I. D. Poole

Ian Poole G3YWX provides a helpful guide for anyone setting up an amateur radio
station and covers: station design, construction, antenna, equipment, lay -out and
the construction and use of basic test equipment, and helpful 'on the air' operating
hints. 81 pages. £3.95

Packet

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK
Mike Mansfield G6AWD NEW EDITION

Introduces the concept of packet radio to the beginner. Problem areas are discussed
and suggestions made br solutions to minimise them. Deals with the technical
aspects of packet taking the reader through selling up and provides a

comprehensive guide to essential reference material. 220 pages. £10.50

PACKET: SPEED, MORE SPEED AND APPLICATIONS MIK)
There is a lot to see, learn and do with packet. You dent need to be a 'guru' to join
in the fun. This collection of articles and updates from ARRL Computer Networking

Conference Proceedings, TAPAS Packet Status Register, OEX, OST and the ARRL
Handbook promises an exciting ride for both packeteers and future packeteers.
Hang onto your seat and start-up your modem! 144 pages. £12.95

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO
Stan Horzepa WA1LOU

What is packet radio good for and what uses does it have for the 'average' amateur?
What are protocols? where, why, when? Lots of the most asked questions are
answered in this useful book. It included details of networking and space
communications using packet. 278 pages. £8.95

YOUR PACKET COMPANION
Steve Ford WB8IMY

This American book goes to considerable lengths to explain in simple terms how
the radio amateur can get going on packet, how it works and what the various
systems are. There are chapters dealing with assembling a packet station, sending
and receiving packet mail and exploring advanced networking systems. Your Packet

Companion goes a long way to explain some of the mysteries of packet radio.
170 pages. £5.95

Propagation

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
BP293
J.G. Lee

How does the sun and sunspots affect the propagation of the radio waves which are
the basis of our hobby? They affect the ionosphere, but differing frequencies are
treated differently. Find out how to use charts to predict frequencies that will be the
most profitable. What effect will noise have on the signal? Find out with this book.
116 pages. £3.95

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO - OPERATING A HAM
STATION FROM ALMOST ANYWHERE (ARRL)
Jim Kearman KRIS

This book delves into to the techniques of being a 'hidden Ham', There are chapters
on specialised equipment, operating techniques and antennas to name but a few. If
you have a fascination for spy type radio equipment or like the idea of having a
complete h.f. or vhf. rig built in a suitcase, then this little American book is for you.
124 pages. £7.50

ORP

G-ORP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK
Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV

This paperback book has been compiled from circuits published in the G-ORP Club
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journal Sprat from the years 1974 to 1982. Essentially it's a collection of circuits
and projects covering everything from receivers, transmitters, antennas and
accessories together with sed QRP test equipment. This book is aimed at the keen
constructor and provides all the information required to build the host of projects
described. 96 pages. £8.50

QRP CLASSICS (ARRL)
Edited by Bob Schetgen
Operating ORP is fun. The equipment is generally simple and easy to build, but
often performs like more sophisticated commercial equipment. Some ORP Field
Day stations operate a full 27 hours on a car battery - it's the perfect equipment for
emergency communication when the power fails. Extracts from OST and the ARRL
Handbook. 274 pages. £10.50

W1FB's QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL)
2nd Edition. Doug De Maw W1FB
The new improved and updated 2nd edition of this book, covers the introduction to
GOP, construction methods, receivers and transmitters for ORP. This workshop -
notebook style publication, which is packed with new designs for the keen GRP
operator, also covers techniques, accessories and has a small technical reference

sedion. 175 pages. £7.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239
B.A. Penfold
This book is primarily aimed at beginners. It covers both analogue and digital
multi -meters and their respective limitations. All kinds of testing is explained too.
No previous knowledge is required or assumed. 102 pages. £2.95

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES
Barry Ross
Covers all aspects of oscilloscope use. This book is aimed at the novice and
assumes a minimum of previous knowledge and should be of use to engineers,
scientists and electronic enthusiasts alike. If you have an oscilloscope this book is a

must 228 pages. £17.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST
EQUIPMENT BP267
R. A. Penfold

Hints and ideas on how to use the test equipment you have, to check out, or fault
find on electronic circuits. Many diagrams of typical waveforms and circuits,
including descriptions of what waveform to expect with particular faults, or

distortion in audio amplifiers. 104 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
BP249
R. A. Penfold
A follow on from Test Equipment Construdion (BP248) this book looks at digital
methods of measuring resistance, voltage, current, capacitance and frequency. Also
covered is testing semi -conductors, along with test gear for general radio related
topics. 102 pages £3.50

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265
R. A. Penfold

This book is primarily intended as a follow-up to BP239, Getting the most from
your Multi -meter. By using the techniques described in this book you can test and
analyse the performance of a range of components with just a multi -meter (plus a
very few inexpensive components in some cases). The simple add-ons described
extend the capabilities -at a multi -meter to make it even more useful.

96 pages. £2.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES
John Case GW4HWR
This book contains a selection of 'easy to build' transmitter designs which are
suitable for the UK Novice bands (including microwaves). Although the book is
primarily aimed at Novices it should also interest any amateur who is building
transmitters for the first time. Chapters include: Methods of construction, Amplifiers
and Filters, Tools and how to use them and Suppliers of components and many
more. 126 pages £9.00

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Clive Smith G4FZH
In its 3rd edition, this book provides many up -dated test equipment project designs
for the radio amateur, complete with p.c.b. template (in the rear of the book). Areas

covered include: current and voltage measurements, oscilloscopes, frequency, r.f.,

antenna and transmission line measurements. 170 pages. £9.00

VHF

ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
W. I. Orr W6SAI

Written in non -technical language, this book provides information covering
important aspects of di. radio and tells you where you can find additional data. If
you have a scanner, you'll find a lot of interesting signals in the huge span of
frequencies covered, 100-300MHz & 50, 420, 902 & 1250MHz hands.

163 pages. £9.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO AMATEURS
BP281
I.D. Poole
An excellent book to go with the new Novice or full callsign. Nine chapters and an
appendix deal with all aspects and frequencies from 50 to 1300MHz. Topics include
propagation, descriptions of the bands, antennas, receivers, transmitters and a
special chapter on scanners.

102 pages. £3.50

ELECTRONICS
50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR PROJECTS BP39
FG.Rayer

50 circuits for the owl, radio amateur, experimenter or audio enthusiast using
1.e.t.s. Projects include If. amplifiers and converters, test equipment and receiver
aids, tuners, receivers, mixers and tone controls.
104 pages £2.95

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS TERMS
BP286
F. A. Wilson
As its title suggests, this book covers the basic terms involved in electronics and
with its short, clear and precise explanations is a helpful guide and useful textbook
for the beginner and anyone preparing for an examination. 472 pages. £5.95

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
TERMS BP287
F. A. Wilson
A reference guide laid out in alphabetic order with an index, this book provides a
useful source for the experienced and beginner alike. 431 pages. £5.95

AUDIO ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS - BOOK 6 BP111
F. A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing, and examines the operation of microphones,

loudspeakers, amplifiers, oscillators, and both disk and magnetic recording.

Intended to give the reader a good understanding of the subject without getting
involved in the more complicated theory and mathematics. 308 pages. £3.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS BP285.
R. A. Penfold
This book covers a wide range of modern components. The basic functions of the
components are described, bet Ibis is not a book on electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in-depth knowledge of electronics. It is concerned with

practicalities such as colour codes, deciphering code numbers and suitability.

166 pages. £3.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 - BP321
R.A. Penfola
Written to help you create and experiment with your own electronic designs by
combining and using the various standard 'building block' circuits provided. Deals
with filters. amplifiers, voltage competitors, etc. 182 pages. £4.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322
R.A. Penfold
Complimentary to Circuit Source Book 1, helps you create and experiment with
your own electronic designs by combining and using the various standard 'building
block' circuits provided. Covers signal generation, power supplies and digital
electronics, etc. 214 pages £4.95

GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345
Owen Bishop
This book is divided into two parts. The first part gives the
reader all the necessary information to get started in practical
electronics and is aimed at the absolute beginner. The second
part is divided into three chapters each containing 10 projects.
198 pages £4.95.

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI -Fl ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
Third Edition
Vivian Capel
A concise collection of practical and relevant data for anyone working on sound
systems. The topics covered include microphones, gramophones, compact discs,
tape recording,high quality radio, amplifiers, loudspeakers and public address.

210 pages. £12.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
Keith Brindley
This convenient sized volume is packed with information which everyone involved
in electronics will find indispendable. This book is an invaluable compendium of
facts, figures and formulae. Managers, designers, students and service personel will
find It useful at all stages in electronics processes. 306 pages. £12.95

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76
R. A. Penfold
This book gives a number of power supply designs including simple unstabilised
types, fixed voltage regulated types and variable voltage stabilised designs.

89 pages. £2.50

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299
Owen Bishop
A useful introduction to the complex world of filters and their design where the
author avoids the mathematical approach. The theory of filters, their design and a
information on dozen or so practical projects are provided. 189 pages. £4.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK
Ian Sinclair
'The best value handbook on electronics you can bur, so claims the sleeve notes
of the 4th edition. They're not far of the mark either. The volume covers a wide range
of disciplines. These include passive and active discrete components, i.c.s both
analogue and digital including ND and D/A. Microprocessor and systems. Much
reference data Is also included. A book worthy of space in your library.

439 pages. £13.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R.A.Penlold
Describes. in 4010,1. how to construct some simple and inexpensive. but extremely
useful, pieces of test equipment. Stripboard layouts are provided for all designs,
together with wiring diagrams where appropriate, plus notes on their construction

and use.

104 pages. £2.95

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL)
Doug DeMAW W1FB
This book is aimed at the non -technical amateur who wants to build simple projects

and obtain a basic understanding of amateur electronics. Your workshop does not
need to be equipped like an engineering lab to be successful as an experimenter.

Donl let a lack of test equipment keep you from enjoying the thrills of

experimentation. 195 pages. £8.50

Data
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back by popular demand, completely revised and expanded, this is a handy

reference book for the r.f. designer, technician, amateur and experimenter. Topics
include components and materials, inductors and transformers, networks & filters,
digital basics and antennas and transmission lines. 260 pages. £8.95

ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR
George H. Fathauer
Published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)
A spirally bound (opening flat) style book, this should prove to be of great -

interest to valve collectors, historians and anyone trying to identify
particular valves. The author provides a comprehensive list of American
and British service valves and 'civilian' equivalents, together with the
valve base details.
350 pages. £19.95

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS
(TUBES & TRANSISTORS)

(Original Publishers General Electric)

Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)
This stiff covered. novel -sized paperback facscimile book is printed on good paper
and is packed throughout with information, and connection details (base pin charts)
on receiving valves, special purpose valves, cathode ray tubes, thyratrons, vidicons
and many others (including semiconductors). Highly recommended as a valve
reference book.

475 pages £9.95.

TRANSMITTINGADIO,
TV, INDUSTRIAL

EQUIVALENTS
This

TUBE & VALVE EQUIVALENTS
This book complements the whole series of Radio Valve books and as the name
suggests, provides much information on equivalent valve types. Of particular
interest to the collector and historian, the book also has a comprehensive
Government (CV) to commercial equivalent guide. There are also guides to civilian
equivalents for American Armed Forces types, and British Royal Air Force and Royal

Nary valves. 60 pages. £2.95.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND
FORMULAE BP53
F. A. Wilson
Written as a workshop manual for the electronics enthusiast, there is a strong
practical bias and higher mathematics have been avoided where possible.

249 pages. 23.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316
Owen Bishop
In essence this book is a helpful collection of designers 'building block' circuits,
information, connection data and back-up information complete with an index
327 pages. £4.95

RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK
Steve Money
This is a unique collection of useful and Intriguing data for both the traditional and
modern radio amateur as well as the high-tech listener. Familiar radio topics are
covered - abbreviations and codes, symbols, formulm and frequencies - while the
newer features of the hobby radio world - decoding, airband, maritime. packet. slow

scan TV, etc are also dealt with. 240 pages. 0/5

RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Norm Dye & Helge Granberg
This hardback book is described as the 'complete tool kit' for successful RF circuit
design and contains a wealth of practical design information which is often
difficult to find. It provides examples of circuits from amplifiers, oscillators,
switches modular systems and design techniques. 235 pages. £19.95

RADIO VALVE GUIDE. BOOK 1
The first book in the A5 -sized series covers the characteristics and base
connections for British and American valves from the years 1934 to 1951. It also
contains information on voltage and current stabilisers, rectifiers and post -Second
World War British TV tubes and a guide on how to use the whole series.

55 pages. £2.95

RADIO VALVE GUIDE. BOOK 2
The second book covers British. European and American valves from the years
1951-1954.42 pages. £2.95

RADIO VALVE GUIDE. BOOKS
The third in the series covers British, European and American valves from the years
1954 to 1956.40 pages £2.95

RADIO VALVE GUIDE. BOOK 4
The 4th book in the series covers British, European, American, USSR and Japanese
valves from 1956 to 1960 (with Russian valve index). 46 pages. £2.95

RADIO VALVE GUIDE. BOOK 5
The 5th book in the series covers British, European, American, USSR and Japanese
valves from 1960 to 1963. 44 pages. £2.95

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL
(Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of America)

Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)
This novel -sized stiff covered paperback book is absolutely fascinating for anyone

interested in valves! In' reality Ile a designer's handbook with potted details,
characteristic curves, information and descriptions of typical applications for each

valve listed. Ifs even got a section showing receiver circuits and applications.
Excellent reading and reference. 384 pages. £10.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES
(Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America)
Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)
This is a stiff covered paperbacked novel -sized book. And If you've got an interest in
transmitting with valves...this is a useful reference source for valves up to 4kW
Input. The RCA authors have Included some interesting practical circuits using their
valves, including some for set., vh.f. and others. Highly recommended reference
source. 318 pages. £9.95.

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR (ARRL)
Les Hayward W7Z01 &
Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back in print by popular demand! A revised and corrected edition of this
useful reference book covering all aspects of solid-state design. Topics
include transmitter design, power amplifiers and matching networks,
receiver design, test equipment and portable gear.
256 pages. £10.50

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (BP401)
This book gives data on over 50 transistors per page of this 170+ page book. Data

is organised by device number, physical and electrical parameters and

manufacturer. A useful point is an additional cross referencing of many of the types.

178 pages. £5.95

Projects
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160
B.B. Babani. 106 pages. £3.95

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to familiarise the reader with both simple and more
sophisticated methods of producing p.c.b.s. The emphasis of the book is very much

on the practical aspects of p.c.b. design arid construction. 66 pages. £2.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192
R. A. Penfold
The practical and theoretical aspects of the circuits am covered in some detail.
Topics include switched mode power supplies, precision regulators, dual tracking
regulators and computer controlled power supplies. etc 92 pages. £2.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS BP304
R. A. Penfold

This small book covers the construction and use of radio frequency and

intermediate frequency projects, and audio frequency projects. Under the first
heading ideas include a crystal calibrator, an antenna tuning unit, a wave trap, a

b.f.o. and other useful projects. On the audio side projects include a bandpass filter,

a by-pass switch, a c.w./RTTY decoder and many other practical ideas and

suggestions for the home constructor. 92 pages. £3.95.

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION
BP276 R.A. Penfold
A general purpose receiver to build, from antenna to audio, described in

understandable English. 80 pages. £2.95

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION
BP275 R. A. Penfold
Before discussing projects and techniques, the author provides essential

information on theory, propagation, receiver designs and techniques. Finally, the
author provides design for and describes the construction of practical receivers.

88 pages. £3.95
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 6 MONTHS

£13.15 (UK)  £16.00 (Europe)

£17.00 (Rest of World Airsaver)  £19.50 (Rest of World Airmail)

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE -1 YEAR
U £25.00 (UK) 1 £30.00 (Europe)

U £32.00 (Rest of World Airsaver) U £37.00 (Rest of World Airmail)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH
PRACTICAL WIRELESS (1 YEAR)

£45.00 (UK) _I £54.00 (Europe)
 £58.00 (Rest of World Airsaver)

Please start my subscription with the

issue.

THREE YEAR SUBS OFFER
£65.00 (UK only)

SPECIAL AIRBAND OFFER Page 52
Please send me ....Airband Starter Kit(s)
@ £290.00 inc. VAT plus P&P £10.00.

BINDERS
 Please send me .... SWM Binder(s)
@ £5.50 each.
Postal charges: £1 for one, £2 for two or more
(UK & overseas surface)

Please

enquire

for

airmail

rates

BOOKS
 Please send me copies of Passport to World

Band Radio @ £12.50 inc. P&P (UK).
@ £14.50 inc.P&P (Overseas). £

 Please send me the following books

Postal charges.
UK: £1 for one, £2 for two or more.
Overseas:
£1.75 for one, £3.50 for two or more.

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)
(For orders received before noon) £3.75 £
GRAND TOTAL

Passport to World Band Radio
1996 is billed as the "World's Not

selling shortwave guide" and
that's why we've picked it as this
month's Star Buy.

Passport to World Band Radio
gives you all the information you
need to to explore and enjoy the
world of broadcast band listening.
Contained within its 528 pages
are features on international radio
stations, receiver reviews and
advice, together with details of the
times and languages of broadcast
stations listed by frequency. The
'Blue Pages' provide you with a
channel to channel guide to the
world band broadcast schedules.

ORDER FORM
FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours
your order will be recorded on an answerphone

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.

Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £

Or
Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of

Card No.

Valid from

Signature

to

Tel

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices

correct at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

Normal selling price of Passport
to World Band Radio is £1 4.50
plus P&P, however, this month
Short Wave Magazine
readers can get their copies
for just £12.50 including
P&P (UK) or £14.50
including P&P
(overseas). So don't
delay make sure you
place your order
today!
To order your copy
of Passport to World
Band Radio 1996 either use
the form above or telephone the
Credit Card Hotline on (01202)
659930 and quote SWMSB7.
Offer open until 26 July 1996.
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14AVE°00RC' 5

A NEW KIND OF RADIO RECEIVER

YAESU, ICOM, AOR etc.
SALES & SERVICE Holdings of Blackburn Ltd. Inc. 1952, Yaesu Agents since

1972. G3LLL 40+years in electronics. Best prices for callers (tiy us with cheque or
'real money' if you want to bargain) only xyl and sell- to pay so we can
afford to give good prices - valves and CW filters for old Yaesu eg.
Phone, normally open Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Lunch 12.00-1.30 but phone first we enjoy a few holidays!

G3LLL HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN, BB2 1EF

(01254) 59595

NORTHERN SHORTWAVE
CENTRE

BLACKDYKE RD, KINGSTOWN IND EST., CARLISLE, CUMBRIA CA3 OPJ

Phone/Fax: 01228 590011
David Brown G4KFN

New and used short wave receivers, scanning radios, amateur radio
equipment and accessories plus books and magazines.

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home study course.
For details write or phone:
THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE,
Dept JV400, Tuition House,
London SWI9 4DS.
Tel:01819472211.

IIIIIIIII

RRC

ELECTRONICS Phone for a

VALVES & most courteous quotation

SEMICONDUCTORS
0181-743 0899

Fax: 0181-749 3934
We are one of the largest stockists

of valves etc, in the U.K.

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD. rcl ISOLNDVP2V8(1-1RJ0
A D

PC SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL PROGRAM LIBRARY
Low cost specialist software and GOOD QUALITY PROGRAMS THAT WORK are our torte.

We have the largest scientific and technical software library as well as the best mainstream
programs available anywhere. Software supplied on CD ROM or Floppy. Discover the true gems of

shareware with our 300,000 word hypertext book "The Encyclopedia of Shareware". Over 4000
programs listed, and described in 178 different categories. For your copy send E2.50 or phone/fax

your order. Major credit cards accepted. You also receive a money saving special offer voucher.

PDSL, Winscombe House, Beacon Road, Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL.
Tel 01892 663298 Fax 01892 667473

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF

Tel: 01592 756962 (Day or Night)  Fax No. (01592) 610451
Open: Tuesday -Friday 9-5; Saturday 9-4

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

PRIORY SOFTWARE
AMIGA Software for 0S2 and above, PAL only

Aero-Log L7.00 Radio Log L6.00
Aero Spot DBCiv E6.00 Radio Mem DB500 E5.00

Aero Spot DBMiI E6.00 Radio Mem DBI000 L6.00
"Aero WX Decoder L7.00 Sel Cal DB L6.00
°Data Processor L7.00 Temps QNH L7.00
QSLD Base L6.00 °Weather Decoder L9.00

7 The Priory, 131 nory Road, Hungerford, Berks RG17 OAP

RTTY decoder
with ASCII output is
required to use these

programs. Prices

include P&P. Payment

by Cheque or PO.

SAE for full list and
program details.
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receiver with street -credibility
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If you want to hear everything that's going down on the streets, then the R8500 is for
you. Covering 100kHz-2GHz in all modes the R8500 gives you the chance to be a REAL
nosey-parkerI The R8500 includes IF shift, APF, direct RS -232C
computer compatability and will appeal to professionals and serious
listeners who demand top performance - but not top prices.

ICOM... manufacturers of top performing base -stations, mobiles,
handheld transceivers and receivers.

loom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.
General Operator: 01227 743000. Sales & Service: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.

INTERNET: http://www.lcomuk.co.uk/ E-MAIL: Icomsales@lcomuk.co.uk.
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The Lowereceiver range
 HF-150

Your first 'real' receiver

 HF-150M
Marine version of the HF150

 SP -150
Matching speaker/filter
for the HF150

Distributors
and dealers

in most
countries
Contact Lowe

Electronics to find out
your nearest dealer

Tel: (01629) 580800
Fax: (01629) 580020

 PR -150
RF preselector for the HF150

 RK-150
Stack and rack system

 HF-225
Higher specification h.f.
receiver

LOWE

 HF-225E
Super high performance model

 HF-250E
New top line receiver

Manufactured by:
Lowe Electronics,
Chesterfield Road,
Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 5LE, UK


